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ABSTRACT

MASANOBU ENDO

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS

THESIS: THE JOHANNINE PROLOGUE IN THE LIGHT OF EARLY JEWISH

CREATION ACCOUNTS (CA. 2ND CENTURY BCETO 1ST CENTURY CE)

This thesis explores the hypothesis that Christology in the Johannine prologue is
developed on the basis of the biblical and early Jewish exegetical traditions of the
Genesis creation account (ca. 2nd century BCEto 1st century CE).

The first part (chs. 2-5) examines the way reference was made to the Genesis
creation account, by focusing on (1) their literary form (narrative, descriptive, and
brief reference); (2) their concern; (3) the influence of key passages from the OT; and
(4) their theological function. The thesis emphasizes that reference was made to the
Genesis creation account in contexts which highlight Jewish monotheism. Early
Jewish creation accounts are concerned with the unique identity of God, which was
recalled in his work of creation. This speculation on the divine identity as the Creator
was expanded in a more salvific or eschatological context (4 Ezra, 2 Bar, ApAbr,
JosAsen, Sir), in which the creative role of the divine word was much focused and
expanded into a salvific or eschatological word.

The second part (chs. 6-9) observes how the descriptions of the identity and
role of the Son (the Word) in the Johannine prologue were made on the basis of the
exegetical traditions of the Genesis creation account in which Jewish monotheism
was carefully preserved. Admitting an influence from the personified figure of divine
wisdom, this thesis argues that the creative and eschatological figures of the divine
word play a primary role in the Johannine prologue which is concerned with the
eschatological events inaugurated in the revelation of the identity and the ministry of
the Son of God. Finally, our thesis observes how the key christological motifs (the
eschatological word, pre-existence, oneness, revelation, life, and light), which are

developed in the prologue, are clearly extended throughout the rest of the Fourth
Gospel.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
This research project attempts to explore the hypothesis that the Johannine
Christology in the prologue is developed on the basis of the biblical and early Jewish
exegetical traditions of the Genesis creation account. Several bodies of literature have
been read in relation to the Johannine prologue in the 20th century CE: (1) Mandaean
literature (Iranian Gnostic tradition; ca. 2nd century CE); (2) Hermetic literature
(Egyptian Gnostic tradition; ca. 2nd to 3rd centuries CE); (3) Jewish wisdom
literature (ca. 2nd century BCE thereafter); (4) Philo's works (Hellenistic Judaism;
1st century CE); (5) Rabbinic (ca. 3rd century CE thereafter) and Targumic literature
(ca. 2nd century CE thereafter). However, so far only a few attempts have been
made to examine the early Jewish creation accounts which are generally dated
between the 2nd century BCE and the 1st century CE. Therefore, our study will
investigate this new field. This study will give a new perspective for understanding
the Johannine prologue.

1.2 Previous Discussions on the Background of the Johannine Prologue

7.2.7 RudolfBultmann: Gnostic Tradition
In the early 20th century, R. Bultmann set forth a hypothesis that the prologue was

originally a pre-Christian cultic hymn, an ultimate source from Gnosticism, which is
seen in the Odes of Solomon and some of the Mandaean writings. He argues that the
foyoc, of John 1:1 cannot be understood on the basis of the OT1 since the notion of
God's word in the OT is different from that of the iVoyog in John.2 He argues that the

'R. Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1971), 21.

2R. Bultmann (John, 20-21) argues that (1) the word of God means God's temporal deed or
event in the OT, while in John the koyog is an eternal being; (2) it is not the essence of a system of
cosmic laws; (3) it has the idea of the relation of the chosen people to the word of God, while in
John Xoyog has the idea of the relation of the world to the Word; (4) a man cannot be designated as
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figure of wisdom which is found in Judaism (as well as the OT) seems to be related
to the Johannine Xoyoc,.3 The suggested similarities are as follows: (1) she is pre-
existent, and is God's partner at creation (Prov 8:22-30; Sir 1:1-9; 24:3, 9; Wisd 8:3;
9:4, 9); (2) she seeks a dwelling on earth among men, but is rejected, so that she
returns to the heavenly world (Prov. 1:20-32; Job 28; Sir 24:7; 1 Bar 3:10-13, 29-36;
1 En 42:1-3); (3) she reveals herself only to individual religious men, and makes
them friends of God and prophets (Wisd 7;14, 27; Sir 1:15); and (4) she is simply
designated 'Wisdom' (Prov 8:1; Sir 1:6; 24:1; Wisd 7:22; 1 Bar 3:2). Bultmann
maintains that this wisdom myth does not have its origin in the OT nor Judaism at all,
but in Gnosticism.4 That is to say, Jewish wisdom took over the Hellenistic and
Gnostic literature, and she was de-mythologised and transferred to the Torah. If
there may be a connection between the Johannine prologue and Jewish wisdom, then
both go back to the same tradition for their source, namely Gnosticism.s After an
examination of the possibility of the influence from Alexandrian Jewish circles,6 he
accepted Reitzenstein's assumption, that the prologue was influenced from Iranian
Gnosticism with its notion of the redeemed redeemer.7

1.2.2 Post Bultmann: from Gnosticism to Wisdom Tradition
Guided by Bultmann's hypothesis, his students, H. Becker8 and E. Schweizer,9
sought to reconstruct a typical archetype of the 'Gnostic Revealer Discourse' from
parallels found in Mandaean texts and the Odes of Solomon. However, Bultmann's
hypothesis has not always been accepted by other scholars. While examining another
Bultmannian hypothesis which states that the prologue is a pre-Christian Gnostic

the bearer of revelation without an inspiration, while Jesus is not thought of sueh a bearer; and (5)
the word of God has not become a hypostasis.

3 R. Bultmann, John, 22.
4 Bultmann ('Der religionsgeshichtliche Hintergrund des Prologs zum Johannesevangelium,' in

H. Schmidt (cd.), EYXAPIZTHPION: Studien zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen
Testaments [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1923], 12-13) states, 'Jedoch diirfte die
Auffassung der Weisheit als eines Geschopfes jiidische Umdeutung einer alteren mythologischen
Anschaung sein, nach der dieWisheit eine selbstandige gottliche Gestalt ist. *

5 R. Bultmann, 'Religionsgeshichtlichc,' 16-17. As for the de-mythology, it has been
developed as follows: (1) the mythology has been severely pushed into the background; (2) Gnostic
cosmology has been repressed and has given way to the belief of Creation; (3) and the concern for the
relation of man to the revelation of God has become dominant ('Religionsgeshichtliche,' 30-31).

6 R. Bultmann, 'Die Bcdeutung der Neuerschlossenen Mandaischen Quellen fur das Verstandnis
des Johannesevangeliums,' ZTK 24 (1925), 14-15.

7 R. Bultmann, 'Bedeutung,' 19-20.
s H. Becker, Die Reden des Johannesevangeliums und der Stil der Gnostischen

Offenbarungsrede (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1956).
9 E. Schweizer, Ego Eimi: Die Religionsgeschichtliche Herkunft und Theologische Bedeutung

derJoh. Biidreden (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965).
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hymn which stems from Baptist circles,10 E. Kasemann" comments on Bultmann's
former hypothesis by writing, 'The pre-Christian character of the hymn is more than
problematical, the Aramaic original incredible, the alleged Baptist hymn a pure

hypothesis.'12 Following Kasemann, E. Haenchen also doubted Bultmann's
Mandaean hypothesis13 and argued that the prologue is, 'nun einen christlichen
Hymnus.'14 E. Yamauchi refutes Bultmann's hypothesis.1"1 He argues that most of
the Mandaic texts date between the sixth and the ninth century since there are many

explicit references to Islam in these texts.16 Moreover, the origin of the sect was at
least the 3rd century CE and possibly even the 2nd century CE.17 Rather, he holds
that the early Jewish texts can surely provide a more satisfactory background for the
Johannine prologue.18 C. H. Dodd went another way. He examined the parallels
between the Johannine prologue and the Poimandres tractate (Hermetic writings),19
focusing on some distinct beings (the divine Revealer [Poimandres], the prophet, the
heavenly Anthropos, and the Logos), and the concept of regeneration (new birth; cf.
John 1:12-13). Since he could not ignore the date issue, he carefully stated that both
the Johannine prologue and the Poimandres tractate do not necessarily borrow from
one side or the other, but rather they share a common thought.20

Recent scholars who have worked on the Gnostic literature have pointed out
the common milieu on which both the prologue and the Gnostic literature are

drawing, i.e. the Jewish wisdom tradition.21 The general arguments are as follows:

10 R. Bultmann, John, 16-17.
11 E. Kasemann, 'The Structure and Purpose of the Prologue to John's Gospel,' in idem (ed.),

New Testament Question of Today (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1969), 138-167.
12 E. Kasemann, Structure, 150.
13 E. Haenchen, John (Hermcneia; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 36.
14 E. Haenchen, 'Probleme des Johanneischcn 'Prologs',' ZTK 60 (1963), 307, 333.
15 E. Yamauchi, 'Gnostic Ethics and Mandaean Origins,' HTS 24 (1970); idem, Pre-Christian

Gnosticism: A Survey of the Proposed Evidences (Grand Rapids: Ecrdmans, 1973); idem, 'Jewish
Gnosticism? The Prologue of John, Mandaean Parallels, and the Trimorphic Protennoia,' in R. van
den Brock and M.J. Vermaseren (eds.), Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic Religions (Leiden:
Brill, 1981), 467-497.

16 E. Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism, 4-8.
17 E. Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism, 9.
18 E. Yamauchi, 'Jewish Gnosticism,' 485.
19 C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge Unversity

Press, 1965), 10-53.
20 C. H. Dodd, Interpretation, 53.
21 G. W. MacRae, 'The Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth,' NovT 12 (1970),

86-101; J. H. Charlesworth and R. A. Culpepper, 'The Odes of Solomon and the Gospel of John,'
CBQ 35 (1973), 303, 306; H. Schenke, 'Die Neutestamentliche Christologie und der Gnostische
Erloser,' in K. Troger (ed.), Gnosis und Neues Testament: Studien aus ReligionwissenschaJ't und
Theologie (Berlin: Evangclische Verlangsanstalt, 1973), 109-125; Y. Janssens, 'The Trimorphic
Protennoia and the Fourth Gospel,' in A. H. B. Logan and A. J. M. Weddcrburn (eds.), The New
Testament and Gnosis (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1983), 229-244, esp. 235; J. Ashton, The
Transformation of Wisdom: A Study of the Prologue of John's Gospel,' NTS 32 (2) (1986), 161-
186; W. Carter, 'The Prologue and John's Gospel: Function, Symbol and the Definitive Word,'
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(1) the Johannine prologue does not necessarily depend upon Gnostic texts (cf. Odes
of Solomon, and the Trimorphic Protennoia) because of the chronological difficulties;
(2) there seems to be common ground in the wisdom tradition, upon which both the
prologue and the Gnostic literature are drawing; (3) both texts were transformed (de-
Christianized [the Johannine prologue], or more developed as Gnostic literature) from
there. Many efforts have been made to read the Johannine prologue in accordance
with the theological framework of the Jewish wisdom tradition. They give light to an
idea that the Jewish wisdom was transformed and adapted into the Johannine
Logos.22 However, we should not ignore the fact that Jewish wisdom is associated
with the motif of the word of God, and they each depict different aspects of the
unique identity of God (e.g. 2 En 33:3-4; Sir ch. 42; Wisd 9:1-2; 4Q403).23 It is
thereby crucial to observe how these attributes function in each of their respective
theological contexts.

1.2.3 Philo's Logos
The association of the Johannine Logos with Philo's Logos has long been discussed
because of similarities in the personified figure.24 Philo's Logos is described as a
divine mediator (as 'the healer of the soul' [Leg All 3:177-178], 'comforter' [Fug 5-
6], 'mediator' [Quaest Exod 2:13], and 'ambassador' |Heres 205]). The Logos is
associated with life (Leg All 2:86; Post 127-129; Somn 2:241-246; Leg All 3:174-
178; Det 118; Heres 79, 191) and light motifs (Op Mund 31; Abr 47; Leg All 3:45).
It is also linked to the water (Leg All 2:86; Post 127-129; Somn 2:241-246) and
manna motifs (Leg All 2:86; Leg All 3:174-178; Det 118; Heres 79, 191), which are

JSNT 39 (1990), 35-58; J. T. Sanders, 'Nag Hammadi, Odes of Solomon, and NT Christological
Hymns,' in J.E. Goehnng (ed.), Gnosticism and the Early Christian World: In Honor of James M
Robinson (Sonoma: Polebridgc Press, 1990), 51-66; G. Robinson, 'The Trimorphic Protennoia and
the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel,' in J. E. Gochring (ed.), Gnosticism arid the Early Christian
World (Sonoma: Polebridge Press, 1990), 37-50.

22 E.g. H. Moeller, R., 'Wisdom Motifs and John's Gospel,' BETS 6 (1963), 92-100; J. S.
Ackerman, The Rabbinic Interpretation of Psalm 82 and the Gospel of John: Jn 10:34,' HTR 59
(1966), 186-191; E. Epp, 'Wisdom, Torah, Word: The Johannine Prologue and the Purpose of the
Fourth Gospel,' in G. Hawthorne (cd.), Current Issues in Biblical and Patristic Interpretation (Grand
Rapids: Ecrdmans, 1975), 128-146; J. Dunn, Christology in the Making: A New Testament Inquiry
into the Origin of the Doctrine of the Incarnation (London: SCM Press, 1980), 163-268; J. Ashton,
'Transformation,' 161-186; Ben Witherington, John's Wisdom (Louisville: Westminster/J. Knox,
1995), esp. its Introduction.

23 R. Bauckham (God Crucified: Monotheism and Christology in the New Testament
[Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1999], 21) rightly argues that the personifications have been developed
precisely out of the ideas of God's own wisdom and word, that is, aspects of God's own identity.

24 Cf. C. Dodd, Interpretation, 54-73; P. Borgen, Philo, John and Paul: New Perspectives on
Judaism andEarly Christianity (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), 77.
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prominent in the Johannine Christology (John 4:14; 6:35). In some contexts, the
Logos is called 'a God' (Somn 1:227-230) or 'the second God' (Quaest Gen 2:62).

However, once each context is carefully examined, it becomes clear that these
mediator figures were basically vivid ways of speaking of God's own powers and
activities (not as the hypostatic existence of these entities),25 or the way of solving
theological and exegetical problems (in particular against the polytheistic views), as
will be discussed in the thesis.25 Instead, our thesis will present a distinction between
Philo's Logos and the Johannine Logos.

1.2.4 Jewish Exegetical Traditions of the Genesis Creation Account
Some scholars attempt to read the prologue against the background of the Jewish
exegetical traditions of the Genesis creation account. P. Borgen assumes that the
prologue of John is an exposition of Genesis 1:1-5, finding a similar exposition of
Genesis 1:1-5 in the Midrash Rabbah Genesis (Gen 3:3) and the Targum Neofiti 1
(Gen 3:24)27: in the former, the word (~Q7) is identified with light which was called
good28; the latter exhibits a chiastic structure which is seen in the prologue.29

The Targumic interpretation (or paraphrase) of the Genesis creation account
has been considered as well. In this exposition, 'the word or ~)D72) of the
Lord' and 'the glory (nrDB7: lit. 'dwelling') of the Lord' function as the main agents
of God's work of creation (TargNeo Gen ch. 1). On the one hand, some scholars
have questioned the pre-Christian date of the tradition in Neofiti 1,30 whereas on the
other hand, M. McNamara maintains that its substance would go back to pre-
Christian times, by showing an other Palestinian Targumic paraphrase (TargNeo
Exod 12:42; Exod 15:18 in the Paris MS 10), in which the word of the Lord is
identified with the primordial light in the Genesis creation account.31 Some scholars
argue that the word (X7QD) is only a nominal substitute for God's name (HTtX in

25 Cf. L. Hurtado, One God, One Lord: Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish
Monotheism (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), 36-50; P. Davis, 'Divine Agents, Mediators, and
New Testament Christology,' JTS 45 (2) (1994), 491.

26 See Excursus, 'Philo's Cosmogonic Account.'
27 P. Borgen, 'Observations on the Targumic Character of the Prologue of John,' NTS 16

(1970), 288-295.
2X P. Borgen, Logos was the True Light and other Essays on the Gospel of John (Trondheim:

Tapir Publishers, 1983), 15.
29 P. Borgen, Logos, 18.
30 Wcrnberg-Mollcr, 'An Inquiry into the Validity of the Text-Critical Argument for an Early

Dating of the Recently Discovered Palestinian Targum,' VT 12 (1962), 312-330; A. York, The
Dating of the Targumic Literature,' JSJ 5 (1974), 49-62.

31 M. McNamara, Targum and Testament. Aramaic Paraphrases of the Hebrew Bible. A Light
on the New Testament (Granad Rapids/Shannon: Ecrdmans/Irish University Press, 1972), 103; idem,
'Logos of the Fourth Gospel and Mcmra of the Palestinian Targum (Ex. 12.42),' ET 79 (1968), 116.
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TargNeo Exod3:12, 14),32 whereas D. Munoz and M. McNamara hold that the use
of in Neofiti 1 may have a more theological purpose.33 It seems undeniable
that the word in the Targum shows a link to the biblical (e.g. Ps 33:6-9; Isa 48:3, 13;
55:11) word tradition:

The word (K"1Q?2) of the Lord is not like the word of the sons of man; nor are the works
of the Lord like the work of the sons of man; the sons of man say and do not act; they decree
and fulfill not; and they go back and deny their words. God, however, says and does;
he decrees and fulfills, and his prophetic words are established forever (TargNeo Gen
23:19).

Moreover, both NIDQ and ITPDE? exhibit different aspects of the unique identity of
God: i.e. on the one hand, indicates the appearance of God through his word
by which the people could realize his dwelling among them (TargNeo Gen 17:1; 18:1;
20:3,6, 13: 35:11; TargNeo Exod 3:8; 11:4; 19:9; 20:24; TargNeo Num 11:17; 22:9,
12, 20; 23:4, 5, 12, 16), whereas on the other hand, Hl'OE? indicates the appearance
of God through a visible sign (such as light, cloud, and pillar of fire), by which the
people could realize his dwelling among them (TargNeo Gen 11:5; 22:14; TargNeo
Exod 3:1; 19:11, 18, 20; 20:20, 21; 24:13). TargNeo Exod 19:11 illustrates these
distinctions:

And the Lord said to Moses: 'Behold, my Memra will be revealed to you in the might of
the cloud so that the people may hear when I speak with you' (TargNeoExod 19:9);
the Glory of the Shekinah of the Lord will be revealed to the eyes of all the
people upon Mount Sinai' (TargNeo Exod 19:11).

In addition, we should note that the KIQft is not depicted as an autonomous
existence, but rather as the special way of the historical appearance of God to the
world. Therefore, it seems possible to consider the to be an expanded biblical
(prophetic and creational) word motif,34 which may be associated with the Johannine
Logos.35

32 G. F. Moore, 'Intermediaries in Jewish Theology,' HTR 15 (1922), 41-85; P. Vermes,
'Briber's Understanding of the Divine Name related to Bible, Targum and Midrash,' 775 24 (1973),
147-166; R. Hayward, 'The Memra of YHWH and the Development of Its Use in Targum Neofiti 1,'
JJS 25 (1974), 412-418; idem, 'Memra and Shekhina: A Short Note,' 77531 (1981), 210-213.

33 D. Munoz, Gloria de la Shekina en los Targumim del Pentateuco (Madrid: Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Cientfficas. Instituto "Francisco Suarez", 1977), 525-527; M. McNamara
(ed.), Targum Neofiti 1: Genesis (The Aramaic Bible; Wilmington: Michael Glazier, 1992), 37-38.

34 Cf. 4 Ezra 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 14:17; 21:4, 7; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; 56:4.
35 Cf. C. Evans, Word and Glory: on the Exegetical and Theological Background of John's

Prologue (JSNTSup 89; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 114-121.
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1.3 New Approaches and Plan of Action
After the refutation of Bultmann's hypothesis, scholars' concerns have shifted to the
Jewish wisdom tradition and the exegetical (Rabbinic and Targumic and Philonic)
traditions of the Genesis creation account. In general, the former focuses on the
personified figure of wisdom (originated from Prov 8:22-31) and its exposition tends
to ignore the context of the Genesis creation account which is prominent in John 1:1-
5. As for the latter investigation, only a few attempts have so far been made on the
early Jewish literature which is generally dated between the 2nd century BCE and the
1st century CE. Therefore, our thesis will focus on these sources, with the following
new approaches.

First of all, our thesis will deal with the creation accounts of these sources and

investigate mainly the theological functions of the Genesis creation account in each
literary and thematic context. Since previous scholarship has searched for figure
equivalent to the personified Logos, scholars have easily ignored the context in which
the Genesis creation account is the focus. Secondly, the classification of the creation
accounts will be made in accordance with the way that they are treated in each work
of piece of literature (i.e. narrative and descriptive accounts and brief references to
creation). This classification attempts to avoid an artificial division in our Jewish
sources (e.g. the division between wisdom and apocalyptic literature, or between the
so-called Pseudepigrapha and the Dead Sea Scrolls). Thirdly, our thesis will
consider the aspect of how the OT or the biblical traditions were understood by a

contemporary Jewish reader or one familiar with Jewish literature.36 Fourthly,
several creation motifs (such as light and life), as well as divine attributes (esp. the
divine word and wisdom), will be examined in accordance with the theological
functions of the Genesis creation account.37 We cannot treat these Jewish texts as

sources the NT writers used, but we can see them as evidence of the way that the
Scriptures were read in the first century, with which NT writers were familiar.38

The plan of Part I (chs. 2-5) is to explore the Jewish exposition of the
Genesis creation account (ca. 2nd century BCE to 1st century CE), and to observe
how the Jewish readers in our period understood the Genesis creation account in their
theological context. In this part, the narrative accounts of creation (Chapter 2), the
descriptive accounts of creation (Chapter 3), and the brief references to creation

36 R. Bauckham, Jesus and the Identity ofGod (forth-coming, 2001).
37 I am grateful to Professor R. Bauckham for sharing these points of view at the first stage of

my work. In his forth-coming work, Jesus and the identity of God (provisional title), he has
launched a hypothesis that John 1:1-5 is a retelling or interpretation of the beginning of the Genesis
creation narrative (Gen 1:1-4), and that it belongs to a recognizable genre of Jewish retellings of the
scriptural account of creation.

38 R. Bauckham, The Relevance of Extra-Canonical Jewish Texts to New Testament Study,'
in J. Green (ed.), Hearing the New Testament: Strategiesfor Interpretation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1995), 95.
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(Chapter 4) will be investigated. After the summary for Part 1 (Chapter 5), Philo's
cosmogonic account will be considered (as an Excursus to Part I). The analysis takes
its point of departure from literary considerations on these points: (1) the context in
which the creation account appears and the main concern of the creation accounts; (2)
a reconstruction of the text (if it is needed); and (3) the influence of key passages
from the OT. Thematic (more theological) considerations will follow. The texts
which will be examined in Part I are as follows: (1) the narrative accounts of
creation:: Jub 2:1-16; 2 En chs. 24-33; 4 Ezra 6:38-54; SibOr 1:5-35; 3:8-25; frag. 3;
Ant 1:27-36; 1QM 10:8-18; lQHa 9:7-20; 4Q381 frag. 1 1-12; (2) the descriptive
accounts of creation:: 1 En 69:16-25; 2 En chs. 47-48; 65-66; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 6:1-6; 2
Bar 14:15-19; 21:4-8; 48:2-10; 54:1-3, 13; ApAbr 21:1-22:2; LAB 15:5-6; JosAsen
8:10-11; 12:1-2; Sir 16:24-17:14; 39:12-35; 42:15-43:33; 1QS 3:13-4:1; 4Q392
frags. 1-9; 4Q422 frag. 1 1-13; 4Q504 frag. 8 4-10; 11 QPsa 26:9-15; (3) brief
references to creation:: Jub 12:4, 26; LAB 60:2-3; ApAbr 7:10-11; 9:3, 9; LadJac
2:10-14,20; PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9; 1 Bar 3:32-38; Sir 33:7-15.

Part II (chs. 6-9) attempts to explore the literary and thematic analyses of the
Johannine prologue in the light of our research results of early Jewish creation
accounts (Part I, chs. 2-5). First of all, Chapter 6 will briefly assess the recent
surveys of both source (diachronic) and structural (synchronic) analyses of the
prologue, and will propose a new structural understanding which will be the basis for
later thematic analysis. Chapter 7 will examine the literary and thematic
correspondences between John 1:1-5 and the Genesis creation account, and will
argue that the Genesis creation account is alluded to in the first part of the Johannine
prologue. While showing that these allusions to the Genesis creation account in John
1:1-5 have relevance to the early Jewish exegetical tradition, this chapter will suggest
how the Genesis creation account functions to develop Christology in the Johannine
prologue. Chapter 8 will show that several key christological motifs in the Johannine
prologue (which are associated with the descriptions of 'the divine identity' and 'the
role' of the Son [Logos]) are expanded in the rest of the Fourth Gospel.

1.4 Limitations of this Investigation
The following investigation is not an attempt to study all the possible sources (from
the Mediterranean world), but to focus on the creation accounts in Jewish literature
which are generally considered to have been written around the Second Temple
period (esp. 2nd century BCE to 1st century CE). Some of the so-called OT
Pseudepigrapha with which our thesis will deal are of uncertain date, but we will
accept a general scholarly consensus that they preserve early Jewish traditions.
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Moreover, since most of the Pseudepigrapha were discovered outside Palestine, their
original languages are uncertain. We thereby notice our limitations in accessing the
original meanings, but we will make every effort to understand them in a preserved
language. The fuller study of the textual criticism, as well as the date issue, lie
outside the scope of this thesis.

As the title of the thesis has suggested, our study has deliberately been
restricted to the understanding of the Johannine prologue in the light of the early
Jewish exegetical traditions of the Genesis creation accounts. Therefore, our thesis
will not include thorough discussions on all questions of the Johannine prologue, or
its relation to the biblical traditions (OT and NT). In addition, the exposition of the
Johannine prologue will be structured by a thematic analysis in accordance with our
main theological concern (i.e. the Johannine Christology in the prologue).

9



Part I

EARLY JEWISH CREATION ACCOUNTS
(CA. 2ND CENTURY BCE TO 1ST CENTURY CE)



Chapter 2

NARRATIVE ACCOUNTS OF CREATION

This chapter focuses on the narrative accounts of creation in early Jewish Literature
(ca. the 2nd century BCE to the 1st century CE). It is a long retelling of the Genesis
creation account, and generally follows the narrative order of Gen chs. 1-2. Poetic
narrative is also included in this cagetory. Our analysis takes its point of departure
from literary considerations on these points: (1) the context in which the creation
account appears and the main concern of the creation account; (2) a reconstruction of
the text (if it is needed); (3) the relation to the Genesis creation account (and influence
of key passages from the OT). Thematic (a more theological) consideration will
follow. The following texts will be examined: Jub 2:1-16; 2 En chs. 24-33; 4 Ezra
6:38-54; SibOr 1:5-35; 3:8-25; frag. 3; Ant 1:27-36; 1QM 10:8-18; lQHa 9:7-20;
4Q381 frag. 1 1-12.

2.1 The Book of Jubilees 2:1-16

2.7.7 Literary Considerations

2.1.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The prologue of Jubilees states, 'these are the words regarding "the divisions of the
times of the law" Cufale mawaelat heg) and of the testimony, of the events (lagber)
of the years, of the weeks of their Jubilees throughout all the years of eternity.'1 The
author of Jubilees retells Israelite history which is recorded in the OT from Gen ch. 1
to Exod ch. 14, putting the date in each episode in accordance with the Solar calendar
(7 day periods) and Jubilee years (49 year periods), in order to demonstrate how
history is governed by the times of the laws.

The retelling of the Bible begins with the Genesis creation account (Jub 2:2-
16), which is followed by exegetical supplements on the Sabbath law (Jub 2:17-33)
related to the creation account. The utterance of the angel who was appointed to tell

1 Similar expression is repeated in Jub 1:4. Our thesis mostly refers to VanderKam's English
Translation (The Book of Jubilees [CSCO 88; Louvain: Peeters, 1989]), consulting VanderKam's
Ethiopic edition (The Book of Jubilees: A Critical Text [CSCO 87; Louvain: Peeters, 1989]).
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the story of creation to Moses makes clear the purpose for the reference to the
Genesis creation accounts.

Write all the words about the creation (fetrat) - how in six days the Lord God completed
<fasam) all his works, all that he had created (zafiar), and rested (waasnbat) on the
seventh day. He sanctified (wakdsa) it for all ages, and set it (as) a sign (teemret) for all
his works (Jub 2:1).

This utterance alludes to the biblical creation account of Exod 20:11 and Gen 2:2-3 as

follows:

For in six days the Lord made (ItT^) heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them but
rested (HI) on the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and
consecrated (HKHpl) it (Exod 20:11).

And on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and he rested (rQKII) on
the seventh day from all the work that he had done (Gen 2:2).

The focus is clearly on the sabbath law: i.e. God kept the first sabbath (waasnbat:
cf. ratS") after all his work of creation, sanctified (wakdsa: cf. trip) it, and made it 'a
sign' (te'emret: cf. HIS) for all his works. As for the term 'sign,' it may be related to
the account of the creation of luminaries in Gen 1:14: 'let them (luminaries) be for
signs (nnx4?) and for seasons and for days and years.'

It is interesting that the Book of Jubilees states that God created a sign (i.e.
luminaries) by which they might keep the Sabbath (Jub 2:21); moreover, it maintains
that the Creator of all created (zaftdr: cf. Jub 2:1) the Sabbath as well (Jub 2:32). The
Sabbath is considered to be 'the first law' (wdheg kadami: [121 |£X~H mnm
[4Q216 5:17]) (Jub 2:24), and 'the eternal law (heg zdl'aldm) for their (Israelites)
generations' (Jub 2:33). The author also argues that the solar calendar (365 days) is
sacred, and that it governs the universe and human history, so that the Israelites are

encouraged to be more conscious of this calendar, not to transgress it even

unconsciously (Jub 6:32-33).
In the first chapter, the Book of Jubilees retells the story of Moses in Mount

Sinai (cf. Exod 24:18), in which God predicts the ultimate restoration of his people.
In this revelation God told Moses that what God would make known to him was

concerning what is first (zakdami) and what is last (wdzdaliar) and what is to come

(wazyemsef during all the divisions of time (Jub 1:26). It is also said, 'from [the
time of creation until]2 the day of the new creation (Jetrat Juklcis) (Jub 1:29).3 That is

2 Our Ethiopic text does not have this section; however, we follow M. Stone's restoration
('Apocryphal Notes and Reading,' lOS 1 [1971], 125).
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to say, the author of Jubilees argues that the restoration (as a new creation) will occur
in accordance with the division of the times, a strict heavenly timetable (J ub 1:19). In
this sense, the creation account of Jubilees might be associated with the former and
later eschatological discussions.

2.7.7.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The creation account of Jub 2:2-16 is mostly based on the Genesis creation account.
However, the author of Jubilees picks up twenty two objects which were made in the
six days, particularly counting seven objects (heaven, earth, water, all of the spirits,
abysses,4 darkness [evening''], light [dawn and daylight]) which were created on the
first day.6

Day Jubilees

1st heaven, earth, water, Spirits,
abysses, darkness, light

2nd firmament

Genesis (the OT)

heaven, earth, light; light was
separated from darkness

firmament

3rd the separation of the water from dry
land, sea, rivers, ponds, dew,
seed, trees, and garden of Eden

4th sun, moon, stars

5th great sea monsters, fish, birds

6th beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

dry land,
seed, trees

sun, moon, stars

great sea monsters, fish, birds

beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

3 Charles suggests that 'new' is inserted wrongly and it is possibly an interpolation, or a
mistake of coq for ecoq; translate 'until.' VanderKam also comments, 'This relocation of "until" is
now found in mss 21 35 38c 42c 58, but it appears to be a scribal attempt to solve the very problem
that Charles was discussing.' However, this idea appears in Jub 1:26-28.

4 VanderKam (Jubilees, 8) comments that the Ethiopic term lacks the accusative ending, and
suggests the reading, 'There were also the depths.' However, it is apparent that 'abysses' is counted
as created object. The Greek and Syriac versions take the accusative ending.

5 'Night' is restored from the Greek text of Ephiphanius in both translations (e.g. Wintcrmute
[OTP II, 55] and Charles [APOT II, 14]).

6 The narrative begins with the phrase, 'For on the first day (baelt kdarriit) he created the
heavens, which are above, and the earth' (Jub 2:2) (4Q216 5:4: pan nai nratrn
nx k-q parmn DT3 ). The Book of Jubilees may understand the first word of Genesis,
rPtTJOD (Gen 1:1), as 'the first day (baelt kdamlt).'
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This is because he wants to extract the special number 'seven' (Jub 2:3) and 'twenty
two' (Jub 2:16) from this order of creation. The former is the same as the number of
days in one week, whereas the latter is the same as the number of chief men from
Adam until Jacob (Jub 2:23).7

The author of Jubillees supplements the story of the creation of the Spirit (or the
angels).H The author seems to understand the term mi in Gen 1:2 as a spirit or an
angel, perhaps in order to solve the problem that the angels are on the scene at very
early stages in Genesis (e.g. Gen 1:26; 3:22-24).9 It is also possible that the author
of Jubilees regards the plural in 13mft~D llft^ft n©133 (Gen 1:26) and 130ft
inxft (Gen 3:22) as an expression of the coexistence of the angels. This is why the
'we' section begins from the first day of creation (Jub 2:3): the angels blessed the
creation work of the Lord (Jub 2:3); they kept the Sabbath with the people (Jub 2:21);
they brought to Adam all of the living things so that Adam named all of them (Jub
3:1); they gave Adam work and taught him how to do everything which was

appropriate for tilling (Jub 3:15); and the Lord told them what God wanted them to do
(Jub 2:19; 3:4). Therefore the description of the creation of angels may have been
influenced by an interpretation of Gen 1:2 and the plural sections in Genesis.10

2.1.2 Thematic Considerations

2.1.2.1 God's Utterance, Knowledge, and Hands in Creation
First of all, the motif of creation by God's utterance appears in Jub 2:5-6: 'On the
third day He (God) did as He said to the waters. . . , and the water did so, as He told
them.' This picture exhibits how the creatures obey God's creative command. This
description of the work of creation is common in the biblical and Jewish creation
accounts." The motif of the creative word appears in Jub 12:4 and 26.12

Secondly, Jub 2:2 hints at the wisdom motif, when it states that God prepared
the depths, darkness and light, dawn and evening, through the knowledge of his
mind {haaemrd lehf (Jub 2:2). The motif of God's knowledge seems to be
associated with the description of his wonderful design or plan through which a

7 Charles (APOT II, 15) thought that there was a lacuna after Jub 2:22, 'Restored text = "as
there were twenty-two letters and twenty-two sacred books and twenty-two heads of mankind from
Adam to Jacob, so there were made twenty-two kinds of work.'"

8 In 4Q2I6 5, the list of angels can be recognized as the same as Ethiopic edition.
9 VanderKam, 'Biblical Interpretation,' 1 18-119.
10 Cf. 1 En 60:19-22; 75:3; cf. 2 En 19:3-5.
11 E.g. Pss 33:6-8; 89:11; 104:1-30; 135:7; 136:5-9; Job 36:22-38:38; Isa 40:28; 42:5;

44:24; 45:7; 48:12-13; Jer 10:12-13; Jub 12:4; SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3; ApAbr 9:2; Wisd ch. 9; 1
Barchs. 3-4; 2 En chs. 47-48, 65-66; 4Q176; 4Q381; 4Q392; 4Q403; llQPsApa 2-3; 1 lQPsa 24.

12 See § 4.1.2 and § 4.2.2
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wonderful contrast (darkness and light, dawn and evening) was made (Jub 2:3), as
well as a meaning number (seven) of the work of creation on the first day (Jub 2:3).

As for the connection to Jewish sapiential tradition, the similarities between
4Q216 (4QJuba) 5:10 (which corresponds to Jub 2:2-3) and llQPs3 26:11-12 are

suggested.13

4Q216(4QJuba) 5:10 14

im aim nxfi men r6sxo
inarm Ton

[irD-Q3p rx

Darkness, dawn, [light, and evening
which he prepared by] his 1 know] ledge,
(cf. 'of his heart,' in Ethiopic text)
Then we (angels) saw his works and we
[blessed him|

llQPs3 26:1 1-12 15

nbaxa nx 'r-ma
nb nsna ]on in©

133T1 1X5 TX

Separating light from deep darkness
he prepared the dawn by the knowledge
of his mind

When all his angels had witnessed it,

Both creation accounts mention that the Lord separates light from darkness through
the knowledge of his heart. The plural 'we' indicates the plural existence of 'the
angels' in Jub 2:3, so that it is also parallel to 'all his angels' in llQPs3 26:11-12.
Moreover, it is obvious that 'wisdom' is the focus in 11 QPsa 26:11-15:

imam px nana -pa Blessed be he who makes the earth by his power
inaaina ^an pa established the world by his wisdom

n23 1531252 By his understanding he stretched out the
heavens

[TTfn2S]1Xft [mi] X3£V1 and brought forth [wind] from his storehouses].

In 1 lQPsa 26:12, the angels praise the Lord for his knowledge that was shown to
them through his work of creation, which corresponds to the praise of the angels in
Jub 2:3. Thus, there seems to have been a common tradition behind Jub 2:2-3 and

1 lQPsa 26:10-15, or a possible dependence of one on the other.
Thirdly, God's hand is also mentioned as a metaphor (or the divine attribute) to

indicate the mighty power of God: 'these were made by his hands' (Jub 2:11; cf.
12:19). This idea appears in biblical creation accounts (Isa 45:12; Job 10:8; Pss 95:5;

13 P. W. Skehan, 'Jubilees and the Qumran Psalter,' CBQ 37 (1975), 343-47.
14 VanderKam, 'Jubilees,' in Qumran Cave 4 (DJD 13; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 13.
15 J. A. Sanders (DJD 4), 89-90.
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119:73).16 The implication of God's hands as his mighty power (Jub 2:11) may be
associated with the context which tells of the creation of legendary creatures, 'the
great sea monsters.'

In short, the creation account of Jubilees uses several images (God's utterance,

knowledge, and his hands), and each imagery seems to exhibit a particular sense or
an aspect of the identity of God: i.e 'the hands of God' are good to show God's
mighty power; 'knowledge' is used to express the magnificence of his wonderful
plan; and the word of God depicts his sovereign power in the work of creation.

2.1.2.2 Creation and Eschatology
God revealed to Moses the secrets of both the creation and the eschatological events
(Jub 1:4, 26, 29), as previously observed. The author of Jubilees refers to the
eschatological passages from the OT, and puts them into the discourse (between God
and Moses) and the narrative.

JUBILEES SCRIPTURES

I. 1st Discourse (1:15-18)

Seeking the Lord with all heart and soul (15) Dcut 4:29 (cf. Dcut 30:10; 1 Chr
28:9; Jer 29:13)

Planting17 Israel in Jerusalem (16) Jcr 32:41 (cf. Jer 24:6; 31:28)

Blessing (16) Zech8:13

Restoration of National Dignity (16) Dcut 28:13

God's Dwelling in New Temple Ezek 37:26-28 (cf. Jer 24:7)
and New Covenant (God & People) (17)

Everlasting Grace for Israel (18) Deul 31:6 (cf. Ps 94:14)

II. 2nd Discourse (1:22-26)

Creation18 of New Spirit and Heart (20-21) Ezek 11:19 (cf. Ezek 36:26; Jer
24:7; 32:39)

16 The imagery of 'God's hands' is employed elsewhere in the OT to show the mighty power
of God (Exod 15:17; Deut3:24; 4:34; 6:21; 7:8, 19; 9:26; 11:2; 26:8; 1 Kgs 8:42; 2 Chr 6:32; Pss
20:6; 89:13; Isa5:12; 62:8; Ezek 20:33,34).

17 Winlermute (OTP II, 53) comments on the translation of 'transplant': 'The Ethiopic word
means to "remove." It has the sense of moving away from one's home and is hardly suitable in this
context.'
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Circumcision of Heart (23) Ezek 11:19

God's Descent and Dwelling in
His People (26)

New Covenant (Father & Sons) (25) Cf. Jcr3:19; 31:9; Dcut 14:1;
32:6.

Ezek 43:7, 9 (Zcch 2:11; 8:3)

III. Narrative (1:27-29)

New Temple (27) Ezek 37:26

Theophany(28) Zech 9:14 (cf. Zech 2:5;Isa 60:2)

God's Eternal Kingship and
Sanctification of Jerusalem (28)

Isa 24:23

New Creation (29) Isa 65:17 (cf. Jer5:21)

New Creation of Lights (29) Isa30:26 (cf. Isa 58:8, 10-12;
60:1-3, 19-21)

It is interesting that three topics (creation of a new heart, new covenant, and new

temple) are reiterated in the first (Jub 1:15-18) and second (Jub 1:22-26) sections in
the same order, and these topics also appear in the narrative section (Jub 1:27-29).
The author's concern is directed, not only to the past, but also to the future, i.e. 'from
the first creation until the eschaton' (Jub 1:27, 29). It should be noted that the
eschatological event is regarded as the renewal of creation, which is associated with
the rebuilding of the Temple, sanctification of Jerusalem, theophany, and new
creation of light(s) (cf. Ezek. 37:26, Isa 30:26 and 65:17).

As has already been argued, the author of Jubilees states that the restoration will
occur according to the division of the times, a strict heavenly timetable (cf. Jub 1:19).
Although the eschatological account does not reach the full number of jubilees, and it
closes with the narrative of the Sinai event (forty-nine jubilees in Jub 50:1-13), he
may also have looked further.

2.1.2.3 Lights: A Symbol ofNew Creation
The Book of Jubilees states the role of Tights' in Jub 2:8-10 as follows:

18 The Ethiopic edition renders, 'to create,' rather than 'to give.' This rendering may come
from Ps 51:10 (12 [MT]), and it is possible that the author may have wanted to express it in a more
eschatological sense. The words 'new creation' occur in Jub 1:29.

to give light on the earth (8a)
to rule over the day and the night (8b)
to divide light from darkness (8c)
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to be a sign for days, Sabbaths, months, feasts (days), years. Sabbaths of
years, jubilees, and for all of the (appointed) times of the years (9)

to divide the light from the darkness (10)
to prosper everything which sprouts and grows upon the earth (10)

'To prosper everything upon the earth' (Jub 2:10, 12) is an interpretation of Gen 1:15
and 16: 'to give light upon the earth.' In Gen 1:14-15, there are three divine
commands (with ron saying): 'Let there be lights'; 'Let them be for signs'; and 'Let
them be light upon the earth.' The author of Jubilees may understand the first
command 'Let there be lights' as the creation of lights, and the second and third as an

appointment of roles to the lights: the first role as the basis for the covenant, and the
second as God's blessing to his creatures.19 The latter role is referred to in Moses'
prayer (Jub 1:29):

And all of the lights will be renewed for healing and peace and blessing for all of the
elect of Israel and in order that it might be thus from that day and unto all the days of the
earth (Jub 1:29).

This passage alludes to Isa 30:26.

The light of the moon will be like the light of the sun, and the light of the sun will be
sevenfold, like the light of seven days, on the day when the Lord binds up the injuries of
his people, and heals the wounds indicted by his blow.

The author of the Book of Jubilees summarizes the first section of Isa 30:26 as 'all of

the lights will be renewed,' and takes the last temporal clause as the purpose clause
for the renewal of the lights, adding the blessing motif which may come from
author's exegesis of Gen 1:15 and 16.

In the next paragraph, the author discusses the law of 'the Sabbath' again in
relation to the work of creation (Jub 2:17-33), and argues that God created a sign by
which they (the Israelites) ought to keep the Sabbath on the seventh day (Jub
2:21a).20 In other words, God created lights (luminaries) as a sign for the times of
the law (including the Sabbath) so that the Israelites would be separated from the
nations to be blessed by the Creator. Furthermore, the author expects these lights to
be recreated in the eschatological time, as a symbol of the new creation.

19 The term, 'to prosper' (Jub 2:10, 12; cf. in Hebrew), is often used as God's blessing
in the OT (e.g. Gen 24:40, 42, 56; 39:2, 3 , 23).

20 The OT also states that the Sabbath was given to Israel as a sign (Exod 31:13; Ezek 20:12,
20), and it separates Israel from all the nations (1 Kgs 8:53).
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2.2 2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch chs. 24-33

19

2.2.1 Literary Considerations

2.2.1.1 Context andMain Concern

After the narrative of Enoch's heavenly journey (chs. 1-22), Enoch was told the great
secrets,21 which were the accounts of creation (chs. 24-33) and of the eschatological
event. The motif of creation is associated with eschatology in 2 Enoch: T (Enoch)
have been sent today to you (his antecedent) . . . whatever has been and whatever is
now and whatever will be until the day of judgment' (39:5); 'I (Enoch) know
everything, for either from the lips of the Lord or else my eyes have seen from the
beginning even to the end, and from the end to the recommencement' (2 En 40:1).
The appeal to the divine plan which was thought up before creation (23:5; 24:5; 25:3)
enforces the certainty of the coming eschatological judgment.

The creation account in a 'quasi-scientific manner'22 is regarded as one part of
'the great secrets of God' (24:1 [J]), in which the people expected to learn the divine
order. Moreover, the creation accounts of 2 En chs. 24-33 emphasize that God is the
sole ruler (33:7) in the universe, and that there is no other God except himself (33:8;
cf. 2:1; 10:6). The people are encouraged to learn from this fact, so that they might
not perish in the future flood which God will create in their generation (33:12). The
final judgment is prepared (34:3) because they are inclined to be idol worshippers and
sodomite fornicators (33:12), so that they reject God's commandments (34:1). Thus,
the creation account is employed in a sapiential framework to teach the way of life.

2.2.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
2 En chs. 24-33 is based on the creation narrative of Genesis (as well as its order),
while it adds the account of the creation of the throne of God (2 En 25:4), the creation
of the angels (2 En 29:3), and the creation of Paradise which was created as the
garden of Eden on the third day (2 En 30:1).

Day 2 Enoch Genesis (the OT)

1st light, darkness, throne, water, earth heaven, earth, light; light was
separated from darkness

2nd heavens, angels23 firmament, division of waters

21 2 En 23:1; 24:1.
22 F. I. Andersen (OTP I, 91).
23 God created Angels (or the bodiless armies, or ten myriad angels) from the fire; the fire is

from the rock. Andersen (OTP I) comments that 'fire' is not an element in Gen ch. 1, and that the
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3rd trees, fruits, mountains, seed, dry land, seed, trees
Paradise (Garden)

4th sun, moon, stars sun, moon, stars

5th fish, birds, reptile great sea monsters, fish, birds

6th humankind beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

2.2.2 Thematic Considerations

2.2.2.1 God's Command and the Word

Non-biblical materials can be seen in the creation accounts of the heavens and the

earth: i.e. the cosmogonic figures, Adoil (25:1-2) and Arkhas24 (25:5-26:3), are
mentioned as the basic elements which produce the heavens and the earth. Adoil may
be equivalent to 'the age of creation' (BliKa TBapHaro: veka tvarnago) of 2 En 65:1
[A].25 It is established before all things existed, and before all creation came out
(65:1 [A]).

Developing non-biblical materials, however, the creation account in 2 Enoch
chs. 24-33 describes how God founded the heavens and the earth by his command.
Throughout the account, 2 Enoch follows the formula of the Genesis creation
account, 'God commanded (< noBenliTM: poveleti) . . ., "Let. . and . . . came
out' (25:1; 26:1, 3; 27:1, 2; 28:1; 30:1, 2, 7, 8). God commanded the lowest things
(npencno/iHHx: preicpodinik) to let one of the invisible things (Hefsn/iHMbix:
nevidirriik) descend, and Adoil did. He had a great age (or light)26 in his belly, from
which the great age (BifKa BeiiKaro: veka velikagof1 came out (25:1-3). God called
again to let one of the invisible things (HeBM/jMMblx: nevidimlk) come out solid and

derivation of fire from the rock does not accord with other Cannanite (e.g. the Chaldean oracles) nor
with the Greek belief. The shorter recention (A) reads, 'From the rock I cut off a great fire, and
[from] the fire I created all the armies of the bodiless ones, and all the armies of the stars and
cherubim and seraphim and ophanim, and all these from the fire I cut out.' It is interesting that 'the
armies of the stars' arc paralleled with Hebrew names of the angels.

24 The name Arkhas invites identification with Gk. dp%rj (Andersen in OTP I, 144).
23 The division of the Texts, [A] and [J], is by Charles: [A] is the shorter, and [J] is the

longer recension. Our thesis uses Vaillant edition for [A] (Le Livre des Secrets D' Henoch [Paris:
Institut D' 'Etudes Slaves: Texte Slave et Traduction Franyaise, 1952]), and Sokolov edition for [J]
(Slavyanskaya kniga Enoha Pravednage: Tekst', latinskij perevod i izsledovanie [Moscow: The
Inperial Society for Russian History and Antiquities, 1910]).

26 MSS A, U, B, Chr read veka velikago, 'great age'; V, N, B2 read kamyka prevelikaago,
'very large stone'; J, P, R read sveta, 'light.' It seems possible that the great age which came out
from Adoil is related to the light imagery and the great age which came out from Arukhas is related
to the darkness imagery. So that 'the great age' may have been considered to be 'light' in several
MSS.

27 Charles suggests that 'the age' should refer to the heavenly world (APOT II, 445).
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visible (bmummo: vidimo); Arukhas did and became an age (BDiCb: veku.) and
darkness (25:5-26:3). The former age, which came out from Adoil, became the
foundation (liicHOBaHMe: wsnovanie) for the highest things; the latter, which came
out from Arukhas, became the foundation for the lowest things. The water was made
by the combination of them both (27:1-3), and was placed between the light and the
darkness (27:3-4). Both Adoil and Arkhas are personified and function as those who
obey the command of God; however they are not described as the agents, but rather
as the objects which are transformed and created.

In the epilogue of the creation account, it is emphasized that God is the sole
Creator, and that there is no adviser and no successor to his creation (hIsct
CB^THMKa hm cjrfeflHMKa: nest svetnika ni slednika) (33:4 [J], [A]). In the same

context, God's wisdom and his word are mentioned as the agents of creation: 'My
thought (Mbicjib) is without change; My wisdom (M&npocTb) is my adviser and my

agent (lit. flljjio: deed) is my word (cjiobo)' (33:4 [J], [A]).28 It should be noted that
wisdom is summoned as an agent for the creation of man: 'I commanded my wisdom
to create man (noBeKBX Moen npeMoyttpocTM miOBltKa: povekux moei
premudrosti stvoriti cloveka) (30:8 [J|, |A|). This may be because several
arrangements (i.e. the composition of the seven invisible and other seven visible
substances) were required to create human beings (30:8-9 [J]).

2.2.2.2 Light and Darkness
In the creation account, light is not depicted as a creational product, but as the thing
which is pre-existent.29 Before any visible things had come into existence, and light
(cb1>t: svet) had not yet opened up, God existed in the midst of light (CB'feTa: sveta)
(24:4 [A]; 25:3).30 As for the creation of light, it was given as the result of the
disintegration of Adoil who had a great age (or light)31 in his belly (25:1), and it
became the foundation of the highest things (BbifflHMM: viiwnim) (25:4b), which is
called, 'the light' (CBltTa: sveta) (25:5). Light is placed highest over all creation
(25:5), and it is separated from darkness, the lowest of things (flOJlHMMb: dolnimi)
(27:4). The creation of the luminaries on the fourth day is stated in accordance with
the narrative order of the Genesis creation account (2 En 30:1-6). The light is also
depicted as a symbol of paradise (65:10), which is never darkened (31:2), whereas
darkness is described as a symbol of judgment (34:3).

28 Cf. 1 En 14:23; Wisd9:4, 10.
29 The idea that the visible things appear from the invisible things may come from Platonic

cosmological understanding.
30 Cf. 4Q392 frag. 1 4-7.
31 Cf. the above footnote (no. 27).
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Darkness is pre-existent at the beginning of creation (24:5), and it is the
foundation of the lowest things (26:3). There is a division between light and
darkness (27:4), and both function as the primary elements for the composition of the
work of creation which follow (27:1).

2.2.2.3 Life as a Symbol ofParadise
2 Enoch explains how death and life came to human beings from various points of
view. Firstly, Adam was created out of the seven components (earth, the sun, the
bottomless sea, stone, the mobility of angels and clouds, grass of the earth, and spirit
and wind), and from the invisible and visible substances (30:10a). They were also
given seven properties (hearing, sight, smell, touch, taste, endurance, and sweetness)
(30:8-9). The nature of both death and life came from the mixture of both invisible
and visible substances (30:10b). Secondly, like biblical and Jewish traditional
understanding, 2 Enoch argues that God gave Adam free will and pointed out to him
the two ways, namely light and darkness (30:15). However, Adam was inclined to
the latter, so that sin and death became unavoidable (30:16). Moreover, 2 Enoch
states that death was brought to Adam through his wife (30:17). It is an expanded
interpretation of Gen 3:6.

As for the life motif, Enoch seems to focus on life as an eschatological
blessing. Enoch saw the paradise of Eden at the 3rd heaven (42:3), and the righteous
is said to have been given joy and happiness with eternal light and life (42:6). That is
to say, life, as well as light, is depicted as one of the symbols of Paradise.

2.2.2.4 New Revelation

God spoke with Enoch face to face (23:6). Enoch is allowed to see God's face (22:1)
and to listen to his voice coming from his very mouth (22:2, 5). Enoch is guided to
sit at the left side of God (24:1), and God himself wanted to speak to Enoch (24:2).
The secrets, which God explained, were never revealed to his angels (24:3). Enoch
told the message from God to his sons after his descent by saying;

I have been sent from the lips (wt oycxb: wt ustu ) of the Lord to you, . . .

It is not from my own lips, . . . but from the lips of the Lord who has sent me to you. . .

1 have heard (the words) from the fiery lips (uit oycTb: wt ustu ) of the Lord . . .

I am one who has seen the lace (Jinue: live) of the Lord . . .

I have gazed into the eyes of the Lord . . .

1 have seen the right hand of the Lord . . .

I have seen the extent of the Lord . . .

1 have heard the words (rnarojibi: glagotii) of the Lord (2 Enoch 39:1-6 [A])
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It is emphasized that Enoch admonished his children in all things, which his eyes had
seen from the beginning even to the end (40:1), truthfully from the lips of the Lord,
just as he saw them and heard them and wrote them down (39:8). 2 Enoch seems to
mention that the revelation of Enoch is superior to the revelation of Moses (cf. Ex
33:20).

2.2.2.5 Wisdom as God's Thought (or Thought-Up Plan)
Before anything existed at all, God thought up the idea of establishing a foundation
(24:5). The theme, that there was a thought-out plan before all creation, is repeated
throughout this creation account.

It (the great age) revealed all the creation which I had thought up (jiommcjiii: lomiisli) to
create (25:3 [J]).

Cf. [A]: It carried all the creation which I had wished (xotDx: xotex) to create.

By my wisdom (npfeM^/tpocTiA: premodrostia) all these things 1 planned to accomplish
(33:3 [J]).

Cf. [A]: By my supreme wisdom (ripeMObi/ipocTWO: premudrostju moeju), I have
planned (oyxuTpuxb: uxitrixu) it all.

There is no adviser and no successor to my creation. . . My thought (Mbicrib: miisU) is
without change. My wisdom (M;<ytpocTb: mddrosfi) is my adviser and my agent (lit.
trfejio: deed) is my word (cjiobo) (33:4 fJ]).

Cf. [A]: There is no counselor and no successor,. . . My unchanging thought
(BecnpeivrhHHa MbicJib: veslremennamisli) is (my) counselor, and my word (cjiobo)
is (my) agent (trfeno).

The idea that God had a plan before he took action can be seen in the Old Testament
(e.g. Isa 40:13; 46:10; Ps 33:11), and this theme appears in several Jewish creation
accounts as well (e.g. 4 Ezra 6:1-6; 7:70; 8:52; 2 Bar 14:17). It highlights that God's
work is perfect, and that he rules history from beginning to end. Wisdom is
considered the perfect thought of God (2 En 33:3), through which the work of
creation was planned or designed, and realized by his word (2 En 33:4). It is
interesting that both wisdom and the word function as the agents, and each takes its
own part: i.e. to think up a perfect plan (by wisdom) and to realize this plan (by the
word).32

32 In prophetic tradition, both roles are frequently assigned to the divine word (cf. Jer 11:8;
25:3-14; 28:6-9; 33:14, 15; 39:16; 44:29; Isa24:3; 31:2; 45:23; 46:10; 48:3; 58:14).
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2.3 4 (The Fourth Book of) Ezra 6:38-54

2.3.1 Literary Considerations

2.3.1.1 Context andMain Concern

4 Ezra can be divided into seven sections (I. 3:l-5;20; IE 5:21-6:34; III. 6:35-9:25;
IV. 9:26-10:59; V. 11:1-12:51; VI. 13:1-58; and VII. 14:1-48),33 based on its
constituent literary units (the narrative introduction (i.e. 3:1-3; 5:21-22; 6:35-36;
9:26-28; 11:1a; 13:1; 14:1a]; dialogues with the angel (4:1-47; 5:31-6:16; 7:1-9:25],
and visions or revelatory experiences (9:38-10:27a; 11:1- 12:3a; 13:2- 13a]). The
main concern of 4 Ezra is the question why Israel should be handed over to the
unrighteous, and why salvation should be delayed (4 Ezra 3:28-36; 5:28-30; 6:55-
59). 4 Ezra deals with this question from the viewpoint of theodicy (3:3-26) and
divine providence (or the divine time table) (5:41-49). 4 Ezra also provides a hope
that salvation is at hand, beginning with several signs of the coming of the
eschatological events (5:1-14), followed by the restoration of the human sinful heart
[6:26-27], the coming of the Messiah, and the final Judgment (7:26-43; 8:51-54). In
the latter part of 4 Ezra, several apocalyptic messages are also given: the new
Jerusalem (9:38-10:59); the destruction of Rome (11:1-12:35); the Judgment by the
Son of Man (13:1 -53). The Book of 4 Ezra has been given as a restoration of the law
which had been burned (after the fall of the Temple34) in order to give light to the
people who dwelt in darkness.

The third section (4 Ezra 6:35-9:25) begins with a long narrative creation
account (6:38-54). Its length may correspond to the weight of the following section:
i.e. God promises Ezra, ahead of this account, to reveal greater things than before (4
Ezra 6:31). The first part of this section (6:35-7:25) functions as a prologue for the
rest of the eschatological account. The author of 4 Ezra anticipates the God who
alone has the authority over his creation from the beginning of the world until the
end, and who assigned a part of his authority to the Israelites to complete his
eschatological works immediately. Thus, the creation account is obviously associated
with eschatological expectations.

33 See T. Willett, Eschatology in the Theodicies of 2 Baruch and4 Ezra (JSPSup 4; Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1989), 54-58.

34 So long as Pseudonym pretends to be Ezra, the Temple means the First Temple; however,
it clearly overlaps with the picture of the destruction of the Second Temple.
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2.3.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
4 Ezra understands IVajNUJ in Gen 1:1 as 'the beginning of God's work of creation'
(cf. 4 Ezra 6:38, ab initio creaturae).35 4 Ezra states that God's utterance was at the
beginning, through which the heavens and the earth were created (esp. 4 Ezra 6:38).

4 Ezra is mostly based on the Genesis creation account as follows:

Day 4 Ezra

1st heaven, earth; light was brought
from God's treasuries

2nd firmament, division of water

3rd separation of the water from dry
land; fruit, flowers

4th sun, moon, stars

5th great sea monsters, fish, birds

6th beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

Genesis (the OT)

heaven, earth, light; light was
separated from darkness

firmament, division of waters

dry land,
seed, trees

sun, moon, stars

great sea monsters, fish, birds

beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

The idea, that the word comes from God's mouth and it immediately realizes God's
plan or his will, alludes to Isa 48:3 and 55:11

Your word accomplished the work
(4 Ezra 6:38)

So shall my word be, which goes out from
my mouth, it shall by no means turn back
in vain, until it accomplishes what I
desire and makes succeed what I sent it

(Isa 55: It).

Your word went forth, and
immediately

They (the former things which I foretold
long ago) go out of my mouth, and
I made known them,

the work was done (4 Ezra6:43). andl accomplish immediately, and they
came to pass (Isa 48:3).

In both 4 Ezra 6:38-43 and Isa 55:11 (and Isa 48:3), the word of God is personified
and functions as an agent to accomplish the will or the plan of God. The idea that
God accomplished his works at once with his word may allude to Isaiah (e.g. Isa
48:3, 12, 13; Isa 44:24-28; 45:7-8).

35 Cf. 4 Ezra 6:1, Initio terreni orbis, 'In the beginning of the circle of the earth.'
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2.3.2 Thematic Considerations

2.3.2.1 Creation and New Creation ofIsrael
4 Ezra suggests that God put the divisions in the world: i.e. God commanded the
spirit to divide and to make a division {divideret et divisionem) between the waters (4
Ezra 6:41); God preserved (conservasti) the six parts (of the waters) so that some of
them might serve (ministrantia) before you (6:42); God preserved (conservasti) two
living creatures,. . . you separated (separasti) the one from the other (6:49-50). This
motif is possibly related to later arguments on the original status of Israel as the
chosen people. 4 Ezra also refers to the role of Adam as an administrator of the rest
of the creatures (6:46; 54). These two points are associated with the main question of
why Israel can not possess their world as an inheritance (6:59) although this world
was originally created for them (6:55).

Moreover, 4 Ezra argues that the world was created for Israel, and that God the
Creator bears the responsibility for his most important creature, i.e. the Israelite. 4
Ezra restates that all creatures were the workmanship of God's hands and of his
word. In particular, Israel is said to be created as God's own people (4 Ezra 5:23-30;
6:54, 59; 8:24, 45). The creation motif is employed here in order to demonstrate the
special relationship between God and Israel, while other nations are said to be
nothing (nil) and like spittle (saliva;) or a drop from a bucket (,stillicidium) (4 Ezra
6:56). In particular, the latter idea alludes to Isa 40:15 and 17: 'the nations are like a

drop from a bucket' (Isa 40:15); 'the nations are as nothing before him' (Isa 40:17).

2.3.2.2 The Word ofCreation
4 Ezra expands the beginning of the Genesis creation account by clearly mentioning
that God accomplished his work of creation by his utterance and his word.

O Domine, loquens locutus36 es ab initio creaturce, in primo die dicens: Fiat
cerium et terra; et tuum verbum opus perfectum (4 Ezra 6:38).

O Lord, you indeed spoke from the beginning of creation, and said on
the first day, 'Let heaven and earth be made,'and your word accomplished the
work.

Cf. Gen 1:1

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.

The same motif of the creative word (or command) is repeated in the rest of the
creation account.

36 Note its emphatic expression.
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Then you commanded (dixisti) that a ray of light be brought forth from your treasuries, so
that your works might then appear (4 Ezra 6:40).

On the third day you commanded (imperasti) the waters.. . For your word went forth,
and at once the work was done (verbum enim tuum processit, et opus statim fiebat) (4 Ezra
6:42-43).

On the fourth day you commanded (imperasti) the brightness of the sun, the light of the
moon, and the arrangement of the stars to come into being (6:45).

On the fifth day you commanded (dixisti) the seventh part to bring forth living creatures,
birds, and fishes, and so it was done (6:47).

The dumb and lifeless water produced living creatures, as God commanded (quae Dei nutu
jubcbantur)37 (6:48).

The personification of the divine word can be seen in these verses: 'the word of God
accomplished the work (4 Esra 6:38); 'the word went forth, and the work was done'
(4 Ezra 6:43).38 It is an expression to depict the actuality (or reality) of God's mighty
work in creation. It is noteworthy that the last two examples (6:47, 48) describe God
producing living things out of inanimate objects (i.e. the dry land and the dumb and
lifeless water) by his word (or by his command). In other words, the word of God is
depicted as an important agent to produce life from lifeless things.39

2.3.2.3 Light
The creation of light (4 Ezra 6:40) and luminaries (4 Ezra 6:45-46) is referred to in
accordance with the narrative order of the Genesis creation account. Both light and
luminaries are given by God's utterance (or by his command). It should be noted that
4 Ezra states that a ray of light was brought forth from God's treasuries (4 Ezra
6:40).40 G. Box comments that the Rabbinic tradition41 tells that light was created on
the first day before the creation of luminaries, and this light was afterwards
withdrawn and reserved by God for the righteous in the world to come 42 That is to
say, light itself existed before the work of creation, and it is described as a divine
thing. The role of light is to let God's works of creation appear (4 Ezra 6:40) and to
serve human beings (6:46). It is a comment or brief summary of Gen 1:14-18.

37 However, the text of this verse is uncertain (Cf. Metzger's note in OTP I, 536), and this
phrase is omitted by all MSS except Latin MS.

38 Cf. 4 Ezra 8:22-23.
39 Cf. J. Cook, 'Creation in 4 Ezra,' 134.
40 Cf. 2 En 25:1-3; 4Q392 frag. 1 4-7.
41 Cf. t. b. Hag. 12a.
42 G. H. Box in APOT II, 578.
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2.4 Sibylline Oracles 1:5-35

2.4.1 Literary Considerations

2.4.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The author of SibOr Book 1 gives a prophecy of all things from the past, present, and
future (SibOr 1:1-4). The author explains how the world which was created as a

good thing declined to evil (e.g. SibOr 1:46, 73-74, 101-103), and how the wrath of
God (the flood) came upon the world (people) as he had declared (1:165), or as he
planned it (1:216). Based on the event that people were punished by the water (or the
flood) in the past, the author gives warning that the final judgment (2:149-347) and
destruction by fire (2:196-214) will truly come.

The first few verses allude to the purpose of Book 1 (and Book 243): i.e. 'so
that you may never neglect my commands' (SibOr 1:6-7). The first section (the
accounts of creation and of the first generation) tells that because the first man

neglected God's command, human beings received the fate of death (SibOr 1:40-46,
50-55, 73-86), and they were removed from life, and Hades received them (SibOr
1:80). The author also tells that there will be a great contest for entry to the heavenly
city (SibOr 2:39). This is the gate of life and entry to immortality which the heavenly
God has appointed (SibOr 2:150). Book 1 and 2 divide world history into ten
generations (lacking the eight and ninth generations), and the creation account
functions as a prologue for these two books. It tells about the beginning of world
history (the first generation) and the beginning of the course of the decline of human
history (the fate of death).

2.4.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The author briefly summarizes the Genesis creation account, and reconstructs it by
using his own expressions: f]8pacse yap yfjv Tap-cap®44 (draping it [earth] around with
Tartarus45) (1:9-10); oupavov -6'\|/roaev (elevated heaven) (1:11a); ytaxuicriv 8" f|7tA.®ae
0u/,uaaav (stretched out the gleaming sea) (1:11b); noXov eoxetpavmaev akig

43 The first two books of the Sibyline Oracles are considered to be a unit, by sharing the same
division of world history into ten generations (J. J. Collins, OTP I, 330); however it contains
Christian material as J. J. Collins says (OTP I, 330). J. J. Collins refers to the work of J. Geffcken,
Komposition und Entstehungszeit der Oracula Sibyllina (Leipzig; Hinrichs, 1902), 47-53.

44 The Greek text is of Geffcken's edition (Die Oracula Sibyllina [Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs'sche
Buchhandlung, 1902]).

45 It indicates the nether world (J.J. Collins, OTP I, 335). Gehenna is regarded as a part of
Tartarus or identical with it (M. Terry, The Sibylline Oracles [El Paso, Texas; Selene Books, 1991
[org. ed. 1890], 33); usually Tartarus is the lowest part of Hades, sometimes the lowest part of
Gehenna, or equivalent to Gehenna.
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TrupioanTueoiv aaxpoi; (amply crowned the vault of heaven with bright-shining stars)
(1:12); and yauxv mapi^ae cpuxotc; (decorated the earth with plants) (1:13).

He does not mention each day of creation, but mostly follows the order of the
Genesis account, except for the account of the creation of stars (SibOr 1:12).

Day SibOr 1:5-37 Genesis (the OT)

1st earth, light, heaven heaven, earth, light; light was
separated from darkness

2nd sea, stars firmament, division of waters

3rd plants dry land, seed, trees

4th sun, moon, stars

5th fish, birds, beasts, creeping serpents great sea monsters, fish, birds

6th humankind beasts of the earth, cattle,
humankind

The author distinguishes the account of the creation of Adam from the rest of the
creation account: the account pauses at SibOr 1:22, with the words, 'He himself
made these things with a word and all came to be, swiftly and truly' (abxoq tout'
e7roir|oe Aoyco mi 7ravx' eyevfjGri coxa mi axpcKecog); then it restarts from v. 23, by
saying, 'and then later he again fashioned an animate object' (mi xoxe 5f| pexe7teixa
7tAaaev 7raA.1v ejwrvoov epyov) (SibOr 1:22). This may be because the author focuses
on the creation of human beings as a prologue for later accounts of human history.

2.4.2 Thematic Considerations

2.4.2.1 The Word ofCreation
At the beginning and the ending of the first part of the creation account (SibOr 1:8-
22),46 the author mentions that God created the whole world with his word.

be eKxiae troopov catavxa eirea^, yetvaoGco' mi eyeivaxo (SibOr 1:8-9).
It was he who created the whole world, saying, 'let it come to be' and it came to be.

abxoe xabx' e7roioe Aoyco mi, ndvx ByevtjGri com mi axpeicecoQ (SibOr 1:19-20).
He himself made these things with a word and all came to be, swiftly and truly.

46 The division of the creation account is given above.
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God's utterance, 'Let it come to be' and it came to be (yeivdoGco' koci eyeivaxo), which
is mentioned in the first example, is a variation of the Genesis creation account
formula, 'Let there be. . . and there was . . .' (...TP1 ... TP DTtbs "iftKT). SibOr
1:8 and 1:19-20 may be influenced by a psalmic account of creation (Ps 33:4-9, 13):

Ps 33:4-9, 13

For the word of the Lord is upright,
and all his work is done in faithfulness

(nmnto inirrrr^Di)47...

By the word of the Lord the heavens
were made.. .

For he spoke, and it came to be;

The Lord looks down from heaven . . .

SibOr 1:8, 19-21

(All came to be) swiftly and truly
(axpeKetoi; < dxp£Krj<;)

He himself made these things with
a word.

Let it come to be and it came

to be, he commanded,

looking down from heavem . . .

The idea of the creative word emphasizes the points that God created the whole world
swiftly and truly (corn mi dxpeKeco^),48 that he is self-begotten (ot-oxoAdxeoxoi;49) and
that under him the world has been brought to completion (mo x® xexekeoxo 5e
Koopo^) (SibOr 1:20-22). It is a strong expression of the sovereign power of God.

2.4.2.2 The gate ofLife and Entry to Immortality
God is called 'immortal' (dGdvaxoq) and he is contrasted to the 'mortality' of human
beings, which came to them because of their transgression of God's commands. Eve
was deceived to the fate of death (xod Gavaxou) by the snake (SibOr 1:40-41), and
Adam also forgot about his immortal Creator (dGdvaxog KxiaxTyO and neglected clear
commands (SibOr 1:44-45). The Immortal became angry with them and expelled
them from the place of immortals (dGavaxoov yoipou) (SibOr 1:50-51), and decreed
that they remain in a mortal place (6vr|x<5 < Gvt)xo<;) since they had not kept the
command of the great immortal God (SibOr 1:51-53). The author of Book 2 of
SibOr then announces that there is a last great contest for entry to immortality
(dGttvaairiO (2:39-41). The reward is 'life' (t/orj) and 'immortality' (dGavaavr^)
(2:150), and the righteous who are concerned with justice, noble deeds, piety, and
most righteous thoughts, will be brought to light (ipcoO and to life (Cent)), in which is

47 The LXX translates it as jcdvxa xa epya airrou ev Ttioxei.
48 See the emphasis on the immediacy of God's creation with the word of God motif in 4 Ezra

6:38, 43; 2 Bar 14:17; 56:4; cf. 21:7.
49 From uxixo + koyedco
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'the immortal path of the great God' (xpipo^ dBctvaxot; peya^oto Oeoio) (2:315-317). In
short, life (Ccor)) is considered to be life in the place of immortals (deavaxcov ^copou).
Adam and Eve were once favored with it, and it will be given to the righteous as a
final reward. It should be noted that light and life are parallel in meaning (i.e. the
eschatological rewards) in SibOr 2:316.

2.5 Sibylline Oracles 3:8-25

2.5.1 Literary Considerations

2.5.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The creation account (SibOr 3:8-28) appears in the first forty-five verses of Book 3.
Although the connection between the first forty-five verses and the rest of the book is
not necessarily clear,50 the former seems to give a reason why the eschatological
destruction is to come, which is the subject of the rest of the Book. The author
denounces the sins against the immortal God (in particular against idolatry). The
reference to creation is associated with the argument to the idolatry, by making a
contrast between the Creator and the idols which were made by a sculptor's hand
(SibOr 3:8-35). The creation account is also referred to here in order to recall the
sovereignty of God who rules over the eschatological judgment (SibOr 3:34-35).

2.5.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The creation account in SibOr 3:20-28 does not necessarily follow the narrative order
of the Genesis creation account. However, it mentions the whole creation account of
Genesis l:l-25.51 In a context which highlights the identity of God, references to
several biblical texts which emphasize the sovereignty of God (in a monotheistic
emphasis) are made. For example, firstly the idea of contrast between the Creator
and the idols may be taken from Isa 40:18-26. Interestingly, both SibOr and Isaiah
have the same expression, 'God lives in the sky' (SibOr 3:11; Isa 40:22). Secondly,
Exod 33:20 is referred to in SibOr 3:17-19 in which the invisibility of God is
mentioned. Thirdly, Ps 33:6 is possibly recalled in SibOr 3:20 in which the motif of
the creative word is employed to emphasize the mighty power of God.

50 The first ninety-six verses of Book 3 of the Sibylline Oracles are considered to be
dissociated from the rest of the book, and vv. 1-45 is also separated from the rest of the material
because of its contextual difference (See J. J. Collins [OTP I, 359]).

51 See § 2.6.1.1.
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2.3.2 Thematic Considerations

2.5.2.1 The Sovereign God and the Word
There is speculation about the identity of God in the creation context. God is
introduced as the 'one God' (eiq OeoO, 'the sole ruler' (povapxo<;), 'the one who lives
in the sky' (aiGepi vcdcov), 'the one who himself sees all things' (opoipevog avxoq

cbcavxa). He is 'self-begotten' (auxotpurv;52), 'ineffable' (aGeoipaxot;), 'invisible'
(aopaioQ), and 'immortal' (aicovio^) (SibOr 3:11-13). In this context, God is depicted
as the sole Creator, who created everything by his word (koyw) and fashioned Adam
(SibOr 3:20-28). On the one hand, the idols were made by the sculptor's hand
and revealed by a cast of gold and ivory in the crafts of humankind (SibOr 3:13-
14), whereas on the other hand, God created the universe by his word (SibOr 3:20)
and he revealed (cxveSei^ev < dvaSeucvOpi) himself as the one who is and was

before, and shall be hereafter (SibOr 3:13).

2.3.2.2 The God ofCreation and the God ofSalvation
In the context of assailing idolatry, SibOr 3:33-35 denounces the sins against
monolatry: 'You never revere nor fear God, . . . forgetting the judgment of the
immortal Savior who created the heavens and the earth.' It is worth noting that in the
last sentence, 'the judgment of the immortal Savior' is paralled with the description of
the identity of God as Creator. The identity of God as Creator (SibOr 3:35; cf. vv.
20-28) and Sustainer (SibOr 3:33) is associated with his status as an eschatological
Savior (SibOr 3:34-35).

2.6 Sibylline Oracles Fragment 3

2.6.1. Literary Considerations

2.6.1.1 Context, Main Concern, and Textual Considerations

SibOr frags. 1-3 are found in Theophilus (Ad Autolycum 2:3 and 2:36), and they are

thought to be a part of the lost Book 2 with some connection to SibOr 3:l-45.53
Although it is uncertain whether the fragments and SibOr 3:1-45 are Jewish writings
or Christian redactions, it is undeniable that they contain a Jewish tradition that
emphasizes monotheism and denounces idolatry. Frag. 3 has the character of

52 dvxoq (self) + <pixo (with passive voice, 'to be born').
53 See J. J. Collins (OTP I, 360, 469); C.A. Kurfess (NTA II, 707).
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supplementation of SibOr 3:1-45: both share similar terminology as shown below,
and frag. 3 has a tendency to supplement SibOr 3:1-45. For example, frag. 3
mentions the assignment of a human role (frag. 3:12-14; cf. Gen 1:26-28); the names
of idols, dogs and birds are supplemented (frag. 3:26-27); and the final rewards are
mentioned not only as judgment to the idolaters but also as the blessing to the good
(frag. 3:46-49). The correspondences between 3:1-45 and frag. 3 are as follows:

SibOr 3:1-45 SibOr frag. 3

God God

one God (eiq Geog)
sole Ruler (povapxoc;)

ineffable (ccGeotpatoc;)

self-begotten (amocpuT^)
invisible (aopcaoq)
eternal (ocuovux;)

One God (Geo^ eiq)
sole (povog)
Highest (7ravt)7tepxaxog)
incorruptible (rxtpQrxpTOC)
eternal in corruptible (cdGepa vakov)

eternal (rxioivio^)

who lives in the sky
who himself sees all things

who lives in the sky
God the king who oversees all

who created all by his word
<Narrative Orden>

Heaven

Sea

Luminaries

Springs, Rivers
Fire, Days, Nights
Man
Wild Beasts

Serpents, Birds

He has made . . .

<Narrative Ordei>

Heaven

Luminaries
Earth

Sea

Mountains, Springs
Water Creatures

Serpent, Birds
Wild Beasts, Catties

Man was made Ruler of all

Grxi and Man

No one can sec God

God and Man

No one can know, but God

Denunciation of idolatry
worshipped Gods

Snakes

Cats

Idols

Denunciation of idolatry
worshipped Gods

Snakes
Cats

Dogs
Birds
Idols

Rewards

Judgment to Idolaters
Rewards

Judgment to Idolaters
Blessing to the good
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2.6.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
Needless to say, the creation account in frag. 3:21-33 follows the creation account in
SibOr 3:20-28 as shown above. However, it is distinct for the creation account in

frag. 3:21-33 to refer to Ps 8:5-8 which mentions the status of human beings as the
rulers of all creation (frag. 3:13-14). The reference to the divine knowledge of God
who alone knows of all creation is obvious in the OT (e.g. Job chs. 38-42).

2.6.2 Thematic Consideration: the Sovereignty ofGod
SibOr frag. 3 shares a common theme with SibOr bks. 1 and 2, i.e. monotheism and
the denunciation of idolatry as previously observed. In retelling the Genesis creation
account, the unique identity of God as the sole Creator is emphasized. SibOr frag.
3:16-20 depicts the sovereignty of God not only as the Creator (frag. 3:16-17) but
also as the one who is preparing for the final judgment and reward (frag. 3:18-20). It
should be noted in this account, that God is depicted as 'life' (£®ij) and 'imperishable
eternal light' (dxpOvxov cxevaov <po)g) (frag. 3:34; cf. frag. 3:46-49).

2.7 Josephus Antiquitates Judaicae 1:27-36

2.7.7 Literary Considerations

2.7.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The second longest work of Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, narrates Jewish history
from creation to the administration of the last procurators before the wars with Rome
(20:252-268). Allusion to the purpose of this book is made in the preface of the first
book:

The main lesson to be learnt from this history by any who care to pursue it is that
men who conform to the will of God, and do not venture to transgress laws that
have been excellently laid down, prosper in all things beyond belief, and for their reward are
offered by God felicity; whereas, in proportion as they depart from the strict observance
of these laws, things (else) practicable become impracticable, and whatever imaginary good
thing they strive to do ends in irrestrievable disasters (1:14).54

Josephus attempts to introduce Jewish history into the Greek-speaking world (1:5),
and encourages people to conform to the will of God and not to transgress the laws

54 Translation of H. Thackeray (Josephus, vol. 4 [London: William Heincmann Ltd, 1926]).
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(1:14). In this sense, his historical viewpoint is akin to the biblical historiography of
the Deuteronomist and the Chronicler.55

Josephus begins with restating the Genesis creation account (1:27-36) as the
first historical narrative of Moses (1:26). The lesson to be learnt from this account is
that because Adam transgressed the command of God (1:46), he was brought into a
calamitous condition (1:49).

2.7.7.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
It should be noted that Josephus begins with the opening words of the Genesis
creation account: 'Ev dp^f) eicuaev56 o 0eoc xov oiipavov iccu xryv yfjv (Ant 1:27). The
LXX translation seems to be in Josephus' mind: e.g. the expression, xaiixriQ 8' w'
otytv oijk fpyopevric (Ant 1:27a), comes from the LXX translation of Gen 1:2a (t) 8e
yfj t)v dopaxoQ mi dmxaateer'xxoxoq), which cannot be seen in the Masoretic tradition.

He shortens or embellishes several portions with his own words:

'It (the earth) was covered with thick darkness' (fkxGei pev KpojrxopevT)i; okoxei) (Ant
1:27b) for okoxoq endvo) xf|^ dpuooou (Gen 1:2b); 'he considered the whole mass, and
separated the light and the darkness'(Kaxavot)oag xtjv 67r|v b'kpv Stryoipior xo xe epeoq
Kat xo okoxoq) (Ant 1:28) for Sieyotpiarv o Oeoq ava pcaov xot> tpcoxog mi ava
peaov xou okoxouq (Gen 1:4b); 'he separated it from the other parts, and he determined it
should stand by itself' (ox' auxov and xtov a'XXcov SuxKpivag Ka0' ahxov r^lmae
xexd^Oai) (Ant 1:30b) for Siexcoptaev o 0eoi; ava pdoov xon uSaxoq o f|v x>7toKdxK>
xox> axepecopaxoq mi ava peaov xob i)8«xoq xoi) ercavco xot> axepeoipaxo^ (Gen
1:7); 'he appointed the dry land to appear, with the sea itself round about it' (iaxr)gi xt]v yrjv
dva%ea<; 7tepi a\)xt(v xf|v OdXaaoav) (Ant 1:31a) for Gen 1:9-10; 'he made the plants and
the seeds to spring out of the earth' (ehOuQ cpoxd xe mi atxeppaxa yf|0ev avexetke)
(1:31b) for Gen 1:11-13; 'he adorned the heaven with the sun, the moon, and the other stars'
(8e SuxKoopel xov odpavov f|kico mi oe7f|vr) kui xo'iq aXXoiq aozpoiq) (Ant 1:31c) for
Gen 1:14-15; 'he appointed them their motions and courses, that the vicissitudes of the
seasons might be clearly signified' (Kivf|oetc; aijxot^ eTiioxetAaQ Kat 8p6povc, oiq av at
x®v (opcov 7tept(popa\ oripalvoivxo) (Ant 1:3Id) for Gen 1:16-19; 'he produced the living
creatures, both those that swim and those that fly' (£cpd xe Kax ' abxpv vt|Kxd mi
pexapata xa pev mxa pdGong xa 8e 8t aepog avfjKe) (Ant 1:32b) for Gen 1:20-23; 'he
created the four-fooled beasts, and made them male and female; on the same day he also formed
man' (Spptoupyel xo xiov xexpanoScov yevoq appev xe mi 0f)kt> xoif|aag. ev xadxr]
8e mi xov dvOpomov enXaoe) (1:32c) for Gen 1:24-27.

As a whole, however Josephus simply restates the Mosaic account of creation (Gen
1:1-2:3), and follows the division of the days of the Genesis creation account.

55 Cf. H. W. Altridge, 'Josephus and his Works,' in M. Stone, Jewish Writings, 218.
56 The LXX renders ertoinaev here; however, the LXX renders kxi^o in the context of God's

creational work (cf. Gen 14:19, 22; Exod 9:18; Deul 4:32; 32:6; Pss 32:9 [MT 33:9]; 88:13, 48
[MT 89:12, 471; 103:30 [MT 104:30]; 148:5).
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2.7.2 Thematic Consideration: the Fall, a Historical Discipline

Josephus understands that Moses gives a simple account of creation in Gen 1:1-2:3,
and that he gives a theological explanation from Gen 2:4 by writing, 'And here, after
the seventh day, Moses begins to interpret ((pnatokoyeiv) nature, writing on the
formation of man in these terms' (Ant 1:34).57 Josephus focuses on the fall of human
beings and the reward which was given to them because of their disobedience to the
divine commandment. According to his account, the serpent who grew jealous of the
blessings misled the woman to scorn the commandment of God (xfjc; evToMi<; xob
Oeob Kaxa(ppovf|oca) (Ant 1:43). Josephus repeats the incident of their disobedience in
Ant 1:46 (napafiuvxx xryv xob rtpooxaijiv) and 1:47 (nupaKovoaz xcov epcov evxokcov).
As a result of this disobedience, they were kept away from a happy life (p'tov
et>8cdgova) and from a long life (xo Cnv tyW paicpov) (1:46). While the blessings
were destined for them in case they obeyed God's command (mpayyekpa xtm Geob),
disobedience (TOpaKouaavxac; < rcapaKouo)) will bring trouble upon them (Ant 1:41).
Thus Josephus emphasizes that the disobedience to the will of God or his command
would remove them out of eternal life.

Thus Josephus introduces Jewish history into the Greek-speaking world in
order to encourage them to conform to the will of God and not to transgress his laws.
In short, Josephus restates the Mosaic account of creation (Gen 1:1-2:3), particularly
focusing on the narrative of human creation and fall. Through this account, he draws
a historical lesson that disobedience to the will of God or his command will remove

the people from the possibility of eternal life.

2.8 1QM (War Rule from Qumran Cave 1) 10:8-18

2.8.1 Literary Considerations

2.8.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Is the War Eschatological?
There are at least three major opinions concerning the date of the War Rule: the
Seleucid period hypothesis38 (2nd century BCE); the Roman period hypothesis39 (1st

57 Translation of H. Thackeray (Josephus, vol. 4, 17).
58 K.M.T. Atkinson, 'The Historical Setting of the "War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of

Darkness",' BJRL 40 (1957), 286; P. von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial (Gottingen:
Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1969), 62-72; M. Treves, 'The Date of the War of the Sons of Light,' VT
8 (1958), 422; M. H. Segal, 'The Qumran War Scroll and the Date of its Composition,' in Ch.
Rabin and Y. Yadin (eds.) Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ScrHic 4; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1965),
140, etc.

59 Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 243-246; F. M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran
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century BCE to 1 st century CE); and the redaction hypothesis60 (2nd century BCE to
1st century CE). The key issues here are whether the War is theological or more

practical, whether it is the eschatological war against the Roman Empire or the
Maccabean revolt.

The portrayal of the war in 1QM can be acknowledged as 'the holy war.'61
Firstly, the war is characterized by dualistic, metaphorical words: 'the sons of light'
("IIS ''32) and 'the lot of the sons of darkness' ("jtffin '•32 ^713). The enemy is guided
by 'Belial' (^2,b2) who is a figure of evil angel in Jewish tradition, and they are also
supported by 'the ungodly of the covenant' (rP~Q T^cnQ) (1QM 1:1-17). On the
other hand, God will support 'the sons of light' (71K ''32), sending everlasting aid by
the power of the majestic angel (1QM 17:6), and he will ultimately subdue all his
enemies (1QM 1:15). Secondly, the instructions which the War Rule provides are
not only tactical but also ritualistic: the combatants should be pure and perfect men
(1QM 7:3-6; cf. Deut 20:8; 23:10; Lev 15:16; 21:17-20; Num 8:25-26); there are sets
of regulations which were originally taken from the OT (trumpet: 1QM 3:1-11, cf.
Num 10:1 -10; the banner: lQM3:12-5:2, cf. Num 17:17-18). Thirdly, the war will
be conducted with ritual prayers and blessings (1QM 9:17-14:15). Fourthly, the time
and the phases of the war are also predetermined (1QM 15:5, 12; 17:5; 18:10), and
the victory of the sons of light has already been declared (1QM 18:10-19:14). Some
other parallels in contemporary Hellenistic and Roman tactics and military
organizations may support the Roman period hypothesis.62

(New York: Anchor Books, 1961), 124; Geza Vermes (ed.) The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (4th
[ed.]; London: Penguin Books, 1995), 123; G. R. Driver, The Judaean Scrolls (Oxford: Basil
Blackvvell, 1965), 196, etc.

60 See Duhaime's note ('War Scroll,' in J. H. Charlesworth [ed.], The Dead Sea Scrolls:
Hebrew, Aramaic, andGreek texts with English translations [The Princeton Theological Seminary
Dead Sea Scrolls Project; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1995]). He points out these discrepancies in
1QM: (1) the content of the hymn (12:8-16 and 19:1-8); (2) the period of the war (col. 1, 15-19 and
col. 2); (3) the numbers and names of trumpets (2:16-3:11, 7:9-9:9 and 16:3-18:6); (4) the cavalry
(6:8-18 and cols. 15-19). P. Davis (The Literary Structure of IQM [Ph. D. Thesis; University of
St. Andrews, 1973]) suggests five stages of its redaction: A. Cols. 2-9 (War Rule for the twelve
tribes redacted in the Hasmonean penod on the basis of material composed in the Maccabean period);
B. Col. 14:2-16a (fragment of a non-dualistic War Rule); C. Cols. 15-19 (dualistic War Rule that
developed from an earlier non-dualistic War Rule partly preserved in col. 14:2-16a); D. Cols. 10-12
(Complex of liturgical pieces, many of whose component compositions come from the Maccabean
period); and E. Col. 1 (introduction composed for and prefixed to the final form of the War Rule [ca
50 CE]).

61 The similarities between 1QM and 1 and 2 Maccabees have been pointed out (see Duhaime,
'War Scroll,' 88-89). It is possible to assume that both the War Rule and 1 and 2 Maccabees might
have followed the OT traditions of the holy war. D. Wenthe ( 'The Use of the Hebrew Scriptures in
1QM,' DSD 5 [3] [1999]) points out the influence of the OT in 1QM. Otherwise, 1 and 2
Maccabees might have inspired the Jewish resistance movements against Rome in the first and
second centuries CE (cf. R. Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book of Revelation
[Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1993], ch. 8).

62 So Vermes, The DeadSea Scrolls, 123; Treves, 'The Date of the War,' 219.
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2.8.1.2 Context and Main Concern

The text can be divided into four sections by an indicator which breaks up the text
(i.e. the vacant at the end of each section) and also by its thematic change: (1) the
introduction (1:1-16); (2) the rule of the war (2:1-9:16); (3) the war prayers (10:1-
14:18); and (4) the instructions in each phase of the final war against Kittim (15:1-
19:14).

At the beginning of the section of war prayers, the author of 1QM instructs
Israel by citing Deut 20:2-5 and Num 10:9 to remind them that God goes with them to
do battle for them, as they approach the battle. The section of war prayers consists of
three parts: (a) the prayers at the beginning of the war by the priest (10:1-12:18); (b)
the prayers at the moment of victory by the priests, the levites, and all the elders
(13:1-18); and (c) the thanksgiving hymn by all community members (14:1-18). The
creation account appears in the first prayer (1QM 10:8-18). The main themes of the
hymn are given in the opening section: the God of Israel is awesome and none of the
other gods can be compared with him (10:8-9a); God's Israel is special because it is
chosen from all the other nations by the unique God (10:9b-11 a). On account of the
unique relationship between the sovereign God and Israel, they can assume that God
will listen to their prayers (1QM 10:17-18).

2.8.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The opening section (10:8-1 la) consists of two parallel sentences in the form of a
rhetorical question which emphasizes the unique identity of God63 and of Israel.

ynam apnisn bx rDiOD ton
nprnn rDnnaam cr^nan nrfew hz?k

nunrn torn
rmnsrt *n» bun rub nmrn

These sentences may allude to Moses' prayer in Deut 33:26-2964: 'There is no one
like the God of Jeshurun . . . O Israel, who is like you . . .'

The hymn lists God's works of creation, not rejecting all the narrative of the
Genesis creation account (by mentioning the works of creation of the 1st, 3rd, 5th,
and 6th days), but also showing certain similarities to the other biblical (Job chs. 37-
38) and Jewish traditions of the creation account (Jub ch. 2; 1 En chs. 60, 75-80; 2

63 The idea, 'the divine identity,' is that of R. Bauckham. He defines it as 'a label for a
concern with who God is' (God Crucified, 7-8). See its application to Christology (God Crucified,
21-22, 35-36, 45-79; idem, 'The Throne of God and the Worship of Jesus,' in J. Davila and C.
Newman (eds.), The Jewish Roots ofChristological Monotheism [Leiden; E. J. Brill, 1999J, 43-69).

64 Cf. Exod 15:11; Pss 35:10; 89:5-18; 113:5; lsa44:7; Mic7:18.
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En ch. 19). The creation hymn can be divided into three parts: the creation which
belongs to the heavenly domain (10:1 lb-12a); the creation which belongs to the
earthly domain (10:12b-14a); and an expansion of the creation account (14a-15a).

THE LITERARY STRUCTURE OF 1QM 10:lib-15a

I. The Works of Creation which arc in the Heavenly Domain (1 lb-12a)

The expanse of the skies (□''pnB? B?~)DQ)
The host of luminaries (mi1KB K33)
The tasks of the winds (or spirits) pmi NtffQ)
The dominion of the holy ones (D*trnp n^ttP)
The treasures of glo[ry] (p*l]33 ni"!2J1X)
[The expansion of] clouds (□''317 P2HSB])65

II. The Works of Creation which are in the Earthly Domain (12b-14a)

The division of land and all its products
Ihc earth

the laws dividing it (the earth) into desert and steppe
(H313 f"IKI 1310? '•pUTl)

all its products, fruits, seeds

The division of waters

the circle of the sea (Cft*' 31!"!)
the reservoirs of the rivers (m"lPt3 "HpB)
the divisions of the abyss (mDlPin I7p3Q)

Animals and Human beings
the beasts, birds,
the shape of human beings
the generations of] his [seed] (H7[~IT nnj'rini)

III. The Expansion of the Creation Account (14b-15a)

The division of the nations
the division of tongues CpE?*? 0^3)
the separation of peoples (□''□I? TlDD)
the dwelling of the clans (mnSE?Q 3E"13)
the inheritance of the lands (msi» nbm)

65 Y. Yadin (The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness
[Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962]) suggests the readings, '[expanses of] clouds' (□''3J7
pEPDQ]), and '[and the dew of] clouds' (□''317 [^21]); Garcia Martinez (The Dead Sea Scrolls
Study Edition [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997]) suggests, '[in the darkness] of the clouds' (CBS?
^[SX3]). Garcia Martinez may have taken a small dot, which is seen between Line 11 and 12, as
the head of b which belongs to Line 12, but it seems to be a misreading. The Photo of SHR 3374
(E. Tov [ed.J The DeadSea Scrolls on Microfiche: A Comprehensive Facsimile Edition of the Texts
from the Judean Desert: Companion Volume [Leiden: E. J. Brill and IDC, 1993]) clearly suggests
that the dot belongs to Line 11. Although the Photo of SHR 3396 might show a small possibility
that the dot belongs to Line 12, nevertheless, i t cannot be read as a part of b.
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The division of the times
the sacred seasons (071p "HIXIO)
the cycle of the years (CUE? niDlpri)

the ages of eternity (. . .70 **2SpT)
■ - - (H[. . . ])

The idea of the task of the winds (or spirits) (nimi 800) (1QM 10:12; cf. 1QH
9:1265) can be seen in the meteorological account of Job ch. 37 and the Book of
Jubilees (ch. 2), as well as in the Ethiopic (chs. 60, 75-80) and the Slavonic
Apocalypses of Enoch (ch. 19). The parallel words, 'the dominion of the holy ones'
(D'OlOp n*?000), seem to mention the assignment of the divine role which governs
the meteorological phenomena to the angels (cf. Jub 2:1-2).67 Similar expressions to
'the treasures of glory' (|71133 717318) appear in 1QS 10:2-3: 'when he (God)
unlocked his store (17318) and spread them (darkness) out . . .'; 'when the lights
(nillSQ) shine out of the holy dwelling-place (071p *713T0), when they (the
heavenly lights) retire to the place of glory' (7133 "pOO1?). They describe the
astronomical phenomena, by employing the notion of the heavenly storehouse, which
can be seen in 1 En ch. 75-80.6H If the reading, 'the expanse of the clouds' (W2V
"'OOSOI), is possible, then it alludes to the meteorological account of Job chs. 36-38.

In the second part (12b-14a), the idea of 'the laws of the divisions' (lit. iTO^SQ
"pin) is highlighted. The desert and steppe are separated, and the boundaries of
waters are fixed for the sea, the rivers and the abyss. This idea is prominent in the
creation accounts of biblical (Job 38:8-12; Ps 104:8-9; Prov 8:28-29) and Jewish
literature (Sir 16:26-28; 1 En 69:18; 2 En 47:5, etc.). The idea of the division of
times undoubtedly comes from Gen 1:14: 'And God said, "Let there be lights (ni80)
... to separate < *773) the day from the night; and let them be for signs
(nn«) and for seasons (D'HOIO < 7010) and for days and years (0*001 □"'O^).'
These ideas are developed in Ps 104 which emphasizes the sovereignty of God, and
mentions both the division of space (Ps 104:8-9) and the creation of luminaries (Ps
104:19-23). The idea of the creation of the divisions of space and time is developed
into the understanding of the divisions of the nations and of the appointed times in the
third part (1QM 10:14b-15a), and these ideas appear in the rest of the book as well:
Israel as the chosen people (cf. 1QM 13:9); the time for the restoration or the war and
the victory of Israel (1QM 11:8, 11; 13:14; 15:3,5, 6; 17:5; 18:10).

66 See the combination of 171111 (winds) with 800 (tasks): D^pT 3800*7 [771X0 mni7
*7131],

67 Cf. lQHa 9:11: 3111*70003 . . . 07ip ,»38'?D'?
68 Cf. Dcut. 28:12 (treasures of rain); Jer 10:13 (of wind); Ps 135:7 (of wind); Job 38:22 (of

snow and hail). See 1QH3 9:12: 'well-designed treasures (1117318).'
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In short, the creation account of 1QM seems to have been influenced by the
creation accounts in the Book of Jubilees and Enochic literature, as well as by the OT
(mainly from Job chs. 37-38).

2.8.2 Thematic Consideration

2.8.2.1 Unique God and Unique People
God is remembered as a unique God because of his great works (lit.
rD^CSJO) and his mighty strength (lit. HpTnn rDn7"Q3) (1QM 10:8-9a; 13:13). He is
unique because he is the Creator of the heavens and the earth. He is the God of
mysteries: the creation hymn refers to several mysteries which are often cited in the
biblical and Jewish literature, such as the role of winds and spirits, and the ways of
luminaries and lightnings, and the divisions of spaces, nations, and times. Nothing
is comparable to him (1QM 13:13-14; 14:4-15), and God is the God of all gods
(1QM 14:16). In the victory of the eschatological war, God is revealed as the Most
High, the glorious King who shall reign forever (1QM 6:6; 11:8; 19:1; cf. 4QMa frag.
11, 2:11; frag. 15 7; 4QMb frag. 1 13).

The uniqueness of Israel is also emphasized in 1QM. It is the chosen and holy
nation, and many privileges in seeing God's revelation were provided for the people
throughout history (1QM 10:9b-lla, 15b-18). The reference to the mysteries of
several divisions in the universe (1QM 10:12b-15a) may have been connected to the
emphasis on the unique status of Israel (cf. Sir 33:7-12).

2.8.2.2 The Division of the Nations: the Dualism of 1QM
The light/darkness dualism gives a significant framework to the whole book of
1QM.69 The War Rule states that there are two kinds of lots (^"lU70): one is the lot
which belongs to God (13:5), and can be called 'the lot of light' (71N ^713) (13:9) or
'the lot of his [cojvenant' CirV7[3] ^713) (17:6); the other belongs to Belial (1:5, 15;

69 P. Davis thinks of 14:2-16a as a non-dualistic War Rule, based on his literary and redaction
critical analysis.

70 In the biblical Hebrew, ^713 generally means the lot by which the land was allotted; it can
imply 'the portion' (Ps 125:3; Dan 12:13), and in some contexts it is paralleled with pbn and raft
(Isa 17:14; 57:6; Ps 16:5). The Greek renderings in the LXX are Kkppog (e.g. Isa 57:6; Jer 13:25)
and Kkripovopla (e.g. Isa 17:14; Ps 16:5). It should be noted that the chosen people are called,
Kkripovopia IaK«(J (Sir 23:12) and pept^ leupiot) Klrpovopia duxou (Sir 24:12) in the sense of
'the generation.' Yadin (The Scroll, 256) gives a definition of the term, as 'preordained segment of
humanity, of time, of an event, of a collection of objects.' Concerning the conception of two lots,
Yadin (The Scroll, 242) argues that the scroll docs not intend to explain the theory of light and
darkness to the sect, but is concerned with defining who were the sons of light and the sons of
darkness.
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4:2; 13:2,4, 12), and it is called 'the lot of darkness' ("JB71P! ^113) (1:11; 13:2,5). It
is noteworthy that in the context of 1QM col. 13, ^"113 is used in the sense of the
'eternal portion' which Israel is allotted through God's covenant with their fathers:
'We are an eternal people,71 and you established a covenant with our fathers and
ratified it with their offspring for eternal times' (13:7b-8a); 'You, God, have
redeemed us to be for you an eternal nation, and you have made us fall into the lot of
light' (US ^713) (13:9). The remnant of Israel who were allotted to this portion are
called 'the sons of light' ("IIS "'33) (1:1, 3, 9, 11, 13, 14); on the other hand, the
Gentiles and their Israelite Supporters (Kittim and their allies) are called 'the sons of
darkness' ("jtnn *'33)(1:1, 16; 13:16; 14:17; 16:11).72 Thus the self-identity of Israel
as the chosen people, which is common in Judaism, is illustrated by this dualistic
language (i.e. light/darkness imagery).

The idea of the angels as sustainers is also seen in early Jewish literature: in
particular, the archangel is assigned the role of guardian and defender of Israel (1 En
9:1 [Greek]; 40:9; 44:6; 61:8); Belial's role is as the chief of demons (Jub 10:8; 11:5,
11; 17:16; 18:9, 12; 19:28; 48:1-15; 49:2).

THE DIVISION OF THE NATIONS

God - -_ _

11
Heavenly Prinee of Light (= Michael)

11
Angels (or Spirits)

11
Lots (generations) of Light

-
- »

Belial

11
Spirits

11
Lots (generations) of Darkness

Earthly Israel
: Sons of Light

Kittim and their Allies
= Sons of Darkness

According to the Book of Jubilees, God created both good angels and evil angels,
and they were able to intervene in human history: the Lord gave evil spirits the
authority to rule over the Gentiles (Jub 15:31); however, the Lord did not permit them
to touch the Israelites (Jub 15:32). Likewise, in the War Rule the host of holy
angels, who consist of 'the prince of light' (Y1XQ ~)E?)73 and all the angels of justice
(p~!2S or the spirits of truth (DON Tin) (13:10), will assist the sons of light
(1:16; 12:1-5, 8-9; 13:10; 17:6-7). On the other hand, the sons of darkness are

71 Garcia Martinez suggests the reading, npriibim] (cf. Deut 4:20), but the microfiche
photos (SHR 3377 and 3399) suggest that the ending of the word is not likely H, but □ or 3 or D;
Yadin reads D*3>p!3] (cf. D^rDS [Isa 44:7; Ezek 26:20]; 0» [1QM 13:9]).

72 Cf. Sir 33. This passage compares the division of time with the division of the nations.
73 Cf. 1QM 9:15. Yadin (The Scroll, 322) thinks of him as Michael.
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guided by Belial who is called 'the prince of the dominion of evil' (713C?7 12?)
(17:5-6), and all the spirits of his lot(13:2,4, 11-12; 15:14) who work in accordance
with the law of darkness ("JBTin ''pin) (13:12).

The expiration of the eschatological war is depicted by the light/darkness
imagery. It is said that the sons of justice shall shine (TriX'') to all the edges of the
earth ("p^H ^21") nnxp) (geographical expansion), and they shall go on shining
(TIN*!) to the end of all the appointed times of darkness ("J2?in "H171D ^12 DID HI?)
(historical expansion), and in the end God's exalted greatness (I^TIH 217) is expected
to shine (lit. TW) for all the et[emal] times ([D^O^l]!? ''Hp i?12i?) (1QM 1:8). The
extermination of all the sons of darkness (lit. ~[E?in ''32 *712 mi?2i?) (1QM 13:16) is
depicted by the light/darkness imagery that (God) is going to humiliate (or to bring
low) darkness (pE?in iTSB?r6) and strengthen light ("I1X "P33ni?) (1QM 13:15). In
other words, at the end of the eschatological war, the generation which is symbolized
as 'light' is anticipated to overcome the lot of darkness which implies the generations
of darkness. Therefore, it seems possible to say that the dualistic view of the War
Rule is mostly based on Judaism (such as the division of the people and the
assignment of the tasks of the angels). 1QM develops this view (the wholly negative
view of all Gentiles) by employing a more dualistic language. It should be noted that
both ideas (the division of the people and of the tasks of the angels) appear in the
creation hymn (1QM 10:8-18) as well.

2.8.2.3 The Division ofTimes: Creation and Eschatology
The creation account of 1QM 10:8-18 refers to the division of times as previously
mentioned: i.e. the appointed times (B?71p "HI?3D), the cycle of the years (D7JE?
msipn), and the times of eternity (72 ^p) (1QM 10:15-16). This idea of the
division of time may be related to the understanding of the eschatological time in the
War Rule: i.e. 'From of old (TR2) (You) proclaimed the appointed (7131[2]) time of
your mighty hand against Kittim (1QM 11:11 )74; 'From old (TRO) You appointed
(71171?*) the day of the great battle' (1QM 13:14)75; 'From old (TRQ) (God) appointed
the Prince of light to assist us (Israel)' (1QM 13:10). The eschatological time is
called, 'the appointed time of God' (Vr 71312).76 The glory of God is blessed
because of his holy plan (lEHlp n2K?nO) (1QM 13:2; 14:14). Thus the creation
account of 1QM 10:8-18 which particularly focuses on the divine order, such as the

74 Cf. Isa31:8.
75 Cf. 1QM 4:7; 17:5-6; 18:10-11; 1QS 3:18; 4:18, 20, etc.
76 Cf. Dan 8:19; 11:27, 29, 35. The eschatological time is considered to have been appointed

by God (e.g. )*p nil [the time of the end]; 71?12T> [the appointed time]).
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division of creation, the division of the nations, and the division of the times, gives a

theological basis for encouraging the people to trust in God the Creator.

2.9 1 QHa (Thanksgiving Hymns from Qumran Cave 1) 9:7-2077

2.9.1 Literary Considerations

2.9.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction of the Text
A few lines from the top and from the bottom of plate 35 which contains lQHa 9:1-39
(Sukenik 1:1-39) have rotted away, and a long lengthwise lacuna, which misses two
or three words in each line, runs from the top to line 20. So a reconstruction of the
text with its literary analysis must be proposed.

RECONSTRUCTION OF lQHa 9:7-20

[Stanza A J
7 a'rni t nmrain78 [npnaanm
7-8 "Dbiii'? arraaa nnm" onion mam
s nam [«*? nana^aaf9
s nmim am"

[Stanza B]
8-9 mn bia nnms" nnx
8 - 9 [nmran nr6ipis]i80
9 on"aaa b^b aaam
9-io namaa^ n"aa nn"B3 nnxi

77 The column numbering follows Garcia Martinez's. It corresponds to col. I of Sukenik's
original numbering. Sukenik put the original numbering, when he unrolled two scrolls. The first
scroll contained three sheets which have twelve columns, and he put the numbering on them from 1
to 12; the second scroll had about seventy fragments, and he divided them into six columns (putting
the numbering from 13 to 18) and other fragments. Comparing two different copy hands in the two
scrolls, E. Sukenik (The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University [Jerusalem: Magnes, 1955])
suggested the original order of the surviving columns as follows: 13-17, 1-11:22 (A's work), 11:22-
12, 18 (B's work). Several scholars attempted to reconstruct the original hymn book, by putting
other fragmental texts into the lost sections. However, Sukenik's suggestion, more or less, has been
accepted by the majority of scholars. See Kittel's comments (The Hymns of Qumran: Translation
andCommentary [Missoula: Scholars Press, 1980]).

78 Stanza A andF constitute an inclusio, and it suggests this reading.
79 Cf. lQHa 1:20; 18:9.
80 The photo of Plate 35 suggests that 3, D, D, or £ may come after 1 and before 13. lQHa

7:25 (Sukenik, 15:22) suggests the reading, nni3"Dn nn^lllSI ('and he organized its task'):
nmran mi nnmr nnx (iQHa 7:25). Licht (Jacob Licht [ed.j, mmnn nbvo
[Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 1957]) and Carmignac (Les Textes de Qumran [Paris: Letouzey et Ane,
1961]) also agree with this reading (sec. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, 21).
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10 13312S11? njmai on it?xf ^la

[Stanza C]
lo-ii [Empf •'ax^D1? divi didd onpin^ n» mnni
11 om^&ona ami? mm-6
11 Dim4? mnsQ
12 D]113,'13i? DlSaia
12 oxicd1? pnro mnn ^lai
12 Dinar'? o"piai o^pr
12 -13 Djmxan'? iaaiD miaixi
13 Dnmb [car DIDDI83

[Stanza D]
13 namaa fix nxia nx
14 mini nrf manm Dm*1
14 Dm3[t2?V *1131
14 laiaana nnirsn

14 -15 tipsisi1? 11331 ds ietx 'nisi

[Stanza E)
15 ^aia tnsnB« dix mi1? frna ii'ismf
is -16 amspa pimpsi imp1?86 ms3 mini d^ij? ^ bysb
16 annn ^laa nnnau im6s
i6-17 mm mi1? [D^ir om&rn bia ij'iddd'?87 nnsnaa ddddi
17 - is [ma maim]88 omnia 'ma on on ddi'id nmpai
is -19 o'nn mm iaoab omxsxa 'ma'i na'aam
19 ni 11x3 mir 'ma'm

81 Stanzas B and C compose a thematic unit which narrates the creation of the heavenly things
and their course; Stanzas D and E compose a unit which narrates the creation of the earthly things
and the destiny (or the course) of human beings. The phrase, 1331x1*? nmran aa ib?x bio,
may come from Exod 20:11; Ps 146:6, functions as a literary insertion (i.e. as a refrain). This
occurs between Stanzas D and E, as well as B and C. Therefore, the reading, Tinman Da 1DX in
9:10 is quite possible.

82 Cf. lQSa 2:8; 1QM7:6; 10:11.
83 A. Dupont-Sommer (Le Livre des Hvmnes decouverlpres de la mer Morte (1QH). Semitica

VII [Paris: Librairie d'Amerique et d'Orient Adrien Maisonneuve, 19571) reads 113 "'IDXl 31?®!
with the reference to Job 38:22 and Jos 10:11; Licht takes the reading, O'PJ? tfflDDl, from Job
36:29 (cf. 1QM 10:12). In Job 36:26-30, clouds and lighning and thunder are paralleled, and its
context emphasizes the knowledge of God the Creator.

84 Dupont-Sommer readsDm3DV 'mai 11113 D!3; Licht reads Dm3B7T> *1131 103"1;
Carmignac reads 133133 after 1131111 (sec. Holm-Nielsen).

85 Cf. 1QS 4:26.
86 Cf. 1QS 3:18; 4:19-20. Licht TOmil'linS x'lO'? (cf. 1QS 3:16); Dupont-Sommer

13"»m maaa i11tr,rat1 (sec. Holm-Nielsen).
87 Dupont-Sommer reads HDD DmonD3 11111 mt27 (cf. 1QS 3:18, 22); Licht 11331

amain (sec. Holm-Nielsen). My reading is from Ps 145:10-13: it has a similar expression,
1111 nm'iaa "jl'lDDDl, and-p»!70~^3 is used in the meaning of 'all your creatures.'

88 Dupont-Sommcr proposes 11131'' d'HIID; Licht 11331 amnp'? ; however, H.
Bardtke's reading ('Die Loblieder von Qumran,' TLZ 81 [1956]) seems probable according to the
similar expression of 1QS 3:23 (sec. Holm-Nielsen).
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[Stanza F]
19 Dnvn D733 ampirn nmappn ronm n3373i
19 - 20 HE?v xb *713 n^n1- 733137]89 ^ boi

LITERARY STRUCTURE OF 1QH3 9:7-20

Stanza A: Opening - corresponds to Stan/a F (Inclusio)

In his wisdom God designed everything.
God knew all their deeds before creating them.
He is the sovereign God to achieve everything and to reveal his mysteries.

Stanza B: Creation of Heavenly Things

God created winds and determined their tasks and rule.
God stretched out the heavens.

Refrain: God designed (everything which is in them) according to his will.

Stanza C: Creation of heavenly things and their rule (course)

Powerful Spirits (the holy angels)
Astronomical elements: luminaries and stars, and their circuits
Meteorological elements: stormy winds, lightning, thunder, (clouds),

storehouse, and their roles and tasks.

Stanza D: Creation of Earthly Things

God created the earth, seas, depths with his strength.
God created their inhabitants in his wisdom.

Refrain: God designed everything which is in them according to his will.

Stanza E: Creation of Human beings and their destiny (course)

God created human beings and determined their course.
God allotted their tasks, rule, reward, affliction, and the time of suffering.

Stanza F: Closing - corresponds to Stanza A (Inclusio)

In the wisdom of his knowledge God designed their course before they came to happen.
He is the sovereign God to achieve everything according his will.

2.9.1.2 Context andMain Concern

A composition of an inclusio between Stanza A and Stanza F, and two or three words
which are blank after v. 20 indicate that 9:7-20 is composed as a large unit. The

89 H. Bardlke reads iTTti 737133; Dupont-Sommer 7,'73 733137; Licht 7"73 73737
sec. Holm-Nielsen); and Martinez 7",7'' 733137. lQHa 9:20 clearly corresponds to lQHa 9:7.
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whole creation account is indicated by the demonstrative pronoun, n^N, at the
beginning of the next paragraph, and it is also called Tl, 'wondrous mysteries'
(9:21), as a whole. In vv. 1-6, although most part of this paragraph has been lost,
the ending part mentions God's greatness by citing a biblical formula90 which
indicates God's compassion toward sinful human beings: PD^UQ nnp~i:£
[nriJO -p~lX1 (9:7). After the creation account, the emphasis is again
on God's greatness in his justice and compassion, which contrast with the lowly and
the finite nature of human beings (9:21-33a). Then it moves to sapiential instruction
(9:33b-39).

Stanzas B-C and Stanzas D-E have a similar structure. The former narrates the

creation of heavenly things, and the latter focuses on the creation of earthly things.
The author of this creation hymn attempts to figure out a mystic correspondence
between the rule (nSB??2) of the heavenly and earthly realms. That is to say, God
created the heavenly things (and beings) and designed their courses, just as he created
human beings and designed their destinies (or courses) with his wisdom. In this
hymn, a general expression of God's work of creation, 'God created the heavens and
the earth,' is divided into two parts (the creation of the heavenly things and the earthly
things), and compared in order to argue that everything which happens in human
history is in the knowledge of the sovereign God.

2.9.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
In the beginning and end sections of this creation hymn, the author refers to divine
wisdom (lQHa 9:7-8; 19-20), and demonstrates God's providential plan. There are
several examples of God's providential plan in the Old Testament (e.g. Isa 40:13;
46:10; Ps 33:1 1). This idea appears in the creation context of other Jewish writings
as well.91 Wisdom (or his knowledge) is mentioned in the context where the motif of
God's arrangement or his perfect design is highlighted (1QS 3:15; 11:11; 4Q 402
frag. 4 12-14; 4 Ezra 5:49; 6:7-10; 2 En 33:3-4; Sir 42:21). Likewise, lQHa 9:7-20
emphasizes God's perfect design both in the universe and in human history.

The list of the creation of astronomical and meteorological things (lQHa 9:8b-
13) may be influenced by Job chs. 36-38 (cf. Pss chs. 104, 135; Sir 43:l-25).92 The
idea of the creation of the winds (m~l) and the assignment of their tasks is common in
the OT (Job ch. 37; Ps ch. 104; cf. Ps ch. 33) and Jewish exegetical tradition (4 Ezra
6:1-6; 1 En 18:1-5a; 69:16-25; 76:1-14; JosAsen 12:1-2; 1QM 10:12; 1 lQPsa 26:14).

90 Cf. Exod 34:6; Pss 145:8; 103:8; 86:15; Joel 2:13; Jon 4:2, etc.
91 See § 3.17.1.2 and § 3.17.2.1
92 Cf. 1 En chs. 72-77; 34-36; 2 En 40:4-11; Jub 2:1-2.
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The creation of the angels appears in some creation accounts as well (Jub 2:2; 2 En
29:1; LAB 60:2-3; 1QS3:15-18, etc.).

2.9.2 Thematic Considerations

2.9.2.1 Creation ofAdam
The account of the creation of Adam and his destiny (lQHa 9:IS 19) should be
compared with a similar account in 1QS 3:15-26. In both contexts, human beings
were created in order to rule (n^B'DQ) God's entire creation (1QS 3:17; lQHa 9:16-
17) and they were allotted their tasks (0117121?) until the end time (1QS 3:26; lQHa
9:16-17). They were allotted reward (Qftl^K?) with afflictions (D7T32) and suffering
(770) (1QS 3:13-14; lQHa 9:15b-19a) as well. The point is that the creation hymn of
lQHa col. 9 emphasizes God's sovereignty over human history, by referring to the
unshakable order of God, which is compared with the order (or course) in the
astronomical and meteorological phenomena.

2.9.2.2 Wisdom in Creation

Wisdom language appears three times (lQHa 9:7, 14, 19) in this hymn. The context
in which the first wisdom appears (9:7) is not certain because there is a word missing
in the middle of the sentence. Wisdom in the second example is paralleled with
72712 (lit. your strength). In the Old Testament, wisdom (7027; n^KTin) and
strength (72; 77123) are sometimes used as a word pair to express the total activity of
God (Jer 10:12; 51:15; Isa 10:13; Prov 8:14; Job 12:16): i.e. wisdom is depicted as

his deep consideration, and strength or power as his mighty deeds. The creation
account is mentioned as wonderful mysteries (N^S 77) (lQHa 9:21; cf. 9:11, 13),
and its focus is on God's perfect design to rule the courses of his creatures which are
in the heavens and on the earth. The third wisdom establishes the course of God's

creatures (Dmil?n), and it is also paralleled with 'the will (of God)' (72312S7).
Therefore, the wisdom language is most probably employed here in relation to the
author's concern with God's perfect design in creation.

The last part of lQHa 9:1-39 has a similar framework to the creation account in
Sir ch. 17 and ch. 18. Sirach contrasts the weakness and the transient life of human

beings (Sir 17:1-2, 30-32; 18:9-10) with the greatness of God's mercy and his
majesty (Sir 17:21, 22b, 26b[GIl|, 29; 18:1-7, 11-14). In spite of the lawlessness of
human beings, God endowed them with his wisdom: the fear of God (Sir 17:8);
discretion, tongue, eyes, ears, and a mind for thinking (Sir 17:3-6; cf. lQHa 9:21-
23a; 31b-33a). God wanted to show them the majesty of his works (Sir 17:8), so
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that they will praise his holy name (Sir 17:10) and will proclaim the grandeur of his
works (Sir 17:9; cf. lQHa 9:27b-31 ).93 Therefore, the poetic narrative of the creation
account (lQHa 9:7-21) is used in sapiential contexts where the sovereignty of God is
emphasized, and all of creation is expected to bear witness to his glory.

2.10 4Q381 (Non-Canonical Psalms B from Qumran Cave 4) frag. 11-12

2.10.1 Literary Considerations

2.10.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction of the Text
Both the top of the fragment and the right side have enough space to assume that it
must have been an upper margin. The left margin must be wider than the fragment
(perhaps more than the width of one word). The bottom of the column has rotted
away, and it cannot be established. There are large holes in the right side of Line 4
to 8, and in the left side of Lines 4 to 5. Most parts of Lines 9 to 11 are lost. Here is
an attempted reconstruction of the text.

RECONSTRUCTION OF 4Q381 frag. 1 1-12

i nrpiffx inx'ffBii "man
1 mia^ yb rrnn xvii
1-2 ''S [b>V]9* BSJffQ
2 irnn □"xnsbi
2 J1I7T 3*7 fx*?!
2-3 mx^sa i -npa rras mrr

3 fixi cro© ntsr "QV3 xin
3-4 idx32 bsr va 73721

4 71X96 -jtrin]97 Cp'DXI
4 nvbz ^31 a^aax rrm

93 These arguments may have originated from Ps 145:8-13, as well as Ps 139:4.
94 See an idiomatic use in lQHa, 1QS, 11QT, and CD, etc.
95 So E. Schuller ('4Q380 and4Q381: Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran,' in D. Dimant

and U. Rappaport [eds. j, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Forty Years of Reserch [Studies on the Texts of the
Desert of Judah vol. X; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992]). Ps 33:6; 4Q422 1 6.

96 E. M. Schuller (DJD 11) proposes rP11171X for ilTll 71X, by assuming that there seems
to be a bad patch on the leather that led the scribe to break nTH71X into two words. However, 2
mm blank seems too wide to take this reading, and the photo (PAM 43.224) does not seem to give
clear evidence for a bad patch on the leather.

97 Schuller (DJD 11, 93, 95) comments that it is virtually impossible to reconstruct a letter
before "jiff, and suggests the root, ~|1tff. However, the photo (PAM 43.224) clearly indicates the
space for one letter before "Iff, and ink marks can be seen.
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4-5 D^CPI DfPpDI [ ]b nxi-l98
5 [rrm-6 ri]i>6 [ p[ ]" Tm
5-6 me mxinn bsi did ns ^3i pi? [rpm]100
6-7 in^DjN nx [Dixni bD[b]mm P^I101
7 [D^nai ^mi nm«3 r6» bzn bwnb n-rnrn im-Qi
8 dip dv6 inoa inn*? cntnp antn1?]

8 [fixni amm nns bmb
9 bs p^n bsub or6 ~i2?k b^ *pi?i tp-ian rrn bob]102
9-10 QPP B?Qp bDI pi»n ^31 nnrP *73] 331103

10 [ Y»]Kbai VK3X *?31
11 [
12 f ]*?[ J

TRANSLATION WITH LITERARY STRUCTURE

[Opening]
I proclaimed and reflected on his wonders.

And that shall be instruction for me.
the law [on] my mouth

for the small, so that they would understand
for the senseless, so that they would know

the Lord is grefat ] wondrous.

[General Creation Account]
He, by his oath, created the heavens and the earth.

with the word of his mouth, he (created) [all the hosts]

and he lighted the channels of darkness,
and he enclosed the pools and every whirlpool,
and [he lighted ] by night, and the stars and the constellations,
and he caused [ ] to shine as a si[gn for the generations].

and [he made to grow] the tree and all fru[it of the vineya]rd and all the produce of the field.

and according to his words, [(he provides) food to all humankind].
and by his spirit, he appointed them to rule over all on the earth and over all [in the air]

[mo]nth by [mo]nth, feast by feast, day by day

and he made flourish [the earth] for all living things on the earth and birds
to eat its fruit of produce [of the earth]

and all that is theirs to eat the best of everything,
and also [all beasts in all the earth and all the creep] ing things among them.

98 Schuller proposes "!QN',1 or "QT'l; however, it does not make sense in this context.
99 Cf. 4Q422 frag. 2 10.
100 Cf. Gen 2:9.
101 Cf. Gen 1:29-30. Schuller (DJD 12) proposes [intff]X DK [ ] i?3[ ]; however it

seems to be out of context.
102 Cf. Gen 1:30.
103 Cf. Gen 1:26; Ps 8:6-8.
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and all his hosts and angels | ]
and to serve humankind and to help them and |

2.10.1.2. Context andMain concern

The opening words may suggest that this hymn represents sapiential teaching: the
hymn reflects God's greatness and wonders which were manifested in the work of
creation (1:1-3). In particular in the rest of the hymn, it is emphasized that God
nourishes his creatures in his greatness. The mentioning of the angels as the
sustainers in the last part of the fragment may indicate that the hymn might go on to
emphasize God's generosity for human beings.

2.10.1.3. Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The words from the opening phrase of the hymn, nrPtffX are used in
biblical and extra-biblical psalms (cf. Pss 105:2; 119:27; 145:4-5; Sir 16:24-25;
39:29; lQHa9:7 fSukenik, 17:7];4Q381 frag. 31 2) to emphasize the sovereignty of
God, and in many cases they are followed by the creation account. The idea that the
great God revealed his knowledge to small, worthless beings (i.e. human beings)
(4Q381 frag. 1 2), is Sirach's important argument (Sir chs. 17-18).104

The narrative order of the creation account of 4Q381 seems to be dependent on
the Genesis creation account. In the creation account (4Q381 frag 1 3-11), firstly, the
general creation account is stated (v. 3), and like other Jewish creation accounts, the
divine attributes (the divine oath and the word of God) are mentioned. Following this
statement, the Genesis creation account (i.e. Gen 1:1-26) is referred to as follows105:

lM lQHa (cols. 5 and 9) also takes it from the creation hymns of Sirach.
105 I am grateful to Prof. R. Bauckham for suggesting this structural understanding. He thinks

further that Lines 7-8 might be mentioning the creation of luminaries (Gen 1:14-18) because of the
reference to the division of time ('[mo]nth by [mo]nth, feast by feast, day by day'). However, these
words might be taken as an expression of 'the duration of time' (in the sense of eternity). Lines 6-7
seem to compose a parallelism (e.g. 'according to his words . . .' and 'by his spirit . . .'), and both
lines seem to be concerned with the life of human beings (cf. 4 Ezra 3:4-5a). That is to say, the
former indicates God's nourishment for human beings, whereas the latter indicates the assignment of
the human role. The reference to the assignment of a human role in the creation context is very
important for Jewish literature (cf. Sir 17:2-4; 1QS 3:17; 4Q422 frag. 1 9; 4Q423 frag. 2 2; 4Q504
frag. 8 6; 4 Ezra 6:54; 2 Bar 14:18; Jub 2:14).

4Q381 frag. 1 3-10 Genesis Creation Account

light and firmament (Lines 4-5)
Plants (Lines 6)
Human Role (Lines 7-8)
Beasts and creeping things (Line 8-10)

Gen 1:1-8, 14-18
Gen 1:11-12
Gen 1:26-28

Gen 1:20-25, 30
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The reference to the divine attributes at the beginning of the creation account
(4Q381 frag. 1 1:3) may refer to Ps 33:6 (cf. SibOr 1:19-20; 2 Bar 14:17; 21:4;
ApAbr 22:2; 8:10-11; JosAsen 12:2; Sir 39:17; 4Q422 frag. 1 6).106

It is not a direct citation from Ps 33: "PS TI1731 is changed to VD 73731, and mrP
7373 is replaced by "'DT'S N17I. "'STS in verse 3 should be translated as 'by an

oath,'107 rather than as 'in the day.'108 This idea, the creation by a divine oath, can be
understood as another exposition of the word of creation (cf. 1 En 69:16-25; Leg.
All. 3:204).109

4Q381 frag. 1 6-10 refers to the assignment of human dominion over the
created realm, based on the account of Gen 1:26 and 28. The wording of 4Q381,
such as, ^2727 (1:7), and the list of created beings (1:9-10), may have been
influenced by Ps 8:6-9. It is also interesting that 4Q381 describes the event of this
assignment of the human role with the motif of the spirit (4Q381 frag. 1 6-7). The
parallelism between 'according to his words' (V737 "•s'ri) and 'by his spirit'
(ini731) may suggest the reference to Ps 33:6.

The description of the role of the angels as supporters of humans in the rest of
the fragment may reflect a Jewish tradition (cf. 1 En 9: l[Greek|; 40:9; 44:6; 61:8; Jub
15:32; 1QM 1:16; 12:1-5,8-9; 13:10; 17:6-7). God's nurture of his creatures to his
creatures (4Q381 frag. 1 9-10) is mentioned as it is in Sir chs. 16-17 (esp. Sir 16:26-
30).

2.10.2 Thematic Consideration: God's Sovereignty and the Word

4Q381 portrays the sovereignty of God from several points of view. Firstly, it
praises God who reveals his wonderful knowledge to human beings (1:1-2). The
greatness of God is compared to the worthlessness of human beings. Secondly, the

106 The word of creation (not necessarily Ps 33:6) is mentioned in Sir 42:15; Jdt 16:14; Wisd
9:1; 4 Ezra 6:38; 7:69; 2 Bar 21:4; 48:8; Jub 12:4; SibOr 3:17-19; 2 En 33:4.

107 So Shuller, and Martinez ('aduration' in The DeadSea Scrolls Study Edition [ 19981, 755).
'The right hand' ("["'ft1') is used in a divine oath (see BDB), so that the oath and the right hand may
have been synonymous. Shuller (DJD 12, 95) comments that 72T' is from the Aramaic root of T2*'
'to swear' in a Qutl form.

108 So M. Wise (The DeadSea Scrolls: A New Translation [London: Harper Collins, 1996]),
and the former translation of Martinez. (The DeadSea Scrolls Translated [1996], 312).

109 See § 3.1.2.1 and § 4.6.2.1

4Q381 frag. 1 3 Ps 33:6

pxi 0722? ntrr> "ova Kin
[DX33 *73] T»S 73731

d,qe? mrr 7373
□S33"i73 VS 711731
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account of the creation of heavenly things which govern the astronomical and
meteorological phenomena (1:3-5) is given as enigmatic knowledge, and it elucidates
how wonderful God is (1:2). Thirdly, it emphasizes that God carefully established
the world in which human life is sustained (1:7-11). Fourthly, the reference to the
divine attributes (the word of God, the oath of God, and the spirit of God) in the
context of creation (1:3) seems to emphasize the idea of the sovereignty of God."0
Thus, the function of the creation account here is to characterize the identity of the
sovereign God.

2.11 Summary (for Chapter 2)
We may now sum up some of our findings in the narrative accounts of creation in
early Jewish literature (ca. the 2nd century BCE to the 1st century CE):

(1) The narrative account of creation is a long retelling of the Genesis creation
account. It generally follows the narrative order of Gen chs. 1-2 (Jub ch. 2; 2 En
chs. 24-33; 4 Ezra ch. 6; Ant ch. 1; 4Q381), whereas some creation accounts

rearrange the order of the creation narrative in accordance with their focus and point
of view (SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9). Some creation
accounts supplement the extra-biblical accounts of creation (e.g. the creation of the
angels |Jub 2:2; 2 En 29:3], the winds (1QM 10:11-12; lQHa 9:11-12], Paradise [2
En 30:1], and the throne of God (2 En 30:1]). 2 En chs. 25-26 exhibits a unique (i.e.
quasi-scientific) interpretation of the Genesis creation account by employing non-
biblical ideas (i.e. the cosmogonic figures, Adoil and Arkhas). However, the
narrative accounts of creation mostly follow the Genesis creation account.

(2) The Jewish creation narratives also take several important ideas from the
biblical texts (mainly from Psalms, Job, and Isaiah). Ps 33:6-8 (SibOr bks. 1, 3;
4Q381) and Isa 48:3 and 55:11 (4 Ezra 6:38-43) are referred to in the context which
highlights the sovereign power of God. Reference to Isa 40:18-26 is made in a
context which makes a contrast between God the Creator and the idols (or other gods)
which were made by human hands (SibOr bks. 1,3, frag. 3; 2 En 33:12). Ps 8:5-8
is mentioned for the affirmation of the status of human beings as ruler of all creation
(SibOr frag. 3;4Q381). The cosmogonic account in Job chs. 38-43 is linked to the
Genesis creation account, and the account speculates on the mystic knowledge of
God who alone knows all of creation (SibOr frag. 3; lQHa 9:8-13).

(3) As mentioned above, the unique identity of God is described in accordance
with his status as the Creator. He is the only God since he is the Creator of all things

110 Cf. Sir 39:17-18; 42:15; 43:5, 10, 13, 23, 26; 2 En 33:4.
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(space and time) (2 En 33:7-8; SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3; 1QM 10:8-9a). This
speculation on the unique identity of God in relation to his status as the Creator is
expanded into a more salvific and eschatological sense. 4 Ezra 6:38-54 understands
that the sole Creator who has sovereignty over all creation can alone fulfill the
eschatological salvation. Similarly, SibOr finds a link between the identity of God as
a Savior, who is preparing for the final judgment and reward, and the description of
God as Creator (bks. 1, 3, and frag. 3). The creation accounts in 1QM col. 10 and
lQHa col. 9 focus on the creation of the division of space and time (cf. Gen 1:4, 6, 9,
18). This motif is mentioned in the biblical (Job 38:8-12; Ps 104:8-9; Prov 8:28-29)
and other Jewish writings (4 Ezra 6:49-50; Sir 16:26-28; 1 En 69:18; 2 En 47:5) in
which the sovereignty of God over human history is highlighted. The Qumran
Sectarians developed this motif in a more deterministic sense. They thought that God
had already established every human course: the division of the nations and the
division of the appointed times. Therefore, they strongly expected that the nation of
Israel would be restored to its original status as ruler of the nations at the exact
appointed time (cf. 4 Ezra 6:38-54). It is an eschatological interpretation of the
Genesis creation account.

(4) The description of the work of creation accompanies the motifs of the
divine attributes (such as the word of God [or command, oath], wisdom [or
knowledge], right hand [or hands], and spirit). Each imagery seems to exhibit a

particular sense or an aspect of the identity of God. For example, 'the word of God'
seems to be associated with the description of the sovereign power in God's work of
creation (2 En 33:4; 4 Ezra 6:38, 43; SibOr 1:19; 3:20; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-7). Wisdom
(or knowledge) expresses God's perfect design or magnificent plan for the created
world and for his people (2 En 33:3-4; lQHa 9:7, 14, 19). The hands of God are
mentioned in a context which highlights the mighty power of God (Jub 2:11). The
spirit of God is also mentioned as an agent of creation which gave human beings their
role (4Q381 frag. 1 7; cf. Gen 2:7). In 2 En 33:3-4, both wisdom and the word
appear in the same creational context; the former implies the perfect design or plan of
God, whereas the latter depicts the reality of God's deeds or his works. It should be
noted that the creational word in 4 Ezra 6:38 and 43 is personified and depicted as an

agent to produce life from lifeless things. Therefore, the divine attributes play very

important roles in the Jewish creation accounts (as well as in the biblical accounts [Ps
33:6; Prov ch. 8]) in accordance with the description of the unique identity of God.

(5) The creation account also speculates on human history which was recorded
in the books of Moses. The Book of Jubilees retells Israelite history from Gen ch. 1
to Exod ch. 14, dividing each important period by the Jubilee years (49 year periods).
SibOr bks. 1-2 divides Israelite history into ten generations and begins with the
retelling of the Genesis creation account. Jewish Antiquities narrates history from
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creation to the administration of the last procurators before the wars with Rome.
They attempted to leam from history as to how the transgression of Adam brought
about a calamitous condition (Ant 1:49; SibOr 1:38 thereafter). Secondly, they
attempted to affirm the original status of human beings (or Israel) as the rulers of all
creation (4 Ezra 6:46, 54; SibOr frag. 3; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-
7), by referring to the Genesis account of the creation of human beings (cf. Gen 1:26,
28; Ps 8:5-8). Thirdly, their recognition of time was associated with the expectation
of the immediate coming of the eschatological salvation (4 Ezra ch. 6; 1QM col. 10;
lQHa col. 9).

(6) As for the life motif in the context of creation, it is associated with the
identity of God: i.e. he is the sovereign God who has the authority to produce life
with his word ex nihilo (4 Ezra 6:47, 48); God is said to be 'life' itself (SibOr frag.
3:34). When eschatological salvation is mentioned in relation to God's work of
creation, life is depicted as an eschatological reward in terms of immortality (SibOr
frag. 3:47) and as a symbol of Paradise (2 En 42:6).

(7) The light imagery is used in various ways. 4 Ezra focuses on the roles of
light to enlighten God's creational works (6:40), as well as to serve human beings
(6:46). Jub ch. 2 understands the role of lights as a sign for the times of the laws (the
Sabbath), so that it became the basis for the covenant between God and Israel (2:8-
10. Jub ch. 2 also understands it as a blessing for human beings (Jub 2:10, 12).
This motif is extended to an eschatological meaning as the final blessing: i.e. 'All of
the lights will be renewed for healing and peace and blessing for all of the elect of
Israel' (Jub 1:29; cf. Isa 30:26). It is also interesting that in the picture of creation,
light is depicted as the dwelling place of God (2 En 24:4 [A|; 25:3). Similarly, SibOr
frag. 3:34 depicts God as 'imperishable eternal light' in the same context which
depicts God as 'life.'



Chapter 3

DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNTS OF CREATION

This chapter treats the descriptive accounts of creation in early Jewish Literature (ca.
the 2nd century BCE to the 1st century CE). It is a shorter account which may focus
on particular events of creation (i.e. selective reference to the Genesis creation
account), and it is more interpretative than the narrative creation account. The
following texts will be located in this category: 1 En 69:16-25; 2 En chs. 47-48; 65-
66; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 6:1-6; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 21:4-8; 48:2-10; 54:1-3, 13; ApAbr 21:1-
22:2; LAB 15:5-6; JosAsen 8:10-11; 12:1-2; Sir 16:24-17:14; 39:12-35; 42:15-43:33;

1QS 3:13-4:1; 4Q392 frags. 1-9; 4Q422 frag. 1 1-13; 4Q504 frag. 84-10; llQPsa
26:9-15. Like the previous chapter, our analysis begins with the literary
considerations on these points: (1) the context in which the creation account appears
and the main concern of the creation account; (2) a reconstruction of the text (if it is
needed); (3) the influence of key passages from the OT. Thematic (more theological)
considerations will follow.

3.1 1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse of) Enoch 69:16-25

3.1.1 Literary Considerations

3.1.1.1 Context andMain Concern

1 En ch. 69 is part of the Book of Similitudes (chs. 37-71), so that the date issue has
yet to be settled.1 However, as far as 1 En ch. 69 is concerned, it shares important
ideas with other Jewish writings. The idea of 'the oath of God' is conspicuous in
this text; it also appears in the creation account of 4Q381 (frag. 1 3) and in Philo's

1 Cf. Mil ik (The Book of Enoch. Aramaic Fragments of Qumrah Cave 4 [Oxford: Clarendon,
1976], 91-92) argues that the Book of Similitudes is a late Christian work; however, the SNTS
Pseudepigrapha Seminar (1977 and 1978) (the report was published in NTS 25 [1979J, 315-27)
concluded that the Book was Jewish and that it can be dated from the late first century CE.
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Leg All 3:204.2 The cosmogonic idea, 'the divine order,' is also prominent in other
Books of 1 En (2:1,3; 5:2; 18:15-16; 72:3; 75:2,3; cf. 21:6; ch. 80).3

The Book of Similitudes (1 En chs. 37-71) is composed of three parables
concerning the eschatological judgment (I. 38:1-44:1; II. 45:1-57:3; and III. 58:1-
69:29). Each parable argues for a future judgment which will come to both sinners
and righteous ones (cf. 1 En 38:1-5; 41:1-2; 45:1-6). In the final parable, the
judgment is declared to the angels (chs. 64-69), to the kings, to the mighty, and to
those who possess the earth (chs. 62-63). Referring to heavenly and astronomical
secrets, the author of the Similitudes argues that there is an absolute and perfect
destiny which was given before the creation of the world (1 En 41:3-9; 43:1-44:1):

And (I saw) how they do not leave their courses and neither lengthen nor reduce their courses,
but they keep faith (wahaymanoto mil yadkebu) with one another in the covenant (bamaitla)
by which they abide (41:5b).

No angel hinders and no power is able to hinder (the judgment of luminaries for blessing or
for course) (41:9).

(And I saw that) they (lightnings and the stars of heaven) hearkened unto him (43:1).

And I saw how they arc weighed in a righteous balance (lamsalew sedek) according to their
amount of light, according to the width of their spaces and the day of their appearing, and how
their movement produces lightning, and their motions according to the number of the angels,
and (how) they keep faith (wdhaymanotb mil yaakebit) with each other (43:2).4

Similarly, the creation account which appears in 1 En 69:16-25 depicts the divine
order that is sustained by the divine power of the oath from the beginning until the
end (1 En 68:2).

2 See § 2.10.2 (4Q381 frag. 1 1-11) and § 4.6.2.1 (PrMan 1:2-3).
3 Enoch is commanded to examine all divine order in the heavens and the earth, and he is

encouraged to know how they do not alter their ways how they do not divert from their appointed
order (1 En 2:1), and how all the works of God, as being manifested, do not change (1 En 2:3). All
of his work prospers and obeys him as his servant (1 En 75:2, 3), and it does not change; but
everything functions in the way in which God has ordered (1 En 5:2), and it is expected to obey (cf. 1
En 18:15-16); 'all of them (which are arranged) one after another in a constant order' (1 En 72:3); and
'for those luminaries scrupulously render service to the fixed positions in the cosmos' (1 En 75:3); if
those luminaries transgress the order of God, they are bound in a chaotic and terrible place (or Sheol)
(1 En 18:15; 21:6), and thejudgment against the sinners comes when this order collapses (1 En ch.
80).

4 English Translation is of Matthew Black (ed.) The Book of Enoch or I Enoch: A New
English Edition with Commentary and Textual Notes (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1985). Our thesis
consults M. Knibb's Ethiopic edition as well (The Ethiopia Book of Enoch: A New Edition in the
Light of the Aramaic Dead Sea Fragments [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978]).
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3.1.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
1 En 69:16-25 uses a poetic form by echoing similar phrases (such as, 'by that oath,'
and 'from the creation of the world and forever'). After the reference to the creation
of the heavens, earth, sea, and depths, the poem cites the compact form of 1 En chs.
72-77 (or ch. 80) which tells of the ordinances of the universe (i.e. the ordinances of
the luminaries [1 En chs. 72-75], the winds and meteorological phenomenon [1 En
76), the mountains and rivers [ 1 En ch. 77]). The idea of 'the ordinances of heavens'
seems to be taken from Job chs. 37-38, in which God rules the meteorological (Job
37:1-18; 38:22-30) and astronomical (Job 38:31-32) phenomena with the winds (Job
37:9, 17-18) and his commands (Job 37:6, 12, 15). Job also mentions the laws of
the heavens (CBB? mpn) (cf. Job 38:33) in these contexts.

3.1.2 Thematic Consideration: The Divine Oath in Creation

The idea of the divine oath is reminiscent in this creation account:

Through his oath (batnahla) the firmament and the heavens were suspended before the world
was created and for ever (1 En 69:16; cf. Gen 1:6-7)

And through it (the oath) the earth was founded upon the waters,. . . and through that oath
(bamdhla) the sea was created and its foundations, . . . and through that oath (barnahla) are
the depths made fast (1 En 69:17-19; cf. Gen 1:9-10; Ps 33:7).

And through that oath (bamaltla) the sun and moon complete their course, . . . And through
that oath (bamalila) the stars complete their course (1 En 69:20-21; cf. Gen 1:14-16).

And likewise, with regard to the waters, to their winds, and to all spirits and their courses
from all regions of spirits. . . And by it (the oath) they shall be kept, and they shall keep to
their paths, and their course shall not be spoiled (69:16-25).

In 4Q381 frag. 1 3-4, the divine oath parallels the word of God in the context of
creation: 'He, by his oath GOTO), created the heavens and the earth; with the word
of his mouth (PS 7372), he (created) fall the hosts).'5 J. Fossum observes that the
creative and sustaining oath would have been the TP 'let it be . . .' of Gen ch. I.6
Referring to J. Fossum's works, S. McDonough discusses how the divine oath is
connected with the name of Yahweh (mrP).7 The verb 'to be' (HTI) might be

5 § 2.10.2 (4Q381 frag. 1 1-11).
6 J. E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord (WUNT 36; Tubingen: J. C. B.

Mohr [Paul Siebeckj, 1985), 78. Cf. Both TargNeo and TargJon to Exod 3:14 begin their
explanation of the YHWH name with the words, 'The one who spoke and the world was . . .'

7 S. McDonough, 'The One who is and who was and who is to come: Revelation 1:4 in its
Hellenistic and Early Jewish Setting' (Ph. D. Thesis: University of St. Andrews, 1997), 110-112;
see our discussion in § 4.6.2.1.
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associated with God's revealed name 'I am who 1 am' (rPHN 1E7N iTTiX; cf. Exod
3:14). It might be possible that the name of God as 'I am who I am' (JITIX ~IE?K
iTTlX; cf. Exod 3:14) is associated with the unique identity of God who is the origin
of all things so that he alone can let everything be (exist). That is to say, the name of
God also indicates his identity as the Creator. Interestingly, 1 En 69:13-15 states that
the oath was given through the secret name (sum hebu) (of God?).8 According to
Philo, the oath is a proof of the exceeding power of God, and whatever he says is
sure to take place (Leg All 3:204). The divine oath indicates the power of divine
authority of Yahweh, through which the heaven and the earth were made and
sustained. The idea of 'the divine oath' that the oath which is given through God's
mouth produces a destiny or order in the universe obviously originated from the motif
of the Genesis creation account (i.e. the motif of the word of creation).

3.2 2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch chs. 47-48

3.2.1 Literary Considerations

3.2.1.1 Context andMain Concern

After the narrative of Enoch's descent (2 En chs. 36-38) and a brief summary of his
testimony9 (2 En chs. 39-42), a sapiential disciplinary section (2 En chs. 43-66)
begins with an introductory account which teaches the principle of instruction, i.e. the
fear of God.10 Two creation accounts (chs. 47-48 and 65-66) appear in the context
where that principle (the fear of God) recurs.

And [among] all nations who arc discerning (CMbicjiATb: smysleti) so that they may fear
(bo^tca: vodtse) God (2 En 48:7 |J]).U

Cf. [A]: who discern (CbMbicne: sumysle) and fear (boat: voet) the Lord.

And walk in front of his face with fear (cb CTpaxrn: sii straxw) and worship him alone
(ertMHOMoy: edinomu) (2 En 66:2 (J]).

Cf. [A]: Walk in front of the face of the Lord, and worship him alone (e/juHOMoy:
edinomu).

8 Cf. 'the name' in the creational context (PrMan 1:3; LAB 60:2; Jub 36:7).
9 The great secrets of God which 2 Enoch picks up are as follows: the composition of the

heaven and the earth, and their contents (2 En 40:1-2, 7, 12); the astronomical (40:4-6) and
meteorological phenomena (40:8-11); Adam's fall (41:1-2); and Paradise and Hell (42:1-14).

10 The framework of this section is similar to Sir 33:7-13 (See the section on Sir 33:7-19 in
this chapter).

11 Our thesis uses Sokolov's edition for [J|, Vaillant' edition for [A],
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3.2.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The biblical passages which emphasize God's sovereignty over his creation
(monotheism) are taken from Job, Isaiah, and the Psalms.

2 En 4712

There is no one except the Lord alone
(focno/ta e/tMttai o: gospoda edinago),
neither in the heaven, nor on the earth,

nor in the deepest places, nor in the one
foundation (47:3).13

God laid the foundation14;
spread out the heavens (47:4).

Solidified the earth above the waters . . .

and he alone (eflurrb: edinu)15 created the
uncountable creatures . . .

the God who has counted the dust of the
earth or the sand of the sea or the drops of
rain or the dew (of the clouds) or the
blowing of the wind (47:5)

The God who gave the indissoluble bonds
between the land and the sea . . .

and made stars of fire in the sky (47:6)

Biblical Passages

If I ascend to heaven, you arc there;

if I make my bed in Sheol, you arc
there (Ps 139:8-12).

God, the Lord who created the heavens
and stretched them out (Isa 42:5 cf. 40:22;
44:24).

(The Lord of lords) who spread out the earth
on the waters (Ps 136:6)

The earth is full of your creatures.. .

creeping things innumerable are there, living
things both small and great (cf. Ps 104:25).

He gave to the wind its weight, and
apportioned out the waters by measure (Job
28:25); who has wisdom to number the
clouds? or who can tilt the waterskins of the
heavens (Job 38:37) (cf. Isa 40:12; Sir 1:2;
16:26-28).

and prescribed bounds for it, and set bars and
doors (Job 38:10) (cf. Ps 104:9; Prov 8:28-
29; 1 En 69:18, etc.).

You make the winds your messengers, fire
and flame your ministers (Ps 104:4).

It should be noted that these biblical references stress God's uniqueness and his
sovereign power in each context:

12 Translation is mostly based on F. I. Andersen (OTP I, 174).
13 This statement seems to have a thematic connection to 2 En 66:4: it points to the heavens,

the earth, the depths of the ocean (for 'the deepest places' of 2 En 47:3), and all that is beneath the
earth (for 'the foundation' of 2 En 47:3), and states that the Lord is there because he created all
things. In other words, since he is the sole Creator of all things, there is no place where the Lord is
absent.

14 Cf. 2 En 24:5; 26:3; 33:3.
15 The shorter recension (A) has this reading (but [JJ does not have 'alone').
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Text: Who has measured the waters in the hollow of his hand . . . (Isa 40:12); (It is he) who
stretehesout the heavens . . . (Isa 40:22).

Context: To whom then will you compare me (1'3T,ft"iri), or who should be like him
(mtMO)? (Isa 40:25).

Text: Who created the heavens and stretched them out, who spread out the earth . . . (Isa
42:5).

Context: I am the Lord, that is my name, and I do not give my glory to another (Isa 42:8).

Text & Context: I am the Lord, who made all things, who alone f stretched out the
heavens, who by myself (TIN) spread out the earth (Isa 44:24).

Text: When he gave to the wind its weight, and meted out the waters by measure . . . (Job
28:25).

Context: And he said to humankind, 'Truly, the fear of the Lord (,31N n^l*'), that is
wisdom . . .' (Job 28:28).

Text & Context: Who has wisdom to number the clouds? (Job 38:37).

Text: You set a boundary (^"QH) that they may not pass, so that they might not again cover
the earth (Ps 104:9).

Context: O Lord my God, you are very great (1^12 Tib"73) . . . (Ps 104:1); O Lord, how
manifold CQTHO) are your works (Ps 104:24).

3.2.2 Thematic Consideration: Creation and Monotheism

As shown above, 2 En chs. 47-48 develops a monotheistic understanding of God, by
mentioning several imageries which may have been taken from the OT: there is no
other besides the Lord ( 2 En 47:3) since he is the sole Creator of all things (2 En
47:4-5a). The uniqueness of the Lord is emphasized (2 En 47:5b; 47:6).

2 Enoch gives a shorter account of the solar movement (2 En 48:1-4; cf. chs.
13-15), and focuses on God's thoughtful arrangement of it: 'He fixed it by measure,

by his own wisdom' (2 En 48:4 [J]; cf. 2 En 33:3). Moreover, the Lord is described
as the God who created everything from the invisible and the visible (ill HeBMUMMbi

Bcfc cbTBopn: w nevidimy videnie vse sutvori),16 and as the God who is
invisible (HeBMUMMb: nevidimi) (2 En 48:5). Concluding these arguments, 2 Enoch
encourages the readers to accept these books and to fear the Lord (2 En 48:6-9) in
order to gain the way to Life (2 En 48:9). Thus the creation account of 2 En chs. 47-
48 functions as a theological basis for sapiential instructions.

16 According to the Sokolov edition (cf. 2 En 25:1; 51:5; 65:1). Cf. In 2 En ch. 24 the
visible is described to have come out from the invisible things. In 2 En ch. 65, on the one hand, the
visible and invisible were created (65:1), whereas, on the other hand the context suggests that the
visible came out from the invisible (see § 2.2.2.1). That is to say, God is depicted as the Creator of
all (invisible and visible); however, the visible things seem to be considered to have come out from
the invisible.
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3.3 2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch chs. 65-66

3.3.1 Literary Considerations

3.3.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The second creation account (2 Enoch chs. 65-66) is placed in the final section of the
first part of 2 Enoch (chs. 1-68). When the Lord calls Enoch up, the people were

coming to kiss him (2 En 64:1), and Enoch gave the last instructions to them (chs.
65-66) before he was taken up to the highest heaven (ch. 67). 2 En chs. 65-66 goes
back to the principal instruction (to fear the Lord) (e.g. 66:1-2), which is mentioned
at the beginning of the disciplinary section (2 ch. En 43) and in the former creation
account (2 En chs. 47-48), and recalls the instructions, i.e. the appreciation of the
laws (65:5), the prohibition of idolatry, and the worship of the sole Creator
(monolatry) (66:1-2, 5 |J|; cf. 2:2; 10:6). In these arguments, it is highlighted that
God is the Creator of all creation (65:2, 3, 6; 66:1, 3, 4, 5).

3.3.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
For the argument of the appreciation of the laws (65:1-5), 2 Enoch develops the
creation motif of Ps 90:12 in a quasi-scientific manner: Firstly, it mentions that
human beings are created according to God's image, having been given the special
knowledge to think and to argue, as well as to see and to hear (65:2); secondly, it
mentions the division of times (65:3-4); and finally, it concludes by saying, 'a person

might think about time,. . . and so that he might keep count of his own life from the
beginning unto death, and think of his sins, ... and so that he might not transgress
any thing of God's commandments' (65:4-5) |cf. 'So teach us to count our days so

that we may gain a wise heart' (Ps 90:12)].
In the same context, allusion is made to Ps 139, in which the omniscience of

the Lord is highlighted.

2 En 66:3-4 Ps 139 [trans, of the LXX (Ps 138)]

For the Lord sees whatever man meditates in
Lie E o t"f cxr\t\ ti/hot omincol hn r>1orvo ' 'his heart, and what counsel he plans.

You discern my thoughts long before
(139:2b).

[For] every thought is presented before the
Lord who made the earth firm and settled all

the creatures upon it.

Behold, O Lord, you have known all
things, the last and the first: you had
fashioned me . . . (139:4b-5a).18

17 Translation of Charles.
18 Cf. the MT trans., 'O Lord, you know it all. You enclosed me behind and before.'
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If you look upon the sky, behold, the Lord is
there; for the Lord created the sky.

If I should go up to heaven, you arc
there (139:8a);

If you look upon the earth, then the Lord is
there; for the Lord founded the earth, and
placed upon it all his creatures.

If you meditate upon the depths of the ocean
and on all that is beneath the earth, then the
Lord is there; for the Lord created all things.

If I should go down to Hades, you arc
present (139:8b).19

3.3.2 Thematic Considerations

3.3.2.1 Creation andMonolatry
Enoch instructs his sons and all the elders of the people how they should walk with
fear in front of the Lord (2 En 66:2, 5-7), from whom no kind deed is hidden (2 En
66:5c). The monotheistic instruction is extended into monolatry (to worship him
alone) as well.

And worship (TOMoy: tomu) him alone (eflMHOMoy: edinomu) (2 En 66:2 [J]).

Cf. [A]: and worship (TOMtt: tomu) him alone (eflMHOMoy: edinomu).

Do not bow down to (hokjiohmteca: ioklonitese) anything created by man, nor to
anything created by God, so committing apostasy (ocTaBMBMie: ostaavivije) against the
Lord of all creation (2 En 66:5 [J]).

In 2 En 66:5 [J ], it is forbidden to worship the idols because the true God is 'the Lord
of all creation' (ra bbcax TBapw: ga vused tvari). Thus 2 En chs. 65-66 takes the
form of a sapiential instruction which exhibits monotheism, and it is extended into
monolatry, based on the understanding of God's mighty work of creation.

3.3.2.2 Creation and the Eschaton: the Age ofCreation
One of the key ideas in these accounts is 'the age of creation' (BLKa TBapHaro: veka
tvarnago) (2 En 65:1 [A]),20 by which the author explains how the eschaton would be
realized. The shorter recension in [A] (in Andersen), or in [B| (in Charles) states,
'Before all creation came about, the Lord established the age of creation (B'kKa

19 Cf. the MT trans., 'If I make my bed in Sheol, behold, you are there.'
20 Adoil (2 En 25:1) may be equivalent to 'the age of creation' of 2 En 65:1 [A ].
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TBapHaro: veka tvarnago),21 and after that he accomplished all his creation' (2 En
65: l).22 Then the Lord divided the age of creation into times (years, months, days,
week, seven, and hours) (2 En 65:3 [A)), so that human beings came alive in the
world where the times existed (2 En 65:4). The expression, 'so that he might keep
count of his own life from the beginning unto death, and think of his sins,' may
allude to life in the mortal world. This age is said to be 'the age of suffering'
(BOJtfeHaro b'feKa cero: voleznago veka sego) (2 En 66:6) as well. When the
Lord's great judgment comes, all time (BpeMeHa: vremena) (years, months, days,
and hours) will perish (2 En 65:7), and 'a single age' (bIsk ebhhl: vek edinu) (2 En
65:8a), which is called 'the great age' (B'hce BeJinc1>M: vece velicem) (2 En 65:8b)
and 'the never-ending age'23 (2 En 66:6), will come out. It is given as if it were
reappointed. Thus the author attempts to explain how the eschaton will be realized by
using the idea of 'the age of creation.' In other words, eschatology finds its relation
to the creation account.

3.3.2.3 Light as an Eschatological Blessing
After the Lord's great judgment, the great age is to come with a great light (cbIjT
BeJlMKB: svet veliku) and an indestructible wall (CTeHa: stena)24 and Paradise (2 En
65:10), where there is no darkness (2 En 65:9). During the great age, the righteous
who shall escape God's great judgment will be made to shine seven times brighter
than the sun (2 En 66:7 [J ]). In this case light is depicted as one of the eschatological
blessings and as a symbol of Paradise.

3.4 4 (The Fourth Book of) Ezra 3:4-5

3.4.1 Literary Considerations

3.4.1.1 Context andMain Concern

Ezra retells the biblical account from creation to the event of the giving of the Torah (4
Ezra 3:4-19). B. Longenecker understands that this section can be divided into two

21 MSS B (R. H. Charles [cd.J, The Book of the Secrets of Enoch: Translated from the
Slavonic by W. R. Morfill [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1896]) reads, 'The Lord made the world and
then created.'

22 The longer recension ([J] in Andersen, or [A] in Charles) renders, 'the Lord . . . created the
whole of his creation.' However, it seems clear that 'the age of creation' is contrasted to 'the great
age' (2 En 65:7) and 'never-ending age' (2 En 66:6).

23 Charles renders, 'you shall be heirs of eternity.'
24 Cf. [J]: crhna here.
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parts (3:4-12 and 13-19), and that in particular the first part follows the general
structure of Gen chs. 1-11, which is particularly concerned with the relationship
between God and creation: (1) God acts and all is good; (2) humanity acts and all
turns bad; (3) God destroys and begins again.25

The creation account appears in 4 Ezra 3:4-5.

O Dominater Domine, tu dixisti26 ab initio, qiuindo plantasti27 terram, et hoc solus, el
imperasti populo, Et dediC Adam corpus mortuum; sed et ipsum figmentum manuum tuarum
erat, et insufflasti in eum spiritum vitce, et factus est vivens coram te (4 Ezra 3:4-5).29

O Ruler, Lord, you spoke at the beginning, when you formed the earth, and by you
alone, and you commanded the dust so that it gave Adam, and dead body. However he
was the creation of your hands, and you breathed into him the breath of life and he was
made alive in your presence.

God is called Dominator Domine (lit. 'Ruler, Lord'). This title is used in the rest of
the book as well (5:23; 7:17, 58; 12:7; 13:51), and it seems to be related to the
context which demonstrates God's sovereignty over human history (cf. 4 Ezra 3:3-4;
4:1-11; 5:36; 6:1-6; 38-54; 8:22-23). God is the sole Creator who alone (solus)
established (plantasti) the earth, and created Adam with his (lit. your) hands (manuum
tuarum).

Based on the understanding of the sovereignty of God, the relationship between
God and Israel is remembered: i.e. Adam was created by his word and by his spirit
of life, so that they would not be abandoned without God's grace and mercy. This
account goes on to Theodicy, and it refers to the fact that sinful human nature came
down from the first generation. Moreover, this argument is extended into a

pessimistic eschatological understanding that salvation cannot be expected in this
world but in the world to come. Thus, the creation account of 4 Ezra 3:4-5 focuses
on the identity of the people of Israel and their destiny in relation to the understanding
of the identity of God as the Creator.

21 B. Longenecker, Eschatology and the Covenant: A Comparison of 4 Ezra and Roman 1-11
(JSNTSup 57; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 51.

26 Codices Complulensis (C) (9th- 10th CE) and Mazarinaeus (M) (11th CE) have nonne ; it is
omitted by Sangermanensis (S) (822 CE) and Ambianensis (A) (9th CE) (sec. J. Myers, I and 11
Esdras: Introduction, Translation andCommentary [Garden City, NY: Doublcday, 1974], 159).

27 C and M takes this reading; S and A readplasmasti (tr. fixed) (sec. Myers, 159).
28 Several MSS read it dedisti (pf 2nd person); Syriac and Mazarinacus read it dedit (pf 3rd

person of do) (sec. Myers, I and II Esdras, 159). Comparing to 2 Bar 6:53, the latter rendering seems
reasonable: Sexto autem die imperasti terra:, ut createt coram te . . . (On the sixth day you
commanded the earth so that it should bring about before you . . . ).

29 Latin Text is from VIII Clcmentis (ed.) Biblia Sacra (Pans: Apud Gamier Fratrcs,
Bibliopolas, 1868).
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3.4.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The narrative of the creation of Adam is based on Gen 2:7 and Isa 42:5. It is worth

noting that 4 Ezra also puts the motif of the word of creation in this account, and his
people are called "those who were created by his word' (4 Ezra 7:69[ 139]).30 The
expression, "the creation by the hands of God' (4 Ezra 3:5), seems to be taken from
Job 10:8: 'Your hands fashioned and made me, and now you turn and destroy me,'
with similar motivation.

3.4.2 Thematic Considerations

3.4.2.1 God's Word and Hands in Creation

4 Ezra 3:4-5 focuses on the creation of Adam. The opening phrase, 'O sovereign
Lord, you spoke at the beginning (tu dixisti ab initio) . . . and commanded the dust'
(et imperasti populo) (4 Ezra 3:4), gives a nuance that Adam was created by God's
command or his word. In the later sections, it is clearly indicated that human beings
were created by his word and by his command.

El judex si non ignoverit his qui curati sunt verbo ejus, et deleverit multitudinem
contentionum, non fortassis derelinquerentur in innumercibili multitudine, nisi pauci valde (4
Ezra 7:69 [139]).

And the judge, if he did not pardon those who were created by his word and annul the
multitude of their contempts, there would probably be left only very few of the
innumerable multitude.

Si ergoperdideris eum qui tantis laboribusplasmatus est, tuo jussu facile ordinari, lit et id
quodfiebat servaretur.

If therefore you destroy the one, who was molded with so great labor, by your
command with easy order, to what purpose was he made? (4 Ezra 8:14).

The attempt to employ the motif that God created Adam by his own word is in a sense
to emphasize the distinguished status of Israel as the chosen people (4 Ezra 3:4-6;

30 The idea that God by his word brings about the thing which does not exist appears in other
Jewish texts: 'And with the word you arise that which does not exist (2 Bar 48:2)'; 'For you, Lord,
spoke and they were brought to life, because your word, Lord, is life for all your creatures' (JosAsen
12:2).
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7:69[139|; 8:14) and the fact that God's special care has never been absent from
them, even though Israel had been in tribulation.31

The expression, 'the creation by the hands of YHWH' (4 Ezra 3:5) is used here
as well. The metaphor of God's hands is used in several biblical texts to highlight the
mighty power of God (e.g. Isa 45:12; Ps 95:5) and to demonstrate God's care for his
works of creation (e.g. Job 10:8; Ps 119:73). Thus 4 Ezra seems to mention that
since human beings were created by God's word or by his hands, they will not be
abandoned easily by their God the Creator.

3.4.2.2 Life and the Divine Word
God is described as the life giver to lifeless beings (4 Ezra 3:5). 4 Ezra states that the
living things were made by his utterance on the fifth day (in the air and in water) (4
Ezra 6:47-48) and on the sixth day (on the land) (4 Ezra 3:4-5). It emphasizes God's
sole work in creation (3:4; 6:6) and his mighty power to produce life from lifeless
objects (6:48). As for the creation of Adam, 4 Ezra states that his (lifeless) body was
made by the word of God (3:4-5a), and then it was made alive when God breathed
into it the breath of life (3:5b). However, it could be said that Adam was created by
the word of God (4 Ezra 7:69 [ 139]) as a whole.

3.4.2.3 Creation and Theodicy
The first section explains how sinful human nature existed from the beginning of the
world. Adam transgressed the command which was given by God (3:7), and his
descendants did ungodly things before the Lord (3:8). After the flood, Noah's
descendants began to be more ungodly than their ancestors (3:12), and the
descendants of Abraham and Jacob (3:20) and David (3:26) possessed the same evil
heart. 4 Ezra takes up this subject at the end of section III, and focuses on the
people's sinful nature and their attitude to the Mosaic law.

O Domine, te nobis ostendens, ostensus es patribus nostris in deserlo, . . . Ecce enim ego
semino in vobis legem mearn, . . . Nam patres nostri accipientes legem, non servaverunt, et
legitima mea non custodierunt, et factus est fructus legis non parens: nec enim poterat,
quoniam tuns erat (4 Ezra 9:29-32).

O Lord, you indeed showed yourself to us, through our fathers in the wilderness . . .

For behold, I sow my law in you, . . . But though our fathers received the law, they

31 Cf. 'He (Adam) was the workmanship of your hands, and you breathed into him the breath
of life, and he was made alive in your presence. And you led him into the garden which your right
hand had planted before the earth appeared' (4 Ezra 3:5b-6).
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did not keep it, and did not observe the statutes; yet the fruit of the law did not perish,
it was impossible, because it is yours (4 Ezra 9:29-32).

4 Ezra understands that the evil seed which was sown (seminatum) in Adam's heart
remains in the people's hearts (4:30) together with the seeds of the law which were
sown at Mount Sinai (cf. 3:22: 9:32-36). 4 Ezra concludes that the diseases became
'permanent . . . what was good departed, the evil remained' (5:22), and that the
ancestors who received the law perished (9:33), and those who have received it will
perish (9:36) since God did not hinder their sinful nature (3:8) and did not take them
away from their evil hearts (3:20). This argument of theodicy alludes to the author's
expectation that salvation will be given through the new creation of human hearts and
that it should be anticipated in the right path (i.e. the Mosaic law).

3.4.2.4 Light Imagery and Revelation
4 Ezra understands that the world lay in darkness after the fall of the First temple (586
BCE), and its inhabitants were without light (4 Ezra 14:20) since the law was burned
(4 Ezra 14:21). What was good departed and evil remained (4 Ezra 3:22), and that
age was full of sadness and infirmities (4 Ezra 4:27). Ezra was assigned to restore it
through the new revelation. For this purpose the Lord lit in the author's heart the
lamp of understanding (4 Ezra 14:25), and his heart was filled with wisdom (4 Ezra
14:40) so that he could complete his writings (4 Ezra 14:40-44). In these books there
is the spring of understanding, the fountain of wisdom, and the river of knowledge (4
Ezra 14:27). In this context, the light imagery is associated with the revelation of the
law. It was restored through the Holy Spirit (4 Ezra 14:22) as a provisional light for
the people who lived in darkness before the coming of the eschatological era.

3.5 4 (The Fourth Book of) Ezra 6:1-6

3.5.1 Literary Considerations

3.5.1.1 Context andMain Concern

There is a major subject change between 4 Ezra 5:56-6:6 and the rest of the second
section (4 Ezra 6:7-34): the former part argues that the eschatological event
(salvation) will be brought about by God alone, not through another Messianic
figure, whereas the latter is concerned with the eschatological times (cf. the notion of
the organized age in the sense of the time order [5:49]; the final age |5:50-55|; the
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division of history [6:7-10]; and the signs for the end of the world [6:11-28]).32 The
purpose of the reference to the creation account thereby is to demonstrate that God
had already made a plan for the eschatological salvation with his deep thought (cf. 4
Ezra 5:49; 6:6,7-10).

3.5.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The entire framework of this section may be taken from Prov 8:22-29," in which
many temporal subordinate clauses (with 2?K70, 71?, and 3) are juxtaposed. The
main clause is concerned with the pre-existent plan for the past (creation) and the
future event (the eschaton) (4 Ezra 6:6a).

In the beginning of the circle of the earth (terreni orbis),
before the portals of the world (exitus sceculi) were established,34
before the assembled winds (conventiones35 ventorum) blew,
before the rumblings of thunder resounded,
before the flashes of lightning glittered,
before the foundations of paradise (fundamenta parodist) were laid,
before the beautiful flowers (decoriflares36) appeared,
before the powers of motion (motce virtutes) were established,
before the innumerable hosts of angels were gathered together,
before the heights of the air (altitudines erris) were raised up,
before the measures of the firmaments (mensurce firmamentorum) were named,37
before the footstool (camini) was established in Zion,38
before the present years were tracked out,
before those who now sin were removed,39
and those who stored up (thesaurizaverunt) faith were scaled (consignati),
Then, I thought, and these things were made through me alone (4 Ezra6:1-6).

The content of the creation account is obviously influenced by several biblical and
extrabiblical texts as Myers and Box have suggested40:

32 M. Stone (Fourth Ezra: A Commentary on the Book of Fourth Ezra [Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1990], 144-145) understands that a major new question begins in 4 Ezra 5:56-6:6, which is
distinguished from previous questions.

33 Cf. H. Kee, "'The Man' in Fourth Ezra: Growth of a Tradition,' SBLASP 20 (1981),
200-201.

34 S, A, C, reads starent, 'stand' (sec. Myers).
35 Syriac reads ywqrhyn, 'weighs' (sec. Myers).
36 Syriac reads, 'beauty of the flowers' (sec. Myers). Gunkel thinks that they are the flowers

of the heavenly paradise which were originally stars (sec. Myers).
37 A, C, M, reads numerarentur, 'were numbered,' instead of nominarentur, Syriac renders,

nstmhm, 'named' (sec. Myers).
38 Syriac read nstrr, 'appointed,' or 'designated' (sec. Myers).
39 Our text reads, antequam abalienarentur eorum qui nunc peccant adinventiones; cf. Metzger,

'the imaginations of those . . . were estranged'; Myers, 'the tricks of those . . . were thwarted.'
40 Cf. Myers notes (196) and Box (574).
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'In the beginning' (Prov 8:23; Ps 90:2; 1 En 48:6b; 60:11-12; 2 Bar 48:7-10; 59:5-12); 'the
terrestrial world' (terreni orbis) (Ps 89:2 [90:2] in Vulgate; Prov 8:26); 'portals of the world'
(1 En 34, 35); 'the wind-blasts' (2 Bar 59:5; 1 En chs. 17, 34); 'crashes of thunder' (Pss
77:18; 104:7); 'beauty of the flowers' (cf. Sir 43:9; 2 Ezra 6:44); 'innumerable hosts of
angels (1QM 7:6; 12:1, 8; Job 25:3); 'measures of the firmaments' (2 En 3; 21:6; 22:1).

3.5.2 Thematic Considerations

3.5.2.1 Monotheism and Eschatology
Monotheistic expression is prominent in 4 Ezra 6:6: 'I thought, and these things were
made through me alone (per me solum), and not through another; and the end [will
come] through me (per me) and not through another.'41 This argument is related to
the principal question, 'By whom will you visit your creation?' (4 Ezra 5:56). If our
textual reading of 4 Ezra 6:6 is reasonable, then 4 Ezra emphasizes that the end time
will be brought about by God alone. Moreover, the point is that eschatological
salvation is discussed on the recognition of the unique identity of God who thought
out the plan for the creation of the world.

3.5.2.2 Wisdom in Creation

The entire account illustrates how God designed the world, preparing 'the powers of
motion,' 'innumerable hosts of angels,' and 'the measures of the firmaments.' This
motif may be related to the main subject of the second section, which refers to God's
design of the times or the order of the historical stages (the arranged time order [5:49]
and the division of the times [6:7-10)). Thus, the wisdom motif in this context

highlights God's sovereignty over human history.

3.6 2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch 14:15-19

3.6.1 Literary Considerations

3.6.1.1 Context andMain Concern

After Baruch's lamentation about the miserable state of Israel (2 Bar chs. 10-12), the
new section (which is the second dialogue between God and Baruch) begins from ch.

41 The Syriac edition lacks the last part, 'and the end [will come] through me and not through
another.' See M. Stone's note (Fourth Ezra, 143). However, Ezra's question which follows, 'What
will be the dividing of the times? Or when will be the end of the first age and the beginning of the
age that follows?,' may suggest that Ezra is concerned with the sovereignty of God over the
eschatological events.
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13. In the dialogue, firstly God proclaims thorough 'destructive' judgment upon the
nations (the Gentiles) (2 Bar 13:5-8, 11-12), which is contrasted to the 'instructive'
punishment for Israel, the punishment for their repentance and forgiveness (2 Bar
13:10). Responding to it, Baruch complains that the (sinful) Gentiles still live in
happiness (2 Bar 14:2-3). This question is dealt with through the rest of the dialogue
(2 Bar 15:1-20:2), and the fairness of God's judgment against Israel is emphasized.42
The creation account (2 Bar 14:15-19) is employed to recall the original status of
Israel as the chosen people.

3.6.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The expression, 'You devised and spoke with the word' (2 Bar 14:17), gives a
nuance that God made a plan before his work of creation and then carried it out with
his word. The interaction between the word of God and wisdom in the context of

creation is seen in 2 Bar 56:4: 'It came to pass, when the word had gone from before
him, . . . and it was established according to the multitude of the intelligence
(k^clcd: sukaleh.) of the one who sent it.' That interaction may come from the
unification of the two biblical traditions: one is from Ps 33:6 (cf. Ps 33:9; 148:5; Isa
45:12; 48:13), the otherfrom Prov 8:30; 2:19-20 |which is cited in Jer 10:12; 51:15-
16]; and Ps 104:24).43 The idea that the works of creation stood (com: qamw <

qm44) at once (m)t\ s t: safe) before God is alluded to Isa 48:3, 13, or Ps 33:6, 9.

2 Bar 14:17

You . . . spoke (w'emmart)
with the word (bmelta)

and at once (safe) the works of your

Isa 48:3, 13; Ps 33:6, 9

he spoke, (Ps 33:9) . . .

With the word of the Lord

the heavens were made (Ps 33:6).

then at once I did (Isa 48:3).

42 Baruch understands that (1) although the holy city was delivered up for a time, the real holy
city which has been in heaven from the beginning of creation is never destroyed (2 Bar 4:1 -6); (2) the
new world is prepared for the righteous (2 Bar 15:7-8); (3) the (temporal) punishment for Israel is for
the sake of forgiveness (2 Bar 13:10), but there will be the (final) judgment of the nations (2 Bar
13:12-14:1); (4) the responsibility rests with the unrighteous who trespassed the law (2 Bar 15:5-6;
19:3); and (5) the fall of Jerusalem is said to be a sign that God will visit the world sooner (than
expected) (2 Bar 20:1-2).

43 Cf. TargNeo Gen 1:1: 'From the beginning with wisdom (HQDnS) the word of the
Lord f'H "iOTi) created and perfected the heavens and the earth'; 2 En 33:3-4: 'By my supreme
wisdom all these things I planned to accomplish; my wisdom is my adviser and my deed is my
word' (2 En 33:4).

44 The Syriac, qm is used in 2 Bar 48:8 in aph'el form, mqlm (ptc act), in the sense that God
raises or brings about that which does not exist.
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creation stood (qamw) before you. I call to them, they stand forth
together (Isa48:13); it stood forth
(Ps 33:9).

The idea of the immediacy of God's work of creation, which is related to the word
motif, cannot be seen in the OT except in Isa 48:3. In the case of 4 Ezra 6:43, Isa
48:3 is clearly referred to as shown above.

The understanding of the human status as guardian (rC \cn \\^n: mparnsana)
over the creatures of God seems to be an exposition of Gen 1:26, 28, and Ps 8:6-8.

3.6.2 Thematic Considerations

3.6.2.1 Creator and Israel

The creation account is employed to describe the relationship between the people
(Israel or the righteous) and the world.

The creation motif appears in a context which contrasts the existing condition of
Israel with their original status as the chosen people (2 Bar 14:15-19): 'you (God)
said that you would make a man (t\G tin: barnasa)45 for this world as a guadian
(rf \m mparnsand)46 over your works so that ... he was not created for the
world, but the world for him' (2 Bar 14:18). Baruch questions, 'Why are Israelite
people going to depart, and the world remain?' (2 Bar 14:19). The Lord answers this
question, by directing Baruch's attention to 'the coming world' (lit. 'that again which
is to come' |n_ik_^n jdo)s\ am: haw tub dafid\), not to 'this world' (tx2m\ \ rxLtm:
hand 'alma), which is prepared (at the beginning) for the righteous (2 Bar 15:7-8).

There is a similar account in 4 Ezra 6:55-59 that raises the question of why
Israel cannot possess their world, although the world was created for Israel, not for
other nations.47 Thus both 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch share a similar understanding of the
relationship between the people (or Israel) and the world, or the relationship between
Israel and God the Creator. This is an interpretation of Gen 1:26, 28.48

45 Cf. 4 Ezra 8:1, 44 (for man); 6:55, 59; 7:11; AsMos 1:12 (for Israel); 2 Bar 14:19; 15:7;
21:24 (for the righteous in Israel) (Sec Charles' note in APOT II, 491). The Syriac Text is of M.
Kmosko (ed.) Epistola Baruch Filli Neriae, Patrologia Syriaca (Paris: Instiluti Franeiti Typography
1907).

46 It means 'steward,' 'caretaker', 'guardian,' or 'administrator' (J. P. Smith, [cd.] A
Compendious Syriac Dictionary [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903J, 292).

47 In the account of 2 Baruch, the righteous (15:7) and patriarchs (21:24) are said to be the
possessors of this world (2 Bar 15:7).

48 See the later Rabbinic tradition (m. Sanh. 4:5).
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3.6.2.2 The Word and Wisdom in Creation

O Lord, my Lord, when of old there was no world with its inhabitants, you thought
('sthassabt49) and spoke (w'emmart) with the word (hmelta)50 and at once {sate) the
works of your creation stood (qamw < qm) before you (2 Bar 14:17).

The literary form of this creation account, as well as its function in the context, is
similar to 4 Ezra 6:38-43.

2 Bar 14:17

O Lord, my Lord,
you devised and spoke . . .

when of old there was no world, . . .

with the word . . .

and at once the works of your creation
stood.

4 Ezra 6:38-43

O Lord,

you spoke
at the beginning of creation, . . .

and your word accomplished the work. . .

For your word went forth,
and at once the work was done.

Both invoke the name of the Lord in the dialogue with God and confirm the
sovereignty of the Lord, the Creator of the world. God is described as the one who
accomplished the work of creation with his word, and the immediacy''1 of God's deed
is emphasized. The differences are firstly, that the word of God in 2 Baruch is not
personified; secondly that 2 Baruch employs the wisdom motif together with the
word motif: 'you thought (X\-ir „)c\rV- 'sthassabt) and spoke (w'emmart)
with the word (rxAvlirLn: hmelta).'' The Syriac rendering, 'sthassabt, which comes
from hsh, has the meaning of 'making a plan,' or 'designing something,' which
alludes to the nature and the role of wisdom.

3.7 2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch 21:4-8

3.7.1 Literary Considerations

3.7.1.1 Context and Main Concern

The second dialogue begins with Baruch's (as Pseudonym) long prayer (from
ch.21). The literary pattern is similar to three other descriptive sections (chs. 14, 48,

49 Ethpa'al, reflexive use: 'to think,' 'to plan,' 'to design' (Smith, Syriac Dictionary, 161).
M Emphatic form of melta. The original verbal form is mil.
51 The idea that the work was accomplished at once by the word of God may come from Isa

48:3, as in 4 Ezra6:38-43.
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54): i.e. (1) God's name is addressed; (2) Baruch refers to the creation account; and
(3) he develops his theological themes on the basis of the creation account. The main
concern of this section is the fulfillment of God's promise to Israel (cf. 2 Bar 21:25).

3.7.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
There are several textual correspondences between 2 Bar 21:4-7 and Ps 33:6, 9 and
Isa 48:3, 13: (1) both have the ideas of the creation 'by the word of the Lord' and
'by the spirit' (2 Bar 21:4 and Ps 33:6); (2) claqra< qr' in Syriac (2 Bar 21:4) and
qdre< qf in Hebrew (Isa 48:13); (3) the creative command (2 Bar 21:5 and Ps 33:9);
and (4) the motif of the immediacy of his deed (2 Bar 21:7 and Isa 48:3).

2 Bar 21:4-7

O (Lord) one who made the earth, hear
me, the one who fixed the firmament
by the word (bmelta) and fastened the
heaven by the spirit (brulia).

the one who from the beginning of the
world called (daqra < qr') that which
did not yet exist and they obeyed you
(21:4).

You who commanded (pqadt) to the air
with your sign (bremzak)and have seen
the things which are to come as well as
those which have passed (21:5).

. . . you may create immediately
barsaje) all that you want (21:7)

Pss 33:6-9 & Isa 48:3,13

By the word of the Lord the heavens were
established; and all the host of height of
them by the spirit (m~Q"l) of his mouth.
For he spoke, and they were made (Ps 33:6)

When I call (tea/Toto [LXX1; qdre< qr
[MT]) to them, they stand forth together
Isa 48:13).

and he commanded (ziwwa), and they were
created (Ps 33:9).

1 (God) did immediately, and they (the
events) came to pass (Isa 48:3).

The reference to to kvev/ju in the context of creation (although it is not necessarily
certain whether it should be translated as 'wind' or 'spirit') appears in Ps 33:6 as
well.52 The idea of the immediacy of God's work of creation in 2 Bar 21:7 may also
come from the same source in 4 Ezra 6:38-43 as shown above, that is, Isa 48:3.

52 Cf. Isa 42:5; Ps 104:30.
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3.7.2 Thematic Considerations

3.7.2.1 Creation and Eschatology
It should be noted that the realization of the eschatological plan is expected on the
basis of the sovereign power of God, which was manifested in his work of creation.

< God of Creation >

You can create immediately (barsaje)
all that you wanted (21:7);

You who rule with great thought
(bhbussaba rabba) the hosts and holy
beings that stand before you (21:6).

You know the number of the drops
rain (21:8);

< God of the Eschaton>

Not to postpone that which was
promised by you (21:25).

You alone can sustain all who are,53
and those who have passed away (21:9).

You know the number54 of mankind of

(21:11)

You alone know the consummation of the
times before they come (21:8); and you
know where you preserve the end of those
who sinned or the consummation of those
who have been righteous (21:12).

2 Bar 21:4-8 gives a vivid picture of the sovereign power of God in the work of
creation. He summoned (rdYcn: daqrd< qrc) that which did not exist (2 Bar 21:4)
and he can create at once what he wants (2 Bar 21:7). He alone knows the end of the
times (21:8), and he counts exactly the number of people who will gain and lose
eternal life (21:10; cf. 23:4). He has seen those things which are to be (^_j_.)^n:
ckitirdn) as those things which have passed over (i-i\ a: dacbar),55 and he rules over
the heavenly beings (2 Bar 21:6).

2 Baruch highlights the unique identity of God by repeating the same phrase,
'You, you alone' (<* .an >.\-i karY: "athalhudayk) (2 Bar 21:7, 9a, 9b, 10): he alone
creates all he wants at once (2 Bar 21:7); he alone rules over the heavenly beings
(21:9a); he alone is life (txl^: hayci) who is unsearchable (21:9b) and who never dies
(^rx2*>: ma"et) (21:10). He is also the one who prepares for the eschatological
judgment of the righteous and unrighteous (21:12).

The unique relationship between God and his people as 'a beloved people'
(rC~i nvi rCcamahahbiba) (2 Bar 21:21) is also recalled: 'those (patriarchs) on
whose account you have said you have created the world' (2 Bar 21:24).

53 Emphasis is on God's sovereign rule over all human history.
54
Perhaps in an eschatological meaning.

55 Pe'al ptc of cbr. Kmosko corrects the MS' reading, da bad (to do), to da'bar (to pass over).
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3.7.2.2 The Word and Thought (Wisdom) in Creation
The divine word figure, as well as the spirit and thought (in the sense of wisdom?),
gives a vivid picture of God's sovereignty over his works of creation and also of the
reality of the accomplishment of his eschatological work.

Creation by the word (rrtivAinrj) (2 Bar 21:4a), and similar expressions, "the
one who from the beginning of the world called (rxYxn) that which did not yet exist'
(2 Bar 21:4b), and 'you who commanded (pqart) . . . with your sign' (c^OjCh) are
restated (2 Bar 21:5). In this text, the word of God is not personified but described
as an instrument of God's work of creation. 2 Baruch seems to understand the role

of the divine word in this context as a divine sign ( on: remza)56 (2 Bar 21:5) which
gives a certain command. This imagery demonstrates the immediacy of God's work
of creation (2 Bar 21:8), and it may be associated with later eschatological
discussions: e.g. 'And, now, show your glory soon and do not postpone that
which was promised by you' (2 Bar 21:25).

The wisdom motif appears in this context to depict the aspect of the reign of
God over the celestial beings: 'You who reign with great thought (rs2=n rx~-i r clvlj:
bhbussaba rabbet) over the hosts that stand before you' (2 Bar 21:6)77

3.7.2.3 Life
God alone can sustain all who live, and who have passed away, and who are to be,
because of the fact that he is life (rC^: liaya) (or the one who lives) and the never
searchable being (n n \ \czn rdn: did mefacjab) (2 Bar 21:9). He also supervises the
number of humankind''8 (lit. "He knows the number of humankind') since he alone is
life (rd_Lihaya) who never dies ()[\r^ rC\n: did ma'ef) and is unsearchable (2 Bar
21:10). God is described, therefore, as the one who supervises the whole of human
life (the past, present, and future) since his spirit is the Creator of life (nd^ rd.Tzi:
barya hayyeh) (2 Bar 23:5).

56 'Sign,' or 'gesture'; as a metaphor, it means the divine will or command (Smith, Syriac
Dictionary, 543). See the argument on 2 Bar48:8 (§ 3.8.2.2).

57 Cf. 2 Bar 48:9.
58 In 2 Bar 23:4-5, this number implies the numbers of people who are counted for Paradise

and for Sheol. See also 2 Bar 48:6: 'You command (pciqer) the number (Imenyana) which pass
away, and which will be preserved, and you prepare a house for those that are to be.'
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3.8 2 (Syriac Apocalypse of ) Baruch 48:2-10

3.8.1 Literary Considerations

3.8.1.1 Context andMain Concern

2 Baruch 48:2-24 is the long prayer of Baruch/0 This section functions as the
opening of a large unit (48:1-77:26) which is composed of dialogue (48:26-52:7),
vision (53:1-12), and other related prayers and dialogues on eschatological events
(the tribulation, judgment, and final reward). Baruch addresses his prayer to the God
who rules over history from creation to the eschaton (48:1-10), and expects
immediate visitation of the final judgment and the immediate realization of salvation
(48:12-19). Responding to his prayer, the Lord highlights the reality of his
eschatological promise (48:25-41), and his immediate visitation (48:25-41). Thus the
main concern is directed to the expectation of the eschatological salvation.

3.8.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
Like other descriptive creation accounts in 2 Baruch, the author takes a creation motif
from Isa 48:13 (cf. Ps 33:9), and applies it to an eschatological context. God who
called out "the beginning' of time with his word prepares to summon the end time
through his word (48:2a).60 The correspondences are as follows:

2 Bar 48:2-10

You summon (qare) the coming of the
times, and they stand (wqaimln < qam)
before you (48:2a).

Ps 33:9; Isa 48:13

When I call (X~lp qore) to them,
they stand forth together (Isa48:13).

For he spoke, and it came to be;
he commanded (HIS) and it stood firm
(Ps 33:9).

With signs ((bremze) of fear and threat (Ps 104:4)
you command the flames, and they change
into spirits (Iruhe).

And with the word (wamelta) you raise
(mq'un) that which does not exist (48:8a-b).

Innumerable hosts . . . serve quietly at
your sign (Iremzak) (48:10).

When I call to them, they stand forth
(Isa 48:13).

59 The other three are 21:4-25, 38:1-4, and 54:1-22. See Willctt's (Eschatology, 80-95)
argument on the literary structure of 2 Baruch.

60 Cf. 2 Bar 59:8: 'the beginning of the day of judgment.'
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The creation of spirits (or angels) from the fire are seen in the LXX rendering
of Ps 104:461 and several Jewish writings: 'the angels of the spirit of fire' in Jub 2:2;
'from the rock 1 cut off a great fire, and from the fire 1 created the ranks of the
bodiless armies - ten myriad angels - and their weapons were fiery and their clothes
are burning flames, and I gave orders that each should stand in his rank' (2 En 29:3).

3.8.2 Thematic Considerations

3.8.2.1 Creation and Eschatology
Like other previous sections, the eschatological account of 2 Bar ch. 48 is based on
the understanding of the sovereignty of God, which was shown from the beginning
of the world.

THE MOTIFS OF CREATION AND THE ESCHATON IN 2 BAR 48:2-10

< God of Creation > < God of Eschaton>

You alone know the length of the
generations, . . . you made known the multi¬
tude of the fire, and you weigh the lightness
of the wind. You explore the limit of the
heights, and you scrutinize the depths of
darkness (48:3-5).

You remember the beginning which
you made (48:7a)

With signs (bremze) of fear and threat
you command the flames, and they change
into spirits (Iruhe ). And with the
word (wabmelta) you raise (mqlm)
that which docs not exist (48:8a-b).

You summon (qare) the coming of the
times, and they stand (wqayiriin > qam)
before you (48:2a).

You make (ma far < br) the power of the
ages to pass away, and they do not resist
you (48:2b).

You arrange (mparnes < prns) the course of
the periods, and they obey you (48:2c).

You command (pakkar) the number
which will pass away, and which will be
preserved. Y ou prepare a house for those
who will be (48:6).62

And you do not forget the destruction
that is to be (48:7b).

61 Ps 104:4: o 7totcov xobc ayye^oug aimru Trvebpaxa teal xou; tetxoDpyotx; auxob
Tfup cpA^yov (Who makes his angels spirits, and his ministers a flaming fire).

62 Cf. 2 Bar 21:10.
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And with mighty power you hold that
which has not yet come (48:8c).

You instruct the creation with your
intelligence (bsakkultanutak), and you make
the spheres wise (wamhakkem) so that they
minister according to their orders
(bteksarhun) (48:9).

Innumerable hosts . . . serve quietly at
your sign (Iremzak) (48:10).

It is God the Creator who can control and arrange the times (48:2) and can summon
the end time (2 Bar 48:2), since he is the one who called out the beginning of time.
He knows exactly the number which will pass away and those who will be preserved
(48:6), as he alone knows the length, the number, the weight, and the depths of his
creation (48:3-5). While he remembers the beginning of it (48:7a), God prepares for
the judgment of the world (48:6-8). 2 Baruch thereby attempts to give
encouragement to the people who were suffering (52:6), and to direct their concerns
to the sovereign power of God and to the final reward which had already been
preserved for them by the Creator (52:7).

God is described as the sole Ruler over human history (2 Bar 48:3), who
remembers the beginning of the world, as well as the end (48:7). Everything which
has existed and which has not existed yet obeys his word (or his sign in the sense of
the divine command) (48:8) and his order which had been given by his wisdom
(48:9-10). Therefore the motifs of the word of God and wisdom support the unique
identity of God as the sole Creator and sole Ruler over the world, as will be
discussed in the next section.

3.8.2.2 The Word, Power, and Instruction (Wisdom?) in Creation

You summon (qare) the coming of the times, and they stand (wqaimtn) before you (48:2a).

With signs (bremze) of fear and threat you command the flames, and they change into
spirits (Iruhe). And with the word (wabmelja) you raise (mqlm) that which does not exist
(48:8a-b)

Innumerable hosts . . . serve quietly at your sign (Iremzak) (48:10).

The first example, 'You summon (rCuo: qdre) the coming of the times, and they
stand (,_i2n ■ no: wqaimln) before you' (48:2a), alludes to the scene of the Genesis
creation account. As for the third example, the parallel phrases, 'with signs'
(k'Chtjd) and 'with the word' (rfkC^o), were already observed in 2 Bar 21:4-5. The
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'sign' is the signal to express a particular command.63 In this case, it is modified by
'the fear and threat' (rf^a_a_,_^ trto K^\_Lo:m: ddehlta wdaziputa) which gives a
nuance of divine authority so that the sign has authority to govern the heavenly beings
(2 Bar 48:10). Likewise, the word is regarded here as a divine signal that raises at
once the thing which does not exist.64

'The mighty power' (rd=n rf\ .o: liayla rabbet) of God is also paralleled with
the divine word:

And with mighty power (hayla rabbet) you hold (w'aKid < 'hd) that which has not yet
come (48:8c).

This power is for the holding of the things which have not yet come. So, it is an

expression that God governs the course of the periods (cf. 2 Bar 48:2c). The verb,
w'alur (aph'el ptc act of hr), corresponds to the noun, hayla rabbet, in the sense of
ruling power.65

2 Baruch refers to God's ruling power over the universe with his intelligence
and wisdom, which gives them an order.

You instruct the creation with your intelligence (bsakkultanutak), and you make wise
(wamhakkem) the spheres (mawzle < mawzalta66) so that they minister according to
their orders (bjeksarhun < taksa cf. tct^tg) (48:9).

Each metaphor describes several aspects of God's mighty activities: i.e. the divine
word (or the divine sign to validate God's commands) raises that which has not yet
existed (2 Bar 48:8a-b); the divine power governs the course of the periods (2 Bar
48:8c); and his wisdom gives the universal order.

The motif that the divine command created the things which did not exist
before67 appears in 2 Bar 48:8: God raised En ■ n-n- mcfim < qdm) that which did not
exist by the divine word. The verb, mcfim (aph'el ptc act of qdm) may correspond to
wqaitmn (pe'al ptc act of qdm) in 2 Bar 48:2: i.e. both 48:2 and 8 share the same

understanding that God summons with his word that which does not exist nor has yet
come. This motif is applied to the account of the creation of Adam: 'You

63 See Smith, Syriac Dictionary, 543.
64 Cf. 2 Bar 21:4.
65 In 2 Bar 51:11 the divine word or the command takes the same role: 'those who (the hosts

of the angels) are held by my word now lest they show themselves, and those who arc withheld by
my command so that they may stand at their places until their coming has arrived.'

66 'A sphere, an orbit, the globe, the poles, a zone of the heavens' (Smith, Syriac Dictionary,
257).

67 Cf. 2 Bar 21:4.
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commanded (X\i n °c pcjart) the dust one day so that it would produce (\k_\n:
dnettef8) Adam' (2 Bar 48:46).

Moreover, 2 Baruch explains the eschatological will of God by using this word
motif. God prepares a house (beyt) (the new life in heaven) for those who will be (2
Bar 48:6b), and he knows the number of humankind who will lose their life, and
those who will gain eternal life (2 Bar 48:6a). Further God commands (i n°^: pakkar
< pkr) the number of humankind to have eternal life (2 Bar 48:6), as he commanded
()j\i.n.a: pkart) the dust to produce the first of humankind (2 Bar 48:46).

3.8.2.3 Law and Wisdom

The law is Israel's hope for salvation, and it ought to be kept from unrighteousness69:
'Your law (i^cdcOlj: namusak< namusa) is with us, and we know that we shall not
fall so long as we keep your statutes (or covenant) .7i . m: daqyamayk < qydm)70'
(2 Bar 48:22); 'the law ((Acdcvtlj: namusa) which is among us will aid us' (2 Bar
48:24a); and 'To all time are we blessed at all events in this that we have not mingled
with the Gentiles' (2 Bar 48:23). The law is thereby an assurance that they are the
chosen people: 'For this is the nation which you have chosen, and these are the
people, to whom you do not find equal' (2 Bar 48:20); 'for we are all one celebrated
people, who have received one law (rAcocoia Am: har namusa) from One (Am: har)
(God)' (2 Bar 48:24). The point is that the law is paralleled with wisdom in this
context: 'And surpassing wisdom hekmta) which is in us will help us'
(48:24b).71 As the law is among the people to help them, so is wisdom among them.

The motif, 'hiding of wisdom from the people,' can be seen both in biblical
(Prov. 1:26-28; 14:6; Job 28:14-22; Jer 49:7) and other Jewish literature (1 En 42:1-
2; Wisd 7:22; 8:1). In particular, 2 Baruch, as well as 4 Ezra (5:9b-10), applies this
motif to the eschatological context, i.e. as one of the signs of the approaching end of
the age or as an aspect of the time of tribulation which will come before the final
judgment: 'And many shall say to many at that time, "Where has the multitude of
intelligence ( rAAo_ikAo err, sakkultanuta < sakkultdn) hidden (.mGfV: etkasyat
ethpa'al of ks ') itself, and whither has the multitude of wisdom (rA)sOL^M: hekmta)
removed itself?" (2 Bar 48:36).' It corresponds to the previous verse, 'For there
shall not be found many wise (rrTn .m: hakkime) at that time, and the intelligent
(fA-ikvAo -nco: sakkultane) shall be but a few; moreover, even those who know

(v. s n_.n: dyad ln < ydf shall most of all be silent (^__cun)s\_i_\: nestqun < stqf (2 Bar

68 Pc'al impf of ntl.
69 The law is said to be life (tiayye), and wisdom is right guidance in 2 Bar 38:2.
70 Smith, Syriac Dictionary, 504.
71 Cf. 2 Bar38:1-4; 51:3, 4, 7.
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48:33).72 It should be noted that in 4 Ezra it is described only as the personified
wisdom, whereas in 2 Baruch the personified wisdom (iflsOm): hekmta) or

intelligence (.^JitAci icp: sakkultdn) (2 Bar 48:36) indicates real personal figures, i.e.
'the wise (pTn ,w hakk'ime pi of hakklm) and the intelligent (KLik\cirLm:
sakkultane) (2 Bar ch. 48) who have knowledge of the law (cf. 2 Bar 48:24; 51:3, 7).
The silence or the absence of the wise men (2 Bar 48:33) is described by the motif of
a hidden wisdom. Moreover, it is said that at the final judgment God will come as the
Judge and examine their hearts according to their deeds in the light of the divine law
(2 Bar 48:38-41,47).73

3.8.2.4 Light

Light is depicted as a symbol of the final reward for the righteous, which shall be
given with eternal life in Paradise: 'So in the world where there is no end, you shall
receive great light (K4n rCimci_i: nuhra rabbaf (2 Bar 48:50b; cf. 51:3, 9,10, 11). It
is also said that their shape will be changed into light (fXimci_\: nuhra) (2 Bar 51:3)
and stars (rfn aci_^\: Ikawkbe) (2 Bar 51:10).74

3.9.1.1 Context and Mean Concern

The last prayer of Baruch in Ch. 54 asks for the interpretation of the apocalypse
which was revealed earlier (2 Bar 54:6). It functions as a literary intermission
between the apocalypse (2 Bar 53) and its interpretation (2 Bar 56-76). Its content is
summarized in 2 Bar 55:2, 'regarding the multitude of goodness which sinners who
are upon the earth have rejected, and regarding the great torment which they have
despised.' The first creation account (2 Bar 54:1-3) appears at the beginning of the
first half of the prayer (54:1-11) which is mainly composed of praises for the Mighty
God. The second creation account (54:13) is given at the beginning of the latter half
(54:12-22) which is concerned with the great torment to which the people have not
subjected themselves.

72 Cf. 2 Bar 39:6.
73 In 4 Ezra 13:38, the judgment by the fire corresponds to the ludgmcnt by the law.
74 Cf. 2 En 69:9; 66:7 [J].

3.9 2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch 54:1-3, 13

3.9.1 Literary Considerations
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3.9.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The notion that God summons the coming of the eschatological time (cf. 2 Bar 48:2a)
appears in 2 Bar 54:1 with the modifier, 'by your word.' In 2 Bar 54:3, it is restated
with a metaphorical expression: i.e. 'the beginning of the ages serves the word.'
This motif of the divine word is applied to the eschatological context. That is to say,
the word of God which worked in creation is strongly expected to work in the
eschaton (2 Bar 54:1). This figure of personified word (2 Bar 54:3)75 hints at Isa
55:11 and 48:13. The fact that creation came into being by the right hand of God,
which occurs only in Isa 48:13 in the Old Testament, is evidence that 2 Baruch refers
to Isa 48:13.

2 Bar 54:1-3; 13

You bring about (or summon) (mayte)
the things which will happen in the
times by your word (bmeltdk)
(2 Bar 54:1c);
The beginning of the ages serve
(msamsin ) the word (Imeltak)
(2 Bar 54:3).

all creation which your right hand
yamminak) has created (2 Bar 54:13b)

Isa eh. 48

They (what God declared) went out from
my mouth, . . . then suddenly I did them,
. . . and they came to pass (Isa 48:3; cf.
44:24-28; 46:10-11); so shall my word
be that goes out from my mouth, ... it
shall accomplish that which I purpose
(Isa 55:11).

My hand laid the foundation of the earth,
my right hand (< yamin) spread out the
heavens (Isa 48:13a).

3.9.2 Thematic Considerations

3.9.2.1 Creation and Eschatology
In the first section, God's infinite knowledge and his sovereign rule over the times
and ages are emphasized. God knows beforehand (7m n^n: mqaddem) the things
which will happen in history and at its end, and God alone can control the course of
the times (2 Bar 54:1). Baruch praises the Mighty one who reveals his apocalypse in
order to comfort76 the chosen people (54:4).

75 In 2 Bar 56:4, the word of creation is personified, which is the reading of Isa 55:11 in the
context of creation: 'It came to pass, when the word had gone from before him the length of the
world was established (to be) something short (wahwa dkar nepqat hwqt melta men qramaw[hy], qam
hwa 'urkeh Talma merem zur).

76 Cf. Isa 50:4.
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O Lord, you alone, beforehand (mqaddem) know the histories (yawmaw[hy]17) of the
world, and you bring about (or summon78) (mayte) the things which will happen in the times
(dabzabne < zabne) by your word (bmeltak) (2 Bar 54:1 be).

And against the works of the inhabitants of the earth you hasten (msarhbat < rhb) the
beginning of the times (rissayhun dzabne), and the ends of the periods (sawphun
d'eddne) you alone know (2 Bar54:Id).

You are the one to whom both the depths and the heights come together, and the
beginning of the ages (risay 'dime) serves (,msamsin pa'el ptc of sms) the word
(Imeltak) (2 Bar 54:3).

The second section argues that the perishing of the people is unavoidable
because of their ignorance against the knowledge and the sovereign power of God. It
is their responsibility to choose their way with regard to the final reward. 2 Baruch
argues that Adam is not the cause of the coming torment, except only for himself, but
each of them is expected to prepare for the coming of glory (2 Bar 54:14-19).

The creation motif is related to the eschatological arguments since it is based on
the exposition of Isaiah. God, who brought about the things which did not exist in
the beginning, will be able to summon the coming of the eschatological times (2 Bar
54:1c); and in the metaphorical expression, the word of God is considered to be
served by the times of the world (2 Bar 54:3). God is also described as the sole
Ruler over human history (2 Bar 54:1). God is the one who alone knows the
histories of the world beforehand (2 Bar 54:1a) and can bring about its end (2 Bar
54:1b).79 He is the Creator and Ruler over all created things (2 Bar 54:12), since he
created the world by his right hand (■* > yamminak), and since he reigns over all
creation with his intelligence (or counsel) (.* V ■«. i^-r btarltak) (2 Bar 54:13).

3.9.2.2 God's Right Hand in Creation
God's right hand (lit. i/y ■ >■_,: yamminak) is said to create the whole creation (2 Bar
54:13). In the biblical tradition, the right hand is used as a metaphor to describe
God's glorious power to support the people (cf. Pss 17:7; 18:35; 63:8; 139:10) as
well as to bring about victory (cf. Pss 20:6; 48:10; 60:5; 78:54; 98:10) and salvation
(cf. Pss 44:3; 108:6; 138:7). The right hand (as God's instrument of his work of

77 M. Muraoka's (The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha [Apocrypha and Pscudcpigrapha 3;
Tokyo: Kyobunkan, 1976), 124) rendering of yawmaw[hv] instead of rawmaw[hy] seems reasonable,
since it fits well with mqarem (beforehand: the meaning of foreknowledge) and wmerrem dabzabne
(the things which will happen). Cf. Charles' rendering, 'deep'; Klijn's, 'heights.'

78 Smith, 32.
79 'You alone (balhudayk)' is repeated twice in 2 Bar 54:1.
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creation) appears only in Isa 48:13 in the OT80: i.e. 'My hand laid the foundation of
the earth, and my right hand < piT [ydrrun|) spread out the heavens; when 1
call to them, they stand forth together.' Thus it is obvious that 2 Baruch alludes to
this text.

3.9.2.3 The Word in the Eschaton

A similar expression in the previous creation account (2 Bar ch. 48) in which God
summons (qr) the coming of the eschatological times and the things which have not
existed by his word, is restated in 2 Bar 54:1-3. There are the correspondences of the
motifs of creation and the eschaton between 2 Bar 48:2-10 and 2 Bar 54:1-3:

THE MOTIFS OF CREATION AND THE ESCHATON IN 2 BAR CHS. 48 AND 54

2 Bar 54:1 -3 2 Bar 48:2-10

CREATION

And with the word (wabmelta) you raise
(,mq'im) that which does not exist (48:8b)

ESCHATON

You bring about (or summon) (mayte
< 'et) the things which will
happen in the times by your word
(bmeltak) (2 Bar 54: lc)

The beginning of the ages serve
(.msamsin ) the word (Imeltak)
(2 Bar 54:3).

You arc the one who easily performs
Cabed < cbd) all by a sign
(bremza) (54:2).

You summon (qdre) the coming of
the times, and they stand (wqaimin)
before you (48:2a).

Innumerable hosts . . .

serve quietly at your sign81 (Iremzdk)
(48:10).

With signs (bremze) of fear and threat
you command the flames, and they change
into spirits (Iruhe) (48:8a).

There is a clear correspondence between the two sections concerning the idea that
God summons the coming of the eschatological times. This idea seems to be
associated with the creation motif that God raises that which does not exist by God's
word, as in 2 Bar 48:8b. In short, the eschatological role of the divine word is found
in the Genesis creation account (also influenced by Isaianic exposition of it). The

80 The creation by God's hands (plural) appears in the poetic section of the OT (Pss 95:5;
119:73; Job 10:8; Isa 45:12).

81 See the argument on the relationship between word and sign.
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expression, 'The beginning of the ages serves (.msamsin) your word,' can be
understood as an indirect personification of 'the word of God.'

3.9.2.4 Light and Wisdom
God is said in 2 Bar 54:13b to have established the whole fountain of light (rfimcum

G\: kol mahbu a dnuhra) beside him and to have prepared the treasures of
wisdom (rxirnaan nfi^arx'o: w'awsre dnuhra) beneath his throne (2 Bar 54:13).
The latter part of this verse constructs the following parallelism:

w 'at koll mabbu a dnuhra Iwatak taqent
(a) (b) (c) (d)

w'awsre dhekmta theyt trawnaws dildk cattedt
(a') (b') (C) (d')

You whole fountain of light beside you82 established
and the treasures of wisdom beneath your throne prepared.

A similar parallelism is seen in 2 Bar 59:11 (with several other components): 'the
root of wisdom' (muwo: wfqarah dhekmta), . . . 'the treasures83 of the
light' (fX3mn_n rNi oKa: w'awsre dnuhra). Both light and wisdom are described
as God's possessions and they are located beside God who sits on the heavenly
throne.84

3.9.2.5 Light and Revelation
The apocalypse (lit. 'vision |rd\o\_«: hezwand]' [54:6], 'what is hidden .ro-v

kasyata < ks' ]' (54:5]) and its interpretation (mruna: pusdqeh < pu'saq) [2 Bar
54:6]) are illustrated as the event in which God shines (\msZno: wmanhar < nhr)
upon the darkness (rX^cLt-u: hessukdta < hessuka) (2 Bar 54:5b). In the rest of 2
Baruch, the giving of Mosaic law, or the law itself, is described as the event of the
giving of light.

82
Klijn translates it, 'with yourself; however, Charles' rendering, 'beside you' (Iwatak),

seems more reasonable because of the parallel correspondence between the fountain of light and the
treasures of wisdom 'beneath his throne.'

83 Note that 'the treasures' (w'awsre) is used here for the light: cf. 'the treasures of wisdom'
in 2 Bar 54:13.

84 Cf. Prov 8:22-31.
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He (Moses) brought the law (namusa) to the descendants of Jacob and he lighted (w'anhar
pe'al ptc act of nhr) a lamp (sraga) to the generation of Israel (2 Bar 17:4).

The lamp of the eternal law (srageh dnamusa daValam) shone ( anhar < nhr) on all
those who were sitting (hwaw + yatbin [periphrastic use of ptc) in darkness (bhessuka)' (2 Bar
59:2).85

The shepherds of Israel have perished, and the lamps which were shining ((hwaw +
manhrin [periphrastic) arc extinguished, and the fountains from which we used to drink have
withheld their streams. We, however, have been left (Ethpe'al pf of sbq) in the darkness
(bhessuka), . . Shepherds and lamps and fountains came from the law (namusa). If you,
therefore, look upon the law, . . . the lamp will not be wanting. . . (2 Bar77:13-16).

In particular, the second example (2 Bar 59:2) alludes to Isa 9:2: 'The people who
walked in darkness have seen a great light; those who dwelt or sat ("'32?'') in a land of
deep darkness light has shined on them.' The LXX renders the first phrase as 'those
who are living' (oi kcctoiko'Ovteq). Therefore, 2 Baruch may take the Hebrew
rendering here and translate "'Dtff'' as "those who are sitting.'86 The point is that 2
Baruch expands the term, 'light' in Isa 9:2, as the law in the social context of the
Second Temple period. That is to say, after the fall of the Second Temple, rather than
after the fall of the First, since the shepherds (i.e. the prophets in this context) of
Israel were considered to have perished, and the people thought that they had been in
darkness. Baruch found encouragement in the fact that they would still be able to
receive the light, if they looked upon the existing law (2 Bar 77:16).

3.10 Apocalypse of Abraham 21:1 -22:2

3.10.1 Literary Considerations

3.10.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The Apocalypse of Abraham can be divided into two parts. Chs. 1-8 constitutes a

story of Abraham's search for God, whereas the rest of the book (chs. 9-32) narrates
the apocalypse in which Abraham saw a picture of the creation and the eschaton.
God also reveals the work of creation, and the age which was prepared after it
(ApAbr21:l). There were seven visions: (1) the light and fiery angels (15:5-7); (2)
the fire (17:1-3); (3) the throne (18:1-14); (4) the firmaments (19:4-9); (5) the world
(21:2-7); (6) the seven sins of the world (24:3-25:2); and (7) the destruction of the

85 Perhaps, it is the exposition of Isa 9:2.
86 Cf. Matt 4:16: o kaog o Ka0"ngevoQ ev cjkotei (pro;; ei8ev gEya, kcci tot;

KaSrpEvoic; ev yropa tcai oxia Qavaxov (prog avEtEikev ocuioig.
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Temple (27:1-3). ApAbr finally gives an announcement of the judgment against the
Gentiles, by expecting God's mighty works which echo the signs and wonders of the
Exodus event (ch. 29). Therefore, the main purpose of the book is to encourage the
Israelites (after the destruction of the Temple) to expect the ultimate victory in the end
time (ch. 31).

3.10.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT

Answering Abraham's question, 'What is this picture of creation?' (ApAbr 22:1),
God replies by saying, 'This is my will (bojia MOia: vole moja) with regard to what
is in the counsel (cbBliTb: suvetu) (or light [cB'fcT'k: svete])81 and it was good before
my face; then, afterward, I gave them a command (noBenltTb: poveletu) by my word
(cjiobomb mommb: slovomu moimu) and they came into existence; whatever I had
decreed to exist had been outlined (HaqepTacA: nacertase)88 in this; and all the created
things stood before me (cTarna npe/ib mhokx stawa predu mnojuf (ApAbr 22:2).
This account obviously refers to Ps 33:6-12.

ApAbr 22:2

This is my will with regard to what
is in the counsel (suvetu)

I gave them a command
by my word (slovomu moimu)
andthey came into existence.

All the previously created you have
seen stood (stawa) before me

Ps 33:6-12

The counsel of the Lord (mrP n2SU)
stands firm forever (33:11).

He commanded,
(33:6: by the word of the Lord),
and it came to be (33:9)

It stood fast (33:9).

3.10.2 Thematic Considerations

3.10.2.1 Eschatological Interpretation ofPs 33:6-12

ApAbr reads Ps 33:9-12 together with the creation account of Ps 33:6-8, and
emphasizes that God had a picture of creation before his work was done. It was
good in his will89 or in his counsel (cbbTtb: suvetu), and it had already been outlined
(HanepTa: nacerta). This interpretation seems to be associated with the
eschatological statement: 'I (God) will tell you (Abraham) what I have kept in my

87 This thesis uses Slavonic text of N. S. Tikhonravov (C. H. Van Schooneveld [ed.]
Slavistic Printings andReprintings [Paris: Mouton, 1970]).

88 It is the reading of S (Sil'vestrovskij sbornik, Moscow, 14th CE).
89 The mentioning of God's will in accordance with creation occurs in 1QS 11:17-18; lQHa

9:13-15; 4Q 404 4:1-2; 4Q 405 4-5:2-3.
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heart' (ApAbr23:3); 'As the counsel (cbBtrb: suvetu)90 of your father (Terah) is in
him, as your (Abraham) counsel is in you, so also the counsel of my will is ready'
(ApAbr26:5); and 'I (God) will judge with justice those whom I previously created'
(ApAbr 27:11). Thus ApAbr argues that the eschatological event has already been
prepared in God's will or in his counsel, and it will stand, as the picture of creation
had already been outlined in his will (and it came into existence by his word). This is
the eschatological interpretation of Ps 33:6-12.

3.10.2.2 Creation and Eschatology
The apocalypse which is shown to Abraham is said to comprise, 'the great things
which you (Abraham) have not seen' (ApAbr 9:6). These ages were founded by God
(lit. my) word, and made firm, and created, and then renewed (tm bIskm tjiomb
mommb cb^aahwa n oyTBepsKeHwa CBTBopeHwa h noHOBeHwa: ti veky glomu
moimu suzdanija i utverzenija sutvorenija i ponevenija) (9:9).91 It is the message of
what will come upon those who have done evil and just things in the human race

(9:10), and what is in the heavens, on the earth, and in the sea, in the abyss, and in
the lower depths, in the garden of Eden and in its rivers, in the fullness of the
universe ... its circles in all (12:10). The last example (AbAbr 12:10) corresponds
to the picture of creation in ApAbr 21:1-7.

THE PICTURE OF THE CREATION (ApAbr 21:1-7)

[Heavens]

[Earth]
Fruit

Moving things and the things that had souls
Its host of humankind: the impiety of their souls and justification and their pursuit of
their works

[Abyss, Lower Depths]
Torments
Perdition

[Sea & Islands]
Its cattle and its fish
Leviathan: his realm and his bed and his lairs and the world which lay upon him, and
his motions and the destruction he causes the world

90 Text K (Solovec, Leningrad, 16th-17th) takes this rendering; S, D, A, C takes svetu (light);
B takes suvet (H. Lunt).

91 R. Rubinkiewicz (OTP I, 693) translates, T will show you the things which were made by
the ages and by my word . . . ,' by taking bTkm as instrument. However, this suffix can be taken as
accusative in plural form, which our reading takes.
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[Rivers]

[Garden of Eden]
Its fruits and trees

The source and the over

The men who are doing justice, and their food and their rest

[Final Judgment]
A great crowd of men and women and children

Right side: some have been prepared for judgment and order;
other for revenge and perdition at the end of the age

Left side: who have been set apart from the people with Azazel

The description of the earth in this picture corresponds to the Genesis creation
account: i.e. ApAbr chooses the living creatures which are made on the 3rd (fruit),
5th (moving things), and 6th days (men) (ApAbr 21:3a) in accordance with the
narrative order of Gen ch. 1.92

In this picture, ApAbr depicts the present reality of this world (the impiety of
human souls and their pursuit of their works) (ApAbr 21:3b), and the present reality93
of that world (torments and perdition in the abyss and lower depths [ApAbr 21:3c],
along with the rest in Paradise [AbApr 21:6]). The portrait of this picture is extended
to the eschatological judgment as well. For example, God shows Abraham a great
crowd of men and women and children (ApAbr 21:7): the half of them on the right
side of the portrayal, have been prepared for revenge and perdition, whereas the half
of them on the left side of the portrayal have been prepared for judgment and order94
(AbApr 22:4). It is also followed by the picture of God's redemptive works: the
punishment of the Gentiles (29:15; 30:2-8; 31:2); the coming of the Messiah (31:1);
and the restoration of the Temple and the sacrifices (29:17). Thus Abraham was
shown the picture which portrayed the whole universe (heaven and the earth, abyss
and paradise) and all ages (from creation to the eschaton). In other words, Abraham
was guided to affirm the sovereignty of God over space (universe) and time (history).
It is interesting that after viewing this picture, Abraham calls God 'sovereign, mighty
and eternal' (bji/jko kpTjiktiu m iipTbTuhwu: vldko krelkuyi i prevecnyi)95
(ApAbr 22:3). And it should be noted that God is called, 'the God of gods, the
Creator' (Ba bo m TBopua: va vo i tvorca) (ApAbr 8:3); '(the God) who created
previously the light of the age' (MJKe nepBfae ctbopmxb cbitta B'hKa: ize perveje
stvorixu sv'eta veka) (ApAbr 9:3); and 'God, the Creator of heavenly things and
earthly things' (Ba TBopua hbhxb m ^emhmxk va tvorca nvnxu i zemnyixu)

92 The creatures which are made in the 1st, 2nd, and 4th days are lifeless beings.
93 In the Jewish tradition, both abyss and paradise are made in creation and exist.
94 See H. Lunt's note (OTP I): ustrojenie, 'ordering, being put in order, restoration,'
95 This expression occurs just one time here, and others are said, 'eternal, mighty one' (ApAbr

17:8, 13; 20:6; 22:1; 23:9, 12, 14; 26:1, 4; 27:4, 6, 8; 28:1; 29:1, 7).
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(ApAbr 10:6).96 That is to say, the unique identity of God is associated with his
status as the Creator.

3.11 Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 15:5-6

3.11.1 Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
LAB assumes a character of 'retelling' or 'the rewritten Bible,'97 which covers the
history of Israel (from Adam to David). The narrative of the Exodus events begins in
ch. 10, and our text (ch. 15) tells the story of the rebellion of the people who were

guided by unfaithful spies (excluding Caleb and Joshua). God shows his anger and
he remarks that everything was done as he had planned (LAB 15:5; cf. Isa 55:1198;
Ezek 6:10), and the judgment which had already been planned would be done against
their sins (LAB 15:6). LAB also expresses God's sovereign power which fulfills his
promised words, referring to the Exodus events (LAB 15:5-6). In this context, the
account of the creation of waters (Gen 1:9) appears in connection with the event of
the Red Sea (Exod 14:22).

3.11.2 Thematic Considerations

3.11.2.1 Creation and New Light (the Law)
LAB recalls the two Exodus events: the crossing of the Red Sea (LAB 10:5-6; 15:5-
6a; 23:10a; 32:17) and the giving of the eternal law at Mount Sinai (11:1-5: 15:6b;
23:10b; 32:7-8). It is interesting that LAB ch. 15 associates the Exodus events with
God's work of creation as follows.99

Et precepi mari, et diruptis ante faciem eorum abyssis, steterunt muri aquarum, et
nichil simile factum est verbo huic, ex qua die dixi ad eos: Congregentur
aque sub celo in unum locum, usque in hunc diem (15:5b-6a)100

96 See also monotheistic assertion in ApAbr 19:4.
97 Cf. Jubilees, the Genesis Apocryphon, and Josephus' Jewish Antiquities.
98
Compare LAB 15:5, 'The plan of action that has issued from me will not be in vain,' and

Isa 55:11, 'So shall my word be that goes out from my mouth, and it shall not return to me in
vain.'

99 This may belong to LAB's interest in finding parallels between God's acts in the OT: e.g.
Jephthah's daughter and sacrifice of Issac (LAB ch. 40); the victory of Deborah and Exodus event
(LAB ch. 32).

100 Latin text of Kisch's edition (Pseudo-Philo's Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum [Notre Dame,
Indiana: University of Notre Dame, 1949]).
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And I commanded the sea and the abyss was divided before them, walls of water
stood forth. And there was never anything like this event since the day I
said 'Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together into
one place,' until this day.

. . . et inclinavi celos et descendi incendere lucernam populo meo, et creature
ponere terminos (15:6b).

. . . and I bent the heavens and came down to kindle a lamp for my people
and to establish laws (or boundaries) for creation.

On the third day of creation, God commanded the waters under the heaven to be
gathered together into one place (LAB 15:6; Gen 1:9); likewise, he commanded the
Red Sea and the abyss to be divided (LAB 15:5; Exod 14:22) and the walls of water
stood forth. LAB comments that there was never anything like this event since
creation (LAB 15:6). Following this event at the Red Sea, Israel was brought to
Mount Sinai and received the eternal law. It is worth noting that the giving of the law
is described as the giving of light to the world.

Dabo lumen mundo, et illuminabo habitabilia (11:1b)

I will give a light to the world and illumine their dwelling places.

et inclinavi celos et descendi incendere lucernam populo meo (15:6b).

and I bent the heavens and came down to kindle a lamp for my people.

Deus revelabit finem orbis lit vobiscum disponat super excelsa sua et in cendet in vobis
sempiternalem lucernam (19:4b).

God has revealed the end of the world so that he might establish his statutes with
you and kindle among you an everlasting light.

If Ps 18 (in particular 18:9 and 18:15) is in the author's mind,10' then there could be
an allusion to Ps 18:28 ('It is you who light my lamp; the Lord, my God, lights up

my darkness'). It seems possible that while the third day of creation is recalled in
relation to the Red Sea event (LAB 15:6), there might be an allusion to the fourth day
of creation, when the luminaries were created (Gen 1:14-19), in relation to the Sinai
event. In other words, the sequence of events from the Red Sea to Mount Sinai,
which are actually described in sequence (LAB 15:5-6 and 23:10), may have been

101 R. Bauckham, 'The Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum of Pscudo-Philo and the Gospels as
'Midlash',' in Gospel Perspectives ///(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1983), 43.
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considered typologically102 to correspond to the sequence of creation (the division of
the waters on the third day and the creation of luminaries on the fourth day).

The laws (lit. terminos, 'boundaries') are given for the created beings (LAB
15:6), which is said to have been prepared from the origin of the world (lit. ex

nativitate seculi) (LAB 32:7). The law is given as 'an everlasting law' (legem
sempiternam) (LAB 11:2) in order to enlighten God's people (11:2; 19:6; 23:10) and
in order that by obeying the law they might live (23:10).

3.11.2.2 Eschatology: Light and Life

Eschatological implication is also prominent in LAB. It is said that God's providence
might be on them, and their land might be renowned over all the earth, and they might
be restored (23:12-13). This salvation or the renewal of creation (innovatio creatur)
(32:17) will reach its climax at the eschatological time: the present dimension of light
and darkness will end; the dead will be brought to life; and there will be another earth
and another heaven (terra alia et celum aliud), an everlasting dwelling place
(habitaculum sempiternum) (3:10), and they will have eternal life (vita eterrn)
(23:13). That is to say, light and life are depicted to be the eschatological blessings.

3.12 Joseph and Aseneth 8:10-11

3.12.1 Literary Considerations

3.12.1.1 Context and Reconstruction ofthe Greek Text

Joseph and Aseneth is a long narrative of Jewish legend which tells of the marriage of
Joseph and Aseneth, the daughter of the idolatrous Priest of On (Gen 41:45). Jewish
theologians provide reasons for the possibility of this marriage, highlighting the story
of Aseneth's conversion to the God of Israel (JosAsen chs. 1-21). In this narrative,
Joseph is portrayed as a discreet person who is not fond of paganism and foreign
girls (JosAsen 7:1-6; 8:5-7103), and Aseneth is also introduced as a virgin who stayed

102 We use the term of 'typology' in the sense of a perspective which is concerned with the
revelatory connection between two historically distinct but religiously significant persons or events,
so that it should be distinguished from allegory which is concerned with the hidden, spiritual
meaning of a narrative (cf. R. N. Soulen, Handbook ofBiblical Criticism [Atlanta: John knox Press,
1981], 206).

103 Chapter and verse numbering follows the longer recension of Burchard's edition (C.
Burchard, ed. Unterweisung in erzdhlender Form, Joseph und Aseneth [JSHRZ 2; Gtitersloh:
Giiterslohcr Verlagshaus Gerd Mohn, 1983]). OTP II follows Ricssler's numbering (Altjiidisches
Schrifltum AusserhalbderBibel [Augsburg, 1928; repr. Darmstadt, 1966).
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away from adultery (1:4; 7:7-8) and in every respect is similar to the daughters of the
Hebrews (1:5). Praying to God the Creator to bless Aseneth, Joseph intercedes for
her conversion (8:10-11). The creation account is cited at the beginning of this prayer
in which God is remembered as the Creator. The reconstruction of the Greek text

with a structural analysis on JosAsen 8:10-11 is as follows:

Joseph's Prayer (JosAsen 8:10-11)104

[v. 10]
a Kbpte o Geo; ion Tcaxpo^ pou I apar)A,

b o x)\|naxog,
c o SxwaxoQ,105

d o i^cooTtonjoag xd Ttdvxa
e Kai xaXboaq ano xox) okoxoxk;
f Kai dno xf\c, TCAavqc
g xai dico Oavaxox)

h oh axixog k-upte

e'xt; xo cpco<;
etc; x-qv dA.f|0eiav106
etq xfjv ^mt)v,

[v. 11]
i ^coo7roir)oov
j Kai eiAoy rioov xf]v 7tap0evov xaxixqv.

k Kai avaKaiviaov xw xxveiSpaxi oox)107
1 lcai dvdn/Moov avvr]v xfj xeipi oox)
m Kai dva^coo7xoxrioov xfj £«fj oox)

n Kai (payexco a'pxov ^cofjg aox)
o tcai rnexo) Txoxfjpiov exAoytaQ oox),

p Kai ai)7Kaxapi0pf|oov axixqv xcp kacp oox)
q ov E^eAeqo) 7xptv yevvTjOTjvat xd 7xdvxa'ns

r Kai eioeA.0axo) eiq xfjv Ka.zdmivaxv oox>,
s f|v exotpaoag xoig eKAeaxoic ooxi.

104 The Greek text is of Philonenko's edition (Joseph et Aseneth: Introduction Texte Critique
Traduction et Notes [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1968]).

105
Syr, Arm, 436, Ngr (Modern Greek) have IaK(o|3. Cf. DpST TON (Isa 49:26; 60:16;

Ps 132:2, 5); LXX trans, is not always o SxivaxoQ.
106 MSS B (Palatinus Graecus 17) and D (Baroeeion Greek 147) omit this sentence.
107 MSS D andE (600) addxep d'ywp, 'holy.'
108 MSS B (11th CE) and D (15th CE) read rjv e^eke^oo 7cpiv yewr|0fjvai; MSS (Greek

966; 17th CE) and A (Vaticanus Graccus 803; 1 lth-12nd CE) read our text.
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3.12.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
God is also remembered as the one who gave life (o ^cooTtoiTiaaQ109) to all and as the
one who called them out (|o| icakeaag) from darkness to the light (JosAsen 8:10). It
should be noted that God's work of creation is summarized by those two

metaphorical expressions. The former seems to be an expanded exegesis110 of Gen
2:7 which narrates the creation of Adam who became a living thing (TTTl 2)33; v)/v>^f|v
£(5aav [LXX]) and received the breath of life (O^TI 002)3; 7cvot]v £oof]v [LXX1). The
illustration of God as the Life-Giver (Gen 2:7; cf. Isa 42:5) may be expanded to his
whole work of creation (see JosAsen 8:3; 12:1, 2; 21:15).'" The latter expression is
also an expanded exegesis of Gen 1:1-3 (esp. the LXX trans.). According to the
LXX translation, the created earth was invisible (aopaxo^) and unfurnished
(dKccTaoKemaxot;)112 and was covered with darkness (oKoxog); then God commanded
light to appear (yevriefjxoo). That is to say, the role of light here is thereby to let the
invisible earth appear.113 JosAsen 8:10 expands this imagery of light in creation and
applies it to the ethical (or salvific) meaning.

3.12.2 Thematic Consideration

3.12.2.1 Creation and Salvation

In the prayer, the God of Israel is called o xiij/ioxog, 'the Most High,' and o Swaxot;,
'the Powerful one.' Both terms are associated with the unique identity of God in the
biblical tradition. In the LXX, o x)V|/ioxoq expresses the sovereignty of God over the
earth (cf. Pss 83:18; 97:9 [LXX]), and it is paralleled with his mighty work of
creation (cf. Gen 14:19, 22; Jdt 13:19), whereas o Snvaxog expresses God's mighty
salvific works (Pss 23:8; 89:8 [LXX 88:91; Job 36:5; Zeph 3:17; Jer 32:19 [LXX
39:19]; cf. Isa 49:26; 60:16).

109 MSS A, C (Baroccio Greek 148), F (Greek 1796), W (Greek 1976) read the text; MSS E
(600), LI (Latin 1), L2 read i^cocmoudv, 'gives life to'; MSS P (14), Q (Palatinus Graecus 364) read
7totf|oa^, 'made.' In the LXX, ^Gxmoieo) (orig.) is rendered for ni (hif inf const, in 2 Kgs
5:7[MT]), niDP (pi Ptc Ndi 9:6 [MT]), (pi impf in Ps 71:20 [MT]). These may mean
'to sustain life' rather than 'to give life' in the sense of continuation (cf. imperfect tense in Hebrew,
and present in Greek); in JosAsen 8:10 it takes 'aorist tense' as the parallel participle Ka/Toaq does,
which clearly refers to the creation context. Thus Co)07rorr|aaq may imply God's work of creation
to give life to all living things. Sec our comments on the similar expression of JosAsen 12:1-2.

110 See Isaiah's illustration of God the Creator: i.e. God is depicted as the one who created the
heavens and the earth, and the one who gave breath ("132)3 ]r)3; 8i8o\)Q 7tvof|v [LXX]) and spirit
(mi; 7tveLpa) to the people who live upon the earth (Isa 42:5).

111 Cf. 4 Ezra 6:48; 2 Bar 21:9; 23:5.
112 The MT renders 1131 1111, 'formless and empty.'
113 See the similar expression of 4 Ezra 6:40.
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Two short or summarized creation accounts (Lines d-e) are connected to

Joseph's intercession for Aseneth's conversion (or salvation):

Thematic Flow of JosAsen 8:10-11

God of Israel (o Geog xou 7raxpog pou Tapar)^)

who gave life (^0)07toif|oa;) to all

C who called (them) out from the darkness to the light

C' 1 who (called) (the people) from the error to the truth
2 who from the death to the life

Salvation
B' 1 Give life (^ooo7cotr)oov) (to Asencth)

2 Renew (avcxiccdviaov) (Aseneth) by your spirit (xtp nveupuxi aon)
3 Form a new (dvcbtXaoov) her by your hand (xfj yetpi oou)
4 Make alive (dva^(007xoir|oov) by your life (xf) ^oofj oou)

5 Let her eat God's bread of life
6 Let her drink of God's cup of blessing

A' Aseneth's Acceptance as an Israelite
1 Number her among God's people
2 Let her into God's rest which has been prepared for God's chosen people

A Lord

B

Creation

As shown above, Joseph's prayer forms a chiasm (A, B, C, C', B', A'), and the two
creation motifs (B and C) are developed in the salvific context (C' and B'). The same

verb, £<x>o7toteco, is used in the context of both creation (B) and salvation (B'); it is
reiterated in other ways, dvatcaivt^o) 'to renew' (cf. Ps 104:30 [LXX 103:30]),
dvaTiAdoaoo 'to form anew,' and dva^motxoieco 'to make alive again' (cf. JosAsen
15:5). It is important to notice the adverbial phrases ('by your spirit114'; 'by your

hand11S'; and 'by your life116') which are attached to these verbs, since they allude to
the biblical and Jewish exegetical tradition of the Genesis creation account. The
second creation account (Light imagery in the context of creation) (C) is developed
into ethical ('from the error to the truth') and salvific ('from the death to the life': cf.
JosAsen 15:12,117 14-15; 19:10-11; 21:21) meanings. Thus it seems appropriate that
the salvific idea is deeply associated with the exegesis of the Genesis creation
account.

114 Cf. Ps 33:6; 2 Bar 21:4.
us Cf. Isa 45:12; 48:13; Job 10:8; Pss 95:5; 119:73; Jub 2:11; 12:19; 4 Ezra 3:5; 2 Bar

54:13.
116 Cf. 2 Bar 21:9; 23:5.
117 Angels were sent to rescue (xou puoccoGai) Aseneth from the darkness (etc xoh ctkoxou;)

and to bring (dvayayetv) her into the light (etc; xo cpcoc;) (MSS A, P).
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3.12.2.2 Life as a New Creation

Joseph asks the God who gave life (£ooo7roirjoai;) to all creatures and called out them
from the death to the life (ano Gavaxou eig xr)v t^rofjv), to give life (Co)07roir)oov) to
Aseneth. Joseph's intercession for her conversion (or salvation) can be divided into
three sections (B' 1-4; B' 5-6; A' 1-2).118 The first intercession (B' 1-4) is a

development of the creation account (B) as previously argued, and the salvation is
explicated as a new creation. The second part (B' 5-6) is, in a sense, an ocular
confirmation of her salvation. When Aseneth had ceased making confession to the
Lord, a chief of the angels visited her (JosAsen 14:1) and declared God's acceptance
of Aseneth's conversion. Her name was (just) written (eypdcpTy aorist passive) in the
book of life (ev pifAcp £cofj^) (15:4), whereas the angel announced that from that day
(lit. goto Tf)s aijpepov) she would be renewed and formed anew and made alive again,
and that she would eat the bread of life (dpxov ^cofjv) and drink the cup of immortality
(7coxf|piov dGavocouxg). She then anointed herself with ointment of incorruptibility
(dtpGapcna.;) (15:5), and the angel let her eat from a honey comb (Ktpiov peAixog)
(16:1) which the angel provided (16:11), and which emitted the breath of life (oopfi
Ccohs) (16:8). This is the eternal life (ouk d7io0aveixou eig xov aicova) which all the
angels and the chosen people and all the sons of God ate (16:14). The third section
(A' 1-2) is an intercession on behalf of Aseneth to count her as one of God's chosen

people for Joseph wanted her to share the heritage and promise of Israel (lit.
eigeAGaxro eis; xf|v Kaxdrtauoiv aou),119 which God had prepared from the beginning
of creation (lit. ov e^eAe^w; fjv exoipaoa;;). Thus life (in the sense of salvation) is
given from the God who gave life to all creation (JosAsen 8:10), which had been
prepared for the chosen people (8:11; 16:14). It is given to the people who repent
sincerely (15:7-8), and whose conversion is accepted and confirmed by God (chs.
14-17). He is the God who alone can call all creation from darkness to the light
(8:10; 15:12).

118 Firstly, £ox>7ioir|aov and dva£o)07toir|aov compose an Inclusio; secondly, cpayexco and
7u£x(0 are parallel; and thirdly, the last two imperative sentences have a thematic correspondence :
i.e. Aseneth's acceptance as an Isralite, and sharing the blessing and promise of the chosen people.

119 Kaxdrxauai; (rest or resting place) means promised land of God: i.e. Israel (Deut 12:9; 1
Kgs 8:56; Ps 95:11 [94:11 LXX]); Zion (Ps 132:14); and Jerusalem Temple (Isa66:l).
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3.13 Joseph and Aseneth 12:1-2

3.13.1 Literary Cosiderations

3.13.1.1 Context and Reconstruction of the Greek Text
After leaving Joseph (JosAsen 9:1-10:1), Aseneth set about her repentance (chs. 10-
13): throwing away her valuables and idols (10:10-13), putting herself in sackcloth
and ashes (10:14-17). JosAsen expresses Aseneth's heartfelt repentance by her
soliloquy (11:3-14, 16-18) and long prayer (12:1-13:15). In the beginning of her
prayer (12:1-2), Aseneth bears in mind that God to whom she addresses her prayer
is the God who created all things and the one who governs them by his ordinances.

The reconstruction of the Greek text and structural analysis of JosAsen 12:1-2
is as follows:

Aseneth's Prayer (JosAsen 12:1-2 and after)

[v. 1]
a Kiipie o deoQ xtbv aioivcov120

b o kiioag xa rcavxa kcu ^(p07xotrjaa<;m
c o Sow; xaai revo^v £cofjv

d o E^eveyKac xa aopaxa eig xo cpcog
[v. 2] e o 7roif|aag xa rcavxa xai (pavEpoioa^ xa dcpavfj

f o x>\|/(6oa<; xov oupavov
g o 0epeA.i(doac; abxov ev xco axepetopaxt £7ti avepcov122

h teat Gepekicooag xf|v yfjv em xcov \>8dxcov
i o 7xf||a^ xoug kl0ox>g xohc; psydkoti^ £7tt xfjs dtpxiaaou xoxj u'Saxog

j oixxveg on (3n0xa0f|oovxat

120 The text is read by the old MSS (Arm, Syr), 436 (<L2), E, G (<b), d; other readings are
Stkaicov (A, F, W, c LI) and Snvdpeojv (P, Q?).

121 MSS F,W, (Syr?), Arm, LI read the text; MSS a (A, C, P, Q [Graecus 365], R [Greek
530]), c (H [PanhagiosTaphos 73], J [Saba 389], K (Saba 593]), and G (McKell) take o Kxioag
xohg aicova^ Kai i^cpoyovcov (G 7xotf|oa<;) xa ttavxa; 436 (< L2) reads qui creasti seculum et
uiuificasti\ 435 (<L2) reads qui creasti omnia. Thus the oldest (Arm 6th-7th CE; Syr 6th CE) and
full and reliable (L2) MSS include or allude to this sentence.

122 This sentence is our Greek reconstruction (cf. Syriac Text of Brooks' edition [Historia
Ecclesiastica Zachariae Rhetori Vulgo Adscripta vol. 1 (CSCO 38; Louvain: Imprimerie Orientaliste
L. Durbecq, 1953], 34). Latin translation (E. W. Brooks [ed.] Historia Ecclesiastica Zachariae
Rhetori Vulgo Adscripta I: Interpretatus est [CSCO 41; Louvain: Imprimerie Orientaliste L.
Durbecq, 1953], 24), is et caelum erexit et fundamenta eius porro venti dorso imposuit. This
sentence is reserved in the old MSS (Syr, Arm) and L2; a and d omit it. The author of JosAsen
seems to use a poetic device: i.e. 'parallelism' which states each topic twice as shown in my
reconstruction of the text, although several MSS did overlook it. If the shorter recension is taken
here, it seems to break the literary flow. Thus several omissions of MSS d seems to be an epitome.
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k uXXd eiaiv cog cpb/Aa Spuo; endvo xrnv dSaxeov

I Kai noi 01 LiBot i^covxeg mi xfjg cpcovfjg aou aKodooot
ni mi (poXaoooooi, Kiipie, xag evxoXag goo at; evexeiA.® adxoig

n Kai xd 7rpoaxdypaxd ooo od pi) jxapa|laivooatv123
o aXk eiaiv ecog xeAoo; 7toiodvxeg xo OeA-qpa aoo

p yap on, Kdpie, fAdAriaag Kai ravxa e£(poyovf|0T)Gav
q yap o Aoyog ood, Kdpie, f) ip»"i) eoxi Ttaat Kxiapaat aoo124

r Kdpie, o 0eog poo,

s rcpog ae KBKpa^opai,
t xcpoaayec xryv 8er|civ poo

u Kat ooi e^opoA,oyr|oopai xd; apapxiag poo
v Kai 7rpog oe dnoKulw\io) xd; dvopia; poo

(Bold Alphabet indicate that they are omitted by shorter recention)

3.13.1.2. Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The literary and thematic flow of JosAsen 12:1-3 is similar to the previous prayer

(JosAsen 8:10-11) as follows.

Joseph's Prayer (JosAsen 8:10-1 la) Aseneth's Prayer (JosAsen 12:1-3)

Kdpie o 0eo; Kopte o 0eo;
xod rcaxpog poo ' IopaqX xcov aicovcov

o Co)07toir|oa; xd rtdvxa o Kxtoa; xd 7tavxa Kai CojOTtotrjoa
Kai o 8odg xaot 7ivor|v £®rjv

mAiaag and xod okoxoo; ei; xo ipcog o e^eveymg xd aopaxa ei; xo tpcog
o 7toir|oa; xd navxa Kai tpavepcocag
xd atpavfj

oo adxog Kdpie Kdpie, o 0eo; poo

Joseph's intercession for Aseneth Aseneth's Confession of Sin

123 MSS a and d omit from Line k to n; the old MSS (Arm, Syr) and L2, as well as F, W,
take the text. Lines p-q play an important role to turn back to the previous topic (to demonstrate
God's sovereignty: Lines a-i; cf. JosAsen 8:10) in order to specify again the God to whom Aseneth
prays (Lines r-t). The second topic,which shows how God's creatures are obedient to God's
ordinances (Lines j-o), seems to be contrasted to Aseneth's confession of sin (from Line u). Thus it
seems possible to take the longer recension here (i.e. my reconstruction; C. Burchard) rather than the
shorter recension (M. Philonenko's Greek edition, etc.).

124 This sentence is our Greek reconstruction: cf. the paraphrastic expression of Syr and Latin
MSS (Brooks' edition).
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Both prayers begin by addressing God's name which is modified with the genitive
modifiers (xo'O rraxpog pou Iopah^.; xcov aicovcov), and the subordinate clauses which
refer to the Genesis creation narrative (with relative pronouns and participial clauses).
Then Joseph and Aseneth address their prayers (Joseph's intercession for Aseneth;
Aseneth's confession of sin) to the Creator, calling God's name again (o-u ceuxog

Kupie; leopie, o Geog poo). In JosAsen 12:1, God is called o 0eog xcov cdoivcov (<
akovog).125 These opening words may correspond to the idea of Lines 10-15 which
refer to God's eternal rule over all creation. The opening of Joseph's prayer

(JosAsen 8:10, o Geog xob mxpog poo Topaift) thereby plays an important role to
make clear the theme of the rest of the prayer.126 The descriptions of God as the
Creator are restated in Aseneth's prayer with a more detailed account: the first
participial clause, 'giving life (£(oo7totr|oag) to all' (8:10) is restated in 12:1, 'giving
breath of life (ttvotiv i^cofjv) to all'; the second participial clause, 'calling (them) from
darkness to the light,' is restated in JosAsen 12:1-2, 'bringing the invisible (xa
aopaxa) out into the light.' It should be noted that the creation account in JosAsen
12:1-2 borrows closer expressions of the Genesis creation accounts (esp. of the
LXX): i.e. 'giving breath of life (kvot\v £cof|v) to all' alludes to Gen 2:7: evecpooriaev

eig xo Jtpoaomov aoxoo rcvoTiv kcci eyevexo o avGpomog eig \|/t>xriv ^d>oav;
'bringing the invisible (xa aopaxa) out into the light' alludes to Gen 1:2-3: f) 8e yf| f|v
aopaxog . .. Kai euxev o Geog yevnGhxo) (prog icai eyevexo iprog.

3.13.2 Thematic Considerations

3.13.2.1 The Divine Order and Human Lawlessness

Aseneth's prayer refers to the creation of heaven and earth with four participial
clauses, preceded (except Line h) by a relative pronoun (Lines f-i). These accounts
are not a simple retelling of the Genesis creation account, but they employ some
biblical and extra-biblical material: in particular JosAsen refers to the winds which
are placed in front of heaven (Line g) and it also refers to big stones as well (Line i).
Both appear in cosmogonic accounts of Job chs. 37-38 and 1 En 18:l-5a: the winds
stand between heaven and earth (1 En 18:3), and obey God's commands to perform
his will (Job 37:9-13; 1 En 69:22; Sir 43:16-22), and rule over the astronomical (1 En
18:4-5) and meteorological phenomena (1 En chs. 34-36); the stones are described as
the foundation of the dry land (or the earth) (2 En 28:1-4), and the sea is commanded

125 See similar expressions: xou (JaoiLecog xcov ccicovcov (JosAscn 15:16), xov Geov xoov
aicovoov (JosAsen 16:21); cf. o Geog xcov aicovcov (Sir 36:17), xov paoiAia xcov cdoivcov (Tob
13:7).

126 See our arguments on JosAsen 8:10-11.
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not to transgress the eternal boundary (2 En 28:4). Thus references to the winds and
the big stones (JosAsen 12:1) may not be incidental, but could be taken from the
biblical (cf. Job) and Jewish (cf. Enoch) traditions of cosmological understanding
(i.e. the divine order of universe). The obedience of the creatures (i.e. the big stones
in this context) seems to be contrasted to Aseneth's lawless deeds (lit. xaq dvopiac;
pou) (JosAsen 12:4).127

3.13.2.2 The Word ofLife in Creation
The life-giving motif (JosAsen 8:10; 12:1) is taken up again in Lines p-q, but in
another way.

JosAsen 8:10 o ^(OOTroirjoac; xa ravxa

JosAsen 12:1 o tci'iaac to 7xdvxa kcu ^cp07ton)aa^
o 5ou^ xdai 7tvof|v ^oofjv

JosAsen 12:2 on, icupie, ekaA,r|oaq icai 7ravTO e^cpoyovrjOrioav
o Xoyoq aou icupie, f) Co)i) eoxi ream Kxiopaoi god

JosAsen 12:2 takes other biblical and Jewish exegetical traditions of Gen ch. 1 which
focuses on the word of creation.'28 In this context, it functions as an agent to give
life to lifeless beings (cf. 2 Bar 48:2-10; 4 Ezra 3:4-5; 6:38-54). The life-giving motif
(JosAsen 8:10) may come from the generalizing of God's work of creation (Gen 2:7
(esp. LXXj) (see JosAsen 12:1). JosAsen 12:2 links it to the motif of the word of
creation (ekakr|oag tear ttovxoc e^cooyovrjOriaav [< i^cpoyovero: to produce life)) since
God accomplished all his work of creation by his word, which means that God gave
life to all creation, as he actually gave the breath of life to Adam (Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5; 4
Ezra 3:5b; Ant 1:34). His word was easily understood as an agent (in a metaphorical
sense) which produces life in the context of creation.

127 See the comparision between the obedience of the creatures and the attitude of human
beings and angelic beings in 1 En 18:1-16; 21:6; 41:1-9; 43:4; 69:15-29; 101:1-9, etc.

128 Cf. Pss 33:6, 9; 148:5; Isa 48:13b; 4 Ezra 3:4-5; 6:38, 42-43; 7:69; 2 Bar 14:17; 21:4;
48:8, 54:1; SibOr 1:19-20; 3:20; 2 En 33:4; Jub 12:4, 26; Sir 39:17; 42:15; WisdSol 9:1; PrMan
1:3; Aristob 4:3; ApAbr9:9; 22:2; TAb 9:6 [A]; 4Q176 frag. 16-53:2; 4Q381 3 6; 4Q404 frag. 4 1.
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3.14 Sirach 16:24-17:14

3.14.1. Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
Sir 14:20-23:27 seems to comprise a large unit: (1) the introductory section: the
blessedness of the people who search for wisdom (14:20-15:10); (2) the initiatory
argument: the illustration of sinful human nature (15:11-16:16); (3) the kernel
argument: God's mercy which prevails over human sinful nature (16:17-17:14); (4)
the exhortation (17:15-32); (5) the summary (18:1-14); and (6) the ethical disciplines
(18:15-23:27). The creation account (Sir 16:26-17:1-8) appears in the kernel
argument, as an accurate knowledge (lit. ev dKpipeia dnayyEKi) £jnaxr|gr|v) (Sir
16:25), which focuses on the creation order (16:26-30), and on the creation of human
beings (17:1-8).

3.14.2 Thematic Considertions

3.14.2.1 Creation Order

In the former section, God is depicted as the Creator who established the eternal order
in the universe, referring to the creation account of Ps 104:5-23: God assigned their
boundaries (5ieaxeiAev gepiSag ccuxoov) (Sir 16:26; cf. Ps 104:5-9); God ordered
(them) in eternity (eicoapriaev eig airova) and their realm in their generation (xag ocpxaq

cruxrov eig yeved<; a-uxwv) (Sir 16:27; cf. Ps 104:10-23). God's grace and his
dominion are upon the creation (Sir 16:29-30; cf. Ps 104:28-29, 32), so that they
never lack that which they need (Sir 16:27; cf. Ps 104:10-16), obeying the divine
order (Sir 16:28). Thus Sirach highlights the sovereignty of God who rules the
world by his divine order (Sir 18:l;cf. Sir 18:3 [Gil ().

3.14.2.2 Wisdom and the Law in a Sapiential Context
The latter section of the creation account (Sir 17:1-8) focuses on the creation of
human beings. On the one hand, the weakness and the transient life of human beings
(Sir 17:1-2, 30-32; 18:9-10) are contrasted with the greatness of God's mercy and his
majesty (Sir 17:21, 22b, 26b[GII], 29; 18:1-7, 11-14). On the other hand, human
beings (Israel is the focus in this context) are described as the people who are
endowed with wisdom: firstly, they were given the fear of God in their hearts (Sir
17:8), together with other attributes (discretion, tongue, eyes, ears, and a mind for
thinking) (Sir 17:3-6), since they were created in God's own image; secondly, they
gained the knowledge and understanding to discern good and evil129 (Sir 17:7); and

129 This may allude to Gen 3:1-7, 22, and it is taken in a positive sense here.
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thirdly they were allotted the law of life (Sir 17:11) at Mount Sinai.130 Therefore, if
human beings desire to live in accordance with the law and wisdom (and perhaps the
divine order), they reach for the way of life (Sir 17:1 lb[GIIJ; 23-24; 18:13-14). In
short, the creation account is developed in a sapiential context.

3.15.1.1 Context andMain Concern

Sir 38:24-43:33 composes a unit, and this section is concerned with the sovereignty
of God who provides for every need of his creation (Sir 39:33). In this section, first
of all, the importance of those who devote themselves to the study of the law of God
is contrasted with other vocations of the skilled worker (Sir 38:24-34). Similarly, the
activity of the Scribes is introduced as seeking for the wisdom of all ancients (oocpiccv
7rdvxo)v dpyaicov), hidden meanings of proverbs (6c7c6Kpx)<pcc raxpoipurtv), prophecies
(rcpcxpriTeicac;) (Sir 39:1-3), meditation (SiccvotiOfjoexca) on the Creator (lit. k-upiov xov

Ttonjoccvxa ceuxov) (39:5), and his mysteries (xox; oarotcpixpoi.; ccuxoxi) (39:7).
Afterwards, God's work of creation are mentioned in the two sections (39:12-35;
42:15-43:33), in which the greatness of God is emphasized, being contrasted with
human wretchedness (40:1 -42:14).

3.15.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The creation account of Sir 39:12-20 is clearly based on Ps 33:

3.15 Sirach 39:12-35

3.15.1 Literary Considerations

Sir 39:14-20, 33 Ps 33

Ascribe majesty to his name and give thanks Praise the Lord with the harp ("TODD)
to him with praise, with songs on your lips, of ten lyres ("lIBT ^333) (33:2).
and with lyres (ev cb5cdQ yet/Cow tccd
ev KivupaiQ / pfll? "TO ^33
niT'ICS] [Bj [with songs of the harps and
of stringed instruments) (39:15).

All the works (xa epya / [B])of
the Lord are very good (kccA.cc / [B]),
and whatever he commands (txccv 7tpooxaypa

The word of the Lord (mrp—an) is
right (72?*'), and all his works
(in2?13?2) (is done) in faithfulness

130 Sir 17:11-13 allude to the Sinai event.
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/ -pis [B]131) will be done at the appointed
time (ev icaipcp auxob / 11133 [B]) (39:16).

By his word (ev koycp auxou) the waters
stood (eoxTp like a heap of water and with
the word of his mouth the reservoirs

of water (OIISIK 1-S K3S1331 |B] [with the
utterance of his mouth the reservoirs])
(39:17b).

When he commands, his every will (is done)
(ev 7tpoaxdypaxi abiob naaa f] ebbota'a
/ n-^-i- i3i-n p-]nnn [B] [in [his] place
he makes his will prosper]) (39:18a).

And there is none who limits his salvation

(teat cuk eoxtv oc ekaxxcooei xo acoxqpiov
auxot) / irmitrr6 113S33 ]*»K1 IB] [and there
is no restraint to his salvation]) (39:18b).

The works of all flesh (epya moiy; aapKog
/ 15?3 *13 nE?3Q [B]) are before him, and
nothing can hidden from his eyes (39:19).

All the works of the Lord are good (dyaOd),
and he will supply (yopr|yf|aei) every need
in time (ev mpa abxfjg) (39:33).

3.]5.2 Thematic Considerations

3.15.2.1 Creation and Eschatology
Two themes are mainly discussed here in relation to the Genesis creation account: (1)
the works of God are good; and (2) everything he commands will be done at the
appointed time. These themes are repeated at the beginning and the ending of the
account: xa epya tcupioo 7rdvxa oxt icaka acpodpa Kal rrav 7rpoaxaypa ev tcatpp) anxon

eaxat (39:16); xa epya K-opfou rcavxa ayaGa tcai naaav ypetav ev copa ax>xfj<; y,opr|yf|aei
(39:33). As for the former theme, on the one hand, it is emphasized that God's work
is perfect and everything has been created for its own purpose (39:17) and its need
(39:21, 33), and the doctrine of equilibrium in creation is spelled out.132 On the other
hand, a dualistic idea is developed. That is to say, whereas God's blessing
overflows and enriches the earth (39:22), his wrath is to be on the nations (39:23).

131 MS B reads p-20- 11133 pllS *131 (and every need at appointed time he provides); MS
Bmarg (marginal glosses B) reads 1p-S0- 11133 "P13

132 See the comment of Di Leila (P. Skehan and A. Di Leila [cds.] The Wisdom of Ben Sira
[AB 39; New York: Doubleday, 1987], 460).

(1313X3) (33:4)

By the word of the Lord (11171''
1373) the heavens were made; all
their host by the breath of his
mouth (1-3 H131).
He gathered the waters of the sea as
in a bottle, and he put the depths in
the reservoirs (111135X3) (33:6-7).

For he spoke, and it came to be (-TP 1
Kin); he commanded, and it

stood firm (133-1 ni35_Xin) (33:9).

Cf. Ps 33:16-20

The Lord looks down from heaven,
and he sees all the sons of

humankind (Q1X1 -33) (33:13).

Pss 33:4; 104:27
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From the beginning, good things were created for the good, and bad things for the
sinners'33 (ayaha xoiq dyaOoic etcxioxai an apxhs oxixox xo'iq apapxcokoig kockoc)
(39:25); all the needs for human life (39:26) are good for the good (xoix; euaepeoiv ei^
ayaOa), but for the wicked they turn out evil (xoiq dpapx(oA.oix; xpa7tf|oexca eig kcckcc)
(39:27). Thus Sirach argues for Theodicy, highlighting the sovereignty of God over
the whole creation (39:19-20).

As for the latter theme, it may be associated with the understanding of the
prophetic tradition that what God declared would be fulfilled at the appointed time (cf.
Isa 14:24; 31:2; 34:16; 45:23; 46:10, 11; 48:3; 55:11; Jer 1:12; 33:14; 39:16; Ezek
12:25, 28). Also it seems to be linked to the interpretation of Ps 33:9 in Sir 39:16,
18, and 33, as it will be discussed below.

Sirach 39:28-31 mentions the day of judgment ('the day of fury' (77313 ni33)
[B]134; 'the final judgment' (ev Kaipco auvxekeiaQ [39:28|):

There are winds (Ttvcupaxa / [tlim]l [B]) created for vengeance (etc, £K8tKT]aiv eKxioxai /
173(13] [B] / 1X733 [Bmarg]), and in their anger they can dislodge mountains; on the day of
consummation (ev Kcapcp ouvxeketag) they will pour out their strength and calm the anger
of their Maker (xot> 7roif)oavxoQ). Fire and hail and famine133 and death (OavazoQ / 7371
(pestilence) [B|), all these have been created for vengeance (eh; eK5tKT|otv eKXtoxai /
[1731)3 [B]). The fangs of wild animals (lit. beasts of tooth) and scorpions and
vipers, and the sword that punished the ungodly with destruction. They take delight in his
bidding (ev xfj evxokf) ocoxov / 12727 D71X 171333 [when he commands them, they
rejoice) [BJ), always ready for the need (eiQ ypefac,) on earth; and on their time (ev Kaipoic
oroxcov / Dpri3 | in their task] [B]) they never disobey the word (koyov / 73 [his word] |B]
/ irPS [Bmargl).

The winds (Sir 39:28), fire, hail, famine, death (or disease |B]) (39:29), the fangs of
wild animals, scorpions, vipers, and sword (39:30) are listed as the instruments for
the (eschatological) judgment. The list of nine instruments for the punishment of the
wicked is contrasted to the list of ten good things for human life (water, fire, iron,
salt, wheat, milk, honey, grape, oil, and cloth) (Sir 39:26). The idea of each symbol
of punishment may be taken from several biblical texts, as Di Leila summarizes:

The Creator can remove mountains directly (as in Job 9:5) or indirectly through the fury of
storm winds (39:28ab). These winds cause destruction, when called for, and so 'appease the
anger of their Maker' (39:28cd); cf. 5:6d. 'Fire and hail' (39:29a) are found in a different

133 The Hebrew text from the Cairo Geniz.a (I. Levi il, Facsimiles of the Fragments hitherto
Recovered of the Book of Ecclcsiasticus in Hebrew, Oxford-Cambridge, 1901) reads 'for the wicked,
good things and bad' (1771 31£D (MS B).

134 The similar words, 77313 37, is used in the sense of the 'coming judgment' (e.g. Ez.ek
7:19; Zeph 1:15; Prov 11:4; Job 21:30; cf. Prov 11:23; see BDB).

135 MS B reads 137 (evil) instead of 3137.
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context in Ps 148:8. Yahweh rained down sulfurous fire to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah
(Gen 19:24). Hail was the seventh plague to afflict the Egyptians prior to the Exodus (Excxl
9:13-26). Famine and disease (39:29a) are mentioned as possible punishments for David's
census of the people (2 Sam 24:13); since he was given the choice, David chose pestilence (2
Sam 24:15). In Jer 29:17-18, sword, famine, and pestilence are mentioned together as
punishments for infidelity to Yahweh. Famine and pestilence were the usual accompaniments
of a prolonged siege; cf. Lev 26:25-26; Jer 21:2-9; Ezek 5:12; 7:15. 'Ravenous beasts' (lit.
beasts of tooth) and reptiles (39:30a) are agents of destruction also in Dcul 32:24.
'Scorpions'(39:29a) are an image of chastisement in 1 Kgs 12:11, 14 (=2 Chr 10:11, 14).
'The avenging sword' (39:30b) is an allusion to Lev 26:25.136

3.15.2.2 Eschatological Interpretation ofPs 33:6-12
Sirach understands that God created (Sir 39:28-30) the tools of the final judgment and
they are always ready for their task (39:31). It should be noted that these instruments
(or agents in the weak sense) are expected to obey 'the word of God' or 'his
command' (lit. Xoyov / Y»S [his word] [B] / irPS [Bmargj) at the final judgment (ev
icaipoig crbxcov). This expression seems to be related to the previous argument that the
word of God (or what God commands) would be fulfilled at the appointed time.

A: The word of prophecy

B: The word of creation

jcav 7rpoCTTaYg,a ev Kcupcb auxon eaxat, (39:16b).

ev A,6ya> amon eoxr) cog Gipcovia t)8top
Kai ev phftaxi axojxaxog anxon cbtoSoxeia
u8dxcov (39:17b).

The word of creation

C: &

The word of prophecy

A: The word of prophecy

ev jrpoaxdy|j.axi anton redact f) et>8oida (39:18a).

ev xfj evxoXf] oc-utou eucppavGijaovxai.. .

K«i ev Katpo'tg cruxcov on reapapriaovxcu Xoyov
(39:31).

Therefore, Sirach understands that God who accomplished his work of creation by
his word (Sir 39:17b) can realize and accomplish his eschatological judgment through
his word. This is an eschatological interpretation of Ps 33:6-12.137

136 Di Leila (Wisdom, 460-461).
137 Cf. ApAbr also interprctes Ps 33:6-12 in the eschatological framework (see § 3.10.2.1).
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3.16 Sirach 42:15-43:33

3.16.1 Literary Considerations

3.16.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The opening phrase, '1 will now recall the works of the Lord' (pvT)o0fioo|jm 5f| xct

epycc icopiau/^K N3 "DTN [B|), may allude to Ps 77:12a: 77DTN. It
also corresponds to Sir 39:12: 'Once more I will meditate and describe' (exi
5iavor)0eiq eKStriyhoopai). After some ethical instructions (Sir 40:1-42:14) which are

given between the two creation accounts (39:12-35; 42:15-43:33), the sovereignty of
God is recalled in the meditation on God's mighty works.

3.16.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
Sirach may allude to Job chs. 37-38 with the following correspondences: 'the
ordinances of the heavens' (Sir 43:1-10 and Job 38:31-33), 'thunders' (Sir 43:13, 17
and Job 37:5), 'snow' (Sir 43:13 and Job 37:6), 'north wind' (Sir 43:17b, 20-21 and
Job 37:9-10), 'south wind' (Sir 43:16b and Job 37:17a), 'hail' (Sir 43:15 and Job
38:22), 'frost' (Sir 43:19 and Job 38:29), and 'ice' (Sir 43:20 and Job 38:30). These
metaphors highlight God's mighty power of judgment: i.e. none can withstand the
sun's burning heat (Sir 43:3); God sends snow and speeds the lightnings of his
judgment (lcpipaxoQ aiixou) (43:13); the north wind consumes the mountains and
burns up the wilderness and withers the tender grass like a fire (43:21). These
metaphors are also linked to God's salvific power: A mist quickly (mxa otxodStiv)
heals (iaoic;) all things and the falling dew gives refreshment from the heat (Sir
43:22). There is also an allusion to Isa 40:13 in Sir 42:21, in which the sovereignty
of God is highlighted, as will be discussed later.138

3.16.2 Thematic Considerations

3.16.2.1 Sovereignty ofGod: His Knowledge and Power

Arguing that God's work of creation is full of his glory (xfjQ §o%rL icupuyo 7tXfjpeQ xo

epyov oumru) (42:16), and stand firm in his glory (oTTpiy0r|vat ev 56£,fl ccuxou)
(42:17b),139 and that they are desirable (em6upr|xa) (42:22a) and perfect (lit. He has
made nothing incomplete' (o-btc eTtoirioev oi)8ev eAAeircov] (42:24b), Sirach contends

138 See § 3.16.2.2
139 MS B reads 17132 pTnnnb TN22 DTt^K 'Gcxl gave strength to his

hosts, so that they may endure firmly before his glory.'
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that the Lord's magnificence is more than this: 'Many things greater than these lie
hidden' (7xokA.a aTtoKputpd eoxiv pfi^ova xodxcov okiya) (43:32); 'We could say more
but could never say enough, and the final word is "He is the all" (jtoAla epobpev kcci

oh pr| dcpiKcopeOa Kai auvxekeia koycov xo nav eaxtv aiixog)' (43:27); and 'He is
greater than all his works' (o pfyac ruapa raivxa xa epya aiixofi) (43:28). Sirach
praises God who is omniscient (Sir 42:18-20) and omnipotent (Sir 43:1-25): God
searches out (e^iyveuoev) the human heart (42:18, 20) and history (42:19), and even
the deepest part of creation (lit. afhxjaov) (42:19); he rules over both the astronomical
(Sir 43:1-10) and meteorological (Sir 43:11-25) phenomena. Sirach also refers to
God's composition of the universal order:

Sir 42:21a

xd peyakeia xfjg aotptag cruxcru eKoaptiaev
He arranged the splendors of his wisdom

pn ininsn mmp140 (B)
[The might of his wisdom] he regulated

Sir 42:23
7cdvxcc xadxa Kai pevei ei<; xov auova ev jxaaaic; xpeiatg Kai ndvza
VKUKOVEl

All things live and remain forever and all respond to all needs

. . .b . . . Dp* . . . n (Bmarg)
He established [all things for ever]

Sir 43:26

8i' adxov euo8oi ayyekoq adxoi) Kai ev /.oyqi adxau aiiyKeixai xa Ttdvxa
Through him each of his angels succeeds and by his word, all things hold
together

pin Tnrm-i r62P nrraV41 (B)
By his reason [his) angels prospers and by his words he performs (his)
pleasure

Thus Sirach highlights God's sovereignty over all creation by referring to his
knowledge (Sir 42:18-20) and his power which rules over all creation through the
universal order (Sir 43:21, 23).

140 MS Bmarg reads mTQ3,'mighty acts,' for DTDS.
141 MS Bmarg reads •nam1?, 'for his own purpose,' for
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3.16.2.2 Sovereignty ofGod: His Word and Wisdom
The motif of the creative word which accomplished God's work of creation (cf. Sir
39:17b, 18a) is restated in Sir 42:15b:

Sir 42:15b

ev XoyoiQ Kiipvou xa epya ainot>
By the word of the Lord his works (are done)

lappn □mba msa
By the word of God his will [BJ

rem -maa

By the word of God his works [Bmarg].142

Sirach argues that both the astronomical (Sir 43:1-10) and meteorological (Sir 43:11-
25) phenomena are ruled over by God's word and his command:

Sir 43:5
ev A,oyois ceuTox) Kaxe'o7ceuoev 7xopeiav

By the words it [sun] hurries on its course

vnaa nsr man (B)
And (with) his words he makes his mighty ones

Sir 43:10
ev Xoyois ayiou axijaovxai tcaxa Kpipa

By the words of the Holy one they stand in their appointed places [lit.
according to the decision]

pn nair nana (bi
Bv the word of God a statute is established

Sir 43:13

jrpoaT<*yp,aTi cruxou KaxeaTceDoev yxova
By his command he sends snow

rasgaai mpn naam (B)
And makes brilliant the flashes [ in judgment]

raagaai d^t natam (Bmarg)
And casts off the living substance [in judgment]

Sir 43:23

A,oyiap,a> ai5xox> eKOTtaaev affuaaov
By his plan he stilled the deep

142 Some Greek texts have kcci yeyovev ev exiSoida ailxob Kptpa, 'and (his) decision had
come in his will,' following this text; MS B reads 'he accepts the one who
docs his will.'
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m~i pn?... magna (B)
His counsel burns up the deep

nan png ... inzngn (Bmarg)
From his quietness the deep is burnt up

Sir 43:26
ev Xoyco awoxi oxryKeixat xa rtavxa

By his word, all things hold together

■pan bv& vnanai (B)
And by his words he performs (his) pleasure.

Wisdom is also mentioned in the context where God's perfect arrangement or
design (cf. eKoopriaev in Sir 42:21a; perfect and eternal order of creation in Sir 42:23-
25) is highlighted.

Sir 42:21a

xa peya^eia xrp aocpta^ awox> eicoaprioev
He arranged the splendors of his wisdom

pn mpasn nmap143 (B)
[The might of his wisdom] he regulated

It is important to notice that Sir 42:21a is followed by the statement which strongly
exhibits monotheism, with an allusion to Isa 40:13b- 14a and 28:

Sir 42:21b

ok eoxtv jxpo xou aicovot; Kat ei<; xov aicova
owe 7xpooexe'0r| oxixe fi^axxcoGr]
Kal of) 7xpooe8ef|0T) oxioevoc axxppoxjA.ox)

Who is he, from all eternity, 'One' (lit. from eternal to eternal);
nothing can be added or taken away;
and he needs no one to be his counselor

(o'nrnn [Bmarg]) o'nra ton nnx
bato »^p]... xb
"fnri bzb ("pS [Bmarg]) "pn2 (B)

He is 'One' from everlasting;
nothing (had been added [to him], or) diminished (from him);
and he had no need (Bmarg) of any instructor

143 MS Bmarg reads niTOH,'mighty acts,' for DTD}.
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Cf. Isa40:13b-14a, 28b [LXX]

xig cruTcri) cujaPodXcx; eyevexo og oxrpPipa auxov
r) 7xpog xiva auvePoxAeaioaxo tcai axwepipaaev axtxov (Isa40:13b-14a)

Who has been his counselor who instructs him?
Or with whom has he taken counsel, and he has instructed him?

0eog akoviog o 0eog o Kaxaoicextdaag xa ctKpa xfjg yfjg
ox) 7retvdoei of>5e K07riaoei

ox)5e eoxiv eijexipeoig xf|g cppovrioecog abxox) (Isa 40:28b)

The eternal God, the God who formed the ends of the earth,
shall not hunger, nor be wear}',
and there is no searching of his understanding

Thus the mentioning of wisdom in the context of creation is related to the description
of the identity of God with monotheistic emphasis: 'He had no need of any
instructor' (Sir 42:21). The repeated expression that the universe is ruled by God's
words (Sir 42:15b; 43:5, 10, 26) should be understood in the same context. Thus
Sirach depicts God's identity by referring to the exegetical tradition of the Genesis
creation account in which God is depicted as the Creator and Ruler over the whole
universe. It should be noted that in this description, the divine word and wisdom
motifs are employed. Because of the context in which Ps 33 is referred to (Sir 39:16-
20), Sir 42:15-43:33 seems to focus on the word motif rather than wisdom. It is an

example of the creation account choosing between the word motif or that of wisdom
in accordance with its context.

3.17 1QS (Community Rule from Qumran Cave 1) 3:13-4:1

3.17.1 Literary Considerations

3.17.1.1 Context andMain Concern

1QS is one of the old Qumran scrolls which contain the community's beliefs of an
earlier stage (the 2nd to the 1st century BCE).144 It seems probable that the text of

144 Charlesworth {The Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek texts with English
translations vol. 2 [Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1995]) comments that the date of the Community
Rule from Qumran Cave 1 is considered to be from 100 to 75 BCE, based on Cross' palaeographical
study (F. M. Cross, 'The Development of the Jewish Scripts,' in G. E. Wright [cd.| The Bible and
the Ancient Near East [Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1965], 170-264, esp. 169-171), and
that the oldest copy of the Community Rule from Cave 4 is derived from the end of the second
century BCE (so J. T. Milik, "Priere de Nabonide' et autres ecrits d'un cycle de Daniel: Fragments
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1QS is composed of several separate units since these are clearly divided by marginal
signs and blank lines and spaces,145 as well as some literary indicators [1:1;
3:13], [4:2; 6:24; cf. 4:15], nn |5:l;6:8b|). However, there seems to be some

thematic connection between them. For example, in the first section, the aim of the
rule of community is said 'to seek God' (bx ©in1?) with all one's heart and with all
one's soul and to do what is good and just'in his presence' (VIS1?) (1QS 1:1 b-2). In
the second section, a similar sapiential teaching is given: 'to enlighten' (TNn1?) the
heart of man, to straigthen out 'in his presence' (T'3Si?) all the paths of true justice,
'to establish fear' (ina'?) in his heart 'for the precepts of God' (*78 "'ESK722) (1QS
4:2-3a). Several wisdom languages can be found in this context (1QS 4:3-6, 18, 22,
etc.). This sapiential theme is treated through the rest of 1QS: e.g. 'No-one should
walk in the stubbornness of his heart' (5:4); 'of the many in order to walk in the
stubbornness of his heart' (7:25); 'They should not depart from any counsel of the
law in order to walk in all stubbornness of their heart' (9:10). The account of the

identity of human beings (3:13-4:26) also seems to be an expanded argument of
sapiential teachings. It instructs the community members to walk according to the
laws or with wisdom (e.g. 1QS 4:24). The brief outline of 1QS is as follows.

THE OUTLINE OF 1QS

I. The rule of entry into the community (1:1-3:12)
a. The aim of entry into the community and priests' and levites' blessings (1:1-20)
b. The liturgy for entry into the community (1:21-2:18)
c. The rule of renewal ceremony, denunciation, and atonement (2:19-3:12)

II. Two paths of human beings and their destiny: wisdom instruction (3:13-4:26)
a. The nature of all human beings (3:13-4:1)
b. The paths of humility and stubbornness to the laws and their rewards (4:2-14)
c. The nature of all human beings and their destiny (present and future) (4:15-26)

III. The rules for the congregation (5:1-10:8)

arameens de Qumran 4,' RB 63 [1956], 61) ; G. Vermes, 'Preliminary Remarks on Unpublished
Fragments of the Community Rule from Qumran Cave 4,' JJS 42 [1991], 250).

145 Basically both the Rule of the Congregation (lQSa) and the Rule of Benedictions (lQSb)
are regarded as supplements to 1QS, since they derive not only from the same scroll, but they also
have the same date and handwriting (so J. T. Milik, in DJD 1, 107). Because of several duplicate
passages (the aims of the community: 1:1-15, 5: l-7a, 8: l-4a; the admission of new members: 5:20b-
23a, 6:13b-23; two lists of punishments: 6:24-7:25, 8:16b-9:2) and a thematic contradiction (e.g.
about priests' authority: 9:7, 5:2b-3a), reduction criticism has been attempted for 1QS. See Martinez
(The People of the Deati Sea Scrolls: their writings, beliefs and practices, transl. by W. G. E.
Watson [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995 (1993)], 51); M. A. Knibb, The Qumran Community (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 77; Murphy-O'Connor, 'Community, Rule of the, (1QS),' in
David Noel Freedman et al. (eds.) Anchor Bible Dictionary, vol. 1 (New York: Doubleday, 1992),
1110-1112.
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a. The rules for life in the community (5:1-6:23)146
b. The rules for punishment (6:24-7:27)
c. The rules for the holy congregation (8:1 -9:26)

IV. The Hymn of Praise (10:1-11:22)

Section two (1QS 3:13-4:26) argues that there are two paths in human history, and
that they are exclusively separate and have their own destiny. So, the members of
congregation are expected to choose the path of truth.147 In particular, this section
deals with two theological issues: (1) the division of the two generations; and (2) the
reality of sin and suffering in the community members (at the present time). The
descriptive creation accounts appear at the beginning of the main arguments (1QS
3:15b-18a) and at the ending of the first part (1QS 3:25) as follows:

Thematic Flow of 1QS 3:13-4:24

Heading for Section 2 (3:13-15a): The description of 'the nature of human history'
(JTH^m),148 i.e. their kinds,149 deeds, and final rewards

i. 3:15b-4:1
A. Descriptive creation account (3:15b-18a)

God's perfect design (or plan)
God's perfect dominion
Creation of the human and the two spirits

B. Two paths in history of mankind (3:18b-21)
two spirits: nQKn nutti / birm mm-i
Two Generations: nttNn ITH^W / rmbw
Two Angels: D"T1N "It? / -|Bm
Two Paths: TIN "STl / -]BTI 'OT1

C. Present Reality: Sins and suffering exist in the present community (3:22-25a)
A.' Descriptive creation account (3:25b-26)

God's creation of two spirits
God's design of their deeds

II. 4:2-14

B'. The nature of the two spirits and final reward
Humble spirit (11132} mi)

146 (1) the rules for community life (6:l-8a); (2) the rules for a session of congregation (6:8b-
13a); and (3) the rules for candidates (6:13b-23).

147 Compare with the idea of human choice in Sir 15:11-20.
148 This terminology may allude to nn^iri r6N in the OT (e.g. Gen 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1; it

occurs 13 limes in Gen; 9 times in 1 Chr; 13 times in Num; 3 times in Exod; and 1 time in Ruth).
1QS may attempt to write a comprehensive genealogy of human beings with an expanded chronical
view point. Concerning the translation of nr6w, a. Leaney (The Rule of Qumran and its
Meaning: Introduction, translation and commentary [London: SCM Press, 1966], 146) comments,
'To write therefore the 'generations' or history of mankind is to give an account of men's nature.'

149 Martinez, translates it as 'the ranks of their spirits'; however, (< "pft) may allude to
the terminology of Gen ch. 1 (e.g. 1:11, 12, 21, 25) in the sense of 'kind.'
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and its reward in eternal light (Cftbll? ""11X3)
Stubborn heart (3b 31313)

and its reward in the abysses (*^E?in nVIHS)

III. 4:15-24
C'. The present and end time reality of the two spirits

Present situation:
The division of the two spirits and nbll?)
The two spirits feud in believers' spirits

End time situation: D3X goes up / nbnr goes down

The creation account functions as an important theological basis which highlights the
point that the present and eschatological situations of community members are under
the perfect dominion of God.

3.17.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The creation account in 1QS col. 3 seems to have relevance to the Jewish exegetical
tradition of creation150 from several points of view: (1) God's perfect design before

1S0 The dualism of 1QS 3 has been compared with that of the Zurvan myth: K. G. Kuhn, 'Die
Sektenschrift und die iranische Religion,' ZTK 49 (1952), 312; C. T. Fritsch, The Qumran
Community (New York: Anchor Books, 1956), 73; W. F. Albright, 'The Bible After Twenty Years
of Archeology,' RL 21 (1952), 549; F. M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran (New York:
Anchor Books, 1961), 98; A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran (New York:
Meridan Books, 1962), 118-119; D. Winston, 'The Iranian Component in the Bible, Apocrypha, and
Qumran: A Review of the Evidence,' HR 5 (1966), 200; J. M. Allegro, The Dead Sea Scrolls
(Baltimore: Vallcntine, Mitchell, 1956), 128; H. Ringgren, The Faith of Qumran (E. T. Sander
[trans.]; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963), 78 (See brief summary of their arguments in J. H.
Charlesworth, 'A Critical Comparison of the Dualism in 1QS 3:13-4:26 and the "Dualism"
Contained in the Gospel of John,' in John and the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. J. H. Charlesworth [New
York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1990], 76-106, esp. 87-89). Charlesworth's argument is
mainly based on R. C. Zaehner's works on the Zoroastarism: Zurvan: A Zoroastrian Dilemma
[Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955); The Dawn and Twilight ofZoroastrianism (London: Weidenfeld and
Nicolson, 1961). However, there seems to be chronological difficulties particularly in the textual
investigation, since the textual evidence for the idea of monotheistically flavored dualism, which
depicts Zurvan as the sole Creator, and through whom two spirits (those dwelling in the light and
darkness) came out, is limited to a few written texts (i.e. Yasna 72:10; Videvdt 19:13; 19:16; and
Nyayish 1:8). The evidence from the citations of the Greek writers is not necessarily clear (see
Zaehner, Zurvan, 447-450), and it is also uncertain whether Zurvan is really regarded as a personal
being either, since in several contexts it means an infinite time and space (e.g. even in Dubitationes
et solutiones de Principiis of Damascius, 125 [it is known as the evidence from Eudemus, Aristotle's
pupil]). As far as the dextrine of Zoroaslcrism is concerned, the universe is from the beginning
divided into dual domains (i.e. light [the hights], in which Ohrmazd is dwelling, and darkness [the
depths], in which Ahriman is dwelling). The question is what historical factors made Zurvan myth
different from orthodox Zoroasterism: in other words, 'Should we simply regard the similarity
between the monotheistically oriented dualism of 1QS col. 3 and the Zurvan myth as the evidence of
lQS's dependence on the Zurvan myth? It is interesting that the creation account of Greater
Bundahisn 1:1-60 states that everything was created in six stages, and surprisingly enough, it
corresponds to the order of the Genesis creation account. It might have been influenced by Isramic
interpretation of the Genesis creation account. Therefore, we should await fuller study before taking
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the work of creation; (2) the creation of the spirits (or angels)151; and (3) the
establishment of the divisions in the world.132

Firstly, a similar expression to 1QS 3:15b-16, 'the perfect knowledge of God to
make a plan before it happened,' is seen in other Qumran sectarian texts (1QS 3:15;
11:11, 17; lQHa 5:6; 7:17; 9:7-8, 19-20; 21:12-13; 4Q176 frags. 16, 17, 18, 22, 23,
33, 51, 53, 1:2-3; 4Q180 frag. 1:1; 4Q402 frag. 4 1:12-14; 4Q404 frag. 4 1:1-2,
etc.). It can be seen in other Jewish writings (1 En 2:1-5:2; 9:11; 2 En 25:3; 33:3; 4
Ezra 6:1-6; 7:70; 8:52; 2 Bar 14:17; 54:1; TMos 1:12-13, etc.). In these contexts,
Prov 8:22-31 is more or less mentioned. The expression, 'And when they have come
into being at their appointed time, they will accomplish all their deeds according to his
glorious design without altering anything' (1QS 3:16), seems to share the idea with 1
En 2:1-5:2, in which God's perfect universal order is highlighted.

And all his works serve him and do not change, but all perform his command . . . How
the heavenly luminaries do not change . . . And at their fixed seasons they appear,
and do not violate their proper order. Observe the earth and consider his works which have
been wrought in it, that from the first to the last no work of God is changed153

Secondly, the idea of God's providence, which is prominent in the creation
account of Sir 39:33 (cf. Sir 42:23; Pss 33, 104), can be seen in 1QS 3:17, 'God
supports all in their need.'154

Sir 39:33

T& epycc Kuptoo 7tdv-ta aya0d teat icdaav xpe'iav ev oopa amfji; xoPhTH®61
The works of the Lord are all good, and he will supply every need in its time.

piso"' nun -pis b^b cma aba (B)
All the works of God are good, he suffices for every need in their time.

Thirdly, 1QS 3:18 mentions the creation of human beings and the endowment
of the spirits (Gen 1:26-28; 2:7). Concerning the endowment of the spirts, the
wording of 1QS alludes to Isa 42:5155:

the hypothesis of Zurvan myth. Rather, there seems to be a possible association with the Jewish
tradition (esp. Sirach, 1 Enoch, Jubilees), as it will be discussed later.

151 Cf. Jub 2:2; 2 En 29:1; LAB 60:2-3. See our argument on the Jewish exegesis on the
creation of the spirits (§ 2.1.1.2).

152 Cf. Job 38:10; Ps 104:9; Prov 8:28-29; 1 En 69:18; 2 En 47:5; Sir 16, 33, etc.
153 The translation of Knibb. Knibb (The Qumran Community, 97) notices that 1QS col. 3

may allude to 1 En 5:2.
154 See our argument on Sir 39:12-35 (§ 3.15.1.2).
155 Cf. 4 Ezra3:5b; Ant 1:34; JosAsen 12:1.
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1QS 3:18
pa •fonnn'? mrrn "ntr ~b

And he placed in him two spirits to walk with them.

Isa42:5
na wzhnb nrn avb n?2t?3 pi

who gives breath to its people and spirit to those who walk on it.

Sirach has a similar dualistic account on this issue. It is interesting that Sirach
expands the account of the endowment of the spirit (Gen 2:7 or Isa 42:5) with a

possible connection with the narrative of the tree of good and evil (Gen 3:1-7, 22).

Sir 16:16156
to epeo:; awou kcci to okotoq epeptoe tc5 A8ap.

(The Lord) assigned his light and darkness to Adam.

Sir 17:7

e7riOTT)pr|v ot>veoeco<; ev87rA,r|oev ocotot)^ iced dyuQa kcu kcckcc i)jre8eiS,ev
ccotoL;.

He filled them with the knowledge of intelligence and showed them good and
evil.

Sir 33:10b-11
. . . kou ex ytK ektioGt} A8ap. ev jr^fjOei e7UOTt)|LiT|<; K-upiog 8t£X(6pioev
cruTOp Kat ipLoioiaev xaq bdovq, ocutcov.

. . . and humankind was created out of the dust. In the fullness of his

knowledge the Lord distinguished them and appointed their different
ways.

DIK -1213 -IDJ? pi
(E) nrro-n na pwn [nann^nm nniN acri n^nan maanj

Thus the descriptive account of creation in 1QS col. 3 is relevant to the biblical and
Jewish exegetical tradition of the Genesis creation account. The creation account in 1
Enoch and Sirach, as well as indirectly Ps 33 and Isa 42:5, may influence these
texts.157

156 MS A, Gil, Sir have vv. 15-16; GI or Lat do not have these verses. Cf. Di Leila, The
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 270.

157 It should be noted that the manuscripts of 1 Enoch and Sirach are found in the Qumran
library (cf. 1Q23; 4Q201-212; 4Q530-531; 6Q8; 2Q18).
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3.17.2 Thematic Considerations
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3.17.2.1 God's Perfect Plan: as a Theological Basis

1QS 3:13-4:24 emphasizes how God dominates human history (717*117) from the
beginning to the end. The idea of the pre-established law of God before creation is
seen in other biblical and Jewish writings: it means the order of the universe (e.g.
Job chs. 37-38; Ps 104; 1 En 2:1-5:2; Sir 16:24-30; 42:15-43:33); it is connected to
God's eschatological plan (e.g. 4 Ezra 6:6; 2 Bar 48:2; 54:1; 4Q402 frag. 4 1:12-14;
1 En 9:11); and it is expanded into the meaning of the predestination of human beings
(Sir 18:1-3; 33:7-15; 1QS 11:11; lQHa 7:17; 9:7-8, 19-20; 21:12-13; 4Q180 frag.
1:1). 1QS 3:15b-16 takes the last interpretation: strictly speaking, whereas 1QS
follows the terminology of the creation account of lEn 2:1-5:2 in some senses, it
takes the understanding of 717*117, 'the predestination of human beings,' which
appears elsewhere in Sirach. The idea of God's perfect design of 717*117 is
reinforced by the next statement, 'In his hand are the laws (EStffB) of all things, and
he provides (□*12*17'' < *112) them in all their need (DrPSEsn)' (1QS 3:17).158 Based
on the ideas of God's perfect plan and his providence, 1QS explains the nature of
human history (i.e. 717*117: the present reality of evil power and the expectation for
the end time blessing) in order to encourage the community members to choose the
way of life.

3.17.2.2 Creation ofTwo Spirits: Dualism and Theodicy

1QS 3:18 states that God the Creator endowed two spirits on human beings. This
term alludes to Isa 42:5, as previously shown. There seems to be relevance to
Sirach's exegesis of the creation of human beings: i.e. Sirach (15:14; 17:7) may fuse
the account of the bestowment of spirit on human beings (Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5) with a

possible connection with the narrative of the tree of the truth and evil (271 DIE 11177"

fV) (Gen 2:17; 3:1-24).159 These two spirits are called, 'the spirits of truth and
deceit' (*111771 772X7 71717) (1QS 3:19). 1QS cols. 3-4 highlights the rigid division
of the two 717*117. There are three similar statements on the two 717*117 in 1QS
3:18-21, and a summarized form appears at the end of col. 3 (1QS 3:25).

1QS 3:18
God placed on him the two spirits (71717 ,7ti7)

so that they walk with them (23 "*1777*1) . . .

158 See the similar expression, 'all their need,' in Sir 39:33 and 42:23.
159 See Di Leila's comment (The Wisdom of Ben Sira, 282) on Sir 17:7.
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1QS 3:19
From the dwelling place of light (TIN ]1U03160)

(is) the generation of the truth (nftNil mi'm).
From the fountain of darkness ("|2?in Tpftft161)

(is) the generation of the deceit ('rrn mi'rn).

1QS 3:20
In the hand of the Prince of lights (OTIN "It? T3)

(is) the dominion over all the sons of the truth
so that they walk CD^nrT) on the paths of light (TIN "OTIS).

In the hand of the Angel of darkness (-|t?in "jNbn T3)
(is) all dominion over the sons of deceit
so that they walk (O^mr ) on the paths of darkness (pt?in Tin).

1QS 3:25
Fie created (N~Q) the spirits of light and darkness ("]t?lT TN miT"l),

and he established even' deed on them,
every labour on their paths.

The first example (1QS 3:18) makes the topic clear, which is discussed in the
following sections. 1QS 3:19 stresses the different origin of the two generations,
whereas 1QS 3:20 argues that both are guided by the different heavenly powers until
the end time (OTpD 1S1D IV in 1QS 3:18). In other words, the two nil^n were
given the different destinies originally (1QS 3:19) and historically (1QS 3:20), by
God the Creator. Also both the creation of the two spirits and the pre-establishment
of human destiny are recalled in 1QS 3:25. These ideas are common in the Theodicy
of the Jewish tradition. For example, Sirach applies the idea of the divisions of time
and space to the argument of the division of human beings (or the distinctiveness of
the chosen people) (e.g. Sir 33:7-15). 4 Ezra 6:38-54 and 2 Baruch 14:15-19 link the
idea of the division of the creation to the argument of the original status of Israel. In
order to argue why Israel suffers at the present time, they refer to the reality of evil
powers. For instance, by referring to the demonic power (i.e. Mastema and his
followers) (5:6; 10:1, 5, 8; 11:4; 12:20; 15:31, 32; 17:16; 18:9; 19:28; 48:2-49:4),
the Book of Jubilees argues that God rules human history by controlling two kinds of
spirit (demons and angels), and mentions that both can intervene in human history
(esp. Jub chs. 17-18, 48-49). However, on the contrary, it is also said that the Lord
gave evil spirits the authority to rule over the Gentiles (Jub 15:31), whereas the Lord
did not permit them to touch Israelites (Jub 15:32).162 In short, on the one hand the

160 Cf. the examples of the sense,'holy dwelling,' in Jer 25:30; Zech 2:17; Ps 68:5 |MT
68:6]; 2 Chr 30:27. See the simliar wordings: t?Tp in 1QS 8:8, 10:1; lQSb 4:25; TO3
|l?a in 1QS 10:3.

161 Cf. the examples of the figurative use: Jer 2:13; 17:13; 51:36; Hos 13:15; Zech 13:1; Ps
36:9 (Q^n TpO) [MT 36:10]; Prov 10:11; 13:14; 14:27; 16:22; 18:4 (TOP! TpQ).

162 See § 2.1.1.2.
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author of Jubilees understands that the evil power actually intervened in the history of
Israel, whereas, on the other hand, he states that there is a clear division in the roles
of the two kinds of spirits. This understanding is very similar to the idea of two
spirits in 1QS 3:20-25: i.e. on the one hand, there is a division between the dominion
of the prince of lights and the dominion of the angel of darkness (1QS 3:20-21),
whereas, on the other hand, the angel of darkness can cause the fall and suffering
upon the righteous by the end time (32p IV) (1QS 3:22-24a; cf. 1QS 4:23).
Although 1QS employs light/darkness imagery which reflect a strong dualistic
idea,163 the basic understanding can be found in the Second Temple Judaism.

3.17.2.3 Light and Darkness

Light/darkness imageries are employed to make clear the contrast between the two
generations. The expression of 1QS 3:19, "the dwelling place of light' ("UN
alludes to the astronomical accounts of 1QS 10:1-5 and lQHa 20:4-10. 1QS 10:1-5
tells that the lights (ITmXQ) shine out from the holy vault (©Hp b"OT) and retire to
the dwelling place of glory ("1123 ]HO), whereas God opens his store (H21X) for the
watches of darkness (~j©H HHE7N), and darkness retires before light (T1X ''DDft).164
lQHa states that each period of the dominion (r6©QQ165) of light and darkness has
been established in accordance with its regulation (13"Dr6) or with the laws (Dip-in1?)
of the great luminary (lQHa 20:4-10 [Sukenik col. 12 J). 1QS 3:13-26 seems to apply
typologically these astronomical phenomena (the storehouse of light and darkness; the
period of dominion of light and darkness) to the understanding of human history (the
present and end time). In some cases, the metaphorical word pair, ~j©in and US, are
replaced by another word pair, blUH (or ~j"!2) and DDSn (3:18, 20, 21, 22; 4:19, 21,
23). The word pair, "lis and "[©H, is consistently employed to contrast the nature of
nrasn and The word pair is also used for the names of the angels: □"'TIS ~l©
(or inns pS^Q) (1QS 3:20, 25) and -j©H (1QS 3:22). However, the notion
of TlS and "|©in does not necessarily imply a cosmic power as is prominent in
Iranian Zoroastrianism. Rather, it seems to be a simple application of a contrasted
word pair, which is commonly used in several Jewish writings (e.g. Sirach, 1
Enoch, etc.) for theological arguments (e.g. the original status of the chosen people
and their final reward, the reality of heavenly supports, and theodicy).

163 For example, Charlesworth ('Dualism in 1QS and John') is interested in the zurvan myth
because its dualism contains a monotheistic view; Mansoor (The Thanksgiving Hymns [Leiden: E.
J. Brill, 1961], 57-58) believes that Qumran dualism was derived from the old Iranian religion, and it
was combined with Hebrew monotheistic doctrines of creation.

164 The idea of 'the storehouse of lights' is common to Jewish astronomical accounts (e.g. 1
En chs. 72-75).

165 Cf. r6©22 in 1QS 3:20-21, 23.
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3.18 4Q392 (Liturgical Work from Qumran Cave 4) 1-9

3.18.1 Literary Considerations

3.18.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction ofthe Text
The right and left margins can be seen on the photo (PAM 42.150), but it is uncertain
whether the top line of the fragment is the beginning of the text. Lines 4 to 7, which
refer to the creation of light and darkness, are well preserved, while Lines 1 to 3 and
8 to 9 have lost a few words in each line.

RECONSTRUCTION OF 4Q392

l niDbam i I
iqq no1? x^i dt6[x nx nxT^]166 trx 7i[ i di 2

opt? [ yjm^x ii iirvs nn trix it>?]yi db?b3 pmn irvnyyi 3
ib ]-[E7n x~a xin ino px^i dikh py 'n ~ipr6i ^yyy 4

nxn pa bnan1? iyy pxi nro nsb r6ax ^yi amix nx lmypm 5
yyyiyi nn n'r1? trytryi qqv nijxb D^nnn apxi -an'? -y -trr6 6

lamx bx *b?j?q ^y D^aiy x^p iinrib pxi ipn px4? nix iyyi 7
nsyy yxb ynopi mx'rpa ][ \b iayy nyy *?pb?3 xi^n ntry s

inn yxar laa^n [ Tpi TiiBia jp^pnai mnpn 1 ana 1 9

THEMATIC FLOW OF 4Q392

1 ] and kingdoms [

2 ] man [ to fear G]od,
and not to turn away from [

3 and to his covenant their soul adheres
and [ they] ob[serve ea]ch the words of h| is ] mouth

3-4 Go[d ] the heavens above
4 and to examine the paths of the sons of man.

which have no secret for you.

He created darkness [and li]ght for himself,
5 and in his dwelling the perfect light shines,

and all the darkness leaves before him,
5-6 and he does not need to separate light from darkness
6 because (only) for the sons of [ma]n he separated them

as the li[ght| at daytime with the sun,
at night the moon and the stars.

7 And with him there is a light which cannot be inspected
nor can it be known

[ f]or all the creations of God are double.

166 Or another possible restoration is mriX1? Cf. Dcut 11:22; 30:20.
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7-8 We arc flesh, which does not understand
how many with us [ wonjders
and portents without number.

9 [ wijnds and lightning 1
the servants of the holy of hoflies] going out before him [

3.18.1.2 Context andMain Concern

It is uncertain whether the first word, which can be seen in the middle of Line 1,

'kingdoms,' mentions the earthly kingdom (cf. 4Q392 frag. 2 3) or the
heavenly kingdom (cf. 4Q400 frag. 1 1:2-3; 2:1; frag. 2 3,4; 4Q401 frags. 1-2 2;
frag. 14 1:6; 4Q403 frag. 1 1:8, 32; 2:3, 10). The former rendering might suggest
that the fragment mentions God's dominion over the kingdoms, whereas the latter
suggests that it praises the Lord who dwells in the highest place. In some fragments
from 4Q Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4Q403 frag. 1 1:45-46; 2:1; 4Q404 frag. 5
4; 4Q405frag. 4+ 14), the heavenly kingdom (mD^Q T32?) appears with the perfect
light (Omitf). It seems to suggest the latter rendering. In any case, the praise of
God might come in the first line of the fragment. Lines 2 to 4a might mention God's
mercy upon them who walk in righteousness (cf. Deut 11:22; 30:20). Lines 8 to 9
emphasize the sovereignty of God, by referring to the heavenly mysteries ('winds,'
'lightning,' 'angelic beings') (cf. Job chs. 37-38; Ps 104). Lines 4 to 7 refer to the
creation of light and darkness. It is mentioned as a great mystery of God, which
represents his magnificence.

3.18.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
As far as the creation account in 4Q392 is concerned, Lines 4b to 7 give an

interpretation of the creation of light and darkness (cf. Gen 1:14-19). Reference to
the creation of light and darkness in the context which emphasizes the sovereignty of
God, as well as its wording, may allude to Isa 45:7. The idea that there is no
darkness in the presence of God can be found in biblical tradition (cf. Ps 139:12; Dan
2:22).

3.18.2 Thematic Consideration: Creation ofLight
The changing of the general word order, ~]E?m "TIN, to T1X1 ~jt2?n (frag. 1 4), attempts
to focus on the creation of darkness. It was given through the division between light
and darkness (frag. 1 5). 4Q392 argues that the division was given for the world of
the sons of man (frag. 1 6), but there is no division in the realm of God's dwelling
place (frag. 1 5). In other words, God created two different lights: one is perfect
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light (DmiK), which shines in the dwelling place of God (n3U?ft > ]*1E0167) (frag. 1
4b-5, 7); the other is the luminaries, which were created for the sons of man (frag. 1
6). The word, 'double' (frag. 1 7), might allude to DTK? or 5-uo 8-60 in
Sir 33:15, which is said to be the way of God's creation. In the context of 4Q392,
the double might indicate the creation of light and darkness (v. 4); however, vv. 5-7a
might suggest that it mentions the dual existence of the heavenly light (for God) and
the luminaries (for human beings). Through this interpretation, 4Q392 emphasizes
the distinctiveness of God's identity, by contrasting it to the lowliness of human
beings (cf. frag. 1 8). The similar emphasis on God's distinctive nature, which
employs light and darkness imageries, can be seen in the Old Testament as has been
previously argued (cf. Ps 139:12; Dan 2:22). 4Q392 expands this tradition and
applies it to the exposition of Gen 1:14-19. Consequently it may have produced the
distinctive idea of the creation of two different lights (one being God's dwelling
place; the other for human beings).

3.19 4Q422 (Paraphrase of Gen and Exod from Qumran Cave 4) frag. 1 1-13

3.19.1 Literary Considerations

3.19.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction ofthe Text
Eleven tiny fragments, which were clearly written by the same hand, are now
reconstructed into three columns, and they are called 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod).168 It
contains a paraphrase of the account of creation and the account of human rebellion
(frag 1; Gen 1-4), the flood (frags. 2-6; Gen 6-9), and the Exodus event (frags. 10a-
e; Exod 1-11 with Pss 78 and 105). It is assumed from the reconstruction of frags.
lOa-e that the original columns have 12 to 13 lines, and that each line may contain 10
to 12 words. Fragment 1 contains 8 lines, in which three or four words are visible.
This means that the fragment misses the first five lines and two thirds of the words in
each.169 The first words of fragment 1 refer to one of the creation formulae (the
reference to the divine attribute), which usually appears in the first part of the creation
account in the Jewish tradition (cf. 4Q381; 4 Ezra 6:38; PrMan 1:3; SibOr 3:20; 2 Bar
14:17; 21:4; 54:1; ApAbr 22:2; Sir 42:15, etc.). Thus this line (1:6) may be a part of

167 In the sense of the dwelling place in heaven (cf. Deut 26:15).
168 See the works of T. Elgvin, The Genesis Section of 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod),' DSD 1

(1994) and E. Tov, 'The Exodus Section of 4Q422,' DSD 1 (2) (1994); '4QParaphrase of Genesis
and Exodus,' in H. Attridge (DJD 13), 417-441.

169 See Elgvin's reconstruction of fragment 1 (DJD 13, 421).
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the beginning of the creation account, whereas the five missing lines (1:1-5) may be
an introductory section.170 The reconstruction of col. 1 (frag. 1) is as follows.

RECONSTRUCTION OF 4Q422 frag. 1-13

ip i2]i2171 nt2?r 0x22 [^121 pxm op®n 6
1PX2 naa i]Enip mn [12^22 mx172 i

2ixn bv n]®2im rrnn arpan ^122 nmb Dixb ]na173 8
rt2ixn pa b"oxb I'raan 2pxn bv Dixn or174 9

»n am rmpn 222 ^px Tibpib [ 10
rpin ] irotri vbv aip^i n

nren psp'ri 21 i2ip[ ]b\ 12
pi^tsr 13

6 ] he made [the heavens and the earth and all] their hosts by [his] word. [
7 ] he made [Adam in his image and breathed his holy spirit into his nostrils.
8 he gave humankind dominion over every living creat]ure and what move[s on the earth.
9 he set humankind on the earth,] he set him in charge to eat the fru[it of the soil
10 ] that he shoul[d n]ot eat from the tree that gives knowledge of good and evil.
11 J he rose against him and they forgot [his laws
12 ] in evil inclination and for dccd[s of injustice
13 ) peace [

3.19.1.2 Context andMain Concern

If our reconstruction is possible, then the fragment mainly focuses on the creation of
Adam and his original status (his noble birth and assigned role as guardian over the
created world). In spite of his godly origin, Adam sinned against his Creator and
was inclined to do evil (1:11-12). The account of Adam's rebellion is followed by
the narrative of the flood and the plagues in the Exodus event. It might be possible to

170 Cf. Elgvin's comment (DJD 13, 422).
171 See4Q381 frag. 1 3 [0X22 T21 IP "13131. Another possible reconstruction would be

Elgvin's 11212.
172 It might be possible to assume that the fragment focuses on the creation of Adam,

interpreting CTl H2E2 'the breath of life'(Gen 2:7 or Isa 42:5) as 'the holy spirit.' Sir 17:7 and
4Q504 frag. 8 5 seem to understand the spirit as 'the wisdom of God.' The letter before is not
necessarily 1, but rather 1 (see the photo of PAM 41.478). 4Q504 frag. 8 4-5 clearly mentions this
creation of Adam, before the account of the assignment of the human role. Another possible
restoration is 11X instead of 12^23: the fragment might mention the construction of the heavenly
realm; E?11p fill is considered to be in the perfect light (DD11X 11X2) in the heavenly
sanctuaries (4Q403 frag. 1 44-45; 4Q404 frag. 5 1-8; 4Q405 frag. 6 11-15; frag. 14 1:5; frag. 23
2:8; 11Q17 8:1-10). The creation of light and divine spirits through the word of God might be
mentioned (4Q404 frag. 4 1-2; 4Q405 frag. 6 3). Elgvin suggests another restoration by referring to
Gen. 2:2: 1[B?X 112X^2 ^122 "ir2t?n DTP nPDI.

173 Cf. Gen 1:21, 28.
174 Cf. Gen 2:15-16; Ps 8:7; 4Q381 frag. 1 7-8.
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assume a thematic continuity between the creation account and the rest of the
narratives, which tells that the universe (or nature) which was originally created to
serve human beings rose against them (in the form of the flood and plagues), because
of Adam's rebellion.

3.19.] .3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
The fragment is a retelling of Gen 1:26-28 and 2:7. Reference to the divine attributes
in the work of creation (4Q422frag. 1 6-7) may be influenced by Ps 33:6. If ItJHIp
m~i is taken as a mediator of creation (rather than one of the list of created beings),
Elgvin's comment may be right that the fragment assigns a more important role to
God's holy spirit in the context of creation than Gen eh. 1 and Ps 33:6-9.175

3.19.2 Thematic Consideration: the Word ofGod
The first sentence (v. 6) states that the work of creation was accomplished by his
word, with a possible reference to Ps 33:6. It is a shorter account of the whole
Genesis creation account (esp. Gen 1:1-25) which depicts the mighty works of God,
and it may also function as opening words for the retelling of human history (esp.
Gen 1:26 and thereafter).

3.20 4Q504 (Words of the Luminaries3 from Qumran Cave 4) frag, recto 8 4-10

3.20.1 Literary Considerations

3.20.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction of the Text
Two large fragments (frags. 1-2) and six middle size fragments (frags. 3-8), as well
as forty one tiny framents (frags. 9-49), are regarded as the collection of daily
prayers.176 If fragment 8 belongs to the same group of fragments (such as 1 and 2),
each line of fragment 8 has lost more than half of its words. On the back (verso) of
fragment 8, the title for this collection is printed as miSQn "'"137 'The words of
Luminaries.' Because of this printing on the back and the mentioning of the work of
creation in it, fragment 8 (recto) shoud be considered as the prayer of the first
week.177

175 So Elgvin, 'The Genesis Section of 4Q422,' 195.
176 Cf. Baillet (Qumran Grolte 4 III[4Q482-4Q520] [DJD 7; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982J).
177 So Baillcl (DJD 7, 138).
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RECONSTRUCTION OF 4Q504 frag. 8 1-15

rp -^ibb178 [ "»]3pnK np3T DV2 nbsn179 1
a'^u; n*"80 nnjomrii 2

a'n^u? mitra]181 mmm anpa niK^si proar-i182 3
naj-naa muia nmir imp* dik 4

iniK nnN^n]183 rum rp'Q'i idkb nnnop a^n nat?3 5
imn nr^tsan nnuaa -ias ps? }pa 6

IK maa p»a -[bnn^i ai 1
up Tiba1? par apm -10® «[ 8

jn nar^i nsin naai 9
1 nnr*r nnai mi 10

la'nrrrm-t'? [ 11
1 nan"! m t 12
] •'ana man [ 13

•93 an -tpaabv84 oain ai^a^ 14
1^1 1 1 15

1 Prayer for the first day. Remem |ber, Lord, because the deeds of the Lord
2 | And you are the Lord for ev[er
3 I considered] the marvels of old and the portents
4 Adam,] our [fatjher, you fashioned in the image of [your] glory
5 the breath of life] you [bjlew into his nostril, and intelligence and knowledge |
6 in the gardjen of Eden, which you had planted. You made [him] govern [
7 ] and so that he would walk in a glorious land |
8 ] he kept. And you imposed on him not to tufrn away
9 ] he is flesh, and to dust [
10 ] And you, you know [
11 | for everlasting generations [
12 ] a living God, and your hand [
13 ] man on the paths of |
14 ] to fill the earth with violence and she[d innocent blood
15 ] to [

3.20.1.2 Context andMain Concern

The prayer recalls God's care for the father of Israel, Adam (frag, recto 8 4). The last
part of fragment 8 (recto) might mention the declared judgment of God: that is the
blessing upon the people who walk in the paths of righteousness (cf. frag. 8 recto 10-

178 Baillet (DJD 7, 163) restores . . .QUQ with some hesitation. However, it might be
possible that Ps 77:10-11 is in the author's mind.

179 See the similar opening formula in 4Q504 frags. 1-2 1:8; 7:4; frag. 3 2:5.
180 Baillet (DJD 7, 163) reads Tl with some hesitation; however the photo (PAM 43.626)

suggests our reading. See 4Q504 frags. 1-2 5:8-9, nana1? m hn (cf. idiomatic use mrP PinX
in the OT).

181 So Baillet (DJD 7). Cf. Ps 77:5 [MT 77:6],
182 Cf. Ps 77:5 [MT 77:6].
183 So Baillet (DJD 7). Cf. Sir 17:7.
184 So Baillet (DJD 7, 163). Cf. Gen 6:11, 13.
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13) and the curse upon the wicked (cf. frag 8 recto 14-15). Reflecting the sins of
their fathers and God's punishment against the people, they recall the forgiveness of
God, which had been given to them (cf. frags. 1-2 2:1-19; 3:10-21; 5:1-21). The
prayer encourages the people to strengthen their hearts, to walk on the paths of
righteousness (cf. frag. 4 12-13), and to hold a salvific expectation (cf. frags. 1-2
6:10-21). Therefore, the creation of Adam is recalled in the examination of the
history of Israel (past, present, and future) with chronicles' point of view.18?

3.20.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from Scripture
The account of the creation of Adam in fragment 8 (recto) is a retelling of Gen 1:26
and 2:6-7 (or 5:1). The fragment expanded the account of the creation of Adam by
interpreting □"'"P 712t2?3 as the spirit of the divine wisdom (frag. 8 recto 5), or

possibly by linking it to the account of the tree of knowledge.186

3.20.2 Thematic Consideration: Creation ofAdam
Adam was fashioned in the image of God's glory ([72)7122 711072), and was
bestowed with the divine wisdom (lit. 711)71 73,'2 'intelligence and knowledge')
(frag, recto 8 4-5). Adam was assigned to govern God's created world and was
allowed to walk in a glorious land (7122 pX2) (frag, recto 8 6-8).187 Thus the
fragment emphasizes the glorious origin of Adam. It should be noted that Adam was

called, 'our father' (ir2[XI) in this prayer, which means that the prayer focuses on
the unique identity of the people of Israel and God's special care for them.188 This
theme is repeated in the rest of the prayers:189

Frags. 1-2 3:3 72733 ]*»82 CllH *712
All the peoples are [like notjhing.

Frag. 1-2 3:4-5 0*137 *372 72i3> 137122? 27321 137172 727122*77
For your glory, you have created us, and you have established us
as your sons in the sight of all the people.

Frag. 1-2 3:9-10 f7N7 [*7722 DD1?] 72*7 7n772 7371N 8*2
For you chose us [to be your people among) all the earth.

Frag. 1-2 4:4-5 □''2137 *7722 *7>8727 nX 77127X N*2
For you loved Israel more than all the nations.

185 Cf. Ant ch. 1; StbOr bks. 1-2.
186 Cf. Sir 17:5-7; 4Q422 frag. 1 10.
187 Cf. Wisd 9:2-3.
188 Cf. 4 Ezra 6:38-54; 2 Bar 14:15-19.
189 Cf. frag. 6 6, 10; frag. 4 5.
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3.21 1 lQPsa (The Psalms Scroll from Qumran Cave 4) 26:9-15

3.21.1 Literary Considerations

3.21.1.1 Preliminary Remarks: Reconstruction ofthe Text
From a palaeographic point of view, 1 lQPsa seems to have been edited by one scribe.
It contains forty one biblical psalms (Pss 93-150), seven apocryphal psalms (cols.
18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28), and a piece of prose about David's compositions
(1 lQPsa DavComp). Our text, which contains the poetic account of creation, and is
now called 'The hymn to the Creator' (1 lQPsaCreat), comes after the two paragraphs
from Pss 149:7-9 and 150:1-6. The last two lines are partially damaged, but it can be
reconstructed in accordance with Jer 10:12-13.

RECONSTRUCTION OF 1 lQPsa 26:9-15190

mrr 27Hpi *7173 (t) 9
7171 717*7 D"2?17p 2?17p

1*7" 777 ins1? (2) 9-10
□"37 D"3 |1Q7 1"77N1

1"3D □"□□ 73N1 70n (3) 10-11
1N03 |133 p73S1 2D2731 73N

7*7383 718 *7"733 (4) 11-12
13*7 7373 |"37 7727
1337"1 1138*73 *713 187 T8191 (5) 12

137" 81*7 72*8 78 D877 "3
713137 D"77 7B33 (6) 13

"7 *713*7 313 *7318
17133 p8 72713 -|173 (7) 13-14

1733173 *737 ]"33
□"327 721 1731373 (8) 14-15

[1"7173S|183 [717| 83S1"1
7273 7(23*7 D"p73] (9) 15

[p8] 72p [3 D"]8"271 *73"1

LITERARY STRUCTURE OF 1 lQPsa 26:9-15

9 Opening Great and holy is the Lord,
the holy of holies to every generation.

9-10 Throne In front of him Glory walks
of and behind him is the din of many waters.

10-11 God Grace and truth surround his presence
truth andjusticc and upright are the basis of his throne.

190 The reconstruction of the text is from J. A. Sanders (DJD 4, 89-90).
191 The text writes 187T8.
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11-12 Creation
of

12 Light

He separated light from darkness,
the dawn he established by the knowledge of his mind.

Then all his angels witnessed it and sang,
for he showed them what they had not known.

13 Creation
in

13-14 the Earth

He crowns the mountains with produce,
good food for all the living.

Blessed be he who made the earth with his power
who established the world with his wisdom.

14-15 Creation
in

15 the Heavens

He spread out the heavens with his knowledge
and brought out [the wind] from [his] storehouses].

He made [lightning for the rai]n,
and made the mists rise [from] the end of [the earth].

3.21.1.2 Context andMain Concern

It is not certain whether there is a parallel between this apocryphal psalm and two
citations from Pss 149:7-150:6. However, both psalms praise the Lord in the same

way, by meditating on the mighty works of God. Following the opening praise
(26:9a), the psalm pictures the heavenly throne of God, by using metaphorical words
(26:9b-11a). The song of the angels (26:12) may be related to the previous
description of the heavenly throne, and the psalm goes on to reflect upon the mighty
work of creation (26:12-15).

3.21.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT

llQPsa 26:9-15 was composed by referring to (or alluding to) the biblical texts
(mainly Ps 89 and Jer 10:12-13).

11QPsa 26:9-15 Biblical Passages

Majesty precedes him (2a). Grace and truth go before you (Ps 89:14b
[MT 15b]

Behind him is the din of many waters (2b). When he utters his voice, there is a tumult
of waters in the heavens (Jcr 10:13a; 51:16).

Grace and truth surrround his presence (3a). Your truth surrounds you (Ps 89:8 [MT 9]).

Truth and justice and upright are the basis
of his throne (3b).

Upright and justice are the basis of your
throne (Ps 89:14a [MT 15]).

Blessed be he made the earth with his

power and established the world with his
wisdom (7)

It is he who made the earth with his power
and who established the world with his
wisdom (Jcr 10:12ab).

He spread out the heavens with his
knowledge (8a)

and with his knowledge he spread out the
heavens (Jer 10:12c).
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and brought out [the wind] from [his]
storehouses] (8b)

and brought out the wind from his
storehouse (Jer 10:13d)

He made (lightning for the raijn, He makes lightnings for the ram (Jer
10:13c)

and made the mists raise [from] the end
of | the earth] (9).

and he makes the mist rise from the ends of
the earth (Jer 10:13b).

Thus the first three verses of the apocryphal psalm are based on Ps 89:8 and 14, and
the last three verses, which tell of God's work of creation, are grounded on Jer
10:12-13. It should be noted that the contexts of both Ps 89 and Jer ch. 10 describe

the sovereignty of God that was sufficiently revealed in his work of creation (cf. Ps
89:5-13; Jer 10:6-7, 10-11).

llQPsa 26:9-15 depicts the sovereignty of God, by employing several ideas and
words from the biblical hymns. Firstly, the psalm illustrates the heavenly throne of
God (26:9-1 la): he is surrounded by grace and truth; majesty is in front; the dignity
(in heavenly realm) is behind; truth, justice and upright are below. When God
accomplished his first work of creation (the creation of light), the angels,who served
him around his throne, praised the Creator (26:12).192 Secondly, the psalm reflects
on God's perfect nourishment for all the living beings (26:13).193 Thirdly, the psalm
reflects on the divine attributes (IITD, inOSin, ircon) which are often used with
monotheistic emphasis in the biblical and Jewish tradition. Fourthly, the psalm refers
to the biblical accounts of the meteorological mysteries (26:8-9).

Our findings from the early Jewish descriptive accounts of creation may be
summarized as follows:

(1) The descriptive accounts of creation are shorter accounts which focus on

particular events of creation. In other words, they make a selective reference to the
Genesis creation account. Some creation accounts particularly refer to the creation in
the heavenly realm or the astronomical and meteorological phenomena (1 En ch. 69; 2
En chs. 47-48; 4 Ezra 6:1-6; LAB 15:5-6; Sir 33:7-15; 4Q392 frag. 1-9; llQPsa

3.21.2 Thematic Consideration: Monotheism

3.22 Summary (for Chapter 3)

192 Cf. Jub 2:2-3; 4QJuba 5. Sec § 2.1.2.1.
193 Cf. 4Q381 frag. 1 9; 4Q422 frag. 1 9.
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24:11-15). Some accounts focus on the creation of human beings (2 En chs. 65-66;
4 Ezra 3:3-4; 2 Bar 14:16-19; Sir chs. 16-17; 4Q422 frag 1 1-13; 4Q504 frag 8 4-
10). Some other accounts take a more compact form which generalizes the work of
creation (2 Bar 21:4-8; 48:1-10; JosAsen 8:10-11; Sir 39:12-35; chs. 42-43). In
general, the exposition of the Genesis creation account is a more interpretative than a
narrative account.

(2) Like the narrative accounts, the descriptive accounts also find links between
the Genesis creation account and other biblical creation accounts in accordance with

their theological concern. The astronomical and meteorological accounts which
highlight the mystic knowledge of God and God's providence over all creation hint at
the reference to Job chs. 37-38 (1 En ch. 69; 2 En chs. 47-48; JosAsen 12:1-2; Sir
chs. 42-43; 4Q392) and Ps 104:5-23 (2 En chs. 47-48; Sir chs. 16-17; 1QS 3:17;
4Q392). The unique identity of God as the Creator is depicted on the basis of these
biblical references: Pss 33:6, 9 (2 Bar chs. 21, 48, 54; ApAbr 22:2; Sir ch. 39;
4Q422); 89:9, 14 (llQPs3 24:11-15); 90:12 (2 En chs. 65-66); 119:73 (4 Ezra 3:4-
5); 139:2-8 (2 En chs. 65-66); Isa 42:5, 7 (2 En chs. 47-48; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 1QS 3:18);
Jer 10:12-13 (llQPs3 24:11-15); Prov 8:22-29 (e.g. 4 Ezra 6:1-6; 1QS cols. 3-4). It
should be noted that the Genesis creation account is linked to Isaiah 48:3, 13 and
55:11 and Ps 33:6-12, and their creational motifs are expanded in salvific and
eschatological contexts.

ISAIAH AND PSALM IN THE CREATION ACCOUNTS

JEWISH CREATION ACCOUNTS ISAIAH AND PSALM

Your word (verbum) accomplished the work (4
Ezra 6:38).

So shall my word be, . . . it accomplishes what I
desire and makes succeed what 1 sent it (Isa
55:11).

Your word (verbum) went forth, and immediately
the work was done (4 Ezra 6:43).

They (which were foretold) goes out of my
mouth, . . . and I accomplish immediately, and
they came to pass (Isa 48:3).

You . . . spoke (w'emmart) with the word
(bmelta ) (2 Bar 14:17a); and at once (sa te) the
works of your creation stood (qamw) before you
(2 Bar 14:17b).

he spoke, (Ps 33:9) . . .; with the word of the
Lord the heavens were made (Ps 33:6); then at
once I did (Isa 48:3); I call to them, they stand
forth together (Isa48:13; Ps 33:9).

O (Lord) one who made the earth, hear me, the
one who fixed the firmament by the word
(.bmelta) and fastened the heaven by the spirit
(.bridia) (2 Bar 21:4a).

By the word of the Lord the heavens were
established; and all the host of height of them by
the spirit (m~Q1) of his mouth. For he spoke,
and they were made (Ps 33:6).

The one who from the beginning of the world
called (daqrd < qr) that which did not yet exist,
and they obeyed you (2 Bar 21:4b).

When I call (Ka^eoco [LXX]; qdre < qr' [MT])
to them, they stand forth together (Isa 48:13).

You who commanded [pqadt) the air with your

sign {bremz.dk) and have seen the things which
are to come (2 Bar 21:5). . .

and he commanded (ziwwa), and they were created
(Ps 33:9).
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You may create immediately {bursa te) all that
vou want (2 Bar 21:7b).

I (God) did immediately, and they (the events)
came to pass (Isa 48:3).

You summon (qare) the coming of the times,
and they stand (wqainiin < qarri) before you (2
Bar 48:2a).

When I call (N~lp) to them, they stand forth
together (Isa 48:13); For he spoke, and it came
to be; he commanded and it stood firm (Ps 33:9).

And with the word (wamelta) you raise that
which does not exist (2 Bar48:8a-b).

When I call to them, they stand forth (mq'im)
(Isa 48:13).

You bring about (or summon) (mayte) the things
which will happen in the times by your word
(bmeltak) (2 Bar 54:1c)

They (what God declared) went out from my
mouth, . . . then suddenly I did them, . . . and
they came to pass (Isa 48:3).

The beginning of the ages serve (msamsin ) the
word (Imeltak) (2 Bar 54:3).

so shall my word be, ... it shall accomplish
that which 1 purpose (Isa 55:11).

All the works of the Lord are very good, and
whatever he commands will be done at the

appointed time (ev Kaipo) ocutou) (Sir 39:16).

The word of the Lord (mrT,_"lD7) is right
("IB'''), and all his works (inBrO) (are done) in
faithfulness (n31QK3) (Ps 33:4)

By his word (ev koycp orbtoil) the waters stood
(eoTt|) like a heap of water and with the word of
his mouth the reservoirs of water (FiniSIX VS
X2J11221 [B| [with the utterance of his mouth
the reservoirs]) (Sir 39:17b).

By the word of the Lord (miT ~Q73) the
heavens were made; all their host by the breath
of his mouth (VS m~Q1). He gathered the
waters of the sea as in a bottle, and he put the
depths in the reservoirs (DTIBXB) (Ps 33:6-7).

When he commands, his every will (is done) (ev
7rpooxdypaxt abiob naoa f] ebboKi'a/
rpl,:r pijnnn PI [In [his] place he
makes his will prosper]) (Sir 39:18a).

For he spoke, and it came to be (TP*) "1QN
XI!"!); he commanded, and it stood firm (7BBS1
m^rxirt) (Ps 33:9).

This is my will as to what in the counsel
{suvetu). . . I gave them a command by my word
(slovomu moimu) and they came into existence.
All the previously created you have seen stood
(stawa) before me (ApAbr 22:2).

The counsel of the Lord (mrP nXB) stands
firm forever (Ps 33:11); He commanded, he
spoke and it came to be (Ps 33:6, 9).

Isa 48:3 and 55:11 do not necessarily refer to creation, but rather illustrate how God
will bring about his salvation by his word (or by his command). Nevertheless, 2
Baruch (cf. the narrative creation account in 4 Ezra ch. 6) exposes Isa 48:3 and 55:11
in both creational and eschatological contexts. This interpretation gives a more vivid
picture of the eschatological works of God. That is to say, God who by the word
accomplished the work of creation can bring about at once the eschatological works
immediately by the same word. Interestingly, the word of God is personified when
reference is made to Isa 55:11 (2 Bar 54:3; 56:4; cf. 4 Ezra 6:38, 43). Ps 33:6 is also
interpreted in a similar way. Sir 39:16-18 reads Ps 33:6 (which is the description of
the creational events) with Ps 33:9 (which is the general description of the way God
works with his word). This reading associates the motif of the creative word with the
salvific works of God. Sirach goes on to say that God, who completed the work of
creation by the word of his mouth (Sir 39:17b), can bring about the salvific works
(not necessarily with the eschatological emphasis) by the authority of his utterance

(Sir 39:28-31). Similarly, ApAbr 22:2 reads Ps 33:9-12 with Ps 33:6-8, and its
context indicates that the reality of the coming of the eschatological events is
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associated with the work of creation. The link between Isa 48:3, 13 and Ps 33:6, 9
occurs in 2 Baruch (14:17a; 21:4-7; 48:2). It is worth noting that Isa 48:3
corresponds to Ps 33:9, whereas Isa 48:13 corresponds to Ps 33:6. It may be one of
the reasons for this interpretation.

(3) The creation accounts designate the identity of God who is unique (2 En
47:5, 6) and who is distinguished from other gods (2 En 47:3; 2 En 66:1-2, 5). He is
the (sole) Creator (2 En 47:4-5; 4 Ezra 3:4-5; 6:6; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 21:4, 7; 54:2; Sir
18:1; 4Q392; llQPsa 26:9-15) and the sole Ruler over all creation (2 Bar 21:6, 9;
48:3; 54:12-13; Sir 18:3; chs. 42-43). Some accounts accompany a sapiential
teaching 'to fear the Lord the Creator' (2 En chs. 47-48, 65-66; 4Q392).

(4) We have observed how the divine attributes function in the descriptive
accounts of creation as well. First of all, the word of God (or its idea) is mentioned
in the context where the sovereignty of God or his mighty works are highlighted
(literal: 4 Ezra 3:4; 2 Bar 14:17; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; ApAbr 9:9; 22:2; JosAs 12:2; Sir
39:17; 42:15; 4Q422 frag. 1 6). The divine 'oath' {mahla) (1 En 69:16-25; cf. 4Q381
frag. 1 3-4; Leg All 3:204) functions as the other expression of the creative word. J.
Fossum holds that the creative and sustaining oath might come from the TP 'let it be .

. .' of Gen ch. 1. It might be possible that the name of God as 'I am who I am'
(nTK -|B?X rtTK; cf. Exod 3:14) is associated with the unique identity of God who is
the origin of all things so that he alone can let everything be (exist). Thus, the name
of God indicates his identity as the Creator. The 'sign' (remze) also appears as a

synonym of 'the word of God' in 2 Baruch (21:4-5; 48:8; 54:1-3). This motif may
be linked to the divine command in the sense of an authorized signal by which a
certain event will come about at once. So, the idea of 'sign' {remze) is associated
with the picture of Genesis ch. 1 (see a possible relation to the name of God [cf.
PrMan 1:3 and LAB 60:2; Jub 36:7|, as will be discussed in the next chapter). The
idea of the eschatological word is built on the motif of the creative word, as has
already been argued. As for the wisdom motif, it is mentioned in the context where
God's providence over all creation (both space and time) is highlighted. Wisdom
motif finds its link to God's thoughtful arrangement for all creation (2 En 48:4 [J [; 4
Ezra 6:6; 2 Bar 48:9; Sir 42:23-25), to the identity of God as the Ruler over the world
(2 Bar 21:6; 54:13), to his sovereignty (llQPs3 24:7-8), and to his perfect
eschatological plan (2 Bar 21:8-12; 48:3-8; 54:1; ApAbr 22:2; 1QS cols. 3-4). The
other imageries, God's hand(s) (4 Ezra 3:4-5; 2 Bar 54:13) and the power (2 Bar
48:8; 1 lQPsa 24:7) appear in contexts where the mighty power of God is highlighted.
Therefore, all these imageries of the divine attributes are associated with the
description of the unique identity of God.

(5) The speculation on the unique identity of God, which was revealed in his
work of creation, is developed in a salvific and a more eschatological context. The
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fulfillment (or realization) of the eschatological promise is strongly expected on the
basis of the identity of the sovereign God (4 Ezra 6:6; 2 Bar 21:6-8; 48:2-10). In
ApAbr 22:4-5, while being shown the sequence from the creational events to the
eschatological events, Abraham affirms the sovereignty of God who has already
made a plan for all creation. JosAsen 8:10-12 meditates on the Lord who 'gave life'
(Ccooirairjoaq) to all things and called (them) out from darkness to light in the context
of creation (JosAsen 8:10a), and applies this motif to a salvic context by reiterating
the language of new creation, such as Oorroiriaov (to give life), dvaiccdviGov (to
renew), dvcbtA-aaov (to form a new), and dva^coo7i:oir|oov (to make alive) (JosAsen
8:11a). When the life-giving motif is taken up again in JosAsen 12:1-3, it is
interestingly associated with the motif of 'the word of creation': 'For you, Lord,
spoke and they were brought to life (ekakrioag teat navxa e£o)oyovi)Gi]oav), because
your word, Lord, is life for all your creatures' (JosAsen 12:2). This is an

interpretation of the Genesis creation acccount in a salvific context. Similarly, several
correspondences between the revealed identity of God as the Creator and the expected
identity of God as the Fulfiller of the eschaton are explored:

THE CREATOR AND THE FULFILLER OF THE ESCHATON

GOD OF CREATION GOD OF THE ESCHATON

These things were made through me alone, and
not through another (4 Ezra 6:6a).

And the end [will come] through me and not
through another (4 Ezra 6:6b).

God created at once (barsate) all that he wanted
(2 Bar 21:7).

Not to postpone that which was promised (2 Bar
21:24).

God knows the number of the drops of rain
(because he is the Creator of meteorological
phenomena) (2 Bar 21:8a).

God knows the number of humankind (2 Bar
21:11); God knows the consummation of the
times before they come (2 Bar 21:8); And God
knows where he preserves the end of those who
sinned or the consummation of those who have
been righteous (2 Bar 21:12).

You remember the beginning which you made (2
Bar. 48:7a).

And you do not forget the destruction that is to
be (2 Bar 48:7b).

And with the word (wabmelja < melta) you
raise (mqim < qatn) that which does not exist (2
Bar 48:8a-b).

You summon (qdre < qr') the coming of the
times, and they stand (wqayrnin < qam) before
you (48:2a); And you summon (mayte) the
things which will happen in the times by your
word (bmettak) (2 Bar 54:1c); And it happened
when the word (melta) had gone out from him
. . . and it was established in accordance with the
abundance of the intelligence of him who let it
go forth (2 Bar 56:4).

You are the one to whom both the depths and the
heights come together (2 Bar 54:3a).

And the beginning of the ages (may 'dime)
serves (msamsin < sms) the word (Imeltak) (2
Bar 54:3b).

With signs (bremze) of fear and threat you
command the flames, and they change into
spirits (2 Bar 48:8a).

You are the one who easily performs all by a
sign (bremza) (2 Bar54:2).
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At his word (ev Xoy© Gemot)) the waters
stood in a heap, and reservoirs of water at the
word of his mouth (ev pijjaaxi oxogaxoc;
amoii) (Sir 39:17b).

And whatever he commands (txccv
Trpoaiaypa) will be done at the appointed time
(Sir 39:16b); When he commands (ev
7rpoaxdypait auxou), his every purpose is
fulfilled, and none can limit his salvation
(ocoxfjpiov croxao) (Sir 39:18); When their
(prepared instruments for the end time judgment)
time comes they never disobey the word
(koyov) (Sir 39:31).

It should be noted that the motif of the creative word is expanded into the motif of a
salviftc (Sir 39:16, 18b, 31) and eschatological word (2 Bar 48:2; 54:1, 2, 3; 56:4).
This interpretation of the Genesis creation account has been influenced by Isa 48:3,
13; 55:11 and Ps 33:4, 6-9.

(6) The Jewish creation accounts also focus on the creation of human beings
(Gen 1:26-28; 2:7-24; Isa 42:5), and speculate on the identity of human beings (or
Israel) and examine their position in history. They consider the relationship between
God and the first human being (Adam), and affirm their status as the chosen people
who were given special care from their Creator (4 Ezra 3:4-5; 2 Bar 21:24) and who
were assigned a special role as guardians of all creation (2 Bar 14:18). In particular,
they focus on the account of the giving of God's breath to Adam (Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5).
For example, 4Q422 understands God's breath as the spirit, whereas Sir ch. 17 and
4Q504 interpret it as divine wisdom or knowledge. Since they possessed the divine
wisdom and the law (Sinai event), they thought themselves to be in a special position
from the beginning in order to rule over all creation. The Qumran sectarians (e.g.
1QS col. 3) interpret it in a more deterministic way, and understand that there were
two kinds of spirits which were given to human beings: one for the chosen and the
other for the Gentiles. They also develop Theodicy in several ways: 4 Ezra 3:7
acknowledges the responsibility of human beings for their sinful nature; 2 Bar 14:15-
19 argues that God created two different worlds (this world for the nations; the
coming world for the chosen); Sir 39:22-27 explains that God created good things for
the good and bad things for the wicked; and 1QS col. 3 develops a dualistic world
view as shown above. Therefore, speculating on the creation of human beings, they
acknowledge that they live in a predetermined history, and they examine whether they
are standing in the right position (both in an ethical sense and in a more deterministic
sense). These speculations on the identity of human beings (or the people of God)
are extended into the eschatological arguments as well. When they focus on God's
special care for the chosen people, they also expect God to take immediate action for
their restoration (4 Ezra ch. 3; 2 Bar ch. 14). And when they refer to a predetermined
course, that idea comes from the expanded understanding of the division of the world
(time and space). They examine at what stage they are living, and foresee the coming
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eschatological salvation behind the existing reality of their suffering (4 Ezra ch. 3; 2
Bar ch. 14; 2 En chs. 65-66; 1QS col. 3).

(7) Some Jewish creation accounts associate the identity of God with the life-
giving motif: God is depicted as the life-giver (4 Ezra 3:5; 6:47-48; JosAsen 8:10-11)
and life itself (pcG*: fiaya) (2 Bar 21:9) or the Creator of life (rxlm rxGAa: barya
hayyeh) (2 Bar 23:5). He is the sole life-giver who alone has the authority to produce
life ex nihilo (2 Bar 21:4; 4 Ezra 3:3-5; JosAsen 8:10-11). As has been observed in
some creation accounts, this description of the identity of God is associated with the
motif of the divine attributes. For example, while wisdom is assigned to create Adam
(2 En 30:8), 4 Ezra 7:69 emphasizes that God created human beings by his word.
JosAsen chs. 8 and 12 meditate on the Lord who 'gave life' (CtoOTtoihoag) to all
things by his word which is defined as life (JosAsen 12:2). Moreover, the life motif
may find a link to the account of the endowment of spirits (as discussed above), or to
the motif of blessing (JosAsen chs. 8, 12, 15).

(8) As for the light imagery, firstly, light is considered a divine thing. In
4Q392 frag 1 4-5, light is described as a realm or sphere in which God dwells. Light
finds its place beside God together with wisdom (2 Bar 54:13) or beside his throne (2
En 25:4 [J]), and light is thought to be brought out from God's treasuries (4 Ezra
6:40; cf. 2 Bar 59:11). Secondly, this light motif as divine is easily linked to the
divine nature of the law (e.g. Ps 119:105; Prov 6:23; Isa 2:5; 42:21; 51:4; Sir 17:11;
2 Bar 17:4; 59:2; 77:13, 16; Wisd 18:4; T Lev 14:4). In particular, 2 Bar 59:2 seems
to take Isa 9:2 as an account of the giving of the law at Mount Sinai. LAB 15:5-6
may suggest a typological correspondence between the two Exodus events (the
miracle of the Red sea and the giving of the law) and the two creational events (the
division of water on the third day and the creation of lights on the fourth day). It is
an example of the association between the creation of lights and the giving of the law.
The idea of the separation of light from darkness is taken in an ethical sense as well (2
Bar 18:1-2; JosAsen 8:10a; 1QS 3:19; cf. 2 En 30:15 [J]). Thirdly, like the life
motif, light is counted as an eschatological blessing (2 En 65:10 [A]; 2 Bar 48:50;
51:1-3; cf. Isa 60:19-20; Jub 1:29; 2 En 65:7 [J]; LAB 3:10; 23:10; SibOr 2:315).



Chapter 4

BRIEF REFERENCES TO CREATION

This chapter treats the shorter creation accounts which cannot come under the former
categories (the narrative and descriptive accounts). It is a brief reference to the
Genesis creation account, and in some cases the motif of creation plays a subsidiary
role. Since there are many simple references to the Genesis creation, this chapter will
select nine examples from early Jewish literature, which show a distinctive
interpretation: Jub 12:4, 26; LAB 60:2-3; ApAbr 7:10-11; 9:3, 9; LadJac 2:10-14,
20; PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9; 1 Bar 3:32-38; Sir 33:7-15.

4.1 The Book of Jubilees 12:4

4.1.1 Literary Considerations

4.1.1.1 Context andMain Concern

Jub ch. 11-23:8 is a retelling of the Abraham stories in Genesis, accompanied by a
series of sapiential instructions. According to the Book of Jubilees, Abraham began
to pray to the 'Creator of all' (fatur kuel) from his youth (Jub 11:17), and grieved at
idolatry of his land so that wished to separate from the people and even from his
father (Jub 11:14-16). One day, Abraham told Terah not to worship idols (Jub 12:2-
5). In this conversation Abraham refers to God's work of creation to demonstrate the
sovereignty of God, which is contrasted with the uselessness of other gods (i.e. the
idols which were created by the hands of human beings).

4.1.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
Jub 12:2-5 mostly refers to Isaiah chs. 44 and 46 and Ps 135, which demonstrate a

clear contrast between God and idols by referring to God's mighty work of creation.
The literary correspondences between Jub 12:2-5 and the texts from Isaiah and
Psalms are as follows:
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Jub 12:2-5' Isaiah and Psalms

What help and advantage do we get from
these idols before which you worship and they bow down and worship
and bow down? it (lsa46:6).
For there is no spirit in them, ... no breath (mi) in their mouth

(Ps 135:17)
for they are dumb, ... ... cannot speak (Ps 135:16)

Worship the God of heaven ('amesak samay),
who makes the rain and dew fall on the earth, (cf. Ps 135:7)
and who makes everything upon the earth.
He created everything by his word (bakalii),2 (cf. Ps 33:6)
and ever}' life (wakuel heyyewat) (comes) from
him (or his presence) ('emmekedem gaz).3

Why do you worship those things
which have no spirit in them?
and they are made by hands,

and you carry them on your shoulders.
You receive no help from them,

but instead there is a great shame
for those who made them, . . .

(Ps 135:7)
made by the hands of men
(Ps 135:15)

they lift it to their shoulders
and carry it ... it cannot save
him from his trouble (Isa46:7).

He and his kind will be put to shame
(lsa44:l 1; cf. 44:9)

4.1.2 Thematic Consideration: The Sovereignty ofGod
God is called 'the God of heaven ('amesak samdyY who sends down rain and dew
upon the earth, and is depicted as the Creator (Jub 12:4). Several contrasts are made
to highlight the sovereignty of God. That is to say, the idols are made 'by hands'
(Jub 12:5), whereas God created everything 'by his word (or voice) (hdkkdluY; all
life (wakuel heyyewdt) comes from God, whereas there is no spirit in the idols. The
term 'everything (kuelY is repeated three times, and highlights the mighty works of
God. It should be noted that in this context the divine attribute 'the word' (< kdl) and
the life motif (i.e. God as the origin of all life) are mentioned to emphasize the
sovereignty of God.

1 English Translation is based on J. VanderKam (The Book of Jubilees, 69), while consulting
his Ethiopic edition (J. VanderKam, A Critical text, 72).

2 Or 'voice' (cf. S. Mercer, Ethiopic, 108).
3 O. Wintermute (OTP II, 80) translates it 'all life is in his presence'; however, 'emmekedem

should be translated as 'from the front' (cf. Ps 139:5 Qlpftl 1HX), otherwise, 'from east' (cf. Isa
9:11 DlpQ).
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4.2 The Book of Jubilees 12:26

4.2.1 Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
Jub 12:16-17 tells the stories of God's blessings and promises to Abraham (cf. Gen
11:31-12:3). Having finished the prayer to God, Abraham received the word of the
covenant which promised that he would be a founder of a great nation (Jub 12:22-
24). Following this narrative, the Book of Jubilees adds an account of the restoration
of the Hebrew language (Jub 12:25-27). This account explains that Hebrew was a

primordial language which had been used until the day of the Fall, and that God
attempted to restore it in Abraham's mouth and thereafter. In this context, Jub 12:26
defines the Hebrew language as 'the tongue (or language) of creation' (balsanfetet).

4.2.2 Thematic Consideration: the Language ofCreation
The former account is grounded on the understanding that the work of creation was
done by the word of God. It is interesting that the restoration of the Hebrew
language is mentioned in the context where the covenant is the focus. M. Rubin
suggests that there is a Jewish tradition, called, 'Leshon Haqodeshd which was
conceived in Palestine at the time of the national awakening during the second century
BCE: 'Leshon Haqodesh, in which the world which was created will prevail once
more in the end of the days, when all nations will once again speak this primordial
language in which the world was created.'4 It is an eschatological speculation which
is grounded on the Genesis creation account.

4.3 Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 60:2-3

4.3.1 Literary considerations

4.3.1.1 Context andMain Concern

The narrative of David begins from LAB ch. 59 in which David's two songs (LAB
59:4 and 60:2-3) are introduced. The former is the praise of David and the latter is
the song which was sung when an evil spirit came upon Saul (60:1). Following the
summary of the Genesis creation account, LAB focuses on the creation of the spirits
(or evil spirits), which is hinted at in some Jewish literature (such as Jub 2:2; 2 En
29:1).

4 M. Rubin, 'The Language of Creation or the Primordial Language: A Case of Cultural
Polemics in Antiquity,' JJS (1998), 317.
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4.3.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
As a whole, LAB 60:2 follows the narrative order of the Genesis creation account but
retells it in a shorter form: Line (b) alludes to Gen 1:3; Line (c) alludes to Gen 1:6, 9;
Lines (d) and (e) allude to Gen 1:8, 10; Line (g) alludes to Gen 1:11-12.

(a) Tenebre et silentium erat antequam fieret seculum,
(b) et locutum est silentium et apparuerunt tenebre

(c) Et factum est tunc nomen tuum in compaginatione extensionis

(d) quod appellatum est superius celum,
(e) inferius vocatum est terra.

(0 El preceptum est superiori ut plueret, secundum tempus eius,
(g) et inferiori preceptum est ut crearet escam homini quiJactus est.

(h) Et post hecfacta est tribus spirituum vestrorum (LAB 60:2).s

Darkness and silence were before the world was made,
and silence spoke and the darkness came into sight.

Then your name was pronounced in the drawing together of what had been spread out.

The upper of which was called heaven,
and the lower was called earth.

And the upper part was commanded to bring down rain according to its season, and the
lower part was commanded to produce food for all things that had been made.

And after these was the tribe of your spirits made.

4.3.2 Thematic Consideration: Creation and Evil Spirit
David commands the evil spirit, who dwells in Tartarus (60:3), to bear in mind that
she was created on the second day of creation (60:2-3)6 from a resounding echo in the
chaos (60:3). After a while Solomon the Exorcist7 (lit. lateribus meis 'my lions') was
born to rule over her (60:3). It should be noted that God does not appear except once
(lit. 'your name' [tunc nomen]), but each work of creation is described as born from
chaos. However, it should be noted that 'the name' {nomen) is mentioned in the
sense of the name which is pronounced with the divine oath or command.8 This may

5 The Latin Text is of Kisch's edition.
6 See 2 En 29:1; cf. Jub 2:2 (spirits were created on the first day).
7 See Harrington's note (OTP II, LAB).
8 Cf. § 4.6.2.1.
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be associated with a Jewish tradition that the name of God is referred to in the context

of creation (e.g. Jub 36:7; PrMan 1:3b; 1 En 69:13-15; cf. 3 En 42:1-7).

4.4 Apocalypse of Abraham 7:10-11; 9:3,9

4.4.1 Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
The Apocalypse of Abraham can be divided into two parts (chs. 1-8 and chs. 9-32).
The former section tells the story of Abraham's youth, and the latter describes the
apocalyptic visions. While Abraham was discussing about idolatry with his father
(ApAbr7:l-12), God's voice came down from heaven, and commanded Abraham to
go away from his father by saying, 'You are searching for 'the God of gods' (Ba bo:
va vo) and 'the Creator (TBopua: tvorca) in the understanding of your heart'9 (8:1-4).
After Abraham left his father, Abraham heard the voice again, and this time God
identified himself as the Creator with the descriptions of the work of creation. The
creation motif is illuminated in the closing section which tells of the eschatological
events (ApAbr 9:10).

4.4.2 Thematic Considerations

4.4.2.1 Identity ofGod
The self-identification of God as the Creator (ApAbr 9:3) seems to correspond to
Abraham's previous description of God: 'who created all the gods, . . . who made
the heavens crimson and the sun golden; who has given light to the moon and the
stars with it; and who has dried the earth in the midst of the many waters' (ApAbr
7:10-1110). ApAbr describes how God responds to Abraham's faith in God the
Creator. God identified himself with 'I am (a^b lecMb: a3i jesmi),' saying as
follows.

'Here I am (a^b lecMb: aSi jesmi). Do not be afraid, for I am (a^b lecMb: aSi jesmi) before
the age (npea:e BTxa: preze veka) (perhaps in the sense of 'the world') and the mighty God
who created the light age (or the light of the age?) (CBkTa B'txa: sveta veka) in the past. And
I am (a^b lecMb: aSi jesmi) the protector for you, and I am (a^b lecMb: aSi jesmi) your
helper' (ApAbr 9:3-4).

9 The Slavonic text is of N. S. Tikhonravov's edition.
10 Our Slavonic text here follows S (Sil'vestrovskij, 14th CE) and some C (A Palaia, 16th

CE) traditions (see OTP I, 692).
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It should be noted that God firstly refers to his pre-existence (npetKe BliKa: preze
veka)7 and secondly to the creation of the heavens and the earth. In particular there is
a focus on the creation of light (CBJna B'hKa: sveta veka) and the separation of the
land from the waters.11 Based on this description of the sovereign power of God,
which was manifested in the work of creation, God demonstrates the reliability of his
protection for Abraham.

4.4.2.2 The Word and Eschatology
God promises to show Abraham 'the great things which he has not seen' (ApAbr
9:6). It is the revelation concerning the ages which were founded by the word of
God, and which were expected to be renewed: lit. 'I will show you these ages which
were founded by the word (r.noM'b: glomu), and affirmed, created, and renewed
(noHOBeHMia: ponevenija)\9:9).12 The idea of 'these ages' (tm bf>Kbi: ti vekui) may
be associated with the apocalyptic vision which describes history from creation to the
eschatological judgment (ApAbr 21:1-7).13 The point is that the ages are considered
to have been created by the word of God. This account follows the biblical and
Jewish exegetical traditions, i.e. the creation by the word of God (cf. Ps 33:6).
Secondly, the ages which were created in the past were expected to be renewed in the
eschatological era (ApAbr 9:9). As it will be shown more clearly in ApAbr 21:1-7,
Abraham is now allowed to view God's sovereign power over all ages from creation
to the eschaton.

4.5 Ladder of Jacob 2:10-14,20

4.5.1 Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
The Ladder of Jacob is a retelling of Jacob's dream at Bethel (Gen 28:11-22).
Resting during his flight from Esau, Jacob had a dream of the ladder reaching from
the earth to the heaven (LadJac 1:1-12). Jacob uttered a prayer asking God to
interpret this dream (LadJac 1:6-22).14 Then, God ordered the archangel Sariel to

11 Cf. In Isaiah, i am saying' appears in the context which God's mighty work of creation is
highlighted (e.g. 45:7 [the creation of light]; 45:8 [the Creator]; 48:12-13 [beginning and end], etc.).

12
to nf.Kbi rnoMb mohmT) ci>£/iaHMia M oy i BeptKCHHia ciTBopeHwa u noHOBeHwa: ti

vekui glomu moimu suzdanija i utverzenija sutvorenija i ponevenija. See § 3.10.2.2 for our
translation of ApAbr 9:9.

13 See §3.11.2.1 (ApAbr 21:1-7).
14 Recension B (e.g. K [Kolomna Palaia of 1406], M [Melee Monastry collection], P

[Solovki Monastry collection]) does not have this text (from LadJac 2:3 through 5:1), but Recension
A (S [Palaia of 1477], R [Rumiantsev Palaia ofl494], U [Undolsky Palaia of 1517] has our text.
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reveal to Jacob the apocalyptic meanings and to show the destiny of his descendants
(LadJac 5:1-6:1515): i.e. the ladder indicates this age, and the twelve steps
symbolize the periods of the age; the twenty four faces who are standing on both
sides of the twelve steps indicate the kings of the godless nations who will try
Jacob's descendants. In the prayer (LadJac 2:6-22) Jacob recalls the powerful and
glorious figure of God, and asks him to be shown the interpretation of the dream
(2:21-22). The creation accounts (LadJac 2:10-14, 20) appear in the context which
depicts the identity of God as the glorious and fearful God.

THE STRUCTURE OF LADJAC 2:6-22

Prayer to the God of his fathers (v. 6)

A. God is fearful (vv. 7-9)
who was holding cherubim

bearing seraphim
carrying the whole world

B. God is the Creator of heaven (vv. 10-14)
who made the skies firm

for the glory of his name
stretching out the heaven which gleams under him
caused the sun to travel its course

destined the moon and stars to pass on

A'. God is fearful (vv. 15-19)
whom seraphim are afraid of

B'. God is the Ruler of the whole world (v. 20)
who filled the heaven and the earth,

sea and abysses
all the ages

with his glory

Jacob's request to the mighty God of his fathers (vv. 21-22)

4.5.2 Thematic Consideration: Monotheism

In the prayer, Jacob combines a heavenly picture in which God is surrounded by the
cherubim and seraphim (LadJac 2:7-8), receiving their ceaseless praise (2:15-19; cf.
Isa 6:2) with a reciprocal picture of creation in which God made the heavens and
filled the whole world with his glory (2:10-14, 20). LadJac 2:12-14 exhibits a

particular account of the creation of luminaries: i.e. God conceals the sun during the
night, and makes the moon wane, and destines the stars to pass on so that they might

1S The account of LadJac is considered to be closed here, and ch. 7 is regarded as a Christian
interpolation since it contains the description of the cross and suffering of the Messiah (vv. 30-35).
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not seem to be gods. It is a monotheistic emphasis which may correspond to the
ending words of Jacob's prayer: 'for you are a god who is mighty, powerful and
glorious, a god who is holy . . (LadJac 2:22). A similar account of the creation of
the luminaries appears in ApAbr 7:8-1 la: 'But I will not call it (the sun) a god
because when night comes it becomes murky with darkness, nor again shall I call the
moon or the stars gods because they too at times during the night dim their light . . .

but this is the true God who has made the heavens crimson . . ,'16 The context of

ApAbr 7:8-11 thereby clearly exhibits monotheism.

4.6 The Prayer of Manasseh 1:2-3

4.6.1 Literary Consideration

4.6.1.1 Context andMain Concern

This short prayer is 'a penitential psalm, or individual lament of personal sin.'17 The
prayer can be divided into three parts: (1) an invocation: the praise to the Lord for
his mighty work of creation (vv. 1-4) and the acknowledgment not only of the Lord's
anger against sinners, but also his manifold mercies to them (vv. 5-7); (2) a
confession of sins (vv. 8-10); and (3) a petition for forgiveness (vv. 11-13) which is
followed by a concluding doxology (vv. 14-15).18 Reference to the work of creation
is made (vv. 2-3) in order to affirm God's mighty power (v. 4), which is associated
with the identity of God (lit. 'the magnificence of his glory (f) (xeyakojipexeia xfjQ
5o!;t|<;)' or 'the greatness of magnificence (or glory)' (^k»ant rf^a^K"-^19).
That is to say, it is revealed as a fury against sinners (v.5), but also as a great
compassion for them (vv. 6-7). Therefore, reference to the work of creation is made
to affirm the unique identity of God which is the ground for the implied author's plea.

4.6.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
This prayer obviously depends on the narrative of Manasseh in 2 Chr 33:11-19,
which tells of the king who humbled himself during the exile to Babylon and prayed
to the Lord (vv. 11-13). The narrative tells that the Lord was moved by his prayer

16 Translation of Rubinkiewicz (OTP 1, 692, Recension A, B, C, K).
17 J. H. Charlesworth, OTP II, 625.
18 Cf. J. H. Charlesworth, OTP II, 625.
19 Syriac Text is of M. Baars and H. Schneider edition ('Prayer of Manassch,' in The Old

Testament in Syriac: According to the Peshitta Version [The Peshitta Insitute Leiden (ed.); Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1972]).
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and brought him back to his kingdom, so that Manasseh acknowledged that Yahweh
is the true God (vv. 12-13). 2 Chr states that the prayer of Manasseh was written in
the annals of the kings of Israel (v. 18) and in the records of Hozai (or the seers |tcov
opoovxcDv] [LXX] and S) (v. 19). In particular, several terms of the prayer of
Manasseh correspond to the records of 2 Chr as J. Charlesworth has rightly listed20:

2 Chr 33:11-19

[Manasseh]. . . provoking his [Yahweh's]
anger (v. 6)

[Manasseh]. . . placed ... the idol
. . . in the Temple (v. 7)

Manasseh with hooks,
. . . in chains . . . led. . . away. . . (v.l 1)

humbling himself deeply before

the God of his ancestors ... (v. 12)

PrMan 1:1-15

I provoked your fury [or anger] (v. 10; cf. 13)

1 set up idols (v. 10)

I am easnarcd (v. 9b)
I am bent by a multitude of iron chains (v. 10)

I am bending the knees of my heart before you
(v. 11)

God of our fathers (v. 1)

The prayer of Manasseh may refer to Ps 51 (a penitential psalm): the prayer refers to
God's right judgment against human transgressions (Ps 51:3-4; PrMan 1:9-10), to
the abundant mercy of God (Ps 51:1; PrMan 1:7), and to the forgiveness and
salvation of God (Ps 51:14-15; PrMan 1:15).21

Reference to the work of creation is frequently made in the biblical and Jewish
traditions in order to highlight the sovereignty of God.22 Similarly, PrMan prefixes a

praise of the sovereign power of God the Creator to this penitential psalm (cf. Gen
1:1, 6-10; 2:1). The power (or authority) of God is depicted by the motif of the
word (or command) of God and the motif of the authority of his divine name. The
former frequently occurs in Ps 33:623 and in other Jewish creation accounts. The
latter is associated with the former motif, as will be shown below.

20 J. H. Charlesworth, OTP II, 628.
21 Cf. Cf. J. H. Charlesworth, OTP II, 630.
22 E.g. Pss 33:6-8; 89:11; 104:1-30; 135:7; 136:5-9; Job 36:22-38:38; Isa 40:28; 42:5;

44:24; 45:7; 48:12-13; Jer 10:12-13; Jub 12:4; SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3; ApAbr 9:2; Wisd ch. 9; 1
Barchs. 3-4; 2 En chs. 47-48, 65-66; 4Q176; 4Q381; 4Q392; 4Q403; 1 lQPsApa 2-3; 1 lQPsa 24.

23 Ps 33:6 is possibly referred to in SibOr bks. 1, 3; 4Q381; 2 Bar chs. 14, 21; ApAbr ch.
21; Sir ch. 39; 4Q422; Jub 12:4.
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4.6.2 Thematic Considerations
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4.6.2.1 The Word and Name ofGod in Creation
The creation account in PrMan consists of three sentences, and in particular the last
two constitute a parallelism.

rC^irC'o rxL^a_x am 2

nAji y

T-ODtXn am 3a

mkl^.i ixli.xno°i'i rrCn ■ nrfa

rd^iam^\ rt-yirXn am 3b

rC vi it "Tin rvX-LM.l m~7i r -i m5n)r\_y>a

2 He created the heaven and the earth
with all their embellishment (or their order24).

3a He bound the sea

and made it firm (aph'el < qwm) by the command of his word.
3b He closed the deep

and closed (< htm; or sealed)25 it by his powerful and glorious name.26

The above parallelism suggests that the idea of creation by the command of the word
(of God) (mYA^n rtlin-aa_am) is associated with the idea of the creative and
sustaining name (of God) (m*n r -i). Jub 36:7 refers to the name of God as the
creative name:

Now I will make you swear with the great oath (bamahhla 'abiye) - because there is no oath
which is greater than it, by the praiseworthy, illustrious, and great, splendid, marvelous,
powerful, and great name (basam) which made the heavens and the earth and
everything together (or at once) - that you will continue to fear and worship him.27

J. Fossum observes that the connection between the name and creation appears

frequently in later Rabbinical literature (TarJon Exod 28:30; y. Sanh 29; b. Suk 53b;
b. Mak 11a).28 In the creation account in 3 En 42:1-7, the power of the name of
Yahweh functions as an agent to rule over the meteorological phenomena:

24
Kooptp cruicov (LXX).

25 P. Smith, Syriac English Dictionary, 163-164,
26 Lit. the noun 'name' precedes two adjectives.
27 Translation of J. VanderKam (The Book of Jubilees, 238).
28 J. Fossum, The Name of God, 250.
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I saw water suspended in the height of the heaven of 'Arabot, through the name Yah, I
am who I am . . . (PPH8 "ItTN HTIX PP Qt2n29) (3 En 42:2).

The idea that the deep ( r^om^; cf. Dinn) was closed by the name of God might be
associated with the motif of the divine oath which is also mentioned in the creation

account of 1 En 69:16-21 (cf. 4Q381 frag. 1 3).

And by that oath (bdmahhla) the depths are made firm; they stand still and do not
move from their places from the beginning (of creation); and forever (1 En 69:19).30

Referring to J. Fossum's observation that the creative and sustaining oath would have
been the TP 'let it be . . .' of Gen ch. 1,31 S. McDonough argues that the name mrP
and the oath TP were associated solely because of the similarity of their letters, and
because one generally associates oath with name ('I swear by X').32 According to
Philo, the oath is a proof of the exceeding power of God, that whatever he says is
sure to take place (Leg All 3:204). In short, the name of God, as well as the
command of the word of God (PrMan 1:3) or the divine oath (1 En 69:19; cf. 4Q381
frag. 1 3), indicates the power of the divine authority of Yahweh, through which the
heavens and the earth were made and sustained.

4.6.2.2 The Sovereignty ofGod
As discussed above, reference to the work of creation is made in vv. 2-3 in order to
affirm God's mighty power (v. 4). In particular this power is expressed by the motif
of the creative word and by his powerful and glorious name (v.3). All things fear
and tremble before God since his command and his name exhibit the mighty power of
God, which created and ruled the universe (v. 4).

29 Hebrew text is of Odeberg's edition (J Enoch or the Hebrew Book of Enoch [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1928], H3 [55]).

30 Ethiopic Text is of M. Knibb's edition (The Ethiopic Book of Enoch, 204-205).
31 J. Fossum, The Name of God, 78. Cf. Both TargNeo and TargJon to Exod 3:14 begin their

explanation of the YHWH name by writing, 'The one who spoke and the world was . . .' (S.
McDonough, 'The One who is,' 112; see also our discussion in § 3.1.2).

32 S. McDonough, 'The One who is,' 112.
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4.7 The Wisdom of Solomon 7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9

4.7.1 Literary Consideration

4.7.1.1 Context andMain Concern

Although it is difficult to make a clear (literary and thematic) division in the Wisdom
of Solomon, Wisd 6:12-10:21 can be distinguished from other sections, in which
wisdom is personified, and the identity and the role of wisdom is the focus.33 The
creational motif occurs at least four times in this part, in relation to the description of
the divine identity of wisdom.

4.7.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
Like other wisdom literature, the description of wisdom in the Wisdom of Solomon is
grounded in Proverbs (e.g. 1:20-33; 3:13-20; 8:1-9:6). The author of Wisd shows a

unique exposition of the narrative of Solomon in which King Solomon was given 'an
understanding and wise heart' (tcap5iav tppovigriv koci ao<pf|v (1 Kgs 3:5-15 (LXX)]).
Wisd 7:7 understood it as a bestowment of 'a spirit of wisdom' (jrve-upa aocpia;). In
the Old Testament, the connection of the divine wisdom to the spiritual activity of
God is not uncommon: e.g. wisdom and all kinds of craftsmanship are brought to
people through the spirit of God (Exod 31:3; 35:31); the spirit of the Lord brings
wisdom, understanding, counsel, strength, knowledge, and the fear of the Lord (Isa
11:2). The Wisdom of Solomon expands this spiritual aspect of wisdom (e.g. Wisd
1:6; 7:7, 22b; 9:17) and depicts a more dynamic figure of wisdom (Wisd 7:23-24, 27;
8:1; 10:1-11:1) than other wisdom literature. Moreover, the role of (personified)
wisdom as a mediator for the work of creation (Wisd chs. 7-9) is clearer34 than in
other wisdom literature.

4.7.2 Thematic Considerations

4.7.2.1 Wisdom

Wisd refers to the role of wisdom as an artificer (xexvixu;: feminine form of xexvlxoq)
in God's work of creation (Wisd 7:22; 8:4-6; 9:1-2, 9), firstly in order to highlight
the mystic aspect of wisdom which can tell of the cosmic order, the astronomical

33 D. Winston (The Wisdom of Solomon [AB 43; New York: Doubleday, 1979], 10) includes
6:12-21 in the former part (1:1-6:21). However, the identity of divine wisdom is obviously the
focus from 6:12.

34 See § 7.1.2.3 (The Logos of Creation).
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phenomena, and the nature of all living things (Wisd 7:17-22).35 Secondly, Wisd
argues that wisdom can make known the will of God (xi dpeo-cov ev oiptkxXpou; god.
Kod ti eoGes; ev evroAxxic; god) to the people since she was in close relationship to God
from the beginning (Wisd 8:3-4; 9:4, 9-10; cf. Prov 8:27-30). King Solomon of
Wisd expects to have wisdom since she is the one who was working with God and
was initiated in the knowledge of God. Thirdly, Wisd focuses on the creative activity
of wisdom: 'If understanding (cppovriGt^) is productive, who more than she is the
artificer of all that is?' (Wisd 8:6). Wisd thus argues that as all products are the
works of the artificer who firstly had the idea in his (her) mind, wisdom could work
and produce any virtue in human beings (Wisd 8:7). Wisd 9:2a mentions that God
made human beings by his wisdom (cf. 2 En 30:8) in order that they could rule over
the world according to the knowledge of God (Wisd 9:2b-3).36 Wisdom had already
been assigned the role as an instructor for human beings at the beginning of creation.
The wish of Solomon to hold wisdom (Wisd 9:4-18) seems to be based on the
original role of wisdom which had already been assigned at the beginning of creation.
Therefore, there seems to be no problem in assuming that Wisd speculates about the
divine role of wisdom (i.e. to reveal the will of God, and to guide the people to
perfect knowledge) against the background of the motif of 'artificer' in the work of
creation (an interpretation of in Prov 8:30), and against the background of the
exposition of the breath of life as 'the spirit of wisdom' (Gen 2:7).

4.7.2.2 The Sovereignty ofGod and the Word
The function of the creational account in Wisd 9:1 seems to be distinct from other

creational accounts in Wisd (7:22; 8:4-6; 9:2-3, 9). It appears at the beginning of
Solomon's prayer which simply mentions the unique identity of God in relation to the
work of creation, like other Jewish prayers (e.g. PrMan 1:1-3; LadJac 2:6-22;
llQPsa 24:11-15). Wisd 9:1-3 obviously follows the early Jewish exegetical
tradition that mostly refers to the divine word and wisdom as an agent of the work of
creation.37 The motif of the creative word might have been employed here in order to
emphasize the sovereignty of God.38

35 See the connection of wisdom with the cosmic order in lQHa 9:19; Sir 42:21.
36 Sir 17:1-14 understands the besowment of the breath of life as the divine knowledge (or

wisdom), in which human beings are said to possess the knowledge of good and evil. Similarly,
4Q504 understands that wisdom is given to Adam in order to rule over the world.

37 See the creation of human beings through personified wisdom in 2 En 30:8.
38 Cf. Sir 42:15; 39:17; Jub 12:4; PrMan 1:3; 2 Bar 14:17; 21:4; 48:8; 54:1; 4 Ezra 3:4;

6:38; SibOr 1:19; 3:20; 4Q381; 4Q403.
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4.7.2.3 Light: Wisdom as a Reflection of the Identity ofGod

Although Wisd does not mention the connection of wisdom with the light imagery in
the creational context, wisdom is modified by several light imageries in other
contexts. For example, in Wisd 7:10, the term tpeyyoQ ('light' perh. in the sense of
'splendour' [LSJ]) is employed, which is contrasted with (prng (perh. in the sense of
'day light'). The sense of 'splendour' is suited to the context which demonstrates the
superiority of wisdom to any other treasures or health or beauty (Wisd 7:7-10, 13-
14). In Wisd 7:25-26, wisdom is depicted as 'the stream (crapi:;) of the power

(Suvripeax;) of God,' 'a pure stream (cbcoppoicc) flowing from the glory (56^) of the
Almighty,' and 'an effluence (d7tcd>yaogct) of the everlasting light (cptoxoc; 5i6iou).'
All three words are common in the sense of 'reflection' (dxigi<;, dwroppoux,
dmruyaopa)39 of the identity of God (as power, glory [cf. Wisd 9:11J, and
everlasting light which is paralleled with goodness [dyaOoxTixoq]). In Wisd 7:29-30,
light (tpwi;, in the sense of day light) is contrasted with night (vbl|), and this light/night
opposition is paralleled by a wisdom/vice (Katda) opposition. Thus, this light
imagery displays an ethical contrast between goodness and vice.

4.8 1 Baruch 3:32-38

4.8.1 Literary Considerations

4.8.1.1 Context andMain Concern

1 Baruch can be divided into three parts from its literary and thematic aspects: (1) the
introductory section which narrates the state of the writing of the book (1:1-14); (2)
the confession of sin (1:15-3:8); and (3) the praise of God's wisdom (3:9-4:4) which
is followed by the author's lamentation and comfort (4:5-5:9).40 The praise of
wisdom questions where wisdom is to be found (3:9-14; 29-31). It has not been
found among the powerful rulers (3:15-21), nor even among those who were reputed
wise (3:22-23), but only in the omniscient God (3:32). 1 Baruch closes the praise
section, by suggesting that God did not bestowed it on the giants so that they
perished (3:26-28),41 but that he bestowed it on Jacob and Israel (3:37b-38) so that
they could find life (4:1-4). The structural understanding of 1 Bar 3:9-4:1 is as
follows:

39 See the parallel words, 'the unspotted mirror (edorcxpov < eioon:xpov) of the power of
God,' and 'the image (eiictbv) of his goodness' (Wisd 7:26).

40 Cf. Charles, APOT I, 569.
41 Cf. Jub 5:1; 1 En ch. 7; Sir 16:7; Wisd 14:6.
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THE STRUCTURE OF 1 BAR 3:9-4:1

A. the question as to where wisdom is to be found (3:9-14)

B. not among the powerful rulers (3:15-21)
not among those who were reputed wise (3:22-23)

C. the description of the sovereign God as the mighty ruler (3:24-25)

D. God did not bestow wisdom on the giants
so that they perished (3:26-28)

A', the question as to who can find wisdom (3:29-31)

B\ but only in the omniscient God (3:32)

C'. the description of the sovereign God as the Creator (3:33-37a)

D'. God bestowed wisdom on Jacob and Israel
so that they could find life (3:37b-4:4)

Thus the creation account (1 Bar 3:33-37b) is employed to describe the sovereignty of
God, which was already mentioned in 1 Bar 3:24-25.

4.8.1.2 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
1 Baruch's sapiential hymn shares several ideas with Job 28:12-28 and 38:35:

1 Baruch ch. 3

Quest for wisdom (3:14)

Superiority of wisdom to any treasures
(3:17-18, 30)

Quest for wisdom in heaven and sea

(3:29-30)

God's dominion over the universe

(3:24)

God sent the light, and it obeyed
(3:33-34)

Job chs. 28 and 33

Quest for wisdom (Job 28:12, 20)

Superiority of wisdom to any treasures
(Job 28:15-19)

Quest for wisdom in the deep and the sea
(Job 28:29-30)

God's dominion over the earth and the heavens

(Job 28:23-24)

God made the way for lightnings (Job 28:26)
God sent lightnings, and they obeyed
(Job 38:35)42

42 G. Sheppard (Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Construct: A Study in the Sapientializing of the
Old Testament, [BZAW 151; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1980], 96) finds verbal correspondences
between 1 Bar 3:33, 35 and Job 38:35: o dnooxeTXcov to gxaq . . . Kai Ttopeiiexat (1 Bar 3:33),
aTcooxeXeii; 5e Kcpauvoug . . . Kai, Tcopeiioovxai (Job 38:35 [LXXJ); 8KaXeoev anyouQ Kai
etrrav ndpeopev (Bar 3:35), eSouoiv 8e oot Tl ecnv (Job 38:35 [LXX]).
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G. Sheppard comments that 1 Bar 3:32-35 expands the motifs of Job ch. 28 and ch.
38, with its own reflection of the Genesis creation account. Namely, 1 Bar expands
the imagery of light, from lightnings in Job ch. 28 and ch. 38 to the primordial light
(1 Bar 3:33) and luminaries (1 Bar 3:34-35) which appear in the Genesis creation
account.43 1 Bar also alludes to the appearance of four-footed creatures on the earth
in Gen 1:24-26, which is mentioned neither in Job ch. 28 nor in ch. 38.

4.8.2 Thematic Consideration: the Creation ofLight
God is depicted as the God who alone knows wisdom (1 Bar 3:32a), in contrast with
the rulers of the nations and with those reputed on the earth to be wise (1 Bar 3:15-
23). In 1 Bar 3:32-36, the article o leads three participial clauses (o eiSoix; xa 7xavxa, o

KccTccGKeudaa:; ttjv yt)v' ° dnoaxELkov xo <pcoi;) which all depict the sovereignty of
God. The subject of these participial clauses is summed up by o-uxoq, and this
description of God (vv. 32-36) is concluded by saying, 'This (ouxcx;) is our God, and
no other shall be given account in comparison with him' (1 Bar 3:36). In particular 1
Baruch seems to focus on the creation of light in order to depict the sovereign power
of God over creation. 1 Bar 3:33-35 alludes to the Genesis creation account which

narrates how the lights and luminaries were created by the command of God. The
motif of obedience of light(s) is originally taken from Job 38:35 (as the obedience of
lightnings), and is adapted to the picture of the Genesis creation account, i.e. the
creation of light and luminaries (Gen 1:3-4, 14-19).44 This picture thereby highlights
the authority and creative power of the command of God.

4.9 Sirach 33:7-15

4.9.1 Literary Consideration: Context andMain Concern
Sir 24:1-33:18 comprises a large unit, which begins with the praise of wisdom (24:1-
33), followed by some ethical disciplines (24:23-32:13). A contrast between the
pious Jews and the wicked is depicted (32:14-33:6), and God's providence is
affirmed (33:7-15). The creation account is employed in the arguments about God's
providence (33:7-15).

43 Sheppard, Wisdom, 96.
44 Cf. Isa 40:26.
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4.9.2 Thematic Consideration: Creation and Theodicy
Sirach compares and contrasts the one who fears God (o (pof3o"6pevoi; icopiov) (Sir
32:14, 16; 33:1) with 'the sinner' (avGpawtog apapx&AoQ) (33:17). The former is
called 'the one who seeks the law' (o Ct]t(ov vogov) (32:15), 'a man of counsel' (avrp
Poukff;) (32:18), 'the one who believes the law' (o maxexkov vopco) (32:24), 'a wise
man' (avrip ootpo;;) (33:2), and 'intelligent person' (avepoorxog ovveioc,) (33:3). The
latter is called, 'the hypocrite' (o wcoKpivogevo;;) (32:15), 'an insolent and proud
person' (akkoxpiog mi wrepritpavoc;) (32:18), and 'the one who is hypocritical about it
(the law)' (o 8e moKpivogevoi; ev aiixm) (33:2).

To find an answer to the question of why there are two kinds of people (the
good and evil) in this world (Theodicy), Sirach refers to the universal divisions (or
the pairs of opposites, cf. 33:15) in time and space, which were given by 'God's
knowledge' (ev yvraoet Kupiou) (33:8) and by 'the fullness of his knowledge' (ev
7ckq0et e7tiax"npT^) (33:11): surely the opposition is between hallowed days and
ordinary days (33:7-9), the good and evil (xou kcckou xo ayaGov), life and death (xoh
Gavdxot) f] £cot|), and the sinner and the pious (euaepoh^ dpapxcoA.6<;) (33:14). Sirach
applies this notion of 'the universal division' to the understanding of human beings,
arguing that although all the daylight in the year is from the same sun, one day is
considered to be more important than another (33:7). Likewise, although all human
beings have a common origin (from the clay of the earth), the Lord blessed some,

exalted, made holy, and brought them near to God himself (33:10-12). Referring to
the created universal order, Sirach thereby emphasizes how the destinies of human
beings (or Israelite) are in the hands of the Creator (ev yeipi xou TrornaavxoQ auxodg)
(33:13).45

4.10 Summary (for Chapter 4)
We may here sum up some of our findings in this chapter as follows:

(1) References are made, even briefly, to the work of creation in order to
highlight the unique identity of God (Jub 12:4; ApAbr 9:3; LadJac 2:10-14, 20;
PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 9:1; 1 Bar 3:32-38; Sir 33:7-15): esp. Jub 12:4 depicts God as
the origin of all life (lit. every life [xvdkuel heyyewdt] from him) and as the Creator
who completed his work of creation by his word; in ApAbr 9:3 God identifies
himself as the Creator in a series of 'I am' sayings (ApAbr 9:3-4); Sir 33:7-15
emphasizes God's providence over all creation.

45 1QS develops this understanding into a more deterministie sense. See § 3.17.
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(2) The motif of the word of creation appears in contexts where the sovereign
power of God is highlighted (PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 9:2; ApAbr 9:9). Jub 12:26 expects
the Hebrew language to be restored since Hebrew is thought to have been used by the
Creator. In other words, the author thought Hebrew to be a primordial, powerful,
and creative language. It should be noted that in PrMan 1:2-3 'the name of God' is
paralled with 'the command of the word of God.' The name of God is referred to as

a creative name in other Jewish creation accounts (Jub 36:7; LAB 60:2; 1 En 69:13-
15; 3 En 42:1-7; cf. TarJon Exod 28:30; y. Sanh 29; b. Suk 53b; b. Mak 11 a). It
might be possible that the name of God as 'I am who I am' (rPHX 7ETN iTTlX; cf.
Exod 3:14) is associated with the unique identity of God who is the origin of all
things so that he alone can let everything be (exist) (TP 'let it be . . .' [Gen ch. 1 ]).

(3) The Wisdom of Solomon expands the spiritual aspect of wisdom (e.g.
Wisd 1:6; 7:7, 22b; 9:17) and depicts a more dynamic figure of wisdom (Wisd 7:23-
24, 27; 8:1; 10:1-11:1) than other wisdom literature. In the prayer, Solomon wished
to possess wisdom (Wisd 9:4-18; 1 Kgs 3:5-15), hinting at the original role of
wisdom which had been assigned in the beginning of creation (by interpreting the
bestowment of the breath of life [Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5| as the spiritual wisdom). Thus
the author speculates on the role of wisdom (i.e. to reveal the will of God, and to

guide the people to knowledge) against the background of the exposition of the breath
of life as 'the spirit of wisdom' (Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5) and the exposition of "pftK in
Prov 8:30 as 'artificer,' as well as a tradition that wisdom is linked to the spiritual
activities of God (cf. Exod 31:3; 35:31; Isa 11:2).

(4) In Jub 12:4, God is depicted as the origin of all life as shown above.
Thus it is possible that the life-giving motif is considered here to be one of the aspects
of the unique identity of God.

(5) As for the light imagery, 1 Bar 3:33-35 demonstrates how the lights and
luminaries were created by the command of God, by linking the meteorological
account of Job ch. 28 (or ch. 38) with the account of the creation of light and
luminaries (Gen 1:1-4, 14-19). ApAbr 9:3-4 also refers to the creation of light and
luminaries in relation to the description of the sovereign power of God. In Wisd 7:7-
30, which does not mention the Genesis creation account, light is depicted as the
reflection of the identity of God (i.e. the power, glory, and the goodness of God).

(6) Sir 33:7-15 develops Theodicy (the origin of two kinds of people, the
good and the evil), by referring to the universal order (i.e the division of time and
space) (cf. 1QS col. 3).



Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION (FOR PART I)

5.1 Literary Considerations

5.1.1 Classification ofEarly Jewish Creation Accounts
Our study has examined the creation accounts from early Jewish literature which are

generally dated between the 2nd century BCE and the 1st century CE. The
classification is made in accordance with the way the creation accounts are treated:
(1) the narrative accounts of creation (Jub 2:1-16; 2 En chs. 24-33; 4 Ezra 6:38-54;
SibOr 1:5-35; 3:8-25; frag. 3; Ant 1:27-36; 1QM 10:8-18; lQHa 9:7-20; 4Q381 frag.
1 1-12); (2) the descriptive accounts of creation (1 En 69:16-25; 2 En chs. 47-48; 65-
66; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 6:1-6; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 21:4-8; 48:2-10; 54:1-3, 13; ApAbr 21:1-
22:2; LAB 15:5-6; JosAsen 8:10-11; 12:1-2; Sir 16:24-17:14; 39:12-35; 42:15-43:33;
1QS 3:13-4:1; 4Q392 frags. 1-9; 4Q422 frag. 1 1-13; 4Q504 frag. 84-10; llQPsa
26:9-15); and (3) the brief references to creation (Jub 12:4, 26; LAB 60:2-3; ApAbr
7:10-11; 9:3, 9; LadJac 2:10-14, 20; PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9; 1 Bar
3:32-38; Sir 33:7-15). The narrative account of creation is a long retelling of the
Genesis creation account, and it generally follows the narrative order of Gen chs. 1-2
(Jub ch. 2; 2 En chs. 24-33; 4 Ezra ch. 6; Ant ch. 1; 4Q381), whereas some creation
accounts rearrange the order of the creation narrative in accordance with their focus
and point of view (SibOr bks. 1,3, frag. 3; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9). The
descriptive account of creation is a shorter account which focuses on particular events
of creation. Some creation accounts refer to the astronomical and meteorological
phenomena (1 En ch. 69; 2 En chs. 47-48; 4 Ezra 6:1-6; LAB 15:5-6; Sir 33:7-15;
4Q392frag. 1-9; llQPsa 24:11-15), whereas some accounts focus on the creation of
human beings (2 En chs. 65-66; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 2 Bar 14:16-19; Sir chs. 16-17; 4Q422
frag 1 1-13; 4Q504 frag 8 4-10). Some other accounts take a more compact form
which generalizes God's work of creation (2 Bar 21:4-8; 48:1-10; JosAsen 8:10-11;
Sir 39:12-35; chs. 42-43). In addition to these principal creation accouts, there are

many brief references to the Genesis creation in Jewish writings, which usually take
the more generalized or compact form of the creation accounts.
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE CREATION ACCOUNTS AND
REFERENCES TO THE WORKS OF CREATION

Creation Account References to the Works of Creation
Ast Met GH Ear GE Hu NB

(1) Narrative
Jub 2:1-16 y / spirits
2 En chs. 24-33 y y / throne, angels, Paradise
4 Ezra 6:38-54 y y /

SibOr 1:5-35 y y /

SibOr 3:8-25 y y / springs, rivers, fire
SibOr f. 3 y y /

Ant 1:27-36 y y /

1QM 10:8-18 y y y /

lQHa 9:7-20 y y y / powerful spirits
4Q381 f. 11-11 y y y /

(2) Descriptive
1 En 69:16-25 y y y

2 En chs. 47-48 y y y visible and invisible
2 En chs. 65-66 / visible and invisible, ages
4 Ezra 3:3-4 /

4 Ezra 6:1 -6 y y
/

paradise, angels, footstool
2 Bar 14:15-19 (/)
2 Bar 21:4-8 y y

2 Bar 48:2-10 y

2 Bar 54:1-3, 13
y

ages, fountain of light
ApAbr 21:1-22:2 torments, perdition
LAB 15:5-6 y y

JosAs 8:10-11 y y

JosAs 12:1-2 y y y

Sir 16:24-17:14 /

Sir 39:12-35 y y

Sir 42:15-43:33 y y y

/1QS 3:13-4:1
y

two spirits, generation
4Q392 f. 1-9

/
darkness, light for God

4Q422 f. 1 1-13
4Q504 f. 8 4-10

y y

/

llQPs* 26:9-15

(3) Brief
Jub 12:4 y y

Jub 12:26 Hebrew language
LAB 60:2-3 y y y

ApAbr 7:10-11; 9:3, 9 y y ages
LadJac 2:10-14, 20 y y

PrMan 1:2-3 y y

Wisd 7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9 y y /

1 Bar 3:32-38 y y

Sir 33:7-15 y /

* Ast: Ref. to Astronomical Phenomena; Met: Ref. to Meteorological Phenomena; GH:
General Ref. of Heavenly things; Ear: Earthly things; GE: General Ref. of Earthly things; Hu:
Human beings; NB: Non-Biblical
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5.1.2 Focus andMain Concern

Focuses and theological concerns of the creation accounts differ according to each
context:

(1) The creation accounts highlight the unique identity of God as the (sole)
Creator (Jub 12:4; 4 Ezra 3:4-5; 6:6; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 21:4, 7; 54:2; ApAbr 9:3;
LadJac 2:10-14, 20; PrMan 9:1; Wisd 9:1; 1 Bar 3:32-38; Sir 18:1; 33:7-15; 2 En
33:7-8; 47:3-6; 66:1-2, 5; SibOr bks. 1, 3; 1QM 10:8-9a; 4Q392; 1 lQPsa 26:9-15).

(2) The focus is given to the universal order (time and space) and the mystic
knowledge of God, and God's providence over all creation is highlighted (4 Ezra
6:49-50; Sir 16:26-28; 42:15-43:33; 1 En 69:18; 2 En chs. 24-33; 47:5; JosAsen
12:1-2; 1QM col. 10; 1QS 3:17; lQHa col. 9; 4Q392). The lowliness of human
nature is contrasted with the great compassion of a merciful God (JosAsen chs. 8, 12;
Sir chs. 16-17,33).

(3) The speculation on the sovereignty of God accompanied a sapiential
instruction 'to fear the Lord the Creator' (2 En chs. 47-48, 65-66; 4Q392; cf. 4Q176;
1 lQPsApa2-3) or 'to seek the sovereign God' (1 Bar chs. 3-4).

(4) The speculation on the unique identity of God which had been revealed in
his work of creation was developed in a salvific and a more eschatological context (4
Ezra 6:6, 38-54; 2 Bar 21:6-8; 48:2-10; 54:1, 2, 3; 56:4; ApAbr 9:9; 22:4-5; JosAsen
8:10-12; SibOr bks. 1, 3. frag. 3; Sir 39:16, 18b, 31).

(5) The creation accounts also speculated on the identity of human beings and
history which had been recorded in the books of Moses. They attempted to learn
from history as to how the transgression of Adam brought human beings into a
calamitous condition (Ant 1:49; SibOr 1:38).

(6) The focus was directed to the place of human beings or a more specific
religious group (i.e. Israel or ideal Israel), and they attempted to affirm the unique
relationship to God (4 Ezra chs. 3, 6; 2 Bar ch. 14; 1QS col. 3, etc.) or the original
status of human beings (or Israel) as the rulers of all creation (4 Ezra 6:46, 54; SibOr
frag. 3; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-7). They also developed
theodicy in relation to the understanding of the identity of human beings and their
history (4 Ezra 3:7; 2 Bar 14:15-19; Sir 33:7-15; 39:22-27; 1QS col. 3).

(7) Finally, these examinations of the identity of human beings and their
history were extended into the eschatological arguments. When they focused on
God's special care for his created people, they expected God to take immediate action
for their restoration (4 Ezra 6:38-54; 2 Bar ch. 14; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9). They
referred to the predetermined course, and anticipated the coming eschatological
salvation (4 Ezra ch. 3; 2 Bar ch. 14; 2 En chs. 65-66; 1QS col. 3).
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5.1.3 Influence ofKey Passages from the OT
In relation to their focus and concern, the Jewish creation accounts find some links
between the Genesis creation account and other biblical creation accounts:

(1) Several creation accounts refer to the following biblical texts in a context
which highlights the unique identity of God as the Creator: Prov 8:22-29 (4 Ezra 6:1-
6; 1QS cols. 3-4); Ps 33:6-12 (Jub 12:4; SibOrbks. 1,3; 4Q381; 2 Bar chs. 21, 48,
54; ApAbr 9:3; 22:2; Sir chs. 33, 39; 4Q422); Ps 90:12 (2 En chs. 65-66); Ps 119:73
(4 Ezra 3:4-5); Ps 139:2-8 (2 En chs. 65-66); Jer 10:12-13 (1 lQPsa 24:11-15); and
Isa 45:7 (4Q392). Isa 40:18-26 is referred to in the context which makes a contrast
between God and the idols (or other gods) (SibOr bks. 1,3, frag. 3; 2 En 33:12).

(2) The astronomical and meteorological accounts of Job chs. 38-43 (SibOr
frag. 3; lQHa 9:8-13; 1 En ch. 69; 2 En chs. 47-48; JosAsen 12:1-2; Sir chs. 42-43;
4Q392) and Ps 104:5-23 (2 En chs. 47-48; Sir chs. 16-17; 1QS 3:17; 4Q392) are

referred to as mystic knowledge in order to highlight God's providence.
(3) When the Genesis creation account is linked to Isa 48:3, 13 and 55:11 (4

Ezra 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 14:17; 21:4, 7; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; 56:4), the creational motifs are

expanded in salvific and eschatological contexts. Isa 48:3 and 55:11 do not
necessarily refer to creation, but they illustrate how God will bring about his salvation
by his word (or by his command). Nevertheless, 2 Baruch and 4 Ezra expose Isa
48:3 and 55:11 in both creational and eschatological contexts. This interpretation
gives a more vivid picture of God who, by his word accomplished the work of
creation, can alone bring about the eschatological works at once by the same word.
Interestingly, when allusion is made to Isaiah 55:11, the personification of the word
of God can be seen (4 Ezra 6:38, 43; 2 Bar. 54:3 and 56:4).

(4) Ps 33:6 is also interpreted in a similar way. For example, Sir 39:16-18
reads Ps 33:6 (which is the description of the creational events) with Ps 33:9 (which
is the general description of the way God works with his word). This reading
associates the motif of the word of creation with salvific works, and depicts God as
the Creator who has completed the work of creation by the word of his mouth (Sir
39:17b) and as the Savior who can bring about the salvific works (not necessarily
with the eschatological emphasis) by the authority of his utterance (Sir 39:28-31).
Similarly, ApAbr 22:2 reads Ps 33:9-12 with Ps 33:6-8, and its context indicates that
the reality of the coming of the eschatological events is associated with the work of
creation.

(5) Ps 8:5-8 is referred to for the affirmation of human status as the ruler of all
creation (SibOr frag. 3; 4Q381), whereas Isa 42:5 (Gen 2:7) is mentioned in the
account of the bestowment of the breath of life (2 En chs. 47-48; 4 Ezra 3:3-4; 1QS
3:18; Wisd 9:2-3).
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FOCUS AND THEOLOGICAL CONCERN OF EARLY
JEWISH CREATION ACCOUNTS

Creation Account Focus Theological Concern Key Scripture Ref.
SG PP LU PH SN NB GS GE HS HE NB

(1) Narrative
Jub 2:1-16 / ^ (✓) Gn 1-2

2 En chs. 24-33 / / / / Gn 1-2; Is40
4 Ezra 6:38-54 / / y Is 48:3; 55:11
SibOr 1:5-35 / / y Ps33:4-9,13;Is40
SibOr 3:8-25 / y Ps33:6;Is40
SibOr f. 3 / y (S) y Ps 8:5-8;Is40;Jb38
Ant 1:27-36 / y Gn 1-2

1QM 10:8-18 / y y y Jb 38;Ps 104
lQHa 9:7-20 / / / y y Jb 38-43

4Q381 f. 1 1-11 / / y y Pss 8,33

(2) Descriptive
/ y1 En 69:16-25 Jb 37-38

2 En chs. 47-48 y Jb38;Psl39;Is42:5
2 En chs. 65-66 y y y Pss 90;139
4 Ezra 3:4-5 / y JblO;Is42:5;Psl 19
4 Ezra 6:1-6 / / y Pv 8

2 Bar 14:15-19 / y y Is 48:3,13
2 Bar 21:4-8 / y Is 48:3,13; Ps 33
2 Bar 48:2-10 y y Is 48:13; Ps 33
2 Bar 54:1-3, 13 y y Is48:13;55:1 l;Ps33
ApAbr 21:1-22:2 y y Ps 33:6-12

LAB 15:5-6 y y Psl8

JosAsen 8:10-11 y y y Gn 1

JosAsen 12:1-2 y y y y Gn 1 ;Jb38-43
Sir 16:24-17:14 y y y y y Ps 104:5-23

Sir 39:12-35 y s (✓) Pss 33; 104
Sir 42:15-43:33 y y Jb 37-38; Is 40:13-
1QS 3:13-4:1 y y y y y y Pv 8;Psl04;Is42:5
4Q392 f. 1-9 y y Is45:7;Jb 38;Psl04
4Q422 f. 1 1-13 y y y Ps 33:6

4Q504f. 8 4-10 y y y y Gen 1:26; 2:6-7
11 QPsa 26:11-15 y y Ps 89:8,14;Jer 10

(3) Brief
Jub 12:4 y y Is44, 46; Ps33 135
Jub 12:26 y y Restoration of Hebr
LAB 60:2-3 y y Exorcist

ApAbr 7:10-11; 9:3,9 y y Ps33:6

LadJac 2:10-14, 20 / / y

PrMan 1:1-3 / y Ps51;
Wisd 7:22;8:5;9:1-2,9 y y Pv 8;Gn2:7;Is42:5
1 Bar 3:32-38 y y Jb 28, 38; Gn 1
Sir 33:7-15 y y y Ps 33

* SG: Sovereignty of God; PP: Pre-existing Plan; LU: Law of Universe (time and space);
PH: Place of Humanity; SH: Human Sinful nature; GS: God in Sapiential; GE: God in
Eschatological; HS: Human in Sapiential; HE: Human in Eschatological; NB: Non-Biblical.
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5.2 Thematic Considerations

5.2.1 Theological Function of the Creation Account

5.2.1.1 Identity ofGod in a Sapiential Context
The creation accounts designate the identity of God who is unique (2 En 47:5, 6) and
who is distinguished from other gods (Jub 12:4; SibOr 1:5-35; 3:8-25; frag. 3;
4Q403 frag. 1 1:34-36; 1 lQPsApa 2:11-3:8; 2 En 47:3; 66:1-2, 5). He is the (sole)
Creator (2 En 33:7-8; 47:4-5; 4 Ezra 3:4-5; 6:6; 1 Bar chs. 3-4; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 21:4,
7; 54:2; ApAbr9:2; LadJac 2:10-14; PrMan 3:1; Wisd 9:1; SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3;
Sir 18:1; Sir 33:7-15; 4Q392; 1QM 10:8-9a; 1 lQPsa 26:9-15) and the sole Ruler over
all creation (2 Bar 21:6, 9; 48:3; 54:12-13; Sir 18:3; chs. 42-43). In this context,
God's greatness (PrMan 1:1-3; Wisd 9:1-2; 4Q381 frag. 1 1-11; 4Q392 frag. 1-9;
1 lQPsa 24:11-15) and his perfect dominion over time and space (Sir 39:12-35; 43:15-
43:33; lQHa 9:7-20) are recalled. In some contexts, it is accompanied by sapiential
teaching, such as 'to fear the Lord of Israel' (2 En 47-48; 65-66; 4Q176 frags 16+
1:2-3; 4Q392 frag. 1-9; 1 lQPsApa 2:11-3:8) or 'to seek the Lord' (1 Bar 3:32-4:4).

5.2.1.2 Identity ofGod in an Eschatological Context
The speculation on the unique identity of God is expanded in a salvific (SibOr bks. 1,
3, frag. 3; JosAsen chs. 8:10-ll;12:l-2; Sir 39:16-31) and a more eschatological
context (4 Ezra 6:6, 38-54; 2 Bar 21:6-8; 48:2-10; ApAbr 9:9; 22:4-5). The
fulfillment (or realization) of the eschatological promise is strongly expected on the
basis of the identity of the sovereign God (4 Ezra 6:6, 38-54; 2 Bar 21:6-8; 48:2-10;
54:3). In this context, several typological correspondences between the revealed
identity of God as the sole Creator and the expected identity of God as the fulfiller of
the eschaton is explored (see § 3.2.2). In ApAbr 22:4-5, in the picture of creation
and the eschaton, God's providence (i.e. perfect plan for al creation) is affirmed.
JosAsen 8:10-12 meditates on the sovereign power of God who 'gave life'
(^(oorcoiqocc;) to all things and called (them) out from darkness to light in the context
of creation (JosAsen 8:10a), and asks for the new creation (£(oo7covriaov [to give life),
dvaxamaov [to renew], avcbtkaoov [to form anew], and dvaGoo7tovr|oov [to make
alive [) (JosAsen 8:11 a).

5.2.1.3 Identity ofHumankind i?i a Sapiential Context
The creation accounts examine the identity of people and history, by retelling human
history from the Genesis creation and thereafter (SibOr bks. 1-2; Ant ch. 1; 4Q422).
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Referring to the creation of Adam, they consider the relationship between God and
the first human being (Adam), and affirm their status as the chosen people (4 Ezra
3:4-5; 2 Bar 21:24), and as rulers (or guardians) of all creation (4 Ezra 6:46, 54; 2
Bar 14:18; SibOr frag. 3; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-7). Some
accounts focus on the giving of God's breath to Adam (Gen 2:7; Isa 42:5). For
example, 4Q422 understands this breath of God as the spirit, whereas Sir ch. 17 and
4Q504 interpret it as the divine wisdom or knowledge. Since they possessed the
divine wisdom and the law (Sinai event), they thought themselves to be in a special
position from the beginning in order to rule over all creation. The Qumran sectarians
(1QS) interpreted it in a more deterministic way, and understood that there were two
kinds of spirits: one for the chosen and one for the Gentiles.

5.2.1.4 Identity ofHumankind in an Eschatological Context
These examinations of the identity of people and history are expanded into the
eschatological arguments. When they focus on God's special care for his created
people, they also expect God to take immediate action for their restoration (4 Ezra ch.
3, 6; 2 Bar 14; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col. 9). And when they refer to a predetermined
course, that idea comes from the expanded understanding of the division of creation
and time; they examine at which stage they are living, and foresee the coming
eschatological salvation behind the existing reality of their suffering (Jub ch. 2; 2 En
chs. 24, 65-66; 1QS col. 3; lQMcol. 10; lQHa col. 9; 4Q180).

5.2.1.5 Summary
Jewish creation accounts depict the unique identity of God. This description of God
is recalled in a sapiential context which instructs the people 'to fear the Lord' or 'to
praise God the Creator.' When it is remembered in an eschatological context, the
certainty and immediacy of the coming eschaton is expected, by displaying the
typological correspondences between the revealed identity of God as the sole Creator
and expected identity of God as the Fulfiller of the eschaton. They understand that
they are living under the perfect dominion of a sovereign God, which is described by
the idea of 'perfect design' or 'the predetermined course of the people.' They
examine where they are standing (in an ethical sense and often in a fatalistic sense)
and when they are living (in an eschatological sense); try to find the way of life (in a

sapiential context) and also foresee the eternal life (in an eschatological context).
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5.2.2 The Function of the Divine Attributes
The description of God's work of creation accompanies the divine attributes (i.e. the
word of God [or command, oath], wisdom [or knowledge], right hand [or hands],
name, and spirits). Each imagery seems to exhibit a particular sense or an aspect of
the identity of God.

The word of God (or his command) seems to be associated with the description
of the sovereign power in God's work of creation (2 En 33:4; 4 Ezra 3:4; 6:38, 43; 2
Bar 14:17; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; SibOr 1:19; 3:20; PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 9:2; ApAbr 9:9;
22:2; JosAsen 12:2; Sir 39:17; 42:15; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-7; 4Q422 frag. 1 6). The
divine 'oath' (malila) (1 En 69:16-25; 4Q381 frag. 1 3-4; Leg All 3:204) functions
like the other expressions of the word of creation. In PrMan 1:2-3 'the name of God'
is paralleled with 'the command of the word of God.' The creative function of the
name of God is significant in the Jewish creation accounts (Jub 36:7; LAB 60:2; 1 En
69:13-15; 3 En 42:1-7; cf. TarJon Exod 28:30; y. Sanh 29; b. Suk 53b; b. Mak 1 la).
The 'sign' also appears as a synonym of 'the word of God' in 2 Baruch (21:4-5;
48:8; 54:1-3). This motif may be linked to the divine command in the sense of an
authorized signal by which a certain event will come about at once. Thus the idea of a
'sign' is associated with the picture of Genesis ch. 1. Influenced by Isa 48:3, 13 and
55:11, the motif of the creative word is expanded into a salvific or an eschatological
word (4 Ezra and 2 Baruch). God, who by the word accomplished the work of
creation at once, can bring about the salvific or eschatological works immediately by
the same word.

Wisdom is mentioned in the context where God's providence over all creation
(both space and time) is highlighted. Wisdom is associated with God's thoughtful
arrangement for all creation (2 En 33:3-4; 48:4 [J]; 4 Ezra 6:6; 2 Bar 48:9; Sir 42:23-
25; lQHa 9:7, 14, 19), with the identity of God as the Ruler over the world (2 Bar
21:6; 54:13), with his sovereignty (1 lQPsa 24:7-8), and with his eschatological plan
(2 Bar 21:8-12; 48:3-8; 54:1; ApAbr 22:2; 1QS cols. 3-4).

The word of God and wisdom appear simultaneously in some cases (2 En ch.
33; Sir ch. 42; Wisd ch. 9; 4Q403): esp. in 2 En 33:3-4, the former implies the
perfect design or the plan of God, whereas the latter depicts the reality of God's
deeds or his works. It should be noted that the creational word in 4 Ezra 6:38 and 43

is personified and depicted as an agent which produces life from lifeless things,
whereas JosAsen 12:12 defines the word as 'life.'

The other imageries, 'God's hand(s)' (Jub 2:114 Ezra 3:4-5; 2 Bar 54:13) and
'the power' (2 Bar 48:8; 1 lQPsa 24:7) appear in contexts where the sovereign power
of God is highlighted. Therefore, the divine attributes are deeply associated with the
description of the unique identity of God.
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DIVINE ATTRIBUTES IN EARLY JEWISH
CREATION ACCOUNTS

Creation Account Word
Lit Sy

Wisdom
Lit Sy

Hands
Lit Sv

Others

(1) Narrative
Jub 2:1-16 / y

2 En chs. 24-33 / yp

4 Ezra 6:38-54 /P

SibOr 1:5-35 /

SibOr 3:8-25 y

SibOr f. 3
Ant 1:27-36

1QM 10:8-18
y y1QH3 9:7-20

y y4Q381 f. 11-11 Spirit

(2) Descriptive
y1 En 69:16-25

2 En chs. 47-48 y

2 En chs. 65-66

4 Ezra 3:4-5 y y y

4 Ezra 6:1-6 y

2 Bar 14:15-19 y (/)
2 Bar 21:4-8 y y spirit, sign
2 Bar 48:2-10 y y y power, sign
2 Bar 54:1-3, 13 yp y y

ApAbr 21:1-22:2 y y

LAB 15:5-6
JosAs 8:10-11

JosAs 12:1-2 y

Sir 16:24-17:14
Sir 39:12-35 y

Sir 42:15-43:33 y y

1QS 3:13-4:1 y

4Q392 f. 1-9
y4Q422 f. 1 1-13

y
spirit?

4Q504 f. 8 4-10 spirit?
llQPsa 24:11-15 y y power

(3) Brief
Jub 12:4

Jub 12:26

LAB 60:2-3

ApAbr 9:2, 9
LadJac 2:10-14, 20
PrMan 1:1-3

Wisd.7:22; 8:5; 9:1-2, 9
1 Bar 3:32-38

Sir 33:7-15

y

y

y

y

y

y

(/)
yp

name?

God's name

* Lit: Literal expression; Sy: Synonym; HS: the Holy Spirit; P: Personification; ?: Ambiguity.
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5.2.3 The Life Imagery in Early Jewish Creation Accounts
The Genesis creation gives a picture of how God produces the living things by his
word or by his utterance (Gen 1:11-12, 20-31). Some Jewish creation accounts
focus on this aspect, and depict God as 'the life-giver' (4 Ezra 3:5; 6:47-48; JosAsen
8:10-11), 'the origin of all life' (wakuel heyyewat) (Jub 12:4), 'life' itself (rvl^:
liaya) (2 Bar 21:9) or 'the Creator of life' (ixIoj nd.^: hdryd hayyeh) (2 Bar 23:5).
He is the sole life-giver who himself has the authority to produce life ex nihilo (2 Bar
21:4; 4 Ezra 3:3-5; JosAsen 8:10-11).

The divine attributes also appear in the context where the identity of God as the
sole life-giver is highlighted: e.g. wisdom is assigned to create Adam (2 En 30:8),
whereas the word of God functions to produce human beings (4 Ezra 7:69). In
JosAsen ch. 8, Joseph meditates on the Lord who 'gave life' (^foojrovrjaac;) to all
things, and expects God to provide Aseneth with new creational life. When the motif
of 'God as the life-giver' is taken up again in JosAsen 12:1-3, it is interestingly
linked to the word of God, and the word is called 'life.'

The motif of £cofj is prominent in the account of the creation of Adam as well
(Gen 2:7). Isaiah gives an interpretation on this passage, by characterizing God as
the life-giver who gives breath and spirit to the people (Isa 42:5). 4Q422 understands
God's breath as the spirit, whereas Sir 17:1-14 and Wisd 9:2-3 and 4Q504 interpret it
as divine wisdom or knowledge. Since they possessed divine wisdom and the law
(Sinai event), they thought themselves to be in a special position from the beginning
in order to rule over all creation. 1QS 3:18 develops this motif in a more dualistic
way, and speculates on the origin of the division of two generations: e.g. two paths,
humility and stubbornness toward the Torah (1QS 4:2-14), based on the
understanding of the creation of human beings and the endowment of the spirits (1QS
3:18). Thus, in connection to the account of the endowment of spirits, the life motif
is developed, particularly in the context which focuses on the status of the chosen
people who possess the way of life (the Torah).

In short, on the one hand, the life motif is developed in the context which
depicts the unique identity of God who alone can produce life ex nihilo, and bestows
his breath of life on human beings. Based on the identity of God as the life-giver,
people are encouraged to expect God to provide them with eternal life (as one of the
end time blessings). On the other hand, the life motif is linked to the spirit or wisdom
which was given to the first human being Adam, and the people were encouraged to
seek for the way of life with wisdom and the law.
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5.2.4 Light Imagery in Early Jewish Creation Accounts

Early Jewish creation accounts pay attention to the creation of light (US and mSQ)
(e.g. Jub ch. 2; I En ch. 69; 2 En chs. 47-48, 24-33; 4 Ezra ch. 6; 1 Bar 3:33-35;
ApAbr 9:3-4; SibOr bks. 1, 3, frag. 3; LAB ch. 60; Sir ch. 33; Ant ch. 1; 1QM col.
10; lQHa col. 9; 4Q381; 4Q392; llQPs3 col. 26), and speculate on its theological
meanings in various ways. Firstly, the creation of light may be taken as a
manifestation of the sovereign power of God (e.g. 1 Bar 3:33-35; ApAbr 9:3-4;
1 lQPsAp3 2:10-12). Secondly, light is considered to be a divine thing or good thing.
For example, light is described as a realm or sphere in which God dwells: 'I (God),
in the midst of the light (me cpe/i'fe CBliTa: ze srede sveta), moved around in the
invisible things' (before creation) (2 En 24:4 [Aj); 'I (God) was in the midst of light
(a?b me cptjrh CBhTa: aft ze srede svetaf (2 En 25:3 [J]); 'He created darkness
[and li|ght for himself, and in his dwelling (iri3U?D3) the perfect light (Omitf "11X)
shines' (4Q392 frag 1 4-5). Light finds its place beside God together with wisdom
(2 Bar 54:13), or beside his throne (2 En 25:4 [J]), and light is brought out from
God's treasuries (4 Ezra 6:40; cf. 2 Bar 59:11).

This light imagery, as a divine or good thing, is linked to the divine nature of
the Torah in the OT (e.g. Ps 119:105; Prov 6:23; Isa 2:5; 42:21; 51:4) and in early
Jewish literature (Sir 17:11; 2 Bar 17:4; 59:2; 77:13, 16; Wisd 18:4; T Lev 14:4). In
particular, 2 Bar 59:2 seems to take Isa 9:2 as an account of the giving of the Torah at
Mount Sinai. LAB 15:5-6 may suggest a typological correspondence between the
two Exodus events (the miracle of the Red Sea and the giving of the Torah) and the
two creation events (the division of water on the third day and the creation of lights
on the fourth day). It seems common in early Judaism, as well as later Rabbinic
tradition (e.g. GenR 3:1, 5, 8) that the idea of the creation of light (i.e. the separation
of light from darkness), is taken in an ethical sense as a contrast between
righteousness and evil (2 Bar 18:1-2; 2 En 30:15; JosAsen 8:10a; 1QS 3:19).

Finally, like the life motif, light is counted as an eschatological blessing (Isa
60:19-20; Jub 1:29; 2 En 65:10 [J]; 2 Bar 48:50; 51:1-3; LAB 3:10; 23:10; SibOr
2:315), and regarded as a symbol of Paradise, whereas darkness is regarded as a

symbol of Sheol (2 En 65:10 [A]; 2 Bar 48:50; 51:1-3). It should be noted that in
both SibOr 2:315-317 and 2 En 42:6, light and life motifs appear in the same context,
in the sense of the end time blessings.



Excursus

PHILO'S COSMOGONIC ACCOUNT

Philo of Alexandria (ca. 20 BCEto 45 CE) wrote a commentary of Genesis 1:1-2:7,
'On the Account of the World's Creation given by Moses' (3>IAQNO£ nEPl THE
KATA MDTIEA KOXMOnOIIAE), which is now called by the Latin title, De
Opificio Mundi (abbreviated hereafter as Op Mund).1 It is an account which
basically attempts to make a link between Judaism and Hellenism. Philo's other
books also exhibit several cosmogonic understandings. While owing to the biblical
and Jewish exegetical traditions, Philo takes several cosmogonic ideas from Greek
philosophy (such as Platonism, Middle Platonism, Stoicism, Aristotelianism, and
Pythagoreanism) and makes a complex arrangement of both traditions so that his
creation account rather shows a distinction from other Jewish creation accounts.

Therefore, this section will deal with Op Mund and other works independently.

1 Main Concern

Op Mund can be divided into three parts: (1) the prologue (1-12); (2) the
interpretation of Gen 1:1-2:7 (13-169); and (3) the epilogue (170-172). In the second
section, the creational events (from the 1st day to the sixth day) are interpreted in the
same narrative order of Genesis. Philo's attempt to account for the creation of the
world is stated in both the prologue and epilogue. Philo summarizes the point of his
(or Moses') arguments as follows: (1) the deity has a real being (against the atheist);
(2) God is one (against the polytheist); (3) the world really was created; (4) the world
was one; and (5) God exercises forethought concerning the world (Op Mund 170-
172). In the prologue, introducing an atheist's view, which admires the world itself
rather than the Creator, and asserts that this world is unoriginate (Op Mund 8-9),
Philo starts to explain how it could be said that there was an origin to this world (Op
Mund 8). First of all, Philo presents the world view in which the universal law
corresponds to this world, and the human beings were made to live in accordance
with the law as citizens of this world (Op Mund 3). The relationship between the
universal law and this world is explained in philosophical language: i.e. 'active

1 Our thesis uses LCL edition (F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker [eds.], Philo fLCL;
Massachusets: Harvard University Press, 1929], 6-137).
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cause' (Spaoxijpiov) and 'passive object' (7ra0r|x6v) (Op Mund 8). The former
indicates 'the mind of the universe' (o xrov 6X®v voog), whereas the latter indicates the
objects which were fashioned by the former. This universal law is understood as
God's providence as well (Op Mund 8-9). In the following interpretation of the
Genesis creation account (Op Mund 13-169), Philo mainly argues that God (who is
the invisible supreme cause) has a real relationship to the world (visible), by
developing the idea of 'the divine Logos.'

2 Philo's Cosmogonic Understanding

2.1 Philo's Cosmogonic View
Philo's cosmogonic understanding has been influenced by Plato's cosmological
account in Timaeus.2 The parallel correspondences of the two cosmologies can be
illustrated as follows:

PLATO PHILO

Creator god as Tim
o Sxptoupyog 28a, 29a
7roiT)XT]? Kai 7raxijp 28c

Creator God as

S-ngtoupYOi; dya0og
tXOlT]XTig KOCl TOX-tp

OpM 18
OpM 7, 10
21, etc.

! ,

, Model or Plan for God's creation God's Ideas or Model i
'

vot]xoc; £tpov 30c-31a Koopog vorjxog OpM 24, etc.]

i Cosmic Soul (mediator figure) 36-37 God's Mind i
! Mfuxn OpM 18,20 ,

i The Xoyoc, (as God's thought) The Xoyoq (as God's forethought) '
! Xoyog tear Suxvota 38c cf. 7rpopri0eia LegAll 1:24 i

1 The Reason (as God's Plan) The Reason (as the laws in the city) '
i Aoytopo; ©sou 34a Xoyropot; OpM 24 i
i ' i

Craftsman gods, or Young gods
or veoi 0eoi 41-42

His Subordinate Powers (or 'angels')
crovepyog exepog Fug 68
80vapig Fug 69
exepog Pripioopyog Fug 70
7tXfj0xog Fug 71
ayyeXoi Conf174

mapxoi Conf179
o'tKeia Conf181

2 Cf. D. Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the 'Timaeus' of Plato (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1986),
524-527.
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Both Plato and Philo describe God as a Srptoupyoc; (craftsman), and both mention
some subordinate existence for God's work of creation. These subordinate powers

are called ayyekot in Conf 174 and 181, whereas they are depicted as subordinated to
the divine Logos (koyo<q Geioc;) in Fug 94-102:

The word (koyog) is, as it were, the charioteer of the powers (fjvto^og x(5v 8uvdp.eo)v), and
he who utters (o XaXav) it is the rider, who directs the charioteer how to proceed with a view
to the proper guidance of the universe (101).3

Thus Philo distinguishes these powers which make direct contact with the visible
world from the divine Logos, and the Logos is placed in the closest proximity to
God, being called 'an image of God,' or 'the most ancient of all the objects of
intellect in the whole world.'

2.2 The Pre-existent Plan as the Origin ofthe World
In Op Mund, Philo is interested in Plato's idea that God as the craftsman created the
universe after a created model (7capd8eiypa) (Tim 28b, 29b), and searches for a
similar thought in Moses' creation account. Philo refers to Gen 1:26-27, 'he (Adam)
was made in the image ofGod,' several times (Op Mund 24, 25, 69, 134, 139) as a

ground text for the understanding of a pre-existent plan (as an origin). He interprets
Gen 1:1 as follows: 'In the first place, from the model of the world, perceptible only
by intellect, the Creator made an incorporeal (riarapaxog) heaven, and an invisible
earth' (Op Mund 29). The creation of light (Gen 1:1-5) is interpreted from the same

point of view. Philo argues that the first created light which illuminates the image of
God is invisible so that it is called the divine Logos (Gelou koyoq), and that this
creation preceded the creation of the visible lights (luminaries) (Op Mund 33).4 Gen
2:4-5 is interpreted in the same way: 'before the earth was green, this same thing
existed in the nature of things, and before the grass sprang up in the field, there was

grass though it was not visible' (Op Mund 129). In Op Mund 17-24, Philo gives an

illustration, by comparing the creation of the universe with the building of the city by
the king. The king sketches out amodel or plan for the building of the city, which is
the vot|tt| (discernible by the intellect) 7toki<; and called o xox> apxixeicxovcx; koyiopog
(reason); likewise God must have a 'plan' for the creation of the universe beforehand
in his mind or soul (yuxh)- The order in the universe is referred to as evidence for

3 Based on Yonge's translation (C. D. Yonge [ed.] The Works of Philo: New Update Edition
[Peabody: Hendrickson, 1993]).

4 In Somn 1:75, referring to Ps 26:1, God and his Logos are mentioned as 'the first light,' and
'the archetypal pattern of every other light.'
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the existence of a supreme cause. Observing a perfect order in the heavens and the
earth (Op Mund 33-63), Philo comments, 'operations are invariably carried out under
ordinances and laws which God laid down in his universe as unalterable' (Op Mund
61). The reason why Philo is interested in the Number (4 [Op Mund 48-52]; 7 [76-
1281) seems to be related to the same concern (as a perfect design of the universe), as
well as a possible influence from Pythagoreanism.

2.3 Monotheism against Polytheism
One of Philo's arguments is that God is one:

Gcxl, with no counsellor to help him (who was there beside him?) (Op Mund 23).5

He who really is is One (etq o ©v ovxex; eon), and he has made the world (Op Mund 172).

However, he faced an exegetical problem in Moses' account of the creation of human
beings, which hints at his fellow-workers: 'Let us make man in our image
according to our likeness' (Gen 1:26). Philo understood this plurality as God's own

(or subordinate) powers, to whom he had assigned the task of making the mortal part
of human beings (Op Mund 75; Conf 175; Fug 69).6 It should be noted that in the
same context a monotheistic view is emphasized:

Now it was most proper for God the universal Father to make those excellent things by
himself alone (Si*ceo-rot) jaovov) (Op Mund 74).

In the first place, we must say that there is no existing being equal in honor to God, but there
is one only ruler and governor and king, to whom alone it is granted to govern and
to arrange the universe . . . There must be one Creator, and one Father and one
Master of the one universe (Conf 170).

It was not possible for any one to have an accurate view of all that had been created, except
for the Creator (Mig 135).

In short, to contend against the polytheistic view, Philo employs the idea of
subordinate powers (e.g. Op Mund 75; Conf 175; Fug 69). The figure of the Logos
is also employed in the same way (as will be shown later).

5Cf. Isa 40:13.
6 Philo uses the idea of subordinate powers in the context of theodicy: 'the successes of the

intellect arc attributed to Gcxl alone, but the errors of the being to his subordinate power' (Conf 179);
'to whom he has assigned the task of making the mortal part of our soul' (Fug 69); 'the one God
alone is the sole Creator of the real man, who is the purest mind, whereas a plurality of workmen are
the makers of that which is called man, the being compounded of external senses (Fug 71).
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2.4 Life and Light as God's Identity
The creation of light (e.g. Op Mund 29-35, 45-61; Som 1:75; Abr 156) and the life-
giving motif (Op Mund 25, 30, 134-139, 144; Plant 19-20) are the focus in Philo's
creation account.

Referring (or alluding) to Gen 1:4, Philo mentions that light is preeminently
beautiful (Op Mund 30) and the best of all things (Op Mund 53) since light is the first
thing which is pronounced in the Sacred Scriptures to be good (Abr 156). Philo
distinguishes the creation of light in Gen 1:4 from the creation of lights (luminaries),
and defines the former light as the invisible and intelligible light which was created
before the Sun (Op Mund 31).7 Moreover, this invisible light is understood as an

image of the divine Logos (Gelon Xoyou). In Som 1:75, Philo refers to Ps 26:1, 'For
the Lord is my light and my Savior,' and states that God is the first light which is the
archetypal pattern of every other light. In the same context, the Logos is also
mentioned as 'light' in the sense of the model or image.

Philo mentions the giving of the breath of life to Adam on several occasions. In
Plant 19-20, this breath is simply called 'the breath of life,' whereas elsewhere it is
called, 'the divine breath,' 'immortal soul,' 'the sovereign Reason' (Xoyiopov) (Op
Mund 139), and 'the divine Spirit' (Op Mund 144; Leg All 1:36), through which
human beings were made in the image of God (e.g. Op Mund 25; Plant 19-20), and
in the image of the Logos (Op Mund 139).8 In Op Mund 30, God is depicted as the
author of life (£®fj? araoO.9

In short, the identity of God as the supreme origin (possibly in the sense of
Plato's idea) is modified or explained by the light and life imageries. That is to say,
God is the supreme origin of light through which every light came about, whereas
God is the author of life, through whom human beings received an immortal part, i.e.
an immortal soul (as well as a mortal part |clay]; cf. Op Mund 134-139). It should be
noted that the identity of God as the supreme originator of life and light is associated
with the divine Logos (e.g. Op Mund 139; Som 1:75), which can be observed in
early Jewish creation accounts.10

7 See a similar division between the invisible and the visible in 2 En chs. 47-48, 65-66.
8 The breath of life is understood in several ways in the early Jewish creation accounts (cf. Sir

17:1-14; Wisd 9:2; 1QS col. 3; 4Q422; 4Q504).
9 The identity of God is associated with the life motif in the early Jewish creation accounts (4

Ezra 3:5; 2 Bar 21:9; 23:5; 6:47-48; JosAsen 8:10-11). Philo understands this life motif in
accordance with his cosmogonic view.

10 Cf. 2 En 33:4; 4 Ezra 3:4; 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 14:17; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; SibOr 1:19; 3:20;
PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 9:2; ApAbr 9:9; 22:2; JosAsen 12:2; Sir 39:17; 42:15; 4Q381 frag. 1 6-7;
4Q422 frag. 1 6.
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3 Philo 's Logos

3.1 The Logos as Plato's orMiddle Platonic Model
Philo employs several parts of Plato's cosmological model (mainly from Timaeus), as
previously observed. He goes on to reinterpret the book of Moses in accordance with
this model. In the context where Philo considers some ontological subject (e.g. the
relationship between the invisible God and the visible world), Plato's model is
strongly highlighted and the Logos is defined as 'God's invisible model' or

'incorporeal plan.'11 As has been observed, Philo is concerned with 'God's perfect
plan,' or 'thought'12 as an origin of this world. Philo calls it the Xayoq Geov. The
Logos is compared with the law (vogog Getog) or ordinances (Geogo:;) in Op Mundl43,
which functions as 'a divine arrangement in accordance with which everything
suitable and appropriate is assigned to every individual.' Philo emphasizes that it was
settled in God's mind (Op Mund 17-18) or in his thought (cf. rcpogr)Geia of Leg All
1:24) before the creation. The Logos is described in the rest of the book of Op Mund
in the same sense: koagoq votixoi; (the world which is perceptible only by intellect)
(Op Mund 24); dp^e-cimoc; oippayi; (archetypal seal) (Op Mund 25).

Since wisdom in the Jewish tradition contains the motif of 'the divine thought,'
wisdom may share an idea with Philo's Logos.13 And since coincidentally Plato uses
the Logos in the sense of 'the divine thought' at least once in Timaeus (Tim 38c3), it
might have encouraged Philo to refer to the Logos, instead of wisdom.

3.2 The Logos applied to Allegorical Interpretation
Philo's Logos exhibits several distinctive aspects when it is associated with an

allegorical interpretation.
(1) In Leg All 3:177-178, Philo gives an allegorical exegesis of Gen 48:15-16

to develop his argument about the relationship between God and the Logos (as
heavenly food which nourishes the soul of human beings) (3:174-176).

And he blessed them and said, 'the God in whose sight my fathers were well pleasing, even
Abraham and Isaac, the God who continues to Iced (o tpetpoov) me from my youth until this
day; the angel who delivers (o pirogevos) me from all evils, bless these boys.

(Gen 48:15-16 (translation of the LXXj)

11 P. Borgen (Philo, John and Paul: New Perspectives on Judaism and Early Christianity
[Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987], 77) comments that Philo in his interpretation of Gen 1:3 moves
from the uttered word of God to the concept of [the] Logos in an absolute sense, referring to Somn
1:75.

12 H. Wolfson (Philo: Foundation of Religious Philosophy in Judaism, Christianity and
Isratn, vol. 1 [Camgridge: Harvard, 1947], 233) defines it as 'amind always in the act of thinking.'

13 There are five examples where wisdom appears in the position of the divine Logos (Heres
199; Leg All 1:43, 65; 2:86; Fug 97; Somn 2:241-242).
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Philo distinguishes the responsibility of God as nourisher of the people from that of
the angel as the physician for his illness (kxxpov Kaicwv). He reads these texts by
replacing the term, 'the angel,' with 'the Xoyoq,' whereas, iaxpov is replaced by
dnaXXayr\v:

The good things, namely food, he (God) gives to men by himself, but those which contain in
them a deliverance from evil (ajtaXXayTiv kcckcov), he gives through his angels
and his Xoytov (All Leg 3:177).

In this paraphrase, Philo juxtaposes the angels with the Xoyog (and Xoyovq), and gives
them a different task as deliverers from evil, not as physicians of illness. On account
of the connection to the figure of the angel, the Logos (sg. in 177a; pi. in 177b and
178) takes a more personal figure or a mediator figure as the deliverer of the people
from evil instead of a supreme God.

(2) In Fug 1-6, which is the allegorical exegesis of Gen 16:8-11 (a part of the
Hagar narrative), Philo puts the Logos in the place of the angel who appears to
Hagar.

Gen 16:8-11 [translation of the LXX]

And an angel of the Lord found her by the fountain of water in the wilderness, by the
fountain in the way to Sur. And the angel of the Lord said to her, 'Hagar, Sara's maid, where
were you coming from? and are you going?' . . . And the angel said to her, 'Return. . .,' 'I
will surely multiply your seed. . . ,' 'Behold . . .'

Philo replaces 'the angel' with 'the divine Logos' (Geiov Xoyov) (Fug 5a), and uses
this text for his philosophical explanation of how the divine Logos relates to the
human soul (Fug 5b-6). According to Fug 5-6, Hagar is a symbol of our causes for
flight (i.e. hatred, fear, and shame), and the Logos of God is depicted as the
comforter for the people to recommend, to encourage, to alarm, to comfort, and to
restore the ignoble human soul (7tct0og \|/"05cfj<i) - In this context, the divine Logos is
given a mediator figure by means of the shadow of the angelic figure.

(3) In Quaest Exod 2:13, which is the exegesis of Exod 23:20-21, the Logos
and the angel are connected together and they are called 'the minister of God,'
'judge,' and 'mediator' (geatxiy;) (although it is not necessarily clear whether Philo
focuses on the Logos itself or the angel).

And, behold, 1 send my angel (xov dyyeXov jiou) before your face, that he may keep
you in the way, that he may bring you into the land which I have prepared for you. Take heed
to yourself and listen to him, and disobey him not; for he will not give way to you, for my
name is on him (Exod 23:20-21 [the translation of the LXX]).
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As Philo says, it is one of the allegorical interpretations (akknyopetxai). According to
Philo, the land which God has prepared for Israel is called 'philosophy' ((ptkoootpiocv).
The angel is assigned to the position of 'an intellectual soul' (voepa yuyhh 'wholly
mind (voug), 'wholly incorporeal,' whereas the Xoyoc, 0eou, which is appointed as

'judge' and 'mediator' (pealx-ng), is described as the one who helps the people to
form their mind (xov vow). In this context, Philo calls the angel 'an intellectual soul'
or 'incorporeal mind,' and this motif is applied to the Logos as well.

(4) In Heres 203-205, Philo interprets 'the cloud,' which appears in the
Exodus event (Exod 14:19), as the cloud which showers down wisdom on those
minds study virtue, whereas the cloud pours forth punishments on the evil (204).
The image of the water (e.g. 'the fountain' in Post 127 and 'the river' in Post 129,
Somn 2:241, 246) is often allegorized as the divine Logos, so Philo may apply it to
this context. Heres 205 depicts the divine Logos as God's 'archangelic (apxayyekw)
and most ancient (7tpeofh)xdxcp) koyog.' Moreover, Philo understands the Logos here
as 'the ambassador of the ruler' (7tpea|3et>xT}Q too tiyepovoQ) who is 'not created as

God, nor as a human being, but as a hostage to both parties.' The Logos says, 'I
stood in between the Lord and you.' It alludes to Num 16:48, in which Aaron stood
in between the dead and the living.14 The association of the Logos with the figure of
Aaron may have something to do with the fact that Aaron is called Moses' mouth¬
piece, interpreter, and prophet who stands between God and the people (cf. Det 39).
Although there is no clear mentioning of this association here, it seems possible that
the mediator figure of the divine Logos is related to the figure of Aaron as an
ambassador or the high priest.

(5) In Quaest Gen 4:110, Philo gives an allegorical interpretation of 'the
bracelets of gold of ten drachmas' of Gen 24:22, and argues that the Number ' 10' is a
sacred number. Then he assigns the Logos to the highest place, applying his
understanding of 'the Number 10' to the construction of the universe:

In the world, together with the number seven (of planets) and the eighth spheres of fixed stars
and those sublunary things of one species which are changeable among themselves, the
divine Logos is the governor (Ki)Pepvf)XTi5) and administrator (o'ticovojioq) of
all things, since it has melodically harmonized the chorus of the nine musical (intervals).15

This framework is also applied to the construction of the human body:

14 Aaron is actually allegorized as the Logos in Leg All 3:45.
15 Trans, of R. Marcus (ed.), Philo Supplement I (LCL; Cambridge: Harverd University Press,

1987).
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And in our body and soul there are also seven irrational parts and the mind, which is a single
part. Now, the divine Logos is concerned with these nine (parts), being the leader and
ruler of harmony, and by it the nine parts are harmonized.16

In those texts, the divine Logos is called 'the governor (Kupepvij-rnQ and
administrator (otKovopo;)' of the universe and 'the leader and ruler' of the human
body. The character of the divine Logos as the one who governs or rules the
universal order is illustrated in other contexts that compare the Logos with the divine
law (i.e. vopog GeioQ: 'It supports and makes firm the foundation of the universe as

boundary to all elements' (Plant 8-10); 'It holds all things together. . . and binds all
the parts. . (Fug 112). Likewise, it seems reasonable to take the idea of 'the
governor' or 'the leader' in Quaest Gen 4:110 as a figurative expression.

In summary, Philo's allegorical interpretation gives the Logos several
distinctive meanings. In particular, Philo is interested in the angelic figures (Leg All
3:177-178; Fug 5-6; Quaest Exod 2:13) or other mediator figures, such as Aaron
(Heres 205), or the metaphors which indicate the motif of nourishment (e.g. manna,
or water). Then he finds the new features of the divine Logos as 'the healer of the
soul' (Leg All 3:177-178), 'comforter' (Fug 5-6), 'mediator' (Quaest Exod 2:13),
and 'ambassador' (Heres 205). And all this term seems to be just personification.

3.3 The Logos for Solving the Exegetical Problem
To solve the exegetical problem which seemingly indicates a polytheistic view, Philo
expands the motif of the divine Logos.

(1) In Somn 1:227-230 (which is the interpretation of Gen 31:13), Philo does
not take ev tott® GeoC as the Greek translation of (Beth'el), but literally as 'in
the place of God.' Then he solves the problem of the text which seemingly indicates
that there were two Gods (Somn 228). Philo explains that the former GeoQ takes an
article so that it means the real God, while the latter does not take one so that it

implies the divine Logos. While trying to solve the theological problem (of the
polytheistic view), Philo takes up Gen 31:13 (the LXX rendering) and argues that the
divine Logos should be placed beside God instead of the other autonomous
substance. In other words, the divine Logos can be placed there because it is not
considered to be an autonomous substance.

(2) The LXX reading of Gen 9:6 has a similar exegetical problem: 'I made
(enoir\oa) man in the image of God,' unlike the Masoretic text, 'He made (ntffl?)
man in the image of God.' It seems to Philo that the text implies that there were some
other Gods (Quaest Gen 2:62). In order to solve this problem, Philo thinks that the

16 R. Marcus, Philo.
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subject of this sentence is the supreme Father of the universe, and 'God' in the last
phrase points to the divine Logos who is called xov Seikepov Geov (the second, or next
God). Although he gives the title of xov Sedxepov Geov to the Logos, the context of
Quaest Gen 2:62 makes no allusion to any mediating role of the Sedxepot; Geog. Thus
it seems rather a paraphrase of Gen 9:6: T (God) made man in the image of the next
God, not the God.'

(3) In Conf 146-147, while discussing the reason why the people can be called
'the sons of the Lord God' (Deut 14:1; cf. 32:18), Philo argues that even if there is
no one who is worthy to be called a son of God, he can be assigned to the next
position, that is 'the son of the divine Logos' 'the first born' (7rpcox6yovog), 'the
eldest' (jrpeoP'uxaxo'u) of all his (God's) angels, as it were17 'an archangel'
(ccpxccyyekov).18 In this context, Philo uses the motif of the divine Logos to solve the
exegetical problem.

In short, to contend against the polytheistic view, Philo expands the motif of
the Logos (e.g. Somn 1:227-230; Quaest Gen 2:62; Conf 146-147), and in this case,
the Logos is called 'the second God' (Somn 1:227-230) or 'a God' (Quaest Gen
2:62) to sustain the monotheistic view since the divine Logos is not regarded as an
autonomous being. However, because Philo was much influenced by Platonic view,
Philo might have confused Jewish monotheism with Platonic 'monotheism' (one
Supreme God but also lesser divine beings).19

3.4 The Logos as the Divine Word
There seems to be a certain association of Philo's Logos with the word of God in the
biblical tradition as well.20

(1) Sacr8: In order to prove the immortality of the human mind, Philo gives
the example of Moses who departs to heaven when he is going to die. In this
account, Philo emphasizes that through 'the word' (Sid phpaxoQ of the supreme

cause, by which the whole universe was formed (8i' on kcu o adpnac tcoapoc

eSripioupyeixo), Moses was summoned to heaven by God. Aid pfjpaxoc; is replaced in
the next sentence by xw adxco koy®, so pijpa and Adyog are used as synonyms. This
account is based on Deut 34:5: 'So Moses the servant of the Lord died there in the

land of Moab, according to the word of the Lord (8id prjpaxo^ Kupiou [LXX]).' Philo
seems to take the genitive case of 8ia phpaxot; Kupiou as an expression of 'agent': i.e.

17 See the Greek expression, (he, av
18 The one who is named as dpxif ovopa 0eoh seems to be Israel. See the Greek text.
19 I am grateful to Prof. Bauckham for suggesting this point.
20 Runia (Philo, 169-171) does not deny a possibility of the relation of Philo's Logos to the

biblical texts, listing these motifs: (1) Moses' law; (2) Moses' jrapdSeiypa of the tabernacle; and
(3) the word of YHWH (HIIV 73-7).
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'by the power of his word,' not as 'according to the decision of the Lord.' Then, the
account that the whole universe was formed through 'the word' (frnpa or koyo^) of
the supreme cause (xou aixiou gexaviaxaxat) seems to be based on the motif of the
word of God. In Sacr 8 the Logos is paralleled with prpa ('utterance'), and the
Logos is described in this context, not only as God's plan or model, but also as a real
activity of God the Creator.21 It should be noted that Moses was taken by the same

Logos which operated in God's work of creation.
(2) Leg All 3:204: This is part of the exegesis of Gen 22:16: "'by myself have

I sworn," said the Lord.' Philo states that God's oaths (opicoi) are sure and are

proofs of his exceeding power (xek|j,t)piov \f\c, iaxt>p6xr]xos canon). He also writes
that navcec, oi xoi) 0con koyot eidiv opKoi, paralleling the oath with the aoyoi xon Of-on
and vopot, xoh 9eon (204).22 Although both opicoi and koyoi xot> 0eo\> take a plural form
here, each takes a singlar form in the same context.23 So that, we can take Xoyoi xoh
0eoo as the same as the divine Logos. The idea, 'whatever he said comes to pass,
and this is specially characteristic of an oath' (204), shares the idea of the word of
God (e.g. Isaiah 55:11).

(3) Post 102: Philo gives an exegesis on Num 20:17, 'We (Moses and Israel)
will go along the King's Highway,' with reference to Deut 28:14, 'You shall not turn
aside from the word (pi)paxo<; [LXX|) which I commanded you this day.' Philo
argues that 'the King's Highway' means 'genuine philosophy,' which should be
distinguished from a secular one (102), and this royal road is called 0eoh p%ia Kai

A.oyov and xo Oeou pfjpa. It is noteworthy that following the citation of Deut 28:14
(LXX), Philo takes the LXX rendering, 0eou prpa; however, he replaces it by koyog.
This pattern appears in Sacr 8 and Leg All 3:174-176 as well: i.e. 5ta ptipaxo^

Kixpion [LXX] -» pf|pa xofj aixiou pexavioxaxai (Sacr 8a) -» x® auxco koyco (Sacr 8b).
In Post 102, pfjpa means God's command which he declared to Israel. Therefore, the
Logos, called a 'genuine philosophy,' is related to the Logos as God's utterance.

(4) Leg All 3:174-17824: This is the exegesis of Deut 8:3.

And He afflicted you and made you weak by hunger, and fed (e\|/(opxoev < ycopi^eo) you
with manna (xo pdwa), which your fathers knew not, that he might make you know that
man shall not live by bread (in ccpxq>) alone, but by every word (ejxi Txccvxt, pf|potxi) that
goes forth out of the mouth of God man shall live (Dcut 8:3 [translation of the LXX]).

2' Cf. Fug 95: 'the powers of Him who utters the word (keyovxoc;), according to which the
creator made the world with a word (Xoyco).

22 The connection between the oath and the koyoc can be seen in 1 En 69:16-25 and 4Q381
frag. 1 3-4.

23 See Leg All 3:204 and 208.
24 Cf. Det 118; Heres79, 191.
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Philo takes Xojoc, as an equivalent word to jidwa here, and interprets the passage as
follows: 'God nourishes (Staxpetpei) us by his most generic word (to yevuconaxov

a-uxo-o A,6y®), which is above all the world, and is the eldest (7rp£op-ux(XTo<;) and most

generic of created things' (175). It is also summarized in 176: 'The soul (f) yuyfi) °f
the most perfect is fed by the word (xc5 Aoyco).' It is noteworthy that the Xoyoc, xoh
Geod in this context has a similar character to the divine word: i.e. the character of the

word seems to be God's utterance, because of the connection to the word pipa, and
as the one which nourishes the soul of human beings, on account of the application to
the metaphor, pawa, a heavenly bread. These figures are rare in the former category
(as an application to Plato's model), and have a certain connection to the divine word
tradition.25

(5) Post 127-129: The Logos was linked to the water motif in several
contexts.26 In the exegesis of Gen 2:6 and 10, 'And a fountain went up from the
earth, and watered all the face of the earth . . . And a river went out of Eden to water

the Paradise,' the Logos takes the place of 'the fountain' in Post 127 and of 'the
river' in 129.27 In the former section, o Geoxi Aoyoq is described as apxh and 7triyfi of
noble conduct, whereas in the latter, o Geioc; Aoyog is assigned a divine task to increase
and to nourish the souls of the ones who love God. It is interesting that Philo
explains in detail how o Gekx; Aoyo^ can feed the soul of human beings, i.e. 'on
account of the unceasing and everlasting flow of salutary words (Aoycov) and
doctrines' (8oypaxcov) (129). In other words, o Geob Aoyo; is described as a source
for the words as ordinances or instructions. This figure also seems to be nearer the
word of God tradition than Plato's philosophical model.

In short, the Logos shows the nature of God's utterance: the word of creation
(e.g. Sacr 8; Fug 95), the word of God in the prophetic tradition (Leg All 3:204), and
in Deut28:14(Post 102). On account of the link of the Logos to the heavenly food
'manna' (Leg All 3:174-178; Det 118; Heres 79, 191) and to the 'fountain' or 'the
river' of water (Post 127-129; Somn 2:241-242, 246), the Logos is assigned a divine
task to increase and to nourish people's souls. Philo may depict a bridge between the
Logos as God's plan (of the first category) and the Logos as the word of God, when
he describes o Geoh Aoyog as a source of the divine instructions (cf. Post 127-129).

25 The similar connection of the Aoyoc xoi) Oeot) (or Aoyoc Geioc) to trdwcc is seen in Det
118 and Heres 79, 191.

26 In Leg All 2:15-16 both manna and water are linked together, and they are mentioned as the
Aoyoq of God: 'When they have been given water to drink, they are filled with the manna.' This
is an allegorical exegesis of Deut 8:15-16.

27 Cf. Somn 2:241-242, 246.
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4 Summary and Conclusion
Philo's main concerns are summarized in the epilogue of Op Mund: (1) the deity has
a real being (against the atheist); (2) God is one (against the polytheist); (3) the world
really was created; (4) the world was one; and (5) God exercises forethought
concerning the world. Notwithstanding, Philo cannot ignore some polytheistic
expressions in Moses (e.g. Gen 1:26; 31:13; 9:6; particularly in the LXX translation).
To solve the theological problem (in particular against polytheistic views), Philo
employs several parts of Plato's cosmological model (mainly from Timaeus), and he
goes on to reinterpret the book of Moses in accordance with the philosophical model.
In this process, Philo might have confused Jewish monotheism with Platonic
'monotheism' (one Supreme God but also lesser divine beings). Moreover, on the
one hand, in the context where Philo considers some ontological subject (e.g. the
relation between the invisible God and the visible world), Plato's model is strongly
emphasized and the koyog is defined as 'God's invisible model' or 'incorporeal plan,'
whereas on the other hand, in the context where Philo goes back to the biblical
tradition, the Logos seems to have a different aspect from the former figure. It can
have the nature of God's utterance (e.g. Sacr 8; Fug 95) and the divine word figure
(Leg All 3:204; Post 102). In particular when the Logos is understood with some

personal figures (e.g. angel [Leg All 3:177-178; Fug 5-6; Quaest Exod 2:131 or
Aaron [Heres 205]) or other metaphors ('manna' [Leg All 3:174-178; Det 118; Heres
79, 191] or 'water' [Post 127-129; Somn 2:241-242, 246]), it appears as a divine
mediator. In this context, the Logos is called 'the healer of the soul' (Leg All 3:177-
178), 'comforter' (Fug 5-6), 'mediator' (Quaest Exod 2:13), and 'ambassador'
(Heres 205). The Logos is assigned a divine task to increase and to nourish the souls
of the people as well (Leg All 3:174-178; Det 118; Heres 79, 191; Post 127-129;
Somn 2:241 242, 246) because of the connection to those metaphors. However, all
this mediating figure seems to be a personification of the God's activities, not as a

presentation of hypostatic being.
It is true that Philo attempts to defend Jewish monotheism from polytheistic and

atheistic world views. However, while developing the idea of the Logos in Platonic
or Middle Platonic philosophical models, Philo gradually moved from Jewish
tradition (e.g. speculation on the divine word and wisdom). Philo 'sometimes'
confuses Jewish monotheism with Platonic cosmogonical views which can include
lesser divine beings, while emphasizing a philosophical notion (e.g. the Logos as

'Reason'). As will be shown in the next part, these ideas cannot be seen in the
Johannine Logos, and these points make a disinction between Philo's Logos and the
Johannine Logos which is all the way through concerned with Jewish monotheistic
framework which speculates on the unique identity of God as the sole Creator and as
the sole Fulfillerof the Eschatological hope.
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Chapter 6

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS ON THE JOHANNINE PROLOGUE

Since the quest of Bultmann's work (J923) on the background of the Johannine
prologue, several significant efforts have been made to identify the 'original hymn,'
which has been understood to be the source of the prologue. On the other hand, there
have been other efforts to describe the structure of the present form of the prologue.
They attempt mainly to point out a chiastic structure by seeking a more developed
refinement of the parallel correspondences in the prologue. This chapter will briefly
assess the recent surveys of both source (diachronic) and structural (synchronic)
analyses, and will propose a new structural understanding which will be the basis for
later thematic analysis.

6.1 Source Analysis

6.1.1 Arguments

Although the first part of the original hymn (v. 1-5, 9-11) introduces the pre-existent
koyog, R. Bultmann1 argues that the redactor understood that verse 14 and the phrase,
to cpcdi; ev xfj gkothx cpcdvet in v. 5, refer to the Incarnation of the Xoyoc,. He believes
that the redactor added his own prosaic comments in vv. 6-8, and 15. Bultmann
considers the literary style as another reason why an original hymn underlies the
prologue. That is to say that on the one hand, the original hymn was composed in a

poetical style which used in metaphorical terms, whereas, on the other hand the
additional sections were composed in prosaic form.2 He also points out that there is a
contextual breaking or a sudden shift, which is especially seen in the section of the
witness of John the Baptist (vv. 6-8, 15). Furthermore, he argues that vv. 12-13 is a
later insertion which developed the notion of the tekvoc eeot>, and that v. 17 is an

exegetical gloss on v. 16, whereas v. 18 is a note to stress the absoluteness of the
revelation in Jesus.2

1 R. Bultmann, 'Der religionsgeshichtliche hinterground,' 3-26; idem, John, 16-17. He
divided the prologue into two sections: A cultie community hymn and a later addition to or insertion
into the original hymn.

2 R. Bultmann, John, 16-18.
3 R. Bultmann, John, 79.
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E. Kasemann revises Bultmann's hypothesis, by observing that v. 10 links
excellently with v. 5, and that v. 9 is inserted to link up with the hymn after the
insertion of vv. 6-8.4 He considers vv. 14-18 as an epilogue to the prologue which
the Evangelist provided.1 R. Schnackenburg accepts that the prologue is based on a

song or hymn which was used for the beginning of the Gospel. He gives the
following reasons: (1) the differences between the poetical sentences and the prose
elements (vv. 6-8, 12, 13, 15, 17); (2) the breaks and sudden switches of structure
and the movement of thought (vv. 6-8, 15); (3) the stylistic differences; and (4) the
terminological and conceptual differences (e.g. o Xoyo5, oienvoco, 18105).6 E.
Haenchen argues that the original hymn was composed on the basis of an old wisdom
myth, and that this hymn was taken over by Judaism and put in the service of the
Torah.7 As for vv. 6-8, he argues that the interpolator might have understood v. 5 as
an early reference to the incarnated Logos so that the interpolator might have
attempted to put an account of John the Baptist prior to the appearance of Jesus.8
Based on recent redaction analyses, R. Brown proposes two sets of additions: (1)
the explanatory expansions of the lines of the Hymn (12c-13; 17-18); (2) the material
pertaining to John the Baptist (6-9, 15).9 He argues that vv.6-7 reads well before v.

19, since v. 7 says that John the Baptist came as a witness to testify, and v. 19
presents his testimony and the circumstances under which it was given.10 He
observes that the style of vv. 8-9 (the absence of kou and the use of subordination),
and 12c-13 (the use of prosaic form) is different from the other poetic stanzas,11 and
that these verses also show explanatory features. Verse 5 is considered to be copied
from v. 30, and vv. 17-18 repeats v. 16, in order to sustain each context.12
However, scholars' opinions differ as to the point where the original hymn should be
located in the prologue.13

4 E. Kasemann, 'Structure,' 151.
3 E. Kasemann, 'Structure,' 152.
6 R. Schnackenburg, The Gospel According to St. John vol. 1 (London: Burns & Oates),

224-226.
7 E. Haenchen, John, 127-129.
8 E. Haenchen, John, 116.
9 R. E. Brown, The Gospel According to John (I-XII) (AB 29; New York: Doubleday, 1966),

22.
10 R. E. Brown, John, 27.
11 R. E. Brown, John, 9-11.
12 R. E. Brown, John, 35-36.
13 J. H. Bernard, A Critical andExegetical Commentary on the Gospel according to St. John

(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1928), 144; P. Gachter, 'Strophen im Johannesevangelium,' ZKT 60
(1936), 99; H. C. Green, 'The Composition of St. John's Prologue,' ET 66 (1954-1955), 291; J. T.
Sanders, The New Testament Christological Hymns: Their Historical Religious Background
(Cambirdge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 20; W. Schmithals, 'Dcr Prolog des
Johannesevangeliums,' ZNW 70 (1979), 16; G. Rochais, 'La Formation du Prologue (Jn. 1:1-18),'
SE 37 (1985), 5-7.
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The Source Analysis of John 1:1-1814

I 2 i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 i 15 16 17 18

Bultmann

1923

Bernard

Gachter
1936

2i.

Green

1955

Kasemann

1957

Shnacken

burg 1957
Haenchen

1963

Brown

1966

Sanders

1971

Schmit-

hals 1979

Rochais
1985

(The shadow indicates the sections that are regarded as the additions to the original hymn. )

6.1.2 Assessment

Bultmann's earliest work on the Johannine prologue made a strong impact on later
studies of the prologue. Since then, scholars have assumed an original hymn behind
the prologue. This is based mainly on observations of literary style.15 They argue
that the original hymn was composed in poetical form, which uses metaphorical
terms, whereas, on the other hand, the additional sections were composed in prosaic
form. The question is whether the criteria, which scholars apply to the evaluation of
the style of the prologue, can be suitable for understanding the style of the Fourth
Gospel. For example, it seems subjective to judge the literary style. C. K. Barrett
examines ancient poetic structure, and contends that it is impossible to draw this sort

14 This table is based on Brown's survey (John, 22), and it is supplemented by E. Miller's
summary (Salvation-History in the Prologue of John: The Significance of John 1:3/4 [NovTSup
60; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989], 6).

15 E. Kasemann ('Structure,' 141-142), R. Schnackenburg (John, 226) and R. Brown (John,
21-22) suggest that the difference of style should not be the criterion; however, they all seem to
accept Bultmann's assumption.
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of division that might enable the readers to assign some verses to a source written in
poetry, and others to a prose-writing evangelist.'6

The source analysis also points out the contextual breaks or sudden shifts,
which are especially seen in the sections of the witness of John the Baptist (vv. 6-8,
15).17 There are some examples (see below) of the contextual breaks or sudden shifts
in the other texts of the Fourth Gospel. However, these breaks do not necessarily
show an awkward impression, but rather they can be observed as a literary pattern. It
is noteworthy that 'the sentence break' is observed in Semitic languages as a literary
device.18

The first example is from the narrative of the Samaritan woman (John 4:3-42).

(1) The Narrative of the Samaritan Woman (John 4:3-42)

Samaritan Woman and Jesus (3-26)
Disciples came to them (27)

Samaritan Woman and the People (28-30)
Disciples and Jesus (31-38)

Samaritan Woman and the People (39-42)

(1st part)
(1 st breaking)

(2nd part)
(2nd breaking)

(3rd part)

In this narrative, on the one hand, three parts (vv. 3-26, 28-30, 39-42) focus on the
Samaritan woman, whereas, on the other hand, two parts (vv. 27, 31-38) focus on
the conversation with the disciples. In particular, the latter sections (vv. 27 and 31-
38) seem to break the entire sequence of this narrative. However, it seems plausible
to assume that the narrator unfolds two different scenes at the same time.

The second example is from the narrative of Jesus' arrest (John 18:12-40).

(2) The Narrative of Jesus' arrest (John 18:12-40)

A: The Jews arrest Jesus (12-14)
B: Peter denies Jesus (15-18)
A: The high priest questions Jesus (19-24)
B: Peter denies Jesus, 2nd, 3rd (25-27)
A: Pilate questions Jesus (28-40)

(1st part)
(1st breaking)

(2nd part)
(2nd breaking)

(3rd part)

16 C. K. Barrett, The Prologue of St John's Gospel (London: The Athlone Press, University
of London, 1971), 13-17.

17 Cf. R. Bultmann, John, 16-18; and R. Schnackenburg, John, 225-226.
18 T. D. Tsumura ('Literary Insertion [AXB Pattern] in Biblical Hebrew,' VT 33 11983])

suggests one example of literary breakup system in Semitic language: 'A phenomenon of literary
breakup has been noted in the "breakup of stereotype phrases by parallelism", first called to scholars'
attention by E. Z. Melamed in 1961 and followed by schollars such as M. Dahood, D. N. Freedman,
M. Z. Kaddari and others'; 'A and B stand for two words, phrases, clauses, or even discourses which
constitute grammatically and/or semantically either a composite unit [AB] or a compound unit
[A&B];X is an affix, word, phrase, clause, or discourse which is inserted between A and B and yet
limits the complex A-B as a whole grammatically or semantically' (468-469).
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In this narrative, on the one hand, three parts (vv. 12-14, 19-24, 28-40) tell how
Jesus was arrested and questioned by the high priest and Pilate, whereas, on the other
hand, two parts (vv. 15-18, 25-27) tell the fact that Peter denied Jesus three times.
To observe a grammatical aspect, the former parts begin with sentences which have
ow; the latter parts begin with sentences which have 8e.

12: ' H ovv o7ce1pa Kai.. .

15: ' HkoA,oi0£i 8e xco Tr|oox> Zipxov 7texpoc .. •

19: o ovv apxiepehc ■ ■ •

25: 'Hv 8e Itpoov jcexpoc . . .

28: "AytODOtv ovv . ..

Thus the narrator unfolds the passion narrative, clearly being aware of at least two
different scenes.

In the two examples, the author unfolds the narrative, as if he expects the
readers to watch two different scenes at the same time. Therefore, it seems possible
to assume that a similar literary device might have been employed in the prologue:

The Witness of John the Baptist in John 1:1-18

A: The Logos statement (1-5)
B: The Baptist's Witness (6-8)
A: The Logos (the Son) statement (9-14)
B: The Baptist's Witness (15)
A: The Son statement (16-18)

M. Hooker argues that references to John the Baptist occur as the turning-points of
the context, based on her structural understanding of the prologue19 :

A: (i) 1-5 (The Logos in relation to God; active in creation; as life which is light)

<6-8: Reference to John the Baptist>

(ii) 9-13 (The Light lightens men; but the world [created by him] did not accept
him; those who did were made children of God through him)

B: (i) 14 (The incarnate Logos-his glory, full of grace and truth)

< 15: Reference to John the BaptisO

(ii) 16-18 (Men have received of his fullness, and grace and truth have come
through him; God, whom no one has seen, has been made known through him)

19 M. Hooker, 'John the Baptist and the Johannine Prologue,' NTS 16 (1970), 356-357.
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Van der Watt rightly comments that the historical-critical interpreter might have
interpreted the structural break between vv. 5 and 6 as an indication of different
sources, while a structualist might have seen it as an indication of a shift in emphasis
or as an indication of a dramatic event which is about to start.20 C. K. Barrett also

emphasizes the important theological function of the witness of John the Baptist in the
prologue21:

God, who, with his Logos, is eternally what he is, and is beyond definition, enters the world
of time and space (and definition); first through a messenger, but secondly also in his own
person. . . The word of verse 15 may be intended to convey the hint that Jesus before his
public ministry had once been a follower of John, but they are so chosen as to express the
subsequent emergence in time of one whose being spanned eternity before and after John. . .

This means that the 'Baptist' verses were not an afterthought, thrown in injure the rival
Baptist group, but part of a serious, connected, thought-out, theological purpose.22

The first statement about John the Baptist (vv. 6-8) indicates a shift in emphasis or a
dramatic event which is about to start, and functions as a 'bridge' between the koyoc
aoapKo^ and the Xoyoq evaaptcoQ. Furthermore, it functions to focus on the event of
the coming of light, by making a clear distinction between true light (to tpcog to

dVnGivov) and the Witness to it (ouk fjv eqiceivog to (prog). The second statement about
John the Baptist (v. 15) functions to remind the readers of the divine identity of the
incarnated Logos (the pre-existence of the Son [rcpcotog poo fjv]).23

The terminological and theological differences between the prologue and the
rest of the Gospel have been considered as grounds for postulating later redactions.24
However, our studies (ch. 8) will show a closer relationship between the prologue
and the rest of the Fourth Gospel.25

20 J. van DerWatt, 'The Composition of the Prologue of the Prologue of John's Gospel: The
Historical Jesus Introducing Divine Grace,' WTJ 57 (1995), 319-320.

21 C. K. Barrett, Prologue, 22-25, 26-27.
22 C. K. Barrett, Prologue, 23.
23 See further discussion on the funcion of the statement of John the Baptist (§ 6.2.4.2).
24 R. Schnackenburg, John, 225-226; R. Brown, John, 19.
25 J. A. T. Robinson, 'The Relation of the Prologue to the Gospel of St. John,' NTS 9

(1962), esp. 122; E. Harris, Prologue and Gospel: The Theology of the Fourth Evangelist
(JSNTSup 107; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994).
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6.2 Structural Analysis

6.2.1 Chiastic Structural Understanding
Efforts to describe the structure of the present form of the prologue have also been
made apart from source analyses. N. W. Lund (1931) observes first a chiastic
structure in the Johannine prologue.26

Lund's Chiastic Structural Understanding of John 1:1-18

A. The eternal Logos and God (1-2)

B. The relationship of the Logos to the men of the OT (3-5, 9-10b)

C. The historical Logos rejected and received by men (10c-12)

D. True and false grounds of Sonship (13)

C'. The historical Logos dwelling among men and seen by them (14)

B'. The relationship of the Logos to believers in the NT (16-17a)

A'. The eternal Logos in the bosom of the Father (17b-18)

He defines the nature of chiasmus as follows:

'According to its Greek origin the term designates a literary figure, or principle, which
consists of "a placing crosswise" of words in a sentence. The term is used in rhethoric to
designate an inversion of the order of words or phrases which are repeated or subsequently
referred to in the sentence.'27

Since Lund's first observation, several scholars have attempted to seek a more
reasonable list of parallel correspondences in the prologue.28 Although Lunds omits
vv. 6-8 and v. 15 from this list, recent scholars, who attempt to apply a chiastic

25 N. W. Lund, 'The Influence of Chiasmus upon the Structure of the Gospels,' ATR 13
(1931), 42-46.

27 N. W. Lund, Chiasmus in the New Testament (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1942), 31.

28 N. W. Lund, 'The Influence of Chiasmus,' 42-46; M. E. Boismard, St. John's Prologue
(Westminster: Newman, 1957), 79-80; P. Lamarche, 'Le Prologue de Jean,' RSR 52 (1964), 529-
532; A. Feuillet, Le Prologue du Quatrieme Evangile (Paris: Desclee de Brouwer, 1968), 160; P.
Borgen, 'Observations on the Targumic Character of the Prologue of John,' 291; M. Hooker, 'John
the Baptist and the Johannine Prologue,' NTS 16 (1969-1970), 357; R. A. Culpepper, 'The Pivot
of John's Prologue,' NTS 27 (1980), 8; P. Ellis, The Genius of John: A Composition -Critical
Commentary on the Fourth Gospel (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1984); J. Staley, 'The Structure
of John's Prologue: Its Implication for the Gospel's Narrative Structure,' CBQ 48 (1986), 241-264;
J. van derWatt, 'The Composition of the Prologue,' 330.
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structure to the prologue, consider these sections as important evidence of chiastic
parallel correspondences.

The following Table shows the recent scholars' understanding of the chiastic
structure in John 1:1-18 (the shadow indicates sections that are regarded as later
additions of the original form of the prologue).

The Chiastic Structural Understandings of John 1:1-18

1 [ 2 3 4 ! 5 6=7=8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Lund

1931 A B B C X C' B' A'

Boismard

1953 A B C D E X E' D' C' B' A'

Lamarche

1964 A B C D E X E' D' C' B' A'

Feuillet

1968 A B C D E F F' E' D' C B' A'

Borgen
1970 A B C C' B' A'

Culpepper
1980 A B C D E F

gh
P '
5 F' E' D' C B' A'

P. Ellis

1984 A B X B' A'

Staley
1986 A B C X C' B" A'

Watt

1995 A B C D D' C' B' A'

The possible parallel correspondences, which have been suggested by the
chiastic structure, are as follows:

I. vv. 1 - 2: The eternal Xoyoq with God
v. 18: The govoyevfiQ Qeoq with the Father
(Lund, Boismard, Lamarche, Feuillet, Culpepper, Ellis, Staley, Watt)

vv. 1-2: o Xoyoq - (o) Geoi;
vv. 14-18: bXoyoq- Qeoq
(Borgen)

II. v. 4: The Logos as Life and Light
v. 16: People received grace through the Logos
(Lund, Boismard, Lamarche, Feuillet, Culpepper)

v. 5: The primordial Light
v. 6-9: The coming of the true Light
(Borgen)
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III. vv. 6-8: The Witness of John the Baptist
v. 15: The Witness of John the Baptist
(Boismard, Lamarche, Feuillet, Culpepper, Staley, Watt)

IV. v. 9b: The Logos as true light is coming to the world
v. 14a: The Logos became flesh and dwelt in the world
(Boismard, Lamarche, Feuillet, Culpepper, Ellis, Staley, Watt)

The correspondence between v. 1-2 and v. 18 has been suggested by many scholars.
Both mention the intimate relationship between the Logos (the Son) and God (the
Father). When P. Borgen sees the correspondence between vv. 1-2 and vv. 14-18,
he may understand that the term 'Logos' itself indicates the motif of revelation. The
proclamation of the Logos as God (v. 1) may be related to the revelation of the Father
in the Son (or in the ministry of the Son) (v. 18). However, it should be noticed that
each focus is different: i.e. the former presents 'the divine identity' of the Logos as
God, whereas the latter argues 'the role' of the Son to reveal God (the Father). As
far as these functions (the description of the divine identity, or the description of the
role) are concerned, vv. 1-2 may find the other correspondences with vv. 10-11 and
vv. 14cd-15. P. Borgen's structure is unique because it suggests the parallel between
vv. 4-5 and vv. 6-9 (light motif). The parallel between vv. 4-5 and vv. 6-9 depicts a
contrast between the scene of primordial light and the scene of the coming of light
into history. However, if the light imagery (esp. xo cpcoc; xmv dvepconoov in vv. 4b, 6-
9) exhibits the motif of saving revelation, then the topics (or contents) of revelation
are mainly developed in vv. 14-18 (esp. vv. 16-18) (this will be discussed in our next
chapter (ch. 7]).

Some other correspondences (see above list) do not seem certain. Firstly, as
for the correspondence between v. 3 and v. 17,29 7tdvxa 8i avxov eyevrxo (v. 3)
seems to correspond to o tcoapot; 6i cruxou eyevexo (v. 10) and xa tdux (v. 11), since
both refer to the work of creation, and allude to the relationship between the Logos
and the world. As for the correspondence between vv. 4-5 and v. 16,30 v. 5 should
be separated from this correspondence, since there is no semantic correspondence
between kapptivoo (1:5) and KaxaXappdvo> (1:16). Further, v. 5 gives a picture of the
Genesis creation account that light shines in darkness, and it may allude to the
relationship between the Logos as light and the world. Instead, it matches with the
picture of the coming of the Logos as light into the world (vv. 9b, 14).

29 Lund's parallel understanding is as follows: 'the relations of the Logos to the Cosmos and
to the men of the OT' and 'the relations of the Logos to believers in the NT'; Boismard: 'His role of
Creation' and 'Role of recreation'; J. Staley: 'Creation' and 'Re-Creation'; A. Culpepper: 'what
came to be through the Word (Creation)' and 'what came to be through the Word (Grace and Truth)';
P. Ellis: 'all things made through him Life and Light,' and 'grace and truth through him grace and
truth.'

30 Lund, Boismard, Lamarche, Fevillet, Borgen, Culpepper.
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Concerning the absence of the correspondence to vv. 12-13, scholars have
assumed these verses to be a pivot in the prologue: Lund locates the pivot in v. 13;
Boismard, Ellis, Stalay locate it in vv. 12-13; Lamarche locates it in vv. 10-13; and
Culpepper locates it in v. 12c. However, it is still uncertain whether this section
really functions as a pivot.31 These problems occur because they try to apply a

perfect chiastic structure. As W. Watson suggests several types of chiasmus,32 we
should not necessarily attempt to find a perfect chiastic structure here.

6.2.2 Symmetric Parallel Structural Understanding
Not every scholar agrees that there is a chiastic structure in the Johannie prologue. R.
Brown calls such a correspondence 'highly imaginative'33; M. Theobald judges
previous chiastic approaches as 'zu gekiinstelt'34; J. Louw also points out a tendency
of chiastic approaches to obscure the real focus of the prologue.35 Some have made
efforts to determine another structural understanding of the prologue.

(1) W. Schmithals finds a symmetrical parallel correspondence between the
former section (vv. 4-13) and the latter section (vv. 14-18).36

I. Prologue in Heaven 1 - 3
II. Stanza on the Incarnated Logos 4-5 6-8 9- 11 12a-b 12c - 13
III. Stanza on Incarnated Logos 14 15 16 17 18

However, this parallel correspondence seems rather partial, except the sections of vv.
6-8 and v. 15: e.g. vv. 4-5 indicates both the life and light motifs, and v. 14 partially
corresponds; v. 18 and vv. 1-2 may constitute an inclusio. Since Schmithals is too

31 According to J. King's survey ('Prologue to the Fourth Gospel: Some Unsolved Problems,'
ET 86 (1975), 372-375), there is little agreement as to the climactic section of the prologue:
Bernard, Morris locate it in v. 18; Hoskyns, in v. 17; Brown, in v. 16; Schnackenburg, March,
Linders, in v. 14; and Barrett, in v. 13.

32 W. G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to its techniques (JSOT; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1984), 202-203: E.g. 'mirror chiasmus' (a // -a); 'complete chiasmus'
(A[a]B[b] // ba); 'split-member chiasmus' (ab-c // c'-a'b'); and 'partial chiasmus' (abc // c'b; ab-c //
b'a'-c; a-bc // a-cb).

33 R. Brown, John, 23.
34 M. Theobald, Im Anfang war das Wort. Textlinguistische Studie zum Johannesprolog

(Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1983), 32.
35 J. P. Louw, 'Christologiese himnes. DieJohannese Logos-Himne (John 1:1-18),' in J. H.

Barkhuizen (ed.), Hymni Chrisliani (Pretoria: HTS, 1989), 41-42.
36 W. Schmithals, 'Der Prolog des Johannesevangeliums,' 70 (1979), 41. Previously,

Schmithals illustrates his structural understanding as follows: vv. 1-5 // v. 14 (Vorlage); vv. 6-8 //
v. 15 (Taufer);vv. 9-11 // v. 16 (Dublette zur Vorlage); v. 12 ab// v. 17 (Vorlage); vv. 12c + 13 //
v. 18 (Klimax) (31).
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much concerned with the order of the parallel correspondences, his model does not
pay enough attention to syntactical cohesion of the text.

(2) M. Theobald divides the prologue syntactically into two (vv. 1-13; vv. 14-
18) or three sections (vv. 1-5; vv. 6-13; and vv. 14-18).37

Teiltext 1
1 13 14 18

Teillext 2
1 5 6 13 14 - 18

Teiltext 3
1 f 3 - 5 6 8 9 - 13 14 15 16 f 18

He supposes that the first part (vv. 1-5) functions as a prologue in the prologue38; the
second section (vv. 6- 12 [ 13]39) deals with the witness of John the Baptist and faith
in Jesus40; and the third section (vv. 14-18) deals with the witness of the people who
have faith in Jesus.41 He illustrates his 'semantische organization' as follows42:

God / Father
I

Lo IOS

Life Grace / fullness

(to receive)
Jesus Chris

Truth (to reveal)
Glory (to see)

Light
(to recognize) >

LOGOS

Outer divine reality (to all)

MONOrENHI (Son)
(Word)

Those who believe in his name

will become the children of God

In this model, Theobald may suggest that the left side of the model indicates the
aspect of vv. 1-12 [13]; the right side indicates the aspect of vv. 14-18 on the other.43

37 M. Theobald, Die Fleischwerdung des Logos. Studien zum Verhdltnis des Johannesprologs
zum Corpus des Evangeliums undzu 1 Joh (Minister: Aschendorff, 1988), 182.

38 M. Theobald, Fleischwerdung, 211.
39 M. Theobald (Fleischwerdung, 238-247) excludes v. 13 from the text.
40 M. Theobald, Fleischwerdung, 229.
41 M. Theobald, Fleischwerdung, 247.
42 M. Theobald, Fleischwerdung, 262. This model is a revised one which is firstly presented

in his former book, Im AnJ'ang war das Wort, 37.
43 In Im Anfang (31), Theobald suggests that the prologue can be divided into two main

sections: I. A (vv. 1-2) => B (vv. 3-5) // C (vv. 6-8) // B' (vv. 9-13); II. D (v. 14) // C' (v. 15) // D'
(vv. 16-17) => A' (v. 18).
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Theobald also observes that this framework has already been alluded to in vv. 1-5,44
while he includes vv. 1-5 in the former section as a whole.

In the beginning
with God

It seems quite admirable that Theobald does not necessarily attempt to seek perfect
'one-to-one' parallel correspondences between the former section (vv. 1-12 [13]) and
the latter section (vv. 14-18), as Schmithals does (except between vv. 6-8 and v. 15,
and between vv. 1-2 and v. 18). Rather he contrasts two different aspects of a
christocentric argument. However, since he focuses on a 'theological structure,' his
model cannot illustrate the literary sequence and the development of the plot in the
prologue.

(3) M. Coloe's model45 is similar to Schmithals'; however, she divides the
former section (vv. 1-13) into four parts: A (vv. 1-2) = the word and God; B (vv. 3-
5) = the story of the word's presence in the world; C (vv. 6-8) = prior witness of
John the Baptist; and D (vv. 9-13) = the arrival of the word and response to the
world. She observes that these four stories are repeated in order, as B' (v. 14) => C'
(v. 15) => D' (vv. 16-17) => A' (v. 18). M. Coloe dismisses an arbitrary impression
by presenting a looser correspondence between vv. 9-13 and vv. 16-17. However, it
is still uncertain that v. 14 can be located in a direct correspondence to vv. 3-5.

6.2.3 Spiral Structural Understanding
It has been proposed by some scholars that the Johannine prologue consists of a three
level spiral structure.46

44 M. Theobald, Fleischwerdung, 216.
45 M. Coloe, 'The Structure of the Johannine Prologue and Genesis 1,' ABR 45 (1997), 40-

55.
46 This idea is not necessarily new. See M. Lacan, 'Le Prologue de saint Jean. Ses themes, sa

structure, son mouvement,' LumVie, 33 (1957), 91-110; M. Ridderbos, 'The Structure and Scope of
the Prologue of the Gospel of John,' NovT 8 (1966), 180-201; S. Panimolle, 'Structura del
Prologo,' in II Dono delta Legge e la Grazia della Veritd(Gv 1, 17) (Roma 1973), 71-105.
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(1)1. de la Potterie proposes 'La structure parallele ou en spirale': i.e. the three
progressive, or spiral developments in the prologue. In this structure, he observes
parallel correspondences among the three divisions as follows47:

I II III

THE BEGINNING

A (vv.1-2) A (vv. 6-8) A (v. 15)
In the beginning was the word. There was a man sent He was before me.

The word was with God. from God.

THE WORD SHINES PEOPLE

B (vv. 3-5a) B (v. 9)
Life and Light of people. True light enlightens all people.

THE RESPONSE

C (v. 5b) C (vv. 10-12) C (v. 16)
ou KaxeLaffev ov 7tapeXa(3ov, e'Xa(3ov etaxftopev

THE OBJECT OF FAITH;
THE FATHER'S ONLY SON

D (vv. 13-14) D (vv. 17-18)
The word became flesh. Jesus Christ.

The only Son came The only Son was in the
from the Father. bosom of the Father.
Grace and Truth. Grace, Truth, Revelation.

Potterie observes, not double, but triple parallel correspondences. However, since he
attempts to find an ideal symmetric parallel correspondence, his comparison
sometimes becomes partial or inconsistent: e.g. vv. 1-2 and v. 15 are comparable on
the correspondence of the theme of the pre-existence, and vv. 6-8 and v. 15 are

comparable on the basis of reference to the witness of John the Baptist, while the
relationship between vv. 1-2 and vv. 6-8 on the terminological correspondence (7tpcx;
xov 0eov; mpa 0eo-5)4S seems partial; the correspondence between vv. 3-5a and v. 9 is
partial; the semantic correspondence between ?iapj3dvco (1:5) and KaxaXapPdvco
(1:16) is ambiguous; and the division after v. 14 is rather artificial.

(2) G. Mlakuzhyil also considers the spiral structure of the prologue.49 He
proposes a unique pattern of sequence: a=>b=s>c=>b'=>c'.

471, dcla Potterie, 'Structure du Prologue de Saint Jean,' NTS 30 (1984), 358.
48 De la Potterie, 'Structure,' 360.
49 G. Mlakuzhyil, The Christocentric Literary Structure of the Fourth Gospel (Rome: Editrice

Pontificio Istitute Biblico, 1987), 131-135.
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a* (1:1-5): The Divine, Creative, Revelatory Word
a (1 -2): The divine Word with God

b (3ab): The mediation of the divine Word in creation
c (3c-5): The life-giving, revelatory Word opposed

h* (1:6-8): The Baptist's Mission of Testimony to the Revelatory Word
c* (1:9-14): The Revelatory, Regenerative, Incarnate Word
c' (9-11): The revelatory Word rejected

d (12-13): The mediation of the revelatory Word in regeneration
e (14): The incarnate, revelatory Word contemplated

b** (1:15): The Baptist's Testimony to the Divine, Incarnate Word
c** (1:16-18): The Incarnate, Revelatory, Divine Word

e' (16): The incarnate, revelatory Word participated
f (17): The mediation of Jesus Christ in revelation

g (18): The only divine revealerof God

Mlakuzhyil's model rightly suggests that the theme of vv. 3c-5 (the life-giving,
revelatory Word) is developed in the two sections (vv. 9-14 and vv. 16-18). It is
also noteworthy that two statements of the witness of John the Baptist (vv. 6-8 and v.
15) play an important role to introduce key sections (vv. 9-14 and 16-18): i.e. b (JB)
=s> c (key) =s> b' (JB) => c' (key). However, it does not seem probable to link vv. 6-
8 and v. 15 to v. 3. Moreover, it seems problematic to think that the opening section
(vv. 1-2) does not have any correspondences.

6.2.4 Tripartite Parallel Structure: A Proposal
The attempt to see a chiastic structure and a symmetric structure tend to divide the
Johannine prologue into two large units. However, it is possible for the parallel units
to have more than two parts in the context. C. H. Giblin observes 'the tripartite
narrative structure' in the Fourth Gospel.50 Giblin divides the main part of the
narrative of the Fourth Gospel into three parts (1:19-4:54; 5:1-10:42; 11:1-20:29),
and argues that the author of the Gospel develops a given theological motif by
successively restating it in three parts.11 As E. Nida observes,52 there seems to be a
certain literary style in the Fourth Gospel, such as a 'tangential technique of
spiraling,' or a 'successively restating of the themes.' Namely, the author of the
Fourth Gospel might have used this technique to restate theological motifs in the three
units. Several scholars (Lacan, Ridderbos, de la Potterie, Panimolle, Mlakuzhyil)53

50 C. H. Giblin, The Tripartite Narrative Structure of John's Gospel,' Bib 71 (1990), 449-68.
51 C. H. Giblin, The Tripartite,' 463-465.
52 E. A. Nida, 'Rhetoric and the Translator: With Special Reference to John 1,' BT 33

(1982), 327.
53 M. Theobald's model does not disagree with the threefold dimension theory.
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basically agree on the threefold dimensions, although each observation on the
tripartite corrrespondences is varied.

6.2.4.1 The First Stanza: John 1:1-5

The literary character of John 1:1-5 is unique. It is composed of a terrace pattern
parallelism (a word prominent in one line is taken up in the next line [often as subject
or first word]), which gives a nimble rhythm to this part.

1-2 'Ev dpyfi f)v o kovoc.
Kai o koyoc fjv Ttpo; xov 9eov.

kccI 9eoc qv o kovoc.
ouxoc fjv ev apyfi repcx; xov 9eov.

4-5 ev afx® Coo it -qv,
Kai f) Coofi fjv xo (txac x<»v 6cv9poo7ccov

Kai xo (potc ev xh oKoxia opaivei,
Kai fi aKoxia ai>xo oi> Kaxekafiev.

In vv. 1-2 there is a unique combination of chiastic structure and terrace pattern.

A ev dpxii
B fjv
C1 o koyoq,
C2 Kai o koyoq
D fjv
E Ttpo^ xov 9eov,
E' Kai 9eot;
D' fjv
C2' o koyog.
CI' ouxog
B' fjv
A' ev apyr) 7ipbc; xov 9eov.

The themes of the pre-existent Logos (ev apxh nv tvv- la and 2a]) who is intimate
with God (fjv 7rpo^ xov 9eov [vv. lb and 2b]) are restated in emphatic form. The
divine nature of the Logos as 9e6Q (v. lc) is interestingly sandwiched by two 7xpo<; xov

9eov phrases. It may imply that while the focus is on the divine identity of the Logos
as 9eog, the identity of the Logos who is in intimate relationship with God is also
affirmed.

Verse 3 refers to the relationship between the Logos and the world, and a
mirror chiasmus (A, B. -B, -A) emphasizes the lordship of the Logos as Creator.
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A

B

-B

-A

7cavia

81 avxov eyevexo
yotplq abxob eyevexo

otiSe ev o yeyovev54

Verses 4-5 composes a terrace pattern parallelism as previously observed. However,
v. 4 and v. 5 should be distinguished since the former takes the verb eigi and states
the role of the Logos as life and light for the people (xtov dveptoTrov). The latter
illustrates a picture of the Logos which shines its glory in darkness. It seems to be an
illustration of the glorious existence of the Logos (perhaps in pre-existent stage).

John 1:1-5 has a Logos-centric literary structure which argues that (1) before
the creation of the world, the Logos existed (pre-existence); (2) the Logos was in
intimate relationship with God (the intimacy with God); (3) through the Logos, the
whole world came into existence (Creator); (4) in the Logos there is life (the motif of
the life-giver); (5) the Logos holds the role as light ; (6) the Logos is radiating its
glory in darkness; (7) the darkness has never overcome it.55 The first three themes
(l-4a) focus on the divine identity of the Logos (the pre-existence, the intimacy with
God, the lordship as Creator, and life). The life motif (4) may also depicts the role of

54 According to the text apparatus of NA 27, there are three readings for verse 3: 1) ou5e ev is
replaced by cruSev; 2) o yeyovev is joined with the preceding sentence; and 3) o yeyovev is joined
with the following sentence. The UBS text apparatus includes reading Number One in both
categories of the other two and mainly treats it as the punctuation problem, categorizing as follows:
ouSev. o yeyovev ev; ot>8ev o yeyovev' ev; ouSev o yeyovev. ev. Reading Number One is supported
by the earliest Alexandrian Manuscript: JT5 [date: 11 ] and R*"(IV], In the Fourth Gospel, there are
fifteen examples where ouSei^ is used in the accusative case, and also it comes in the last part of the
sentence (5:30; 6:63; 8:15 [ouSevcc], 23; 9:33; 10:41; 11:49; 12:19; 14:30; 15:5; 16:23; 18:9
[ouSeva], 20,31 [ottSeva]; 21:3). Thus reading Number One is one of the strong candidates;
however, it makes no difference to its meaning. The important problem here is whether o yeyovev
should be joined with the preceding sentence or with the following sentence. Another textual
problem, that is the replacement of rjv to eativ, is also related to this problem. If the scribe chose
reading Number Three, he would change the tense from fjv to eoxiv. In this case the subject of tjv
becomes o yeyovev, so that it is natural to take the present tense. However, rjv is supported by
many strong evidences^)66,7S, A [ V], B [IV], C[V]); and its translation, 'what came into being was
life in him' is awkward, since if 'what came into being' were 'the Life,' it would not match well
with the next statement,'the Life was the light of men.' Although reading Number Two has only
two early MSS (bo [IV]; Rc [VI]), this reading is the best reading in the literary context.

55 As for the translation of Kaxakappdvoi, there are two main understandings: (1) 'to
comprehend' or 'to receive' (Cyril of Alexandria, the Latin tradition); and (2) 'to overcome' (Origen
and the majority of the Greek Fathers). In the NT, KaTcekajifkxvw is used 14 times. On the one
hand, when it means 'to comprehend,' it seems to take the middle voice: Acts 4:13; 25:25; Eph
3:18. On the other hand, when it means 'to overcome' or 'to win,' it takes the active or passive
voice (John 8:3, 4; 12:35; ICor 9:24; Phil 3:13; ITh 5:4). Bauer (412-413) also classified its
meaning by its voice. The nuance of 12:35 is similar to that of John 1:5: 'darkness may not
overtake you.' John 6:17 has a variant which replaced cncoxxa t]5t| eyeyovei by KaxeX,a[3ev 5e
duxo-uc; i) oKoxia (X, D). It has also the same nuance just as, 'the darkness may not overtake
someone.' Namely, f) okoxux ccuxo 01) KaxeAapev (1:5b) can be translated as 'darkness has not
overcome it.'
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the Logos (as the life-giver). The light in vv. 4-5 seems to have several functions in
the context: i.e. the light in v. 4b depicts 'the role' of the Logos as light for the
people (in the meaning of revelation), whereas v. 5 describes a scene that light
(primordial light) shines in darkness, alluding to the Genesis creation account (Gen
1:3-5). It is a picture of the glorious existence of the Logos (in the pre-existent
stage). This picture (light in the pre-existent stage) seems to be contrasted with the
picture of the incarnation of light in vv. 6-9. Thus the thematic structure of John 1:1-
5 can be illustrated as follows:

DIVINE IDENTITY:
Pre-existence of the Logos (la, 2a)
Intimacy of the Logos with God (lb, 2b)
Lordship of the Logos (Creator) (3-4a)

ROLE: ^
(a) The Logos as LIFE (4a)
(b) The Logos as LIGHT (4b)

scene'N
The Light shines in Darkness (universe) (5a)
The superiority of Light against the Darkness (5b)

6.2.4.2 The Second Stanza: John 1:6-13

The second stanza begins with a historical narrative form (e.g. Judg 13:2; 19; 1 Sam
1:1)56 which is rather distinct from previous section. It may indicate a shift from
primordial narrative to history in emphasis or a dramatic event which is about to start.
After the description of the Genesis creation account, the Johannine prologue refers to
the coming of John the Baptist. It should be noted that John 1:19-37 dramatically
describes how the focus shifts from John the Baptist to Jesus. The prologue attempts
to mention the coming of John the Baptist because historically John came before
Jesus, while Jesus is said to be preexistent and therefore 'before' John (vv. 1-3, 15).
Therefore, it is possible to assume that the statement of John the Baptist functions as
a 'bridge' between the koyot; daapicoc and the Xoyoq evaapicdt;.57 There is another
function of the statement that we must not ignore. That is a function to specify the
meaning of cpco^ (vv. 4b-5). First of all, the figure of John the Baptist may be
understood by the readers along the lines of the Isaianic prophecy (e.g. John 1:23
[Isa 40:3]; cf. John 1:29, 36 (Isa 53:7]). Secondly, while the relationship between o

Xoyoc, and John the Baptist is given a focus, cpcog is defined as a messianic figure or as

56 R. Brown, John, 27.
57 Cf. Van Dcr Watt, 'The Composition,' 320.
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saving revelation: i.e. ook fjv eiceivoQ (personal figure) to (pro^, aXX wa papxop'naTi

7cepi xou (pcotoQ (personal figure, contrasted to eiceivoc;) (John 1:8).58 This definition
of cpro; governs the character of o Xoyoc, in the rest of the prologue.

The historical event of the coming of John the Baptist in v. 6 (cf. Isa 40:3) is in
contrast with the event of the coming of the true light in v. 9 (cf. Isa 40:5 [LXXp9;
9:1-7 [Matt 4:12-16]; 60 [Eph 5:6-14]).60 Both v. 6 and v. 9 begin with the
intransitive verb without a conjunction (eyevexo [v. 6|; fjv . . . ep^ogevov [v. 9]). The
former takes an aorist, and the latter is constructed as a periphrastic imperfect,61
which may indicate a past action of duration. Secondly, both John the Baptist and the
light are said to have come (rjkSev eic; papiupiav [v. 7]; epyogevov elq xov Kongov [v.9]
); however, of the former it is said that he was not light, but bore witness to the light
(v. 7-8), while the latter is modified by xo akr|0iv6v (v. 9), which emphasizes the
distinction between the light and its Witness (John the Baptist). Thirdly, John came
into the world, so that :ravxeg 7iioxeua«)aiv (v. 7b). On the other hand, true light
came to shine on trdvxa d'v0pojjtov (v. 9b). Thus the historical event of the coming of
John the Baptist (vv. 6-8) is obviously contrasted with the other event of the coming
of the true light (v. 9). Moreover, this description of the two historical events seems
to be contrasted with the previous description of the Logos as a primordial light,
which shines in the darkness (perhaps in pre-existent stage) in v. 5 (i.e. it is a
contrast between the A.oyo<; ccoapKot; and the koyog evoapKog).

The subject of v. 10 may be the same as v. 9 (i.e. xo tpcoi;); however, auxov
(masculine) of v. 10 indicates that the real subject is still o Xoyoc,, or John may already
have been thinking of alluding to the incarnate Christ.62 The prologue looks back to
the divine identity of the Logos (vv. lOab, 11a), with an expanded meaning of
previous statements (vv. 1-3). That is, the pre-existence of the Logos (ev x® Koogw

ijv, v. 10a)61 and the lordship of the Logos as the Creator ( o Koopoc; 8i' oruxoo

eyevexo, v. 10b) are recalled, and are contrasted with the people's unfaithful response

58 In Isaiah, the Servant of Yahweh is already associated with the image of light (42:6; 49:6;
51:4. Cf. Isa 9:1-7 [Matt 4:12-16]; 42:6-7 [Luke 4:18; cf. Acts 13:47]; 60:1-3 [Eph 5:6-14].

59 Isa 40:3 [LXX]: Kat ocpGijaexat T| 86£a Kupiou Kcd b\j/exca 7taoa aupE, xo
aooxfjpiov too 0eoo oxi Kopiov ekctkr|oev. The Masoretic text does not have the phrase, 'the
salvation of God.'

60 Cf. J. Painter, 'Christology and the History of the Johannine Community in the Prologue
of the Fourth Gospel,' NTS 30 (1984), 469.

61 Cf. Zerwick, 362.
62 L. Morris, The Gospel According to John (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971), 95.
63 The e'tgi verb with an imperfect tense implies the continuous existence of the Logos as the

Light from the beginning (cf. vv. la and 5a).
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(vv. 10c, 1 lb).64 There is a shift in the meaning of navxa from v. 3 to vv. 10-11 as
follows:

The focus clearly shifts to the incarnated Logos and people's response to the coming
of the Logos (ccbxov oijk eyvco [v. 10]; oroxov ot> roxpe/axPov fv. 11]; Se eTxxflov croxov

[v. 12]). Ae (v. 12), after two negative sentences (vv. 10-11), indicates a shift of the
focus into a climactic statement. That is to say, the prologue tells of the new creation
or the new birth of people as the children of God (v. 12-13). The point is that this
new creation is made available by the name (of the Son) (v. 12), and that this new
birth is from God (v. 13). The phrase 'he gave power to become children' (e'PcoKev
a-uxotg e^ooaiav) (v. 12) indicate that it was revealed as an (eschatological) gift to the
people. Moreover, the prologue states that it was given through the name of the Son
(Logos) (v. 12) who had been given the authority to give life to them (cf. v. 4).
Thus, it is possible to say that the new creation is associated with the description of
the role of the Logos as life.

The coming of the witness to Light (6-8)
is contrasted to

the coming of True Light (9b)

DIVINE IDENTITY:
Pre-existence of the Logos (10a) and
Lordship of the Logos (as Creator)

are contrasted to

the people's unfaithful response (10-11)

6.2.4.3 The Third Stanza: John 1:14-18

Verse 13 functions as a supplement to the climactic statement (v. 12), with an

emphasis on the divine begetting (etc 0eo-6 eyevvr)0T|aav),65 and its emphatic form (ootc

v. 10a

v. 10b
v. llab

v. 3 Ttcxvxa The totality of creation
O Koopog The created world, including human beings
o Koopog The created world, focusing on human beings
o'l idiot His people

SCENE:

GIFT: New Creation through the Name of the Son
New birth of the children of God.

through the revealed name of the Son (12-13)

64 Sec the contrast between God's grace and people's unfaithfulness in the prophetic tradition
(Hos 11:1; Jer 3:19; Isa 1:2, 4; 30:1; 45:11-12; 63:8-10, 16; 64:8), as well as in the wisdom
tradition (Prov. 1:20-32; Job 28; Sir 24:7; Bar 3:10-13, 29-36; 1 En 42:1-3).
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... of>Se ... oi)8e .. . aW'; cf. v. 8) gives the readers an impression that the narrative
sequence should stop here. A new stanza, therefore, begins from verse 14, with a

description of the historical event of the coming and dwelling of the Logos among

people.66 There seems to be a shift in the scenes which describe the way the Logos
exists, and the response of the world (v. 5 => v. 9 => v. 14):

SCENE in the 1st Stanza:

(a) The Logos gloriously exists in darkness (in the picture of Genesis ch. 1) (5a);
(b) Darkness has never overcome it (5b).

SCENE in the 2nd Stanza:

(a) True light was coming to the world (9b);
(b) John bore witness to the light (6-8).

SCENE in the 3rd Stanza:

(a) The Logos became flesh and historically dwelt among the people (14a);
(b) People saw his glory (14b).

The prologue reminds the readers of the divine identity of the incarnated Logos again
(vv. 14cd and 15; cf. vv. 1-3 and v. 10), and it is declared in the testimonies of both
believers (vv. 14cd) and John the Baptist (v. 15).67

DIVINE IDENTITY in the 3rd Stanza:

(b) Believers' testimony: Intimate relationship between the Son and the Father
(eGeaodjieGa . . . 8o£,av o'yq povoyeoGc [v. 14cd]).
(a) Baptist's testimony: Pre-existence of the Son (7ipon6c; pon i)v [v. 15]).

Cf. DIVINE IDENTITY in the 1st Stanza:

(a) Pre-existence of the Logos (la, 2a)
(b) Intimacy of the Logos with God (lb, 2b)
(c) Lordship of the Logos (Creator) (3)

DIVINE IDENTITY in the 2nd Stanza:

(a) Pre-existence of the Logos (10a)
(c) Lordship of the Logos (as Creator) (10b).

65 John highlights some important statements with supplemental sentences (cf. vv. 2, 3b, 5b,
8, 13, 14cd).

66 If verse 14 is read with vv. 12-13, it may lose a grammatical coordinate clause of oti
clauses of vv. 16-17.

67 Most of the Johannine scholars have tried to find a correspondence between vv. 6-8 and v.
15; however, it seems better to consider the thematic functions of both statements of John the
Baptist (vv. 6-8 and v. 15) in each context. The former functions to highlight the coming of the
True Light with historical narrative form; the latter functions to recall the divine identity of the
incarnated Logos.
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It is interesting to observe how the three topics of the divine identity of the Logos in
the first stanza (a, b, c) are developed in the other two sections: i.e. the second stanza
focuses on (a) and (c); the third stanza deals with (b) and (a). The last two stanzas,
therefore, restate perfectly all the three topics which appear in the first stanza:

1st Stanza: (a)
(b)

(c)
2nd Stanza: (a)

(c)
3rd Stanza: (b)

(a)

The description of the glory of the Son as jxA,t)pti<; ydpixoc kcci dApOeiac in v. 14
is expanded or developed in vv. 16-18,68 particularly in the picture of the theophany
in the Exodus event,69 which has already been alluded to in the beginning of the third
stanza (eoKtivoooev ev fpiv, v. 14).

In the last three verses, the prologue climactically states the role (or earthly
mission) of the Son of God to reveal the Father, i.e. 'full of grace and truth' (vv. 16-
17) and to make the Father known (v. 18). The motif of the 'revelation' may be
associated with the light motif (to (pros; xrnv dv0p<iS7t®v in v. 4b) which presents the
role of the Logos.70 The parallels (as an inclusio) between v. 1 and v. 18 can be
observed: 'with God' is parallel to 'in the bosom of the Father'; 'the proclamation of
the Logos as God' may be parallel to 'the role of the Son to reveal the Father.' The
former proclaims that the Logos was God as a description of the divine identity of the
Logos (v. 1), whereas the latter argues the Son (and his ministry) was the perfect
revelation of the Father (v. 18). The phrase 'from his fullness have we all received'
(etc tod 7c/,r)po)paTOQ abxob f)pric rcavxa ekaflopev) (v. 16) indicate that this revelation
of grace and truth, or glory, was given as an (eschatological gift) to the people.
Moreover, the prologue states that it was given through Jesus Christ (Sid Ttiood
Xpioxch)) (v. 17) who is in the bosom of the Father. Thus, vv. 16-18 refers to the
role of the Son as saving revelation, as well as to the gift which was brought through
his ministry. Therefore, vv. 12-13 and vv. 16-18 indicate a parallel correspondence:
i.e. both make statements on the eschatological gifts, and on the role of the Logos
(the Son) to make them available to believers. Therefore, the thematic flow of the
third stanza can be illustrated as follows:

68 Sec how three words (7tkt)pTp;, xapixog, dA,x|0eia<;) in v. 14 are restated in order in vv.
16-17 (7xkr)pc6paxoQ, ydpiv avxi xdpixoq, f) xdpt^ rat i) dkf|0£ia).

69 Cf. A. Hanson, 'John 1.14-18 and Exodus xxxiv,' NTS 23 (1976-1977), 90-101.
70 The parallel between the light imager}' and the motif of the revelation is suggested by

several scholars (e.g. Lund, Boismard, Lamarche, Feuillet, Culpepper, Watt).
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SCENE:

The Logos became Flesh and dwelt among people.
People saw the glory of the Son (v. 4ab)

DIVINE IDENTITY:

b) Believers' testimony: the intimate relationship between the Son and the Father
(e0eaocitpe9a . . . So^av tog povoyeooc [v. 14cd]).
a) Baptist's testimony: the pre-existence of the Son (7rp(Oi6g poo t)v | v. 15]).

GIFT: Perfect Revelation of God through the Sonship
The perfect revelation of grace and truth in the (Glory) Son,
in contrast with the giving of the Mosaic Law (vv. 16-17).

The only Son of God
who is in the bosom of the Father

revealed the Father (18).

6.3 Summary and Conclusions
The main points, which have been suggested by our structural understanding of the
Johannine prologue, are as follows:

(1) It seems probable to observe a threefold division in the prologue, as several
scholars have already suggested (e.g. Lacan, Ridderbos, de la Potterie, Panimolle,
Mlakuzhyil), rather than a twofold division (according to Lund, Boismard,
Lamarche, Fevillet, Borgen, Culpepper, P. Ellis, Staley, Schmithals, Watt,
Theobald, Coloe). The description of the divine identity of the Logos (the pre-
existence of the Logos; the intimacy of the Logos with God for oneness motifj; the
lordship of the Logos as the Creator) is clearly restated three times (a-b-c [vv. 1-3] =>
a-c [v. 10] => b-a [v. 14cd-15]). The description of the existence of the Logos and
the response of the world are also depicted three times (v. 5 => v. 9 => v. 14).

(2) Some scholars (e.g. Hooker, van der Watt, Barrett) have pointed out that
references to John the Baptist occur at what may be described as the turning-points of
the text. Our structural understanding makes their functions clearer. Namely, the
first statement about John the Baptist (vv. 6-8) indicates a shift in emphasis or a
dramatic event which is about to start, and functions as a 'bridge' between the Xoyoq
ccaapKog and the Xoyoq evaapicog. It specifies the meaning of cpcog along the lines of
the Isaianic prophecy (vv. 4b-5). Furthermore, it functions to focus on the event of
the coming of light, by making the distinction clear between true light (to (pwg to

dXt|0iv6v) and the Witness to it (owe rjv erpceivog to tpcog). The second statement about
John the Baptist (v. 15) functions to remind the readers of the divine identity of the
incarnated Logos (the pre-existence of the Son [rcpcoTog poo rjv]), accompanying
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another reminder of an intimate relationship between the Son and the Father
(riovoyevow; raxpa jcaxpc*;), which is given by believers' testimony (v. 14cd). The
statement of John the Baptist in v. 15 also has a literary effect in keeping the balance
in the parallelism of the descriptions of the divine identity of the Logos (a-b-c [vv. 1-
3] => a-c [v. 10] => b-a [v. 14cd-15|). Therefore, while keeping the scene of the
testimony of John the Baptist open (v. 6-8 => v. 15 => v. 19-34), the prologue
assigns different functions to each statement (vv. 6-8 and v. 15).

(3) Scholars differ at the point where the climactic statement is to be found in
the Johannine prologue: in v. 12 (and v. 13) (Barrett, Lund, Boismard, Lamarche,
Ellis, Staley, Culpepper); in v. 14 (Schnackenburg, Marsh, Lindars); in v. 16
(Brown); in v. 17 (Hoskyns), and in v. 18 (Bernard, Morris). However, our
structural understanding suggests that key themes which occur in the first stanza (vv.
1-5) gradually are expanded and developed in the two other stanzas (vv. 6-13; vv.
14-18). In particular, the last two stanzas (vv. 6-13; vv. 14-18) take the same literary
sequence (as will be shown in the following diagram): the scene of the coming of the
Logos is described (vv. 6-9; v. 14ab), the divine identity of the Logos (the Son) is
affirmed (vv. 10-11; vv. 14cd-15), and the gifts which were made available through
the Logos (the Son) are climactically described twice (vv. 12-13; vv. 16-17) in the
prologue.
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APPENDIX: TRIPARTITE PARALLEL STRUCTURE

First Stanza (John 1:1 -5)

A1. DIVINE IDENTITY:
Pre-exislence of the Logos (la, 2a)
The Logos as God (lc)
Intimacy of the Logos with God (lb, 2b)
Lordship of the Logos, Life (Creator) (3-4a)

B1. ROLE: ^
(a) The Logos as LIFE (4a)
(b) The Logos as LIGHT (4b)

C1. SCENE

Light shines in darkness (universe) (5a);
The superiority of Light against the darkness (5b).

i

II. I Second Stanza (John 1:6-13) [ Shift: A,oyoQ aaapKOQ to ^oyog evoapKO<;
V

C2. SCENE:
The coming of the witness to the Light (6-8)
is contrasted to the coming of the True Light (9b).

A2. DIVINE IDENTITY:

Pre-existence of the Logos (10a).
The Lordship of the Logos (as Creator) is contrasted to
the people's unfaithful response (10-11).

► B2. GIFT: New Creation through the Name of the Son
New birth of the children of God

through the revealed name of the Son (12-13).

III. Third Stanza (John 1:14-18)

| C3. SCENE: "
' The Logos became Flesh and dwelt among people. i

i People saw the glory of the Son (14ab).

A3. DIVINE IDENTITY:
i b) The Believers' testimony: Intimate relationship between the Son and the Father ,

[ (rGeaodjjrOa . . . So^av (65 povoyeobc [v. 14cd]). |
| a) Baptist's testimony: Prc-existence of the Son (rcpcoiOQ pot) t]v [v. 15]). 1

1 B3. GIFT: Perfect Revelation of God through the Son J
'

The perfect revelation of God in the Son (Glory)
1 in contrast with the revelation through Moses (16-17).

! ! The only Son of God
| ] who is in the bosom of the Father
■ 1

i
■ revealed the Father (18).



Chapter 7

THEMATIC ANALYSIS ON THE JOHANNINE PROLOGUE
IN THE LIGHT OF EARLY JEWISH CREATION ACCOUNTS

This chapter attempts a thematic analysis of the Johannine prologue, based on our
research results of early Jewish creation accounts (chs. 2-5) and literary structural
understanding of the prologue (ch. 6). The analysis will take its point of departure
from the literary and thematic correspondences between John 1:1-5 and the Genesis
creation account, and it will also present an argument that allusion was made to the
Genesis creation account in the first part of the Johannine prologue. It will show that
these allusions to the creation account found in John 1:1-5 are relevant to the early
Jewish exegetical tradition of the Genesis creation account. Secondly, this chapter
will consider how the Genesis creation functions in the theological context of the
Johannine prologue. The creation accounts played very important roles in early
Judaism as has been observed. While finding a link to the Jewish exegetical
tradition, this chapter will suggest a new reading of the Johannine prologue.

7.1 John 1:1-5

7.1.1 o 7oyog and ccpxrj
The opening words, ev apxri (John 1:1), correspond to rVEHJO (Gen 1:1; ev dpxd
[LXX]). The term, 'beginning' (apxt) in Greek) often appears in the context where
God's works of creation are referred to (Gen 1:1; Prov 8:22; Sir 24:9; 39:25; Jub 2:2;
4 Ezra 3:4; 6:38 cf. 6:1-6; 2 En 24:2; Ant ch. 1; Mt 19:4; 24:21; Mk 10:6; 13:19; 2
Pet 3:4; Heb 1:10; Rev 3:14). In the Fourth Gospel, ev apyrj appears only in 1:1-2,
and in other cases, e^ and goto are attached to apxi) (6:64; 8:25, 44; 15:27; 16:4).'
Therefore, it is probable that the expression, ev dpxf), is unique in the Fourth Gospel,
and it surely reminds the readers of the opening phrase of the Genesis creation
account.

The opening verse of Genesis 1:1, pan riKI D'Qtin nx DT6k ton rPBftna,
describes the very beginning of the world, while indicating the sovereignty of God
the Creator. On the one hand, wisdom tradition (both canonical and non-canonical)

1 There are two examples of ev dpxt) in the NT (Acts 11:15; Phil 4:5).
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refers to rPtffX") (apxhv in Prov. 8:22-23 [LXXJ; cf. vv. 24-29) in order to highlight
the divine nature of the pre-existent wisdom (cf. Sir 24:9; Wisd 9:9). On the other
hand, it also emphasizes the sovereignty of God, who providentially planned and
produced creatures ex nihilo:

In the beginning (Initio) of the circle of the earth, ... I thought (cogitavi), and these things
were made through me alone {perme solum), and not through another (4 Ezra 6:6).

Before (np^ate: preze) anything existed, from the beginning (HcnpiBa: nspruva), whatever
exists I created from the non-existent, and from the invisible into the visible (2 En 24:2 |J|).

Reference to also focuses on the mighty power of his word:

O sovereign Lord, did you not speak at the beginning [abinitio) when you formed the earth (4
Ezra 3:4).

O Lord, you spoke at the beginning {ab initio) of creation, and said on the first day {in primo),
'Let heaven and earth be made,' and your word (verbum) accomplished the work (4 Ezra 6:38).

Thus, some texts focus on the divine origin of wisdom which could instruct people
with perfect knowledge, and some texts (which are particularly linked to the motif of
the divine word) focus on the sovereign power of God.

John 1:3 highlights the lordship (or sovereignty) of the Logos as Creator, and
this motif is restated in John 1:10-11 and 15. Likewise, by reminding the readers of
the story of creation from Genesis, the opening words of the prologue highlights the
sovereignty of God to begin with the new story of creation, as well as to make
reference to the divine origin of the Logos (as pre-existent).

7.1.2 o 7oyoq and Oeoq

7.1.2.1 The Relationship between the Logos and God
The intimate relationship between the Logos and God is stated twice in the form of a
chiastic parallelism (John 1:1-2). Scholars have found a link to the Jewish wisdom
tradition since the description of the divine attribute (personified wisdom), which is
described as being closely related to God, is prominent in the figure of the personified
wisdom in Prov ch. 8. R. Bauckham introduces two texts (1 En 84:2-3; Wisd 9:4) in
which wisdom is represented as sharing God's throne.2 He argues that the picture of
God's wisdom seated beside him as his adviser does not create a tension with the

2 R. Bauckham, 'Throne of God,' 54.
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monotheistic emphasis on God's rule over all things, because wisdom is not someone
other than God.3 Moreover, it should be noted that in 2 En 33:3-4 [J], both the word
of God and wisdom are employed in order to highlight the unique identity of God as
the sole Creator and sole Ruler: 'There is no adviser and no successor to my

creation.. . because wisdom is my adviser and my word is an agent (lit. 'doer,' or
'deed')' (Mbicnb moa cbBliTHWcb emb, m cjiobo Moe fllmo ecTb: miisTi moe
suvetniku esti i slovo moe dilo esti) (2 En 33:3-4 [J]).4

Thus the Johannine Logos may share the idea of 'intimacy with God' with the
Jewish wisdom tradition. However, we should not ignore the point that the creation
accounts (canonical and non-canonical) often mention the divine attributes, both the
word of God and wisdom, for the purpose of emphasizing the sovereignty of God.
Therefore, the prologue may attempt, in its beginning, to describe the identity of the
Logos within the framework of Jewish monotheism or within the unique identity of
God.5

7.7.2.2 The Identification with God
The proclamation of the Logos as 0eoc; (v. lc) can be taken as highlighted in a chiastic
structure, sandwiched by the two identical statements (7tp6i; xov 0eov).6 This
proclamation of the deity of the Logos is clearly associated with the other descriptions
of the identity of the Logos (esp. as the Creator [v. 3] and the life-giver |v.4a]). It
may also be true to say that this description of the identity of the Logos as God is
associated with the final argument of the prologue, that the role of the Son was to
reveal the perfect identity of the Father (v. 18). In the rest of the Fourth Gospel, it is
emphasized that any one who has seen the Son has seen the Father (John 12:45; 14:7,
9; cf. 15:24). The Son's work (John 6:38; 8:29; 9:33; 10:32, 37; 14:10, 31) and
word (John 3:11; 8:26, 28; 12:49; 14:24; 17:14) were nothing less that the work of
the Father, which were revealed in the perfect unity with the Father. The Son also
shares the glory of the Father (John 11:4, 40; 13:31, 32; 17:5, 24). Therefore, the
proclamation of the Logos as God (v. 1) is associated with the description of the role
of the Son (i.e. the perfect revelation of the Father, v. 18).

3 R. Bauckham, 'Throne of God,' 54.
4 Cf. Isa 40:13-14; Sir 42:21; 1 En 14:22. ThcTorahis regarded as closely related to wisdom

(Jer 8:8-9; Ps 37:30-31; 1 Chr 22:12; Sir 15:1; 19:20; 21:11; Bar 4:1), and moreover, the Torah
often replaces the position of Wisdom in the Rabbinic tradition. See E. Epp's list ('Wisdom,' 133):
'The Torah lay on God's bosom' (Aboth of Rabbi Nathan 31 [8b]); 'rested on God's knee' (Midrash
on Psalms 90 § 12); 'I (God) cannot be separated from her' (ExodR 33 [94a]), etc.

5 See R. Bauckham, God Crucified, 39-40; 'The Throne of God,' 43-69.
6 See § 6.2.4.1.
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7.1.2.3 The Logos ofCreation
God's spoken 'word' is a preeminent motif of Genesis' affirmation concerning God
as the Creator. The Jewish traditions also refer to the word of God in the context of

creation (2 En 33:4; 4 Ezra 3:4; 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 14:17; 48:2, 8; 54:1, 3; SibOr 1:19;
3:20; PrMan 1:2-3; Wisd 9:2; ApAbr 9:9; 22:2; JosAsen 12:2; Sir 39:17; 42:15;
4Q381 frag. 1 6-7; 4Q422 frag. 1 6). The Psalmist expands it as, 'by the word of the
Lord (mrP "DID; too koyco ton Kupfou [LXX]) the heavens were made' (Ps 33:6a);
Ps 33:6 is often alluded to in early Jewish creation accounts (Jub 12:4; SibOr bks. 1,
3; 4Q381; 2 Bar chs. 21, 48, 54; ApAbr 9:3; 22:2; Sir chs. 33, 39; 4Q422).

John describes the Logos as the Creator, and emphasizes the lordship of the
Logos over the whole world, or over his people (e.g. nac, [John 1:9; 2:24; 5:281;
raxvTa avGpomov [1:9; 2:10]; jtrivieQ [1:16] 7tdar|i; oapKog [17:2]). A word
pair, fix and appears in the Scriptures to describe the totality of creation in the
sense that 'the heaven and the earth' are the most basic foundation which contains

everything that God has created (Gen 14:19, 22; Exod 31:17; Isa 37:16; 51:13; Pss
89:11; 102:25[MT 26]; 121:2; 124:8; 134:3; Prov 3:19). The totality of the creation
is also depicted by the idea of 'all (e.g. naq)' (Jub 12:4; 2 En 33:8; 66:4, 5; JosAsen
12:1; SibOr 1:7-8; 3:20).

Wisdom is also mentioned in the creation context (Prov 3:19; 8:30; 2 En 33:4;
lQHa 9:19; 1 lQPsa 26:13-14; Sir 42:21; Wisd 7-9), and in both 2 En 33:4 and Wisd
7-9, wisdom is personified and described as a co-worker of God's work of creation.
It seems to be an expanded interpretation of Prov 8:30.

As for the meaning of in Prov 8:30, the major translations (e.g. NIV, NASB, RSV,
NRSV, NJV) take it as 'craftsman' or 'master workman,' by accepting the commonly held
derivation from Akkadian ummianu, ummanu (a skilled craftsman).7 However, scholars'
views vary as follows:

]PX 'binding' 'uniting.'8
jbx 'mother official' 'counselor.'9
■pox 'darling' or ]1bX 'ward' of Yahweh.10
pbx or ]bX (feminine form), 'artificer' or 'one who is skilled in making things.'11

7 W. von Sodcn, Akkadishes Handwdterbuch III, 1981,1415-16. Garrett (Proverbs, 109-110)
notes on pbX "craftsmen" in Jer 52:15. Whybray (Proverbs, 136) states that the late Wisdom of
Solomon 7:21 (22) and 8:5 (6) refer to Wisdom as the (female) "artificer of all things" in a passage
which is clearly based on Prov 8:30.

8 R. B. Y. Scott, 'Wisdom in Creation: The >AMON of Proverbs VIII 30,' VT 10 (1960),
213-23. However, if ]?2X were a participle, it ought to be in a feminine form.

9 P. A. H. deBoer, 'The Counsellor,' in M. North (ed.),Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient
Near East (VTSup3; Leiden: Brill, 1955), 69-71.

10 McKane, Proverbs, 357.
11 Whybray, Proverbs, 136. He takes the view that it should mention God himself, not

Wisdom: 'then I was beside him, (that is), the Creator.'
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m 'joiner' 'Established' (LXX, Origen, appoi^ouoa < apjio^co; Symmachus,
Theodotion eoTT)piypivTi < axTpi^to).
'ward' (Aquila, Ti0r|voi)vevq < TvBqveopat).

According to the context of Prov 8:22-31, Proverbs does not seem to stress the role as a co¬
worker of God's creation, but simply says, 'she was established' (8:23), 'she was brought
forth' (8:24, 25), 'she was there' (8:27), 'when heaven and the earth were created by God's
hand' (8:26, 27, 28, 29). Although a possibility still remains to render as
'craftsman,'12 the focus is not on the idea of a co-worker of God's creation, but rather on her
divine nature as pre-existent (8:22-29) and her intimate relationship with God (8:30-31).

Since the Wisdom of Solomon finds a link between wisdom and the revelatory
activities of the spirit of God (Wisd 1:6; 7:7, 22; 9:17), its wisdom may possess a
more dynamic figure than in other creation accounts. Thus, the description of the
divine attributes (both the word of God and wisdom), which appear in the creation
context (both canonical and non-canonical), may be behind the motif of the Logos of
creation in John 1:1-5. One of the reasons why the prologue chooses the Logos (or
the word) rather than wisdom will be discussed later, in relation to the motif of the
eschatological Logos.

7.1.2.4 The Eschatological Logos
Sir 39:16-18 reads Ps 33:6 (which is a description of the events of creation) with Ps
33:9 (which is a general description of the way God works with his utterance), and
links the motif of the creative word to the mighty works of his salvation. Sirach goes
on to the eschatological argument that God, who completed the work of creation by
the word of his mouth (Sir 39:17b), can realize and accomplish the eschatological
works by the authority of his utterance (Sir 39:28-31). ApAbr 22:2 also reads Ps
33:9-12 with Ps 33:6-8, and its context implies that the reality of the coming
eschatological events is linked to God's work of creation.

Isaiah (so-called, 'Deutero Isaiah') also develops this motif of the creative
word, and gives a vivid picture of God's redemptive works by means of his word:

(1) Isa 44:24-28:

24 -pxa mrr -iostd
]oan -pan

mrp "oax
b'D ntsr

Thus says the Lord, your Redeemer,
who formed you in the womb,

I am the Lord,
who made all things
who stretched out the heavens alone

12 GenR 1 takes the meaning of in Prov 8:30 as 'workman' with some hesitation,
listing several possibilities: (1) tutor (Num 11:12); (2) covered (Lam 4:5); (3) hidden (Est 2:7); (4)
great (Nah 3:8); and (5) workman.
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tin *•» pan upi who spread out the earth by myself

26 (A) DptST-pP 7087
nrmn rrnrp "7i;Pi
amps nTnanm

27 (B) "ann nPiuP nasn
a"aix -pmrm

28 (B)' T"i trToP -iaan
a<?pi ^sn Pm

(A)' man DPSTTPP nax^i
70m Pirm

who says to Jerusalem, 'Be inhabited'
(who) to the city of Judah, 'Be rebuilt'

and 1 will raise up their ruins

who says to the deep, 'Be dry'
and I will dry up your rivers

who says to Cyrus, 'Be my shepherd'
and he accomplishes all my will

(who) saying, to Jerusalem, 'Be rebuilt'
'Temple! Be laid.'

God is depicted here as the Redeemer (7 your Redeemer) and the one who formed Israel
(in. paa -pap) (44:24); after the aspect of creation is mentioned (44:26a), God
commands, as he did in the work of creation, saying, 'Jerusalem is to be inhabited, and Judah
to be rebuilt' (26b), which is restated chiastically in 28b. In vv. 27-28, The drying up of the
water13' (27), which is used as a metaphor to indicate God's mighty works of redemption, is
paralleled with the calling of Cyrus (28a). And both are expected to obey God's command.

(2) Isa 45:7-8:

7 -jt?n mim nx 7xt»
in mini dV?0 niso

(A) mspD nisi; mrr

8 bvrm amis nsrinn
(B) pm-nr rrpntin

p>r15nnsn
(B)' "rtr-nsn

71T rrnxn npnai

(A)' 17rnxna *»3it

I form light and create darkness
I make weal and create woe

1 am the Lord who creates all these things

Shower, O heavens, from above
and let clouds shower righteousness

Let the earth open
and let salvation spring up
and let righteousness grow together

I am the Lord who has created it.

This section takes a similar framework to the previous one. It states first that God created
light and darkness (45:7a), and that God declared himself twice as the one who creates
everything (45:7b, 8b). Two sets of parallel lines, i.e. the former is the command to heaven,
the latter is the command to the earth, are sandwiched by them. The language of redemption
(i.e. the giving of righteousness and salvation) are interwoven in the framework of creation.

13 See its redemptive motif (cf. Isa 42:15; 50:2-3; Ps 60:6).
14 Cf. The LXX renders eotppavBpco, 'Rejoice.'
15 Cf. The LXX renders dvaT£iA,dx®, 'Bring forth.'
16 Cf. The LXX renders eXeog, 'grace'; IQIsa3 takes 1127.
17 Cf. The LXX renders oe, 'you'; In lQlsa" this sentence is omitted but sufficient space is

left for its insertion (cf. DJD 15, 64).
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(3) Isa46:8-13:

9 rvotwn tidt
»33X "O

D-nba nr
"3133 OSKI

10 tpq
nnnx rvtfmo

7STN 07501

Remember the former things of old
For 1 am God,
and there is no other God

and none like me

the one who makes known

the end from the beginning
and from aneient times things that
have not happened

ma

oipn -rny
18nE?i?x

the one who says,

'My purpose shall stand'
then I will accomplish all my will

11 Kip
CP mron

•mi? ePs pmo pxo

ruxmxpx 'mar^
ruferxpx -mir

the one who calls

a bird of prey from the east
a man of my will from the far land

Indeed I said, then 1 will bring it about
I planned, then I will accomplish it.

God is represented as the one who makes plans (Isa 46:1 lb), and who makes them known
(46:10a), and brings them about by his utterance (46:11). When God speaks, his purpose
shall stand, and all his will shall be accomplished (46:10). This expression is similar to Isa
48:13b, 171V 1731T "ON *np, aswellas46:llb, rOlTSKpX T1737"*)K.

(4) Isa 48:12-15:

12b p-inx •ox px ox ximsx

13 px mo* •H'px
CO© nnSJED CO-I

OTP^X OX X7p
... nn" 19nor

15 *71737 OX OX
mx^n vnmp px
1377

I am He, I am the first, and I am the last

My hand laid the foundation of the earth
and my right hand spread out the heavens

When I summon them

they stand together

I, indeed, I have spoken
and I called him, brought him

he will succeed in his mission

God who calls himself the first (]1©X7) and the last Q1711X) (48:12), and who is mentioned
as the Creator of heaven and earth (48:13), spoke ("71737) and called Cyrus (T71X7p); God
also let Cyrus succeed in his mission (48:15).

18 Cf. lQIsaa takes 3rd m sg (nC?37*»).
19 Cf. lQIsa* (171030); 4QIsac (1703O); 4QIsad (111357).
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(5) Isa48:3:

TH-in TXQ m32?-in I foretold the former things long ago

(A) ''3D1 They came from my mouth
(B) 21DmQ2?JO 1 made them known
(B)' Tftl?!? DN7S I immediately accomplished them

(A)' 22n3tf2m and they came to pass

It is interesting to observe that two sentences in the first person (i.e. God as an actor to reveal
and accomplish his plan) are sandwiched at the same time between two other sentences which
are written in the third person (that allude to what God said).

(6) Isa 55:11 (cf. Isa 45:22-23a):

nm mm p
"sn am -icra

23miasn niwrnK ntru nx •o
lex n^sm

So was my word
that goes out from my mouth
it shall not return to me empty
until it shall accomplish what I will
and succeed in that for which 1 send it.

[Cf. Isa 45:22-23a]

TlSSBfa ""S By myself I have sworn,
"127 7tp72 ''Sft Km the word went in truth from my mouth

21tm and it will not return.

Isa 55:11 is to be read in the same framework. A similar expression appears in Isa 45:22-23.

This Isaianic exegesis of the Genesis creation account, or an application of its
framework to a salvific context, appears in the 1st century apocalyptic literature (such
as 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch) with an important expansion. That is to say, in the context
of Isaiah, both 48:3 and 55:11 do not necessarily mention the events of creation, but
rather illustrate how God will bring about his redemptive works by his utterance.
Nevertheless, 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch expand Isa 48:3 and 55:11 in the context of both
creation and eschatology. This interpretation of Isaiah 48:3 and 55:11 gives a more
vivid picture of the realization of the eschatological events. God, who, by the word
accomplished the work of creation, can also bring about the eschatological works
immediately by the same word. Interestingly, when reference is made to Isaiah
55:11, the personification of the divine word can be seen (4 Ezra 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 54:3

20 Cf. The LXX takes 3rd sg. (e^fjkGev).
21 Cf. The LXX takes 3rd sg. (ctKeuotov eyeveto).
22 Cf. The LXX takes 3rd sg. (e7tf[A.0Ev).
23 In the LXX, the subject is not the word of God but 'what God wished' with passive voice:

ouvTeXeoGfj ooa f|0ekr}oa.
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and 56:4). It should be noted that Isa 55:11 is alluded to in John 6:27-71, where the
divine role of the Son of God is claimed (this will be shown later).

Therefore, the Johannine Logos shows an important link to the motifs of the
creative word and the eschatological word, which are prominent in the creation
accounts of 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch. In early Christian tradition, reference to the divine
word (o Xoyoq xou Kupiou, or pfjga 0eot>) also occurs in the contexts of the creation
and the new creation (2 Pet 3:5-7; cf. Jas 1:18; 1 Pet 1:23). However, the Johannine
prologue is unique at the point that this motif is employed to depict the divine identity
and the role of the Son of God. While wisdom (in Prov 8 and in Jewish wisdom
tradition) may characterize one aspect of the Johannine Logos, an eschatological
interpretation of the Genesis creation account (through Isaianic exegesis of the
Genesis creation account) may provide the Johannine Logos with the other aspect,
i.e. the eschatological word. It may be one of the reasons that the prologue keeps the
figure of the divine word (o koyoq) rather than wisdom. It is not an issue of gender,
but rather a more theological matter.

7.1.3 o hoyog and ^cotj
The Genesis creation describes how God produces the living things by his word or

by his utterance (Gen 1:11-12, 20-31). Several Jewish creation accounts focus on

this aspect, and depict God as 'the life-giver' (4 Ezra 3:5; 6:47-48; JosAsen 8:10-11),
'the origin of all life' (wdkuel heyyewdt) (Jub 12:4), 'life' itself (rd^: liaya) (2 Bar
21:9), and 'the Creator of life' (rd^ hcLLd: bdryd hayyeh) (2 Bar 23:5). He is 'the
sole life-giver' who himself has the authority to produce life ex nihilo (2 Bar 21:4; 4
Ezra 3:3-5;JosAsen8:10-ll).

The divine attributes appear in the context where the identity of God as the sole
life-giver is highlighted: e.g. wisdom is assigned to create Adam (2 En 30:8), the
word of God functions to produce human beings (4 Ezra 7:69). JosAsen ch. 8
meditates on the Lord who 'gave life' (Ccootcoitioocc;) to all things, and applies this to a
salvific context, by reiterating the language of the new creation, such as £®ojxo1t|0ov
(to give life), dvaicodviaov (to renew), dvajckaaov (to form a new), and
dvaC®07coit|oov (to make alive) (JosAsen 8:1 la). When the motif of 'God as the life-
giver' is taken up again in JosAsen 12:1-3, interestingly it refers to the motif of 'the
word of creation': 'For you, Lord, spoke and all things were brought to life'
(ekaA,r|0a<; iced 7xdvxa e£cpoyovrjOr|ociv); 'Because your word, Lord, is life for all your
creatures' (JosAsen 12:2).

The motif of ^corj is prominent in the account of the creation of Adam as well:
'Then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life (D^n 7rvoiiv [LXX]); and the man became a
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living being (rTTI B?S3; xin^nv £<5oav |LXX]) (Gen 2:7). Isaiah gives an interpretation
on this passage, by characterizing God as the life-giver who gives breath and spirit to
the people: 'Thus says God, the Lord, who created the heavens and stretched them
out, who spread out the earth and what comes from it, who gives breath (nQ2?3: 7tvof|v
[LXX]) to the people upon it and spirit (mi: rcve-Oga (LXX|) to those who walk in it
(Isa 42:5). It is interesting that the breath of life is associated with the spirit (4Q422
frag. 1; 1QS col. 3) and divine wisdom or knowledge (Sir 17:1-14;; 4Q504 frag. 8;
cf. Wisd 9:2-3).

Therefore, whereas the life motif is developed in the context which depicts the
unique identity of God who alone can produce life ex nihilo, and who alone can

provide eternal life, it is linked to the spirit or wisdom through which the first human
being was created, and the people guided to the way of life with wisdom and the
Torah (as the revelation of divine wisdom).

John states in the prologue that ev a-otto fjv (John l:4a). First of all, it may
remind the readers of the sovereignty of God as the sole life-giver which appears in
the creation context. Secondly, the exegesis of the life-giving motif is linked to the
divine attributes (wisdom (e.g. 2 En 30:8| or the word of God [4 Ezra 7:69; JosAsen
8, 12]). Thirdly, in the Johannine prologue, the Logos finds its location within the
unique identity of God. This notion may be developed in the rest of the Fourth
Gospel in the context where the Father bestows authority on his Son to give life to the
world (John 3:15-16, 36; 5:21, 26; 6:57).24 Finally, the life motif in John 1:4a seems
to be opened to later eschatological discussion: i.e. those who believe in the name of
the Logos (or the Son of God from John 1:14) will be given a new birth as the
children of God (John 1:12).

7.1.4 6 Xoyoq and (pcdq

The Genesis creation account seems to pay attention to the creation of light (~llX in the
first day; msi3 in the fourth day). The Genesis creation narrative has two poles, i.e.
heaven and earth, and its focus moves from the heavens to the earth. However, at the
fourth creation day (vv. 14-19) the order is changed or reversed. Moreover, the
Genesis creation account refers to the role of light (TlX and mNft) with an emphatic
form (chiastic structure) (vv. 14-19), while the account gives no special emphasis to
the other creatures.25

A. to divide the day from the night (14a)
B. for signs, for fixed times, for days and years (14b)

24 It means a more individualistic salvation.
25 G. J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15 vol. 1 (WBC 1; Waco: Word Books Publisher, 1987), 5-10.
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C. to give light on the earth (15)
D. to rule the night (16a)
D'. to rule the night (16b)

C'. to give light on the earth (17)
B'. to rule the day and the night (18a)

A'. to divide the light from the darkness (18b)

Early Jewish creation accounts also pay much attention to the creation of light
("IIX and mSQ) (e.g. Jub ch. 2; 1 En ch. 69; 2 En chs. 47-48, 24-33; 4 Ezra ch. 6;
SibOrbks. 1, 3, frag. 3; LAB ch. 60; Sir ch. 33; Ant ch. 1; 1QM col. 10; lQHa col.
9; 4Q381; 4Q392; 1 lQPsa col. 26), and speculate on its theological meanings. For
example, the creation of light may be taken as a manifestation of the sovereign power
of God (e.g. 1 Bar 3:33-35; ApAbr 9:3-4; llQPsApa 2:10-12), whereas light is
considered as a divine thing (2 En 24:4 (AJ; 25:3 [J]; 4Q392 frag 1 4-5). Light finds
its place beside God together with wisdom (2 Bar 54:13), or beside his throne (2 En
25:4 [J]), and light is brought out from God's treasuries (4 Ezra 6:40; cf. 2 Bar
59:11). This light imagery is linked to the divine nature of the Torah in the OT (e.g.
Ps 119:105; Prov 6:23; Isa 2:5; 42:21; 51:4) and in early Jewish literature (Sir 17:11;
2 Bar 17:4; 59:2; 77:13, 16; LAB 15:5-6; Wisd 18:4; T Lev 14:4).26 It seems also
common in early Judaism, as well as later Rabbinic tradition,27 that the idea of the
creation of light (i.e. the separation of light from darkness) is taken in an ethical
sense, contrasting righteousness with evil:

He (Moses), who lighted, took from the light (rnhra), . . . but many whom he illuminated
took from the darkness (yesuke) of Adam and did not rejoice in the light of the lamp (bnuhra
dasraga) (2 Bar 18:1-2).

And I gave him (Adam) his free will and I pointed out to him the two ways - light and
darkness (cbL m tbmm, sve i timd) (2 En 30:15 [J]).

You called (them) out from darkness to light (dcTto iot> akotoug e'tg to <pc5<;) (JosAsen
8:10a).

From the dwelling place of light (~HK |1UQ3) (is) the generation of the truth (HftXn
from the fountain of darkness (~jffin "YIpftQ) (is) the generation of the deceit

(*?i»n rrnbinHiQssnc)).28

26 See later Rabbinic traditions (e.g. GenR 3:1; 3:5, 8; b. Meg 99; b. Ab 21; DeutR 7:3
[204a]; Ketub 111 b; Ab 6:7; SifNum 6:25; NumR 11 [63d]).

27 E.g. 'The light which God gave us is for our understanding' (GenR 3: la); 'The opening of
God's words gives light' (GenR 3:1b); the utterance, 'Let there be light,' refers to the deeds of the
righteous; and 'God divided between the light and the darkness' means that he div ided between the
deeds of the righteous and the deeds of the wicked' (GenR 3:8). GenR 3:5 demonstrates how the
light, w hich was created in the first day of creation, matched the five books of the Torah.

28 The notion of "IIK and "[Bin does not necessarily imply a cosmic power as it is
prominent in Iranian Zoroastrianism; rather, it seems to be a simple application of the contrasted
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Like the life motif, light is counted as an eschatological blessing (Isa 60:19-20; Jub
1:29; 2 En ch. 65 [J]; 2 Bar 48:50; 51:1-3 LAB 3:10; SibOr 2:315), and regarded as a

symbol of Paradise (2 En 65:10 [A]; 2 Bar 48:50; 51:1-3). It should be noted that
both in SibOr 2:315-317 and 2 En 42:6, light and life motifs appear in the same

context, in the sense of the end time blessings.
As for the use of light imagery in the Johannine prologue, first of all, it reminds

the readers of the event of the giving of light in the Genesis creation account. In early
Judaism, reflecting its divine character, light is understood in both an ethical and
religious sense. Moreover, the creation of light is typologically applied to the event
of the giving of the Torah in early Judaism and later Rabbinic tradition. Thus, when
John 1:4 argues that in the Logos was life and it was light for the people, it may
imply a revelatory activity of God, which is often typologically correlated with the
creation of light.

7.2 John 1:6-13

7.2.1 to cpcig to oAtjOivov

After the description of creation, the Johannine prologue refers to the coming of John
the Baptist, and makes a contrast between true light and the witness to the light (vv.
6-8). Verse 9 describes the scene that the premordial light (v. 5) was coming into the
world. The figure of John the Baptist (John 1:6-8) may remind the readers of
Isaianic prophecy29 which opens the meaning of tpcoi; (vv. 4b-5) toward the Isaianic
use of the light imagery,30 though it is not necessarily clear in the first stanza (John
1:1 -5). We should notice that while the relationship between o Xoyoq and John the
Baptist is mentioned, <pajq is treated as a personal figure: i.e. oak fjv ekeivoq (John the
Baptist) to (prog, dAX tva papTijpf|aT| nepi too tponoc (a personal figure) (John 1:8). P.
Borgen is skeptical about the reading of the Messiah's light, but rather emphasizes the

word pair, which is commonly used in Judaism. See our discussion on the dualistic expression of
1QS 3 (§ 3.17.1.2).

29 Cf. John 1:23 alludes to Isa 40:3; John 1:29 and 36 allude to Isa 53:7.
30 Isaianic light imagery appears in a salvific context of the NT, and it is regarded as a symbol

of the coming of salvation: 'The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light (^173
TIK); those who dwelt in a land of deep darkness, on them has light (71X) shined' (Isa 9:2 in Matt
4:12-16); 'to open the eyes that are blind, to bring out the prisoners from the dungeon, from the
prison those who sit in darkness' (Isa 42:17 in Luke 4:18); 'Arise, shine; for your light (~7"1J$) has
come, and the glory of the Lord (717'' TOD) has risen upon you; for behold, darkness shall cover
the earth, and thick darkness the peoples, but the Lord will arise upon you, and his glory (370D)
will be seen upon you' (Isa 60:1-2 in Eph 5:14: see the LXX translation: em 8e oe (pavo)oeTca
KatpioQ, teed f] 8o^a otjtoo) era oe 6cp0a)oeTat (Isa 60:2); 7tav yap to (pavepoatpevov tpcoc,
eoTtv. 5io keyet . . . rcca e7ti(paaSoet ooi o XptOTOc; (Eph 5:14).
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idea of the primordial light with the lawgiving of Moses.3' However, this does not
necessarily seem inconsistent with the use of the light imagery. In Isaiah, the Servant
of Yahweh is already associated with the image of light (42:6; 49:6; 51:4),32 and
especially in Isa 51:4 (cf. Isa 2:3-5) it is linked to the revelation of the law (mm) or
justice (JDStffQ) (cf. the word of God [miVm] in Isa 2:3-533). The light imagery,
soon afterward, appears in the context: 'O house of Jacob, come, let us walk in the
light of the Lord (mm 71X3)' (Isa 2:5).34 The light is thus easily understood as a

symbol of 'saving revelation.'
Thus, while based on the light imagery, which is presented in the creation

context with the idea of God's revelatory activities (perhaps contrasted with the
lawgiving of Moses), a contrast between to (pooq to akr|0iv6v and the witness to <p©q

in John 1:6-9 seems to open the meaning of tptoQ (vv. 4b-5) toward a messianic
understanding of light (saving revelation). It is a reminder of a fulfillment of the
Isaianic hope of the coming of the Torah or the word of God in a salvific sense.

7.2.2 The Lordship of the Logos as Creator
The Johannine prologue looks back to the divine identity of the Logos (vv. lOab,
11a), and refers to the lordship of the Logos as the Creator (v. 10b). The Old
Testament and early Jewish traditions recall their God as the Creator of Israel, and a

special relationship between God and his people is referred to (Isa 43:1-7; 45:11-13;
64:8; 4 Ezra 6:55-59; 8:45; 2 Bar 14:15-19; 4Q504 frag recto 8, 4-10; cf. frags 1-2
3:3, 4-5, 9-10; 4:4-5). Reference to the lordship of God as the Creator is often made
in an eschatological context in which the restoration of God's people is expected (esp.
Isa 43:1-7; 45:11-13; 64:8; 4 Ezra 6:55-59; 8:45; 2 Bar 14:15-19). Namely, Israel
was created for the world as the first-born (primogenitum), only begotten of God
(iunigenitum cemutatoreni), so that they would be restored and possess their world in
the end time.35 In John 1:10-13, this idea of the relationship between God the
Creator and his people with a hope of their restoration may be relevant to the idea of
the new creation of tekvu Qeov. However, the prologue's view is different from early

31 P. Borgen, 'Creation, Logos and the Son: Observations on John 1:1-18 and 5:17-18,' Ex
Auditu 3 (1987), 93-94.

32 R. Schnackenburrg, John, vol. 2, 190.
33 Isa 2:2-5 may be alluded to in John 4:21-24 as a prophecy of the coming of the Messiah in

the end time. For example, the Samaritan woman mentioned Jerusalem as the place where the
worshippers gather (John 4:20; Isa 2:2), although Jesus presented a new perspective that in the time
of salvation there would be no regional division (Isa 2:2-3a; John 4:20-21). Jesus mentioned that the
place where the salvation or savior would appear was Zion or Jerusalem (John 4:22; Isa 2:3b). The
Samaritan woman mentioned that the coming messiah would teach the way (Isa 2:3a; John 4:25-26).

34 Cf. Isa 42:21.
35 It is interesting that 4 Ezra 6:56 and 4Q504 frag 1-2 3:3 refer to Isa 40:15-17 in order to

emphasize the speriority of the people of Israel to other nations.
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Judaism, particularly in the point that the prologue refers to the divine lordship as the
Creator (John l:10-ab, 11a) in order to highlight Israel's unfaithful response to it
(John 1:1 lb; cf. 10c),35 and the prologue proclaims that the hope of the restoration of
God's people can only be realized through faith in the Logos of God (Etc; to ovoga

avxov) (John 1:12-13).

7.2.3 New Creation: tckvoc Geov

7.2.3.1 The Restoration ofGod's People as an Eschatological Hope
John 1:12-13 deals with an eschatological hope to be tekvo, GeoG, perhaps in relation
to the reference to the lordship of the Logos as the Creator.

Although the phrase, tekvcc Geo-O, does not occur, the concept is well
established in the Old Testament.37 The people of Israel are called moq rcpcoxoTOKOQ

goo (Exod 4:22 [LXX]; "HM '•SS [MT]), moi Kupiou too Geou (Deut 14:1 [LXX];
mn,i? C22 [MT]), and their God is called coo raxxrjp (Deut 32:6 [LXX]). David and
his line are also called moq to God o ramp (2 Sam 7:14 [LXX]; Ps 2:7) and
TtpcoxoTOKOQ, 'first-born' (Ps 89:26 [LXX 88:27]). The prophetic tradition appeals to
this relationship in the lamentation, in which God's love is contrasted to people's
unfaithfulness:

When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called my child C33; xd tekvoc
auTOi) [LXX]38), but the more I called them, the more they went from me (Hos 11:1).

How gladly would I treat you like children (CISD; cf. xct^G) oe eiq tekvcc [LXX]) ... I
thought you would call me 'Father C2H,)' . . . you have been unfaithful to me, O house of
Israel (Jei 3:19).

I reared children (D^S; uioTx; [LXX]) and brought them up, but they have rebelled against
me' (Isa 1:2; cf. 1:4; 30:1); 'Thus says the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, and its Creator,
"Will you question me about my children C33; ut(Sv got) [LXX]). . . I made the earth and
created humankind upon it . . . (Isa 45:11-12).

Surely they are my people, children (xetcva [LXX]) who will not be false to me ... , but
they rebelled and grieved his holy spirit' (Isa 63:8-10 [16]).

36 People's rejection against the divine word is regarded as a fulfillment of Isaianic prophecy in
the NT: Isa6:9-10 in Matt 13:14-17; Isa29:13 in Matt 15:7-9; Isa53:l in John 12:38; Isa 6:10 in
John 12:40; Isa 6:9-10 in Acts 28:25-28. Bultmann {John, 22) and other scholars find a similarity
between the motif of rejected Logos and rejected Wisdom (cf. Prov. 1:20-32; Job 28; Sir 24:7; 1 Bar
3:10-13, 29-36; 1 En 42:1-3). It may be safe to say that both prophetic tradition and Jewish wisdom
tradition deal with the same theme of Israel's unfaithfulness to God (cf. Isa 29:13-16).

37 Cf. Culpepper, 'Pivot,' 17-19.
38 The LXX renders xcc tekvcc ccutO"D, perhaps mentioning the offspring of Israel.
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Yet, O Lord, you are our Father, we are the elay, and you are our potter; we are all the work
of your hand (Isa 64:8).

In John 1:10-13, the motif of people's unfaithfulness is contrasted to the motif of the
lordship of the Creator.

This motif of the relationship between God and his people is referred to in an

eschatological context as well:

In the place where it was said to them, 'You are not my people,' it shall be said to them,
'Children of the living God (mot 0eot> tjcovxog [LXX 2:1]; m)' (Hos 1:10).

Bring my sons (mow; pott [LXX]; ''IS) from afar and my daughters (Ottyttxepac poo) from
the end of the earth - everyone who is called by my name, whom I created (KaxeoKElMXaa)
for my glory, whom I formed (enXaoa) and made (ejtovr|aa) (Isa 43:6-7).

Likewise, the promise to be xeKva 0eof) in John 1:12 can also be understood in the
line of the eschatological expectation for the restoration of God's people. The phrase
'he gave power to become children' (e'SooKev aiko'i; e^ouaiav) (v. 12) indicates that it
was revealed as an (eschatological) gift to the people.

7.2.3.2 The Revelation of the Name

According to John 1:12-13, the right (e^ouota) to become xeKva 0eof) is said to be
given through faith in the name of o Xoyoq (John 1:12c). The expression, 8tSfi)pi with
e^ovoia, is used to emphasize that the authority comes from God, or from above
(Matt 9:8; 21:23 [Mark 11:28; Luke 20:2]; 28:18; John 5:27; 17:2; Rev 2:26; cf. Sir
17:2; 45:17; Dan LXX 7:14). John 1:12-13 carefully states that xeicva 0eof> was born
(eyevvfj0T|cav) from God (ek 0eou) (John 1:13b), and through faith in the name of o
Xoyoq (John 1:12c). In other words, the new birth (or new creation of his people)
will happen by the authority of o Xoyoq (cf. John 1:4a, ev aux® ipotj rjv).39 This role
of the Logos (John 1:12-13) seems to correspond to the role of the Logos as life
(John 1:4a).

39 It is important to notice that faith in the Son is based on the fact of the bestowment of
divine authority on his Son (although it is not stated clearly in the prologue): o 7caxT]p dyarta xov
uiov Kat rtavxa 8e8(okev ev xfj yeipt axixou o moxexxov ei; xov vtov eyet ^oorjv aitovtov
(John 3:35-36a); aXXa xf)v Kptoiv 7raoav 8e8(0k£v xcp mm, ... o xov Xoyov poo dicoikov Kat
Tuaxewov x<8 7tep\|/avx{ pe eyet £®f]v akovtov Kat etc Kptoiv ouk epyexat (John 5:22-24; cf.
5:27).
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Concerning the reference to his name (John 1:12), W. Dumbrell suggests a

possible allusion to the context of Exod chs. 33-34.40 When he was asked by Moses
to reveal his glory (33:18), the Lord declared his name (33:19), which may have been
a remainder of the original revelation of his name (HTIX ")E?K HTIX) (Exod 3:14). W.
Dumbrell thereby argues that in the Sinai event, 'glory' represents the unique feature
of divine majesty, whereas 'the name' provides the content of its revelation.
Similarly, the prologue mentions the name of the Son which makes the restoration of
God's people possible (John 1:12), while it also refers to the revelation of glory
which is obviously grounded against the background of the Sinai event (John 1:14).
In short, the revelation of the name (John 1:12) is paralleled with the revelation of
glory (John 1:14). Both are important contents of saving revelation of the
eschatological Logos (or light).41

7.3 John 1:14-18

7.3.1 The Son as the Incarnated Logos
The Johannine prologue shows a dramatic shift in the way the Logos exists or the
place of the Logos (I to II), and a different angle on the incarnation (II to III)
throughout the prologue (v. 5 => v. 9 => v. 14).

I. The Logos was shining in pre-existent stage (v. 5).

II. The Logos as Light was coming to his world (v. 9).

III. The Logos dwelt in the world as the Son of God (v. 14).

This scene indicates that the Logos, which pre-existed with God and created the
world (John 1:3, 10-11), historically came into the world and dwelt among the
people. The same Logos that accomplished the work of creation came and dwelt in
his world for the purpose of executing a new mission. The prologue quoted the
testimony of John the Baptist (v. 15; cf. v. 30) in order to affirm that Jesus was the
incarnated Logos who was pre-existent (rcpcoTOi; pou r\v). The first reader may have
read this statement in connection with vv. 1-2 and v. 9. In addition, it should be
noted that the coming of the mm or mrt'min is expected in an eschatological

40 W. J. Dumbrell, 'Law and Grace: The Nature of the Contrast in John 1:17,' EQ 58 (1986),
29-30.

41 Cf. the creative role of the divine name in the Jewish tradition (Jub 36:7; LAB 60:2; 1 En
69:13-15; 3 En 42:1-7; cf. TarJon Exod 28:30; y. Sanh 29; b. Suk 53b; b. Mak 11a).
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context (Isa 2:3-5; cf. 51:4-5; Mic 4:l-3).42 John 4:22 understands that Isa 2:3 was

fulfilled by the coming of the Son of God. John 6:45 also argues that Isa 54:13 (i.e.
an eschatological hope that his people shall be taught by God43) was fulfilled.
Interestingly, John 6:45 is followed by a similar expression in John 1:18: 'No one
has ever seen the Father except him who is from God; he has seen the Father' (ot>x oxt
xov rraxepa ecopaicev xiq ei pr| o <$>v mpa xou Beou, ouxoc; ecopaxev xov 7uaxepa).

7.3.2 The Son as a Fulfillment ofan Eschatological Hope
The coming of the Son is described as a fulfillment of an eschatological hope of the
dwelling of God in the end time as well. The hope of the restoration of God's people
(i.e. to be the children of God), which is the focus in the second stanza, is often
linked to the hope that God might dwell in the midst of his people in the prophetic
traditions:

'I will dwell among the people of Israel, . . . and they shall know that I am the
Lord their God (DiTT^N mrf NK) (Exod 29:45-46).

'So you shall know that I am the Lord your God (ey® KiSptog 0 Beos; xtprov [LXX]),
who dwell (KaxaoKT)V(dv [LXX]) in Zion' (Joel 3:17).

'For, behold, I will come and dwell (KaxaoKT)vo6oco [LXX]) in the midst of you. And
many nations shall join themselves to the Lord in that day, and shall be my people (ey®
epyopai kcu KaxaoKpvoioco ev peacp aon [LXX]) (Zech 2:10-11).

'My dwelling place (f) KaxaaKTjvcoGu; pon [LXX]) shall be with them; and I will be
their God, and they shall be my people' (Ezek37:27).

The verb, cncrivooo,44 occurs only five times in the New Testament (once in John; four
times in Rev); Rev 7:15 and 21:3 mention the dwelling of God in the midst of his
people in the end-time, with reference to Isa 25:8; 49:10; Ezek 37:27; and 48:35.45
John 1:14 means no more than that the Logos took up a temporary dwelling46;

42 See § 7.2.1.
43 John seems to take the LXX rendering here: kou ndvzcxQ zovc viovq aov btbaKxof^

Beou, Kai ev 7xoA.A,fj eiptjvri xa xeicva aon
44 Cf. Barrett {John, 165): 'the word okt)voDv was chosen here with special reference to the

word 8o^a which follows. It recalls, in sound and in meaning, the Hebrew ]D5T, which means 'to
dwell'; the verb is used of the dwelling of God with Israel (e.g. Exod 25:8; 29:46; Zech 2:14), and a
derived noun ni'OC was used ( though not in the OT) as a periphrasis for the name of God himself.'

45 KaxaoKT|v6co is not used in the sense of eschatological dwelling of God in the NT (Matt
13:32; Mark 4:32; Luke 13:19; Acts 2:26).

46 Barrett, John, 165-166.
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however, that John finds a link to this Jewish eschatological hope may be indicated
by several allusions to the narrative of the theophany in the Exodus event.47

THE EXODUS EVENT

The glory of the Lord (So^r]^ icupiou)
filled the tabernacle (fi aKtpvfj), when
God came down to the Tent of meeting
(Exod 40:34-35).

JOHN 1:14-18

They saw the glory as the Son of God
(5o£.av cot; povoyevoo; 7tapd rtaxpoQ),
when the Logos came and dwelt among
the people (1:14).

God declared that he was full of grace and
truth (nONI -ion-mi) in the revelation
(Exod 34:6).

The Law was given through Moses (Exod
34:28).

Moses was allowed to see God,
partially (Exod 33:20; cf. 33:11).

but

The Son was full of grace and truth
(7rX.ripTjg ydptxo; kcci aApGeia;) (John
1:14); Out of his fullness (jtkripcopaxot;)
believers received, grace in place of grace
(Xccpiv dvxt ydpixo;) (1:16).

Grace and Truth (fj ycicptc Kcci, aki)0eia)
came through Jesus Christ (1:17).

The only Son, who is in the bosom of the
Father, he has made him known (1:18).

As the people of Israel saw the glory of God (Exod 40:34) and bore witness to his
fullness of grace and truth in the Exodus event (Exod 34:6), believers saw the glory
(John 1:14) and the fullness of grace and truth (John 1:16) in the event of the coming
of the Son of God.48 It is also stated as a climactic revelation of God, whom no one

has ever seen (John 1:18), which is contrasted with the encounter which allowed
Moses to see God partially (Exod 33:20; cf. 33:11). Thus, the coming and the
dwelling of the Son of God is depicted against the background of an epiphany of God
in Mount Sinai.

In short, the role (or the ministry) of the Son is depicted not only against the
background of the Jewish wisdom tradition, but also against the background of an
eschatological hope of the coming of the Torah and the hope of God's dwelling (or
epiphany of God) among the people in the end time.

47 Cf. A. Hanson, 'John 1.14-18 and Exodus xxxiv,' NTS 23 (1976-1977), 90-101.
48 Cf. J. K. Elliott, 'John 1:14 and the New Testament's Use of rcA.fip'iiq,' BT 28 (1977),

151-153; W. Dumbrell, 'Law and Grace,' 25-37; R. B. Edwards, 'ydptv avxi yccpixoc; (John 1:16):
Grace and the Law in the Johannine Prologue,' JSNT 32 (1988), 3-15.
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7.3.3 The Son as the Climactic Revelation ofGod
The final statement of the prologue (John 1:18) makes one of the roles of the Son of
God clear, i.e. to reveal the Father: 'No one has ever seen God; the only Son, who is
in the bosom of the Father, he has made him known (e^iiyf|oaxo).'

The role of the Logos is depicted by the light imagery as 'saving revelation'
(John 1:4 [to tpcog xtov dvGpoiTcoivJ; cf. 1:9 [to tptog to aLr|0iv6v]), and the rest of the
prologue focuses on its contents. While alluding to the narrative of the theophany in
the Exodus event (Exod chs. 33-34), the prologue lists the revelation of glory (1:14b)
and 'full of grace and truth' (1:14c; 16-17), as well as the name through which the
restoration of God's people is made (1:12). F. F. Bruce comments that the glory
seen in the incarnated Word was the glory which was revealed to Moses, and that it
has been manifested on earth as 'the fullness of grace and truth.'49 The prologue
proclaims that believers witnessed the glory of the Son of God (bocuv cog povoyevoug

7tapcc mxpog), and that this glory was also the revelation of 'the fullness of grace and
truth.'50 Since the revelation of 'grace and truth (fj ydptg tccd f] d/.f|0eta)' is contrasted
with the event of the giving of the Torah in John 1:17, the glory which the believers
witnessed in the Son was the Father's. Thus, the glory of the Son is the revelation of
the Father. The Fourth Gospel describes that the Son shares the glory of the Father
(John 11:4,40; 13:31, 32; 17:5, 24), and it is difficult to make a distinction between
them. Although it is not clearly stated in the prologue,51 the rest of the Fourth Gospel
proclaims that the glory of the Son (and also it is the Father's) was climactically
revealed at the cross and the exaltation of the Son (John 7:39; 12:16, 23; 13:31-32).

Therefore, in John l:4b-9, the role (or the ministry) of the Logos was depicted
as light (i.e. saving revelation), and the rest of the prologue demonstrated how the
revelation of God had been accomplished in the ministry of the Son (or his
sonship).52

7.4 Summary and Conclusions
The main points, which have been suggested by our thematic understanding of the
Johannine prologue in the light of early Jewish creation accounts (and other related
sources), are as follows:

49 F. F. Bruce, The Gospel of John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1983), 42.
50 Cf. D. A. Carson (John, 129) takes 'the fullness of grace and truth' as a modifier of 'glory.'
51 However, it may be alluded to in John 1:17-18: i.e. the statement, 'grace and truth' came

(eyevexo) through Jesus Christ (John 1:17), may suggest a completion of the ministry of the Son;
the present tense in the statement, 'the only Son who is (dig) in the bosom of the Father' (John
1:18), may suggest the exalted Son.

52 See the note (§ 6.2.4.3) for the understanding of the parallelism between v. 1 and v. 18.
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(1) The Genesis creation account had been the subject of speculation in various
ways in the Old Testament and Jewish traditions. Consulting these exegetical
traditions, we have found how the Johannine prologue developed Christology on the
basis of the exposition of the Genesis creation account.

(2) In early Jewish creation accounts, there is speculation on God's work of
creation in the context where the sovereignty of God and the absoluteness of his
existence is highlighted. God is the sole Creator who made a perfect plan in the
beginning, and who created the very beginning of the world; He produced creatures
ex nihilo; He is the only God who has the authority to produce Life and Light.
Surprisingly, the Johannine prologue proclaims that the Logos was the beginning,
God, Creator, life, and light. That is to say, the prologue modifies the Logos with
the terms which clearly refer to the Genesis creation account, and also which indicate
the divine identity of God in first century Judaism. It should be noted that in the
Jewish exegetical traditions, only the word and wisdom can be depicted to be the
agents of God's work of creation. Moreover, these figures emphasize the
sovereignty of God. Therefore, Jewish monotheism was not put in danger when the
Logos was modified with these terms. In other words, the prologue attempted to
develop Christology on the basis of the exegetical traditions of the Genesis creation
account, in which Jewish monotheism was carefully preserved.

(3) This speculation on the sovereignty of God, which had been manifested in
the work of creation, was expanded in the prophetic tradition and also in later
eschatological discussions. In these contexts, the sovereign power of God, which
was believed to assure the coming eschaton, was greatly expected. In particular, the
motif of the creative word (esp. Ps 33:6 and 9 and Isaiah 48:3 and 55:11) is expanded
and developed in the eschatological context (e.g. Sir ch. 39; ApAbr chs. 21-22; 4
Ezra ch. 6; 2 Bar chs. 14, 21, 48, 54; 2 Pet 3:5-7; cf. Jas 1:18; 1 Pet 1:18).
Contrasted with the agency of the divine word which accomplished the work of
creation, the new agency of the divine word to accomplish the eschatological works
was greatly expected. When the prologue employed the Logos language in
Christology (firstly in the context of creation [John 1:1-5] and secondly in the
eschatological discussion which was associated with the motif of the sonship |John
1:6-18]), the motif of the eschatological word may have been in both the author's and
the first readers' mind. Therefore, while wisdom (in Prov 8 and in Jewish wisdom
tradition) may characterize one aspect of the Johannine Logos, the motif of the
eschatological word may provide the Johannine Logos with the other aspect.

(4) The early Jewish creation accounts (e.g. 2 Bar 21:4; 4 Ezra 3:3-5; JosAsen
8:10-11) depicted God to be the sole life-giver who alone could produce life, and in
some creation accounts, the divine attributes (both wisdom [e.g. 2 En 30:8] and the
word of God |4 Ezra 7:69; JosAsen 8, 12]) work as an agent to give life to human
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beings. In the Johannine prologue, the life motif appears firstly in the creation
context (John l:3-4a). Since the Logos found its place within the unique identity of
God (based on the Jewish exegetical tradition of the Genesis creation account), the
Logos was depicted as the Creator and the one who possessed life in himself. This
motif (the Logos as the Creator and the life-giver) appears in John 1:10-13 in the
eschatological context, in which the role of the Logos is depicted to give birth the
children of God (esp. vv. 12-13).

(5) Early Jewish creation accounts (as well as Genesis itself) paid attention to
the creation of light, and speculated on its theological meanings in various ways.53 It
is important to notice that the light imagery was associated with the description of a
revelatory activity of God. The light imagery appears in the description of the Torah
(Sir 17:11; 2 Bar 17:4; 59:2; 77:13, 16; Wisd 18:4; T Lev 14:4) or the event of the
giving of the Torah (e.g. 2 Bar 59:2; LAB 15:5-6, etc.). It is also interesting that the
light imagery appears in the eschatological context as a symbol of an eschatological
blessing (as a revelation in a more salvific sense) (Jub 1:29; 2 En 65:10 [J]; LAB
3:10; SibOr 2:315).

Similarly, the Johannine prologue describes how the light which appeared
firstly in the context of creation (John l:4b-5) visited the world as 'true light' (to (pcog

to dArieivov). The figure of John the Baptist (John 1:6-8) may remind the readers of
Isaianic prophecy which opens the meaning of tpcac; (vv. 4b-5) toward the Isaianic use
of the light imagery. In Isaiah, the Servant of Yahweh is already associated with the
image of light (42:6; 49:6; 51:4), and especially in Isa 51:4 (cf. Isa 2:3-5) it is linked
to the revelation of the law (min) or justice (CSttfft) (cf. the word of God [nirT'-"l37]
in Isa 2:3-5). Thus, the light imagery is easily understood as a symbol of 'saving
revelation.' The contents of its 'revelation' are mainly dealt with in the rest of the
prologue (the revelation of the name, glory, full of grace and truth, and God the
Father), and the revelation is said to have been accomplished in the ministry of the
Son (or his sonship).

(6) Key motifs (of the descriptions of the divine identity and the role of the
Logos) which occur in the first stanza (vv. 1-5) are gradually expanded and
developed in the rest of the prologue. The Johannine Christology in the prologue is
developed on the basis of the exposition of the Genesis creation account. Therefore,
it is no exaggeration to say that the Johannine prologue presents a christological
exegesis of the Genesis creation account.

53 See § 7.1.6.



Chapter 8

THE RELATION OF THE PROLOGUE TO THE REST OF THE

GOSPEL ON THE CHRISTOLOGICAL MOTIFS

The relation of the prologue to the rest of the Gospel is one of the questions which
has been seriously examined following Harnack's first effort (1892).1 Since then,
this question has been critically argued, mainly by source analyses which focus on

identifying the independent original hymn (Christian or non-Christian source) behind
the prologue, as has been discussed.2 They have suggested several theological
concepts and terms in the prologue (e.g. the concept of the incarnation of o foyoq; the
tent dwelling of the Son [orcqvoo)] in contrast with the dwelling in the Temple; the
concepts of 7tAfjpq;; KCCl dftlGeiac, and 01 tbiot), as well as its unique literary
style, which are scarcely reflected in the rest of the Gospel.3 On the other hand, there
are scholars who have pointed out several motifs shared by the prologue and the rest
of the Gospel. J. A. T. Robinson suggests that the prologue was written as an
introduction for the body of the Gospel, just after the writing of the Epistles, and that
this is why similar symbolic terms appear in 1 John l:l-2.4 He also lists 12 themes
which are shared by the prologue and the rest of the Gospel.5 E. Harris attempts a
more systematic study on this question and reaches the conclusion that the description
of the role of the Logos is deliberately subsumed in the Gospel by the terms The Son
of Man' and 'the Son of God,' and the phrase ey® eig'i.6 Although the fuller study of
this question lies outside the scope of our thesis, this chapter will show that several

1 A. von Harnack, Tiber das Verhaltnis des Prologs des vierten Evangeliums zum ganzen
Werk,' ZTK 2(1892), 189-231.

2 See § 6.1.
3
E.g. R. Bultmann, John, 13-18; R. Schnackenburg, John, 225-226; R. Brown, John, 18-21.

4 J. A. T. Robinson, The Relation of the Prologue to the Gospel of St. John,' NTS 9
(1962), 123-124.

5 The pre-existence of the Logos or Son (1:1; 17:5); in him was life (1:4; 5:26); life was light
(1:4; 8:12); light was rejected by darkness (1:5; 3:19); yet not quenched by it (1:5; 12:35); light was
coming into the world (1:9; 3:19; 12:46); Christ was not received by his own (1:11; 4:44); being
born of God and not of flesh (1:13; 3:6; 8:41); seeing his glory (1:14; 12:41); the only-begotten Son
(1:14, 18; 3:16); truth in Jesus Christ (1:17; 14:6); no one has seen God, except the one who comes
from God's side (1:18; 6:46) (Robinson, 'Relation,' 122). He also referred to B. T. D. Smith's work
('The Johannine Theology,' in F. Jackson [ed.], The Parting of the Roads [1912], 256) which
suggested that the description of Christ which was presented in the prologue gives a framework for
the rest of the Gospel (Robinson, 'Relation,' 122-123).

6 E. Harris, Prologue. She also observes the connection between the prologue and the Gospel
concerning the witness of John.
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key christological motifs which appear in the Johannine prologue are expanded in the
rest of the Fourth Gospel. As has been observed in the prologue, several motifs in
the first stanza (John 1:1-5) are developed into the portrayal of the Son of God
(povoyevi)q) in the rest of the prologue. Furthermore, the plot of the narrative
gradually unfolds and develops these motifs in christological contexts of the Gospel.
This chapter will mainly focus on examining how the descriptions of 'the divine
identity' and 'the role' of the Son (Logos) in the prologue are associated with later
christological statements in the Gospel.

8.1 The Description of the Divine Identity of the Son (Logos)

8.1.1 Pre-existence

The motif of the pre-existent Logos is one of the prominent motifs in the Johannine
prologue (John 1:1, 10), and it is also essential to the Johannine Christology.7 This
motif is associated with the description of the 'Son of God' in the rest of the Fourth
Gospel (esp. John 1:30: 8:58; 17:5, 24).

A long quotation of John's testimony (vv. 29-34) which closes with a climactic
statement, 'this is the Son of God (o-uxoi; eoxiv o mot; xou Qeovf (v. 34), begins with
a reference of Jesus' priority of status (eg7i:poo0ev poo) and his priority in time
(rcpcoxo; poo). The latter (^proxo; poo) can be taken as an expression of the pre-
existent Son, since it has already been quoted in the prologue (v. 15), in which the
pre-existent Logos or light (vv. 1-5, v. 9) is easily read by the readers to be
associated with the description of the Son as the incarnated Logos.

The assertion of the pre-existent Son is also made in John 8:58: 'I am (eyco
eipi) before Abraham was (yeveo6ai).' This is a climactic statement of the long
dialogue between the Jews and Jesus (John 8:12-59),8 in which Jesus' identity is
hotly debated.9 It is pointed out that there are several absolute 'I am' sayings in the
Fourth Gospel (e.g. John 8:24, 28, 58) (which seem to be based on a series of such
sayings in Isaiah), and that the eyra dpi sayings in John 8:58 in Jesus' mouth were
based on the eyco eipi sayings (LXX; Sin [MT]) in which YHWH claims

7 R. Schnackcnburg, Jesus in the Gospel: A Biblical Christology (O. Dean [tr.]; Kentucky:
Westminster John Knox Press, 1993 [1995]), 287.

8 D. Ball (7 Am' in John's Gospel: Literary Function, Background and Theological
Implications [JSNTSup 124; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996], 80-81) suggests that John
8:12-59 should be regarded as a literary unit since the eyco eipi saying in the first and third sections
form an inclusio. Cf. Kern's chiastic structural understanding (W. Kern, 'Die symmetrische
Gesamtaufbau von Joh. 8, 12-58,' ZKT 78 [1956], 451-454).

9 M. Hengel ('The Old Testament in the Fourth Gospel,' HBT 12 [1990], 26 and 39) refers to
the Jewish tradition which tells of Abraham as a Witness to the Messiah and the day of salvation
(i.e. ApAbr9:l-10; ApLao frag. 48).
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exclusive divinity in Isaiah (esp. Isa 43:10, 13).10 If this is the case, then the claim of
pre-existence in the ey® eigt saying (in John 8:58) may possibly be linked to the
proclamation of the deity of Yahweh in Isaiah 43." It should be noticed that the
motif of God's eternal existence is emphasized in connection with the claim of
Yahweh's divinity in Isaiah 43:10 and 13.

Isa 43:10 . . . eg7cpoa0ev gov ovk eyevexo uXXoc, 0eog mi gex' ege ovk eotcu

Isa 43:13 ext air' apjcn? mi ovk eaxtv o etc x®v yetpwv gov e^atpougevog 7toif|oco
mi xtg a,7xooxpe\(/ei avxo

Thus, the claim of pre-existence spoken by Jesus (John 8:58) speaks of an intimate
identification with the exclusive God of Isaiah, as D. Ball has rightly commented.12
The Jews understood this saying as an assertion of the pre-existence of Jesus (John
8:57), and presumably as something related to the proclamation of deity (John
8:59).13

The assertion of the pre-existent Son is made also in the prayer of Jesus (John
17:1-26). When Jesus knew that his hour (f) copa avxov) had come (John 17:1; cf.
12:27; 13:31), he presented his prayer by asking that the glory which the Son had had
with the Father (napa ool) before the world was made (icpo xov xov tcoogov etvcu)
should be perfectly manifested (John 17:5; cf. 12:28; 13:31). The ministry of the
Son is summarized as the revelation of the glory of God. The Son manifested the
glory of the Father, having accomplished the work which the Father gave him to do
(John 17:4). According to the prologue, the eternal glory of the Son (8o^av cog

povoyevovg irapa rcaxpog) was manifested in the event of the incarnation of the Logos
(John 1:14). The Gospel understands the words and works of the earthly Jesus as
manifestations of the glory (John 2:11; 8:54; 11:4; 17:4), and the cross as a climactic
revelation of glory of the Father (John 7:39; 12:16, 23; 13:31-32). John 17:4 also
mentions that this glorification of the Son would never be diminished after Jesus'

10 P. Hamer (The 7 am' of the Fourth Gospel, Facet Books [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1970], 37-
45) discussed a connection of the reference to Abraham (John 8:31-56) with the Targumic
interpolation of Abraham into Yahweh's words in Isaiah, in which Abraham was described with the
theme of deliverance and salvation; D. Ball (7 Am,' 185-198) displays both linguistic and thematic
correspondence between Isa 43:10 and fyo) eig'v saying in Jesus' mouth. See these correspondences:
the role of Jesus as the 'witness' (John 8:18; Isa 43:13); the identity of Jesus as the life-giver (John
8:24, 28; Isa43:10, 25) (D. Ball, '7Am,' 185-194).

11 M. Davies (Rhetoric and Reference in the Fourth Gospel [JSNTSup 69; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Piess, 1992], 84-86) argues that Jesus' saying is no more than a claim to
superiority over Abraham. But this is not the case, if we consider the background of Isa 43.

12 D. Ball, 'I Am,' 191.
13 Stoning was prescribed for blasphemy (e.g. Lev 24:16; m. Sanh 7:4 [D. A. Carson, John,

358]).
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departure (return to the Father, or to the world above) (John 17:5, 24).14 That is to
say, on the one hand, the prologue describes the coming of the Son to the world as
the revelation of the glory (John 1:14), whereas, on the other hand, Jesus' prayer
which has been considered by scholars as an epilogue of the farewell discourse (John
ch. 13-17) and also a summary of the Johannine Christology,15 depicts Jesus'
departure to the Father to be in the same glorification.16 The motif of glory appears in
Jesus' prayer, and the ultimate hope of Jesus is presented so that believers would
witness this glory of the Son in the presence of the Father (reapa aeaoxco) (John
17:24; cf. 14:1-3).

8.1.2 Intimacy and Identification with the Father
In the early Jewish creation accounts, the divine attributes (such as the word and
wisdom) appear in the context where the sovereignty of God is highlighted as has
been observed. On the one hand, they are personified and displaying character of an
agent for the creational work of God (and also for the eschatological work), whereas,
on the other hand, they never jeopardize the monotheistic framework, but rather
support the understanding of the unique identity of God. Based on this notion of the
God-attribute relationship, the unique relationship of the Logos and God is
remarkably expressed in the Johannine prologue. It should be noted that this oneness
motif is totally subsumed into the other notion of the Father-Son relationship in John
1:14-18 and in the rest of the Gospel. The Son shares the lordship of the Father (e.g.
John 5:21, 26; 10:28-29); the Son shares the Father's work (John 6:38; 8:29; 9:33;
10:32; 14:10, 31), word (John 3:11; 8:26, 28; 12:49; 14:24; 17:14), and glory (John
11:4, 40; 12:28; 13:31-32; 17:1). The Gospel depicts the mutual indwelling of the
Father and the Son (John 8:29; 10:38; 14:9-11, 20; 16:32; 17:21-23). In the prayer
of Jesus (John ch. 7), the glory which was expected to be witnessed by believers was
depicted to be the glory shared with the Father before the world was made (txpo xou

xov Koogov) (John 17:5). The Gospel also describes how Jesus' claim of oneness
with the Father was understood by the Jews as identification with God (John 5:18;
10:33). Jesus' identification with God was climactically proclaimed in the confession
of Thomas, o leupiog got) koci o Geoq got) (John 20:28). Therefore, the confession of

14 The phrase, 'to glorify in your presence (ttapa aeaoxcp),' seems to imply the glorification
of the exalted Son in heaven, which is contrasted with the glory which was manifested in the earthly
mission of the Son (i.e. to glorify the Father on earth [John 17:4; cf. 12:28; 13:31)).

15 E.g. R. G. Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence, Wisdom, and the Son of Man: A Study of the
Idea of Pre-existence in the New Testament (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973), 215; C.
H. Dodd, Interpretation, 420; C. K. Barrett, John, 417.

16 Cf. M. L. Appold, The OnenessMotif in the Fourth Gospel (WUNT 1; Tubingen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1976), 31.
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the divinity of Christ stands at the beginning (John 1:1) and the end of the Fourth
Gospel.17

8.1.4 The Lordship of the Son: Life and Judgment
John 3:35 states that the Father has given all things (7tavxa) into the hand of the Son
(ev xfj xeipt aikcrO) (cf. John 13:3). The phrase, ev xt) xeipi, expresses the idea that
the Son was given the authority to rule over the world (cf. John 17:2; Matt 28:18).
John 10:28-29 states, 'no one shall snatch the believers out of my hand (etc xij<;
xetpog), whereas no one is able to snatch them out of the Father's hand (ere Tfjg xeiPO?

xov 7Taxpo(;).' The Son shares the lordship of the Father because of the unique
relationship between the Son and the Father: i.e. they are one (eyco teat o 7xaxf|p ev

eapev) (John 10:30; 17:22).
When the lordship of the Son is mentioned in the Fourth Gospel, it clarifies its

particular aim and its direction, i.e. to give eternal life to believers (John 3:36; 5:21,
24-29; 17:2), and to judge all (John 3:36; 5:22, 27).18

According to early Jewish creation accounts (and also eschatological accounts),
God is often described as the sole life-giver who alone has the authority to produce
life (e.g. 2 Bar 21:4; 4 Ezra 3:3-5; JosAsen 8:10-11). This idea is exhibited in the
Fourth Gospel as well: 'the Father raises the dead and gives them life (£(po7roiei)'
(John 5:21a); 'the Father has life in himself (o Tcaxrp e'xei £coriv ev eauxc5)' (John
5:26a). The interesting point is that the Gospel states that the Son also had life in
himself so that he could give life to the world.

The Father raises the dead and gives them Life (i^cpOTtoiet),
so also (oxixftx;) the Son gives Life (^(pOTCOiel) to whom he will (John 5:21).

The Father has Life in himself (e^ei £cof|v eccuxcp),
so also (ouxcog) he has granted (e'Scoicev) the Son to have Life in himself (£oof)v e'xEiv ev
eceuxto) (John 5:26).

It is common in early Judaism to think that God is the sole life-giver who has the
authority to produce life. Life clearly belongs to God himself and to his divine
identity. However, in early Jewish creation accounts, the life-giving motif can only
be shared with divine attributes (i.e. the word of God and wisdom) (e.g. 2 En 30:8; 4
Ezra 7:69; JosAsen 12:2). Therefore, we can maintain that it may be one of the
thought-models for the linking of the Johannine Logos and the life motif (John 1:3-

17 M. Hengel, Studies in Early Christology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995), 367.
18 However, the Gospel emphasizes that the role or the ministry of the Son is to give life (for

salvation) rather than to judge the world (John 3:17; 8:15;12:47).
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4). In the rest of the Gospel, the Son was given this authority, so that the Son was

clearly described as being involved in the unique identity of God.19

8.2. The Description of the Role of the Son (Logos)

8.2.1 The Eschatological Logos
The Johannine prologue hints at the eschatological Logos. This suggests a new

agency of the word of God to accomplish the eschatological works of God, in
contrast with the old agency of the word of God accomplishing creational works.
This motif is actually stated in the rest of the Gospel.

John 5:17-18 records one of the dialogues between Jesus and the Jews on the
sabbath law. Jesus answered, 'My Father is working (epyo^excu) until now, and I
am working (epydi^opai).' In other words, God has never ceased his activities even

after the work of creation, but is still working (epydCexcu) for its completion.20 The
point is that Jesus referred to the ceaseless activity of the Father (possibly the
creational works and the eschatological works) as the reason why the Son was

working on the sabbath. The Jewish audience could not accept it because the Jews
clearly understood these words as claims to equality with God (ioov eauxov rcouov xra

0eco) (John 5:18). The Jews' objection to what Jesus had answered lead to the next

argument on the authority of the works of the Son.

The Son can do nothing of his own accord, but only (obSev edv prj) what he sees the Father
doing (xt pkercp xov raxxepa 7UOiobvxa); for whatever he does, that the Son does likewise.
For the Father loves the Son, and shows him all that he himself is doing (John 5:19b-20a).

19 The Synoptic Gospels make a statement on the authority of Jesus to forgive sins in the
narrative of the healing of a Paralytic (Matt 9:6; Mark 2:10; Luke 5:26). Both Mark and Luke quote
the question of the scribes, 'Who can forgive sins but God alone (ei pf] eic o 0EOQ)?' This means
that the people in the Gospels considered that the authority which had been given to the Son clearly
belonged to the divine identity of God.

20 R. Bauckham (in his comment on this part of my work) suggests that the most relevant
Rabbinic text for John 5:17-18 is b. Ta'an 2a: God gives life on the Sabbath and God judges the
dead on the Sabbath. Cf. P. Borgen ('Creation,' 89) focuses on the role of the Son as a mediator of
completion of the creational work ('Creation,' esp. 92-93). See GenR 11: God works on the
Sabbath by punishing or rewarding people (cf. H. Odeberg, The Fourth Gospel [2nd (ed.);
Amsterdam: B. R. Griiner, 1968J, 202); M. Flengel (Studies in Early Christology, 362) contrasts
between the Old creation and New creation, showing correspondences between the Genesis creation
account (Gen chs. 1-2) and the Johannine Christology: Gen 1:1 (beginning) to John 1:1; Gen 2:1
(accomplishment) to John 19:28; Gen 2:7 (breathing a breath of life) to John 20:21. He ('The Old
Testament,' 33) also suggests that the Fourth Gospel begins with ev dpyr|, the very beginning,
before the six days of creation, and that Jesus dies in the evening of the sixth day of the week thereby
finishing God's word.
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The Gospel repeats again and again that the Son was doing the works of the Father
(John 6:38; 8:29; 9:33; 10:32, 37; 14:10, 31), and that the Son was sent to

accomplish (xeketoco) the work (or the will) of the Father (John 4:34; 5:36; 17:4).
In John 4:34, Jesus said, 'My food is to do (71011)0(0) the will of him who sent

me, and to accomplish (xekeuoam) his work.' The word combination, 'to do
(7toi£co)' and 'to accomplish (xeketoco),' occurs only three times in the New Testament
(John 4:34; 5:36; 17:4), and all examples are interestingly related to the ministry of
the Son of God. In the Old Testament, this word combination occurs six times (Ps
37:7; Dan 8:12, 24; 11:36; Isa 55:11; 2 Chr 31:21), and in particular Isa 55:11 (Ttoteo)
for ntri? and xekeio® for n7^21) is the only example which refers to the work of
God. Moreover, John 4:34 and Isa 55:11 have an interesting similarity as follows:

My food is to do (7ton)a(o) the will of him who sent me, and to accomplish
(xekeuooco) his work (John 4:34).

It (Word) shall do (HBT) that which I will, and accomplish (fT^Sm) the thing for
which I sent it (Isa 55:1l).22

John 4:34 depicts the ministry of the Son as the food (Pptopcc), which may be
contrasted to the water in John 4:14 (see John 6:35).23 The motifs of both food and
water appear in Isa 55:1-2 and 10 as the things which God would offer to the people
in the end time. It should be noted that similarly, the ministry of the word of God
(which is personified) in Isa 55:11 is depicted by the imageries of food and water (Isa
55:10). Therefore, it is possible to assume that the ministry of the Son of God in
John 4:34 may allude to the figure of the word of God in Isa 55:11.

Allusion to Isa 55:11 is also made in John 6:22-58. D. Burkett gives a list of
literary and thematic correspondences between Isa 55:1-11 and John 6:27-71.24

ISAIAH 55:1-3, 10-11 AND JOHN 6:27-71

Isaiah 55:1-11 John 6:27-71
Two types of food are contrasted, that which Two types of food are contrasted, that which
does not satisfy and that which does (55:1-2). perishes and that which remains (6:27).

One should not pay money or one's labor for One should not work for the food which
the food which does not satisfy (55:2). perishes (6:27).

21 The LXX renders ouvxe/To) for
22 The LXX shows difference to John 4:34.
23 Jesus may have been echoing Deut 8:3. However, the focus does not seem to be on the

aspect of the word as the Torah, but on the aspect of the word to carry out the will of God.
24 D. Burkett, The Son of the Man in the Gospel of John (JSNTSup 56; Sheffield: Sheffield

Academic Press, 1991), 131-132.
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One should buy the food which satisfies,
which is given without a price (55:1).

To buy and eat the food which satisfies is to
listen (receptively) to the word of God (55:2).

'Incline your ear and come to me' (55:3).

If one listens to God' word (eats the bread
which satisfies), one's soul will live (55:3).

Listening to the word of God satisfies both
hunger and thirst (55:1-2).

The word of God is sent by God (55:11).

The word of God, like the rain and snow,
descends from heaven (55:10-11).

The word of God, like the rain and snow,

gives bread to eat (55:10-11).

The word of God does the will of God, who
sent it (55:11).

The word of God returns to God in heaven

(55:10-11).

One should work for the food which

remains, which the Son of the Man will give
(6:27).

To work for the food which remains is to

believe in the one whom God sent (6:28-29).

'Everyone who has heard from the Father and
learned comes to me (6:45: cf. 6:35, 37, 44,
65).

If one eats the bread of life one will live
forever (6:27, 33, 35, 40 etc.).

'He who comes to me shall not hunger and
he who believes in me shall never thirst'

(6:35, cf. 53-56).

Jesus, the living bread, is sent by God (6:29,
38, 39, 44, 57).

The bread of God is that which descends from
heaven and gives life to the world' (6:33).

Jesus, or the Father, gives bread (6:27, 32,
51).

'I have come down from heaven not to do my
own will, but the will of the one who sent
me' (6:38).

The Son of the Man ascends to where he was

before (6:62).

First of all, the motifs of food and water (Isa 55:1-2) can be seen in John 6:27 and 35
(cf. John 6:53-56), whereas the descent motif (Isa 55:10-11) appears in John 6:33,
38, 50-51, and 58. The figure of descending Manna in Ps 78:23-25 might be linked
to this motif. Scholars have observed that Deut 8:3 is also the background for the
life-giving motif in John 6:33.

[Deut 8:3 (LXX)]
Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word (7tavxi pfjgccTi) that comes out from
the mouth of God shall man live.25

[Isa 55:11a]
So (as the rain comes down from heaven, and gives bread to the eater [Isa 55:10]) shall my
word be that goes out from my mouth.

25 The MT rendering, mrP ''S *72 bs, alludes to the word of God as well.
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This linking to the Mannamotif may be related to later account of the word of Jesus,
which is designated as life (John 6:63; cf. 6:68). That is to say, the ministry of the
Son is considered to have superseded the Mosaic law, which is often linked to the
Manna motif in early and later Jewish traditions. However, this life-giving motif in
John ch. 6 seems to imply a more dynamic aspect of the ministry of the Son of God.
As previously observed, Isa 55:11 is the key in the creation accounts of 4 Ezra and 2
Baruch, and it presents the reality and certainty of the eschatological work of God.
The personified word appears in both creational and eschatological contexts, and it is
described as an agent to accomplish the will of God (4 Ezra 6:38, 43; 2 Bar 54:3 and
56:4). The Gospel repeatedly implies that the will of the Father is to give life to the
world (John 3:16; 6:39-40; 12:50; cf. 5:21, 26), and the ministry of the Son is said to
accomplish it: i.e. 'I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will, but the
will of him who sent me' (John 6:38). Therefore, the motif of Isa 55:11 (the
eschatological word), which is employed in the creation and eschatological accounts
of 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch, seems to be an important background for the description of
the ministry of the Son of God, particularly in John 4:34, 6:33, and 38.

8.2.2 The Revelation of the Father through the Ministry of the Son

8.2.2.1 The Work of the Son: the Revelation of the Father's Glory
In the prologue, the glory of the Son, as of the only Son from the Father (6c,
povoyevovc, napa naxpoc,) was witnessed by the believers (John 1:14), and the only
Son of God (govoyevfn; 0e6<;) was said to have revealed the Father (John 1:18). In the
rest of the Fourth Gospel, the ministry of the Son was said to carry out the work of
the Father on earth (John 5:19; 5:20, 30; 6:38; 8:29; 10:32). The Son was always
doing the Father's work (John 5:17-20; 8:16), and the Father was working in the Son
(John 5:22, 27, 36; 8:28; 12:49; 17:4). Thus it could be said that any one who had
seen the Son's work had seen the Father (John 12:45; 14:10; 15:24). In other words,
the Son revealed the Father through his work which the Father gave him to
accomplish on earth.

The earthly ministry of the Son was to reveal the Father's glory (11:40). The
works revealed the Son's glory (John 2:11), and through them the Father was also
glorified (John 11:4, 40; 13:31, 32). The Gospel proclaims that the Son's glory had
been climactically revealed at the cross and exaltation of the Son (John 7:39; 12:16,
23, 28; 13:31-32; 17:1), and that this glorification was not only of the Son, but also
of the Father (John 13:31-32; 17:1, 4). In other words, the Son climactically
revealed the Father's glory through the cross and his exaltation. Although there is no
clear mention of the cross in the prologue, the words, 'grace and truth came (zyevexo)
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through Jesus Christ' (John 1:17) may allude to the completion of the revelation of
the Father's glory, that is the cross. If this is the case, then the prologue and the rest
of the Gospel share an important motif of the Johannine Christology, i.e. the perfect
glorification of the Father through the cross.26

8.2.2.2 The Word of the Son: the Revelation of the Father's Word
The Son of God is depicted not only as an agent who carries out the work of the
Father, but also as a revealer of the word (or wisdom) of the Father. The Son speaks
the words of God (xa prjgaxa xot) Geod) (John 3:34; 14:24; 17:14), since the Son told
what he had heard from the Father, and what he had been taught and commanded by
the Father (John 3:11; 8:26, 28; 12:49).27 It is noteworthy that John 14:10 states that
when the Son spoke his words (xa frnpaxa), the Father who dwelt in the Son did his
works (xa epya).

What the Son revealed to the world is the word of truth (akrjeeia) (John 8:40,
45, 46; cf. 18:37),28 which the Son heard from the Father (John 8:40). It is the word
concerning (eternal) life (John 6:63, 68; 12:50; 8:51-52; 10:18), which belongs to the
Father's commandment (f] evxoXfi duxod) (John 12:50). The Son spoke the word of
love (John 13:34; 15:12, 17), which belongs to the Father's commandment (John
15:10). The Son revealed the Father's name (xo ovopa) (John 17:6), which the Father
gave to him (John 17:11, 12) to make known (eyvcoptoa [aorist] and yvoopioco
[future]) to believers (John 17:26). In the Exodus event (esp. Exod chs. 33-34), the
Lord declared his name (33:19), which may have been a reminder of the original
revelation of his name (rPHN rPPIK) (Exod 3:14), when he was asked to reveal
his glory by Moses (33:18). W. Dumbrell thus suggests that 'glory' represents the
unique feature of divine majesty, whereas 'the name' provides the content of its
revelation; similarly, the Father's name and glory are brought together in the person
of Jesus.29 Interestingly, in John ch. 17 the revelation of glory (John 17:1, 4) is
paralleled with the revelation of the name of God (John 17:6, 11-12). Similarly, the
prologue mentions the name of the Son which makes the restoration of God's people
possible (John 1:12), while it also refers to the revelation of glory which is obviously
grounded against the background of the Sinai event (John 1:14). Thus, the revelation
of the name (John 1:12) is paralleled with the revelation of glory (John 1:14).

26 The Gospel expands this role into the revelation of the glory of the Son and the Father, and
entrusts it to later revelatory activity of the Spirit (John 16:4), and also to the works of believers
(John 14:13; 15:8; cf. 21:19).

27 Cf. Deut 18:18. The prophet is expected to tell the word of God and every thing which God
will command.

28 In John 8:45-46, truth is paralleled with the words of God (xa ptjpaxa xot) Geod).
29 W. Dumbrell, 'Law and Grace,' 29-30.
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According to the Gospel, it is an important message of the Son that he was sent
from the Father (John 5:36, 38; 6:29; 7:28, 29; 8:18, 42; 16:30; 17:3, 8, 21, 23 , 25).
In other words, these salvific messages of God (i.e. truth, life, love, and revelation
of God) are made available to those who know (or believe) that the Son was sent
from the Father to make him known to the world. This revelation is made available

through the Son who alone heard the Father's voice (iptovriv) and saw his form (e!8o<;)
(cf. John 5:37; cf. 3:32) and knew the Father (John 7:28-29; 8:19, 55). This
understanding clearly corresponds to the prologue (John 1:18).

8.2.3 The Lightfor the World
The Fourth Gospel states that the Son came into the world as light (eA.-nA.v0ev ev; xov

Koa|iov) (John 3:19; 12:46) and dwelt temporarily in the world (John 9:5; 12:35,
36).30 The words 'came into' may suggest that light which had pre-existed in the
world (above) came into the world (below). This motif of the coming of the pre-

existent light is identical with the description of light in the prologue (John 1:5-9).
The Servant of Yahweh is already associated with the image of light in Isaiah

(42:6; 49:6; 51:4),31 and especially in Isa 51:4 (cf. Isa 2:3-5) it is linked to the
revelation of the law (mm) or justice (QSE70) (cf. the word of God [mrf—07] in Isa
2:3-5). The light is thus easily understood as a symbol of 'saving revelation.'
Similarly, when it refers to the earthly ministry of the Son in the Gospel, the light
imagery indicates 'saving revelation' which guides people to a proper direction or

goal (John 12:35) with hope of eternal life.32 The expression 'the light of the world'
(xo (fxaq xou Kocpou) (John 8:12) should be understood as 'the light for the world (i.e.
the objective genitive), through which believers will not walk in darkness, but will
have the light of life (xo <pcoc^ xf)? This description of believers who walk in
the light may be contrasted with the other picture of unbelievers who belong to this
world below so that they will die in their sin (John 8:21-24). In this sense, the world
below (John 8:21-24) may become co-extensive with darkness as the sphere in which
the way is lost (12:35).33 The Son came into this world (below) as light, as the
revealer of salvific knowledge, through which believers are guided to the right
direction or goal with hope of eternal life (8:12; cf. 8:21-24). In John 9:5, Jesus'
claim to be the light of the world is grounded on the symbolism that (spiritual)

30 While I am in the world (o'xav ev x© Koapo) m), I am the light of the world (9:5);
The light is with you for a little longer (ext piKpov ^povov) (12:35); While you have the
light (cbi; xo (ptoq e%exe), believe in the light (12:36). These examples allude to the death of Jesus
(cf. John 9:4; 12:33).

31 R. Schnackenburrg, John, vol. 2 190.
32 R. Schnackenburrg, John, vol. 2 191.
33 H. Schneider, 'The Word Was Made Flesh,' CBQ 31 (1969), 345.
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blindness is contrasted with sight in the narrative of the healing of the blind (John
9:1-41).34 Jesus' claim to be light thereby indicates that it is the Son who gives sight
(or light) to the spiritual blindness of the world.35 The healing of the blind (Isa 42:7,
16), or the enlightening (Isa 60:19-20; Jub 1:29; 2 En 165:7 [J]; LAB 3:10; SibOr
2:315) is counted as an eschatological blessing in the biblical and early Jewish
tradition. If it is a background for the Johannine symbolism, then the Son is depicted
as an eschatological light which guides the blind in the end time and opens their eyes
with his saving revelation (cf. Isa 6:10; 42:21). In the prologue, the Logos is
depicted to be 'true light' (John 1:9), which is 'for human beings' (John 1:4b). The
figure of John the Baptist (John 1:6-8) hints at the Isaianic use of light imagery as a

symbol of 'saving revelation.' The Johannine prologue claims that the revelation has
been accomplished through the Son (i.e. the revelation of the name [1:12], glory
[ 1:14a], fullness of grace and truth [1:14b, 16-17] and God the Lather 11:18]).

8.2.4 The Life Motif
The prologue proclaims that in him (ev crbxcp [the Logos]) was life (John 1:4a). This
statement seems to correspond to John 5:39-40:

You search the scriptures, since you think that in them (ev aiixais) you have eternal life;
and it is they that bear witness to me. Yet you refuse to come to me that you may have life.

As previously discussed, the Gospel emphasizes that the Father has given all things
(7cavxa) into the hand of the Son (ev tt) xeipf crmou) (John 3:35; cf. John 10:28-29;
13:3). When the lordship of the Son is mentioned, it clarifies its particular aim and
direction, i.e. to give eternal life to believers (John 3:36; 5:21, 24-29; 17:2), as well
as to judge all (John 3:36; 5:22, 27). The only way to have life is announced in the
Gospel: to believe in the name of the Son (John 3:16, 36; 5:24; 6:40, 47 [cf. 6:50-
58]; 8:12; 8:51; 11:25; [cf. 14:6]; 20:31).

The dialogue with Nicodemus (John 3:1-12) discusses the new birth or new
creation. Jesus argues that unless he is born from above (dvtoGEv), he cannot see the
kingdom of God (John 3:3; cf. 3:7). The expression 'to be born from above' is
expanded as being begotten of water and Spirit (v. 5); moreover, its nature is
explained by the contrast of flesh and Spirit (John 3:6): to yeyewri^evov ek xfjs oap%
and xo yeyEwtigevov ek xou 7rvEi5p,axo<;. The Gospel obviously describes Jesus (and

34 See other references to the contrast between sight and blindness (John 8; 12; 11:9-10; 12:35-
36, 40, 46). Cf. R. Schnackenburg, John, vol. 2, 255.

35 The idea of contrast between spiritual blindness and sight (Isa 6:10; 42:18-20; 43:8) is also
an important Isaianic message: cf. Isa 6:10 is cited to depict the Jewish stubbornness in John 12:40.
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his word) as the one who made life (salvation) available to believers through the
fullness of his Spirit36:

He on whom you see the Spirit descend and remain, this is he who baptizes with the
Holy Spirit (John 1:33).

It is the Spirit that gives life, the flesh is of no avail. The words that I have spoken
to you are Spirit and life (John 6:63).

He who believes in me, as the scripture has said, 'Out of his heart shall flow rivers of
living water.' Now this he said about the Spirit, which those who believed in him
were to receive (John 7:38-39a).

Concerning the bestowment of the Spirit on believers, the Gospel comments that it
would happen after Easter (John 7:39). When the risen Lord met his disciples, in
associating them with his continuing mission on earth, he bestowed the Spirit on
them with a symbolic action of breathing on them (evetpuoriaev < eptpuarico) (John
20:22). This action may have reminded the readers of the breathing of the breath of
life (0"n n02?3) in the Genesis creation account (Gen 2:7), which is understood as

the spirit (ITP)) in Isaiah 42:5.37 Namely, the Johannine symbolism (i.e. Jesus'
bestowment of the Spirit on the disciples) may suggest the new creation of human
beings through Jesus' fullness of the Spirit and his word (the fullness of salvific
revelation) (cf. John 6:63, 68).

The prologue proclaims that all who believed in the name of the Son were given
power to become children of God (e^ouaiav xeicva 6ecru yeveo0ai) (John 1:12), and to
be born from God (ek Geou eyewrjeTioav) (John 1:13). These words correspond to
the idea of new birth from above (avcoGev) or new creation in John 3:1-12. The
Gospel states that it actually happened after Easter. That is to say, the risen Christ
carefully instructed the disciples that the Father of the Son should be called 'your
Father' and 'your God' (John 20:17). This is the inaugurated eschatological
fulfillment of the restoration (or new creation) of God's people.

8.3 Summary and Conclusions
In the Johannine prologue, the divine identity and role of Jesus are dramatically
expressed by the motif of the relationship between the Logos and God (esp. John
1:1 -5), and by the motif of the relationship between the Son and the Father (or Jesus'

36 Cf. R. Schnackenburg, John, 386.
37 Cf. Sir 17:1-14 and 1QS 3:18 focus on the bestowment of the spirit in the context of the

creation of human beings.
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sonship) (esp. John 1:14-18). In particular the latter christological motif (sonship) is
obviously expounded in the rest of the Fourth Gospel, while hinting at the motif of
the eschatological Logos as well.

(1) The motif of the pre-existent Logos (John 1:1-2) or the Son (John 1:14) is
seen in the rest of the Fourth Gospel (esp. John 1:30; 8:58; 17:5, 24). The first
statement is given through the Baptist's testimony (John 1:30), which has been
already quoted in the prologue (John 1:15). The second assertion of the pre-existent
Son is made in the ey® eipi saying (John 8:58), which is considered by scholars to be
associated with an exclusive claim of divinity by Yahweh (esp. Isa 43:10, 13). That
is to say, the claim to pre-existence uttered by Jesus (John 8:58) speaks of an intimate
identificaton with the exclusive God of Isaiah. The third assertion of the pre-existent
Son is made in Jesus' prayer (John 17:1-26). The restoration of pre-existent glory
(John 17:4, 24) seems to be in contrast with the description of the Logos which was

shining in darkness (John 1:5) and the glory which was witnessed by believers when
the pre-existent Logos was made incarnate (John 1:14).

(2) The oneness of the Logos and God is remarkably expressed in the
Johannine prologue, and it is totally subsumed in the other notion of the Father-Son
relationship in John 1:14-18 and in the rest of the Fourth Gospel. The Son shares the
lordship of the Father because of the unique relationship the Son shares with the
Father: i.e. they are one (ey® koci o raxxhp 8v eopev) (John 10:30; 17:22). The Son
had life in himself like his Father (John 5:21, 26). The Son's work (e.g. John 6:38;
8:29; 9:33; 10:32; 14:10,31), word (John 3:11; 8:26, 28; 12:49; 14:24; 17:14), and
glory (John 11:4,40; 12:28; 13:31-32; 17:1) display the oneness of the Son and the
Father. Jesus' ey® eipi saying also claims an intimate identificaton with the exclusive
God, and this was climactically manifested in the confession of Thomas, o Kiipioc, pou
koci o 0hoc p,oi> (John 20:28).

(3) The Johannine prologue hints at the eschatological Logos. It displays a
new agency of the word of God to accomplish the eschatological works of God,
which is contrasted with the old agency of the word of God which accomplished the
creational works. In John 4:34, Jesus refers to the ceaseless work of the Father

(possibly the creational work and the eschatological work; cf. the Jewish exegetical
tradition on the 7th day of creation) as the reason why the Son was working on the
sabbath. The terms and contexts of John 4:34 and 6:33, 38 may allude to Isa 55:11,
which presents the reality and certainty of the eschatological work through the word
of God.

(4) The work of the Son was the revelation of the Father's work (John 5:19;
5:20, 30; 6:38; 8:29; 10:32) and glory (11:4, 40; 13:31, 32). Although there is no
clear mention of the cross in the prologue, the words, 'grace and truth came (eyevexo)
through Jesus Christ' (John 1:17) may allude to the completion of the revelation of
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the Father's glory (John 7:39; 12:16, 23, 28; 13:31-32; 17:1), that is the cross. The
word of the Son is also the revelation of the word (or wisdom) of the Father (John
3:11, 34; 8:26, 28; 12:49; 14:24; 17:14). It is the word of life (John 6:63, 68; 12:50;
8:51-52; 10:18), the love command (John 13:34; 15:12, 17), and the revelation of the
Father's name (to ovopa) (John 17:6, 11, 12, 26). These revelations are made
available through the Son who alone heard the Father's voice (cpcovriv) and saw his
form (eiSoq) (cf. John 5:37; cf. 3:32) and knew the Father (John 7:28-29; 8:19, 55).
This understanding clearly corresponds to the claim of the prologue, 'the only Son,
who is in the bosom of the Father, he has made him known' (John 1:18).

(5) The Fourth Gospel states that the Son as light came into the world (John
3:19; 12:46). This motif of the coming of the pre-existent light is obviously identical
with the description of light in the prologue (John 1:5-9). The Son came into this
world as light, as the revealer of the salvific knowledge, through which believers are

guided to the right direction or goal with the hope of eternal life (8:12; cf. 8:21-24).
(6) The Gospel states that the Son was given the authority to give life to people

(John 3:36; 5:21, 24-29; 17:2), and that the only way to have life is to believe in the
name of the Son (John 3:16, 36; 5:24; 6:40, 47 [cf. 6:50-58]; 8:12; 8:51; 11:25; [cf.
14:6]; 20:31). The prologue also proclaims that all who believed in the name of the
Son were given power to become children of God (e^ouaiav tekvoc Geotj yeveaGai)
(John 1:12), and to be born from God (ek Geou EyEvvrjGTiaav) (John 1:13). These
words correspond to the idea of the new birth from above (avcoGev) or the new

creation through the spirit in John 3:1-12. The Gospel states that it actually happened
after Easter (John 20:17), and Jesus' symbolic action of breathing on the disciples
(John 20:22) may hint at a typological correspondence with the breathing of the
breath of life (D^TI n02?3) in the Genesis creation account (Gen 2:7), alluding to the
new creation of human beings through the Son.



Chapter 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This thesis has been concerned with the theological background of the Johannine
Christology in the prologue, by focusing on the early Jewish exegetical traditions of
the Genesis creation account (ca. the 2nd century BCE to the 1st century CE).

The first part of this thesis (chs. 2-5) has observed the ways the creation
accounts were employed. Firstly, there are several ways by which the creation
accounts were referred: (1) the narrative account of creation (a longer retelling of the
Genesis creation account); (2) the descriptive account of creation (a shorter or a more

interpretative account which focuses on particular events of creation); and (3) the brief
reference to creation (a more generalized form of the creation accounts).

Secondly, we have observed the theological function of the creation account.
First of all, the creation account highlights the unique identity of God as the (sole)
Creator. Speculation on the sovereignty of God in some creation accounts
accompanies a sapiential instruction, while it was also developed in a salvific and a
more eschatological context, in which the revealed identity of God as the sole Creator
corresponded typologically with the expected identity of God as the Fulfiller of the
eschatological work. The focus was also directed to the identity of human beings or a
more specified religious group (i.e. Israel or ideal Israel) to affirm their unique
relationship to God or their original status as rulers of the earth. They examined
where they were standing (in an ethical sense and often in a fatalistic sense) and when
they were living (in an eschatological sense), and tried to find the way of life (in a

sapiential context), as well as to foresee the immediate coming of salvation (for their
restoration) and eternal life (in an eschatological context).

Thirdly, early Jewish creation accounts found some links between the
Genesis creation account and other biblical creation accounts. They were concerned
with the biblical speculation on the divine identity of God as the Creator (Prov 8:22-
29; Ps 33:6-12; 90:12; 119:73; 139:2-8; Jer 10:12-13; Isa 40:18-26; 45:7). The
astronomical and meteorological accounts of Job chs. 38-43 and Ps 104:5-23, which
highlight God's providence, are often mentioned. When the Genesis creation account
was linked to Isa 48:3, 13 and 55:11 (2 Baruch and 4 Ezra), or linked to Ps 33:6-9
(Sirach and ApAbr), the creational motifs were expanded in a more salvific and
eschatological context.
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Fourthly, the description of the unique identity of God as the Creator often
accompanies the divine attributes (i.e. the word of God [or command, oath], wisdom
[or knowledge], right hand [or hands], name, and spirits). Each imagery exhibits a

particular sense or aspect of the unique identity of God. The divine word (or his
command) seems to be associated with the description of the sovereign power of God
in his creational works. Influenced by Isa 48:3, 13 and 55:11 (and Ps 33:6-9), the
creational word is expanded into a salvific or an eschatological word (esp. 4 Ezra and
2 Baruch; cf. JosAsen, ApAbr, and Sir). Wisdom is mentioned in the context where
God's providence over all creation (both space and time) is highlighted. Both the
divine word and wisdom appear simultaneously in some cases (2 En ch. 33; Sir ch.
42; Wisd ch. 9; 4Q403), and generally the former implies the reality of God's deed or
his works, whereas the latter depicts the perfect design or plan of God.

Fifthly, this thesis has observed that the life motif is deeply associated with
the unique identity of God as well. God is the sole life-giver who himself has the
authority to produce life ex nihilo . The divine attributes are linked to this description:
wisdom is assigned to create Adam (2 En 30:8), whereas the divine word functions to
produce human beings (4 Ezra 7:69); in JosAsen 12:1-2, the word is called 'life.'

Finally, our study has observed that the creation accounts speculated on the
theological meanings of the creation of light(s) ("HX and mXD). The creation of light
was understood as a manifestation of the sovereign power of God, whereas light was
considered to be a divine thing. This light motif as a divine thing was easily linked to
the divine nature of the Torah or the salvific revelation. It is noteworthy that both life
and light motifs were counted as eschatological blessings.

In accordance with our findings in early Jewish creation accounts, Part II
(chs. 6-8) has attempted to provide literary and thematic analyses of the Johannine
prologue. First of all, Chapter 6 has proposed a tripartite parallel structural
understanding of the prologue which suggests that the key themes (the identity and
the role of the Logos) which occur in the first stanza (John 1:1-5) are gradually
expanded and developed in two other stanzas, with the relationship between the
Logos and God being subsumed into the relationship between the Son and the Father
(John 1:6-13 and 1:14-18).

Chapter 7 has observed that the Johannine Christology in the prologue was

developed on the exposition of the Genesis creation account. Based on the
understanding that there is speculation on the work of creation in the description of
the unique identity of God, and that only the divine word, as well as wisdom, can be
an agent of the creational work, the Johannine prologue claims that the Logos (Son)
was obviously associated with the unique identity of God. Thus the prologue
carefully attempted to develop Christology on the basis of the exegetical traditions of
the Genesis creation account in which Jewish monotheism was carefully preserved.
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In addition, the motif of the creative word (esp. Ps 33:6 and 9 and Isaiah 48:3
and 55:11) was expanded and developed into the eschatological word in early Jewish
and Christian tradition (e.g. Sir ch. 39; ApAbr 21-22; 4 Ezra ch. 6; 2 Bar chs. 14,
21, 48, 54; 2 Pet 3:5-7; cf. Jas 1:18; 1 Pet 1:18). In contrast with the agency of the
divine word which accomplished the creational work, the new agency of the divine
word to accomplish the eschatological work was greatly expected. When the
prologue employed the Word (o koyog) in the contexts of both creation (John 1:1-5)
and eschatology (John 1:6-18), the motifs of the (creational and eschatological) word
may have been in both the author's and the first readers' minds. Therefore, the
divine word provides the Johannine Logos with an important aspect.

Moreover, the Johannine prologue modifies the Logos with the life motif
which was often employed to depict the identity of God as the sole life-giver in early
Jewish creation accounts. In the prologue, the Logos was depicted as the Creator and
the one who possessed life in himself. This motif may be associated with the
authority (to ovopa awou) which was given to the Logos through which the children
of God would be born (esp. vv. 12-13).

In relation to the life motif, the Johannine prologue claims that the Logos was

light, and describes how the light which appeared firstly in creation (John l:4b-5)
visited the world as 'the true light' (to (pcog to dkriGivov). In the Jewish tradition, the
creation of light is typologically applied to the revelation of the Torah. Thus, the light
imagery is easily understood as a symbol of 'saving revelation.' The contents of its
'revelation' are mainly considered in the rest of the prologue (i.e. the revelation of the
name, glory, fullness of grace and truth, and God the Lather). In summary, we have
observed that the description of the identity and the role of the Logos (the Son) were
made on the basis of the exegetical tradition of the Genesis creation account.
Therefore, we have reached the conclusion that the Johannine prologue presented a

christological interpretation of the Genesis creation account.
The final attempt of our thesis (Chapter 8) was to observe that the descriptions

of the divine identity and the role of the Son (Logos) in the prologue are associated
with the christological statements in the rest of the Lourth Gospel. Lirstly, the motif
of the pre-existence (John 1:1-2, 15) is found in the Baptist's testimony (John 1:30),
in Jesus' 'I am saying' (John 8:58) which alludes to an exclusive claim of the divinity
of Yahweh (esp. 43:10, 13), and in Jesus' prayer (John 17:4, 24) which alludes to
the pre-existent glory in John 1:5. Secondly, the oneness motif (John 1:1-2, 18) is
prominent in the rest of the Lourth Gospel (John 10:30; 17:22). The Son's work
(John 6:38; 8:29; 9:33; 10:32; 14:10, 31), word (John 3:11; 8:26, 28; 12:49; 14:24;
17:14), and glory (John 11:4, 40; 12:28; 13:31-32; 17:1) also display the oneness of
the Son and the Lather. An intimate identification of Christ with the only God (John
1:1) is climactically manifested in the confession of Thomas, o K-upiog jxou mi, o 0eoi;
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p-ccu (John 20:28). Thirdly, the motif of the eschatological word (which is hinted at in
the Johannine Logos) can be observed in John 4:34 and 6:33 and 38. These contexts
may allude to Isa 55:11. Fourthly, the role of the Son as the revelation of God (John
1:16-17, 18) is an important message in the rest of the Gospel. The work of the Son
was the revelation of the Father's work (John 5:19; 5:20, 30; 6:38; 8:29; 10:32) and
glory (11:4, 40; 13:31,32), as well as the Father's name (to ovona) (John 17:6, 11,
12, 26). Although there is no clear mention of the cross in the prologue, 'grace and
truth' which came or was accomplished (eyevexo) through Jesus (John 1:17) may
allude to the completion of the revelation of the Father's glory (John 7:39; 12:16, 23,
28; 13:31-32; 17:1), that would be the cross. The Son's word is also the revelation
of the word (or wisdom) of the Father (John 3:11, 34; 6:63, 68; 8:26, 28, 51-52;
10:18; 12:49-50; 13:34; 14:24; 15:12, 17; 17:14). Fifthly, the life motif which
depicts the identity of the Logos (the Son) in the prologue shares its idea with the rest
of the Gospel. The Son was given the authority to give life to the world (John 3:36;
5:21, 24-29; 17:2), and the only way to have life is to believe in the name of the Son
(John 3:16, 36; 5:24; 6:40, 47 |cf. 6:50-58]; 8:12; 8:51; 11:25; |cf. 14:6]; 20:31).
The claim of the prologue that all who believe in the name of the Son would be born
from God (ek 0eot) ey£wt)0r|oav) (John 1:13) may correspond to the idea of new birth
from above (avco0ev) or the new creation (John 3:1-12). Jesus' symbolic action of
breathing on the disciples after Easter (John 20:22) may hint at a typological
correspondence with the breath of life in the Genesis creation account (Gen 2:7).
Finally, the light motif which depicts the role (or the ministry) of the Logos (the Son)
in the prologue appears in the Gospel as well. The Son came into the world as light
(John 3:19; 12:46), and as the revealer of salvific knowledge through which believers
are guided to the right direction or goal with a hope of eternal life (8:12; cf. 8:21-24).
Therefore, the descriptions of 'the divine identity' and 'the role' of the Son (Logos)
in the prologue are associated with later christological statements in the Fourth
Gospel. In other words, the prologue functions as a christologically oriented
introduction which is deeply associated with the description of the identity and the
ministry (the role) of the Son of God in the rest of the Fourth Gospel.

Reflection on our observations may give a new light to several debated issues.
Firstly, our conclusion will challenge and refute Bultmannian assumption that the
Johannnine Logos cannot be understood on the basis of the OT. Once the Johannine
prologue is carefully compared with early Jewish creation accounts, it becomes clear
how John develops Christology on the basis of the exposition of the OT (especially
Pentateuch and Isaiah). The thesis emphasizes that the (creative and salvific) motifs
of the divine word (e.g. in Genesis, Psalms, and Isaiah) were much focused and
expanded in a more eschatological speculation in first century Judaism (e.g. 4 Ezra, 2
Baruch; cf. JosAsen, ApAbr, Sir). Secondly, this thesis challenges recent
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christological discussions which have searched for some mediator figures in or
outside biblical and Jewish literature in order to find a divine position for Christ.
This thesis argues that the Johannine prologue claims that the right place for Christ
(the Son) should be found in the unique identity of God (within the context of Jewish
monotheism), which was revealed in his work of creation and in the eschatological
hope. Finally, this thesis challenges recent Johannine scholarship which has so

strongly emphasized the Jewish wisdom tradition that has easily ignored the context
in which the Genesis creation account is the focus. Admitting a possible influence
from the personified figure of divine wisdom, this thesis argues that the (creative and
eschatological) figures of the divine word play a primary role in the Johannine
prologue which is concerned with the eschatological events inaugurated in the
revelation of the identity and the ministry of the Son of God.
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